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A BALM IN GILEAD

Title:

A BALM IN GILEA

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Refrain
There is a balm in Gilead
To make the wounded whole.
There is a balm in Gilead
To heal the sin-sick soul.

Comment:

Sometimes I feel discouraged
And think my work in vain,
But then the Holy Spirit
Revives my soul again.
If you cannot sing like angels,
If you cannot preach like Paul,
You can tell of the love of Jesus
And say he died for all.
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A BRAND NEW DAY

Title:

A BRAND NEW DAY

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Global Moveme

If My Friends Co

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

A brand new day is here; yes, it is here to stay.
The ones who care across the world are on the way.
It's time for everyone to see for a fact
A global servant force is ready to act.
The dream's reality comes true before their eyes;
The spirit of community is on the rise.
What a moment, give a cheer (They'll never believe it!)
That a brand new day is here.
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Title:

A CANDLE FLAME

Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

If your life's a candle flame
A fragile glow of hope
Nameless ‘tween the ages.

Speaker:
Type:

You will see within the light
The stones of ages past
Placed there by hands long ashes.

Comment:

Now beneath the silent arch
You hear the crowd's loud cry
And you to catch on fire
Burn with new life always on--never still
Hope leaps once more in the midst of the
darkness
If your life's a candle flame
Though gusts of death blow cold
Tomorrow lives.
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A CHARGE TO KEEP I HAVE

Title:

A CHARGE TO KE

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

A charge to keep I have.
A God to glorify;
A never-dying soul to save,
And fit it for the sky.

Comment:

To serve the present age.
My calling to fulfill;
O may it all my powers engage.
To do my Master's will.
Arm me with jealous care.
As in thy sight to live;
And O, thy servant, Lord, prepare.
A strict account to give!
Help me to watch and pray,
And on thyself rely;
Assured, if I my trust betray,
I shall forever die
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A LIGHT IS NOW BREAKING

Title:

A LIGHT IS NOW B

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

Washington Post

Speaker:

A light is now breaking, showing the secret that meaning is everywhere in life,
And I am the bearer of the light
A peace is now present, hopes are banished, and care's all gone and nothing's to hate
And self is the only war to fight.

Type:

Comment:

What powerful light, it blinds, it dazzles me. I'm spun in a wildly crashing whirl
Aware that I'm sent for all the world.
And finding the terror peace, I'm silent as never before, I encounter the calm
Of knowing that's held before my eyes.
A wild kind of joy bursts forth, a singing that's free, a dancing on sea:
My life's transformed, bliss unknown before
I'll never live more than each moment in history.
A joy is now leaping forth in ecstasy and gratitude's now the way of life
By happiness struck and all's worthwhile
My death is now here a painful reality. I find myself new, impelled into life
Victorious for eternity.
What rapturous joy, it swells, it consumes me, I'm breathless in throbbing ecstasy
Aware I can die, what rhapsody.
And finding a cry released, I'm free from death, as never before, I'm one with the world
I dive in the endless sea, awhirl.
A wild kind of joy bursts forth, a singing that's free, a dancing on sea:
My life's transformed, bliss unknown before
I'll never live more than each moment in history.
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A MIGHTY FORTRESS IS OUR GOD

Title:

A MIGHTY FORTR

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

A mighty fortress is our God, a bulwark never failing;
Our helper He amid the flood of mortal ills prevailing;
For still our ancient foe cloth seek to work us woe;
His craft and power are great, and, armed with cruel hate, on earth is not his equal.

Comment:

Did we in our own strength confide, our striving would be loosing;
Were not the right Man on our side, the Man of God's own choosing;
Dost ask who that may be? Christ Jesus, it is he,
Lord Sabaoth, his name, from age to age the same, and he must win the battle.
And though this world, with devils filled, should threaten to undo us;
We will not fear, for God hath willed His truth to triumph through us;
The prince of darkness grim, we tremble not for him;
His rage we can endure, for lo! his doom is sure, one little word shall fell him
That word above all earthly powers, no thanks to them, abideth;
The Spirit and the gifts are ours through Him who with us sideth;
Let goods and kindred go, this mortal life also;
The they may kill: God's truth abideth still, His kingdom is forever.
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A NEW DAY

Title:
Keywords 1:

A NEW DAY

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

I Can See a New

Speaker:
Type:

I can see a new day, a new day soon to be.
When the storm clouds are all gone, and the sun shines on a world that is free.

Comment:

I can see a new church, a new church, in history
Where the Word is at the center, and the future ever shall be.
I can see a new man, a new man standing tall
With his head high and his heart proud, and afraid of nothing at all.
I can see a new woman. a new woman breathing awe
In her eyes light. and her heart strong. and consumed with a love for the all.
I can see a new world, a new world coming fast.
Where all men are brothers, and hatred is forgotten at last.
I can see a new day, a new day soon to be
When the storm clouds are all gone, and the sun shines on a world that is free.
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A NEW DAY ARISING

Title:

A NEW DAY ARISI

Keywords 1:

Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

A Bad Moon Risi

Speaker:
Type:

I see a new day arising,
I see Cusick on its way.
I see a lot of good surprises,
I think that Cusick's here to stay.

Comment:

Don't give up the fight,
Our future is in sight.
There's a new day on the rise.
Don't give up the fight,
We're about to see the light.
There's a new day on the rise.
Hope you've got it all together,
Hope you've come prepared to win.
Looks like we’re in for sunny weather.
Cusick is going to live again.
Don't give up the fight,
Our future is in sight.
There's a new day on the rise.
Don't give up the fight,
We're about to see the light.
There's a new day on the rise.
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A NEW EARTH ALIVE

Title:
Keywords 1:

A NEW EARTH AL

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Global Moveme

Feelings

Speaker:

Hidden, hidden yet appearing
Earth is risen into view
Come of age.

Type:

Changing, transformed life remaining
This world's vision born anew
Now in its time.
See it, oh, oh, believe it, oh, oh, oh, be it.
A new earth alive.
Passions, passions focused onward
Toward the century yet to be
So near at hand.
Caring, daring ones in every land,
Wondering where next to stand
Now to decide.
See it, oh, oh, believe it, oh, oh, oh, be it.
A new earth alive.
Serving, serving all the world in care
Sensing new hope everywhere
As never before.
Standing, side by side demanding
Courage born now of the Way
Shared by all.
See it, oh, oh, believe it, oh, oh, oh, be it.
A people alive.
Repeat last refrain twice.
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A NEW WAY

Title:

A NEW WAY

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

Killing Me Softly

Speaker:
Type:

Chorus:
Spinning my life a new story
Giving a face to the pain
Seeing through all of the weakness
Filling my whole life with passion
Filling the future with glory
Surging within me, a new Way.

Comment:

The world is on my shoulders, it weighs too much to bear.
Still, cries of suffering expose my wounded care,
Boundlessly claiming from me, taking more than I had offered.
Life's complications plague me, nothing is easily done,
Each new frustration driving deeper the resolve.
So easy to give up, but only over my dead body.
My life slips through my fingers, I share the sense of doom.
My longing finds a home in setting spirit free,
Living beyond the border, meaning bleeding from each moment.
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A PLACE IN THE CHOIR
Bill Staines, an American folk musician
CHORUS:
All God's creatures
Got a place in the choir
Some sing low and some sing higher,
Some sing out loud on a telephone wire,
Some just clap their hands, or paws, or anything they've got now

Show
All

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Sustainability (n

Tune:

Speaker:

Listen to the top where the little bird sings
On the melodies and the high notes ringing,
And the hoot owl cries over everything
And the blackbird disagrees.

Type:

Comment:

Singing in the night time, singing in the day,
When little duck quacks, and he's on his way.
And the otter hasn't got much to say
And the porcupine talks to himself
CHORUS
The dogs and the cats they take up the middle
While the honeybee hums and the cricket fiddles,
The donkey brays and the pony neighs
And the old gray badger sighs...
Listen to the bass, it's the one on the bottom
Where the bullfrog croaks and the hippopotamus
Moans and groans with a big t'do
And the old cow just goes moo.
CHORUS
It's a simple song a little song everywhere
By the ox and the fox and the grizzly bear,
The dopey alligator and the hawk above,
The sly old weasel and the turtle dove.
CHORUS (twice)
All God's creatures got a place in the choir.
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A PLACE OF GOLD

Title:

When he landed on our shore, Captain Cook soon learned the lore,
Of the black men there alone.
White settlers soon arrived and they began to thrive,
And claimed it for their own.
Railroad tracks and gold and grazing soon filled the whole land
Carving pathways to the future, a pioneer band.

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

The Road to Gun

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Chorus:
With the new and the old
We'll create a place of gold,
In the State of New South Wales.
Now the migrants came galore, bringing riches from their shore
Of ethnic gifts from distant lands.
British, Europeans, Asians, bringing hope from many nations
To help us come alive.
No, we are not isolated, the world comes to call,
Every past is celebrated, a future for all.
Chorus
From the Harbour to the Hill, the Murray to the Tweed
Communities are breaking free
Where the steel mills are a-rolling, the stockmen are patrolling,
There care is sure to be,
Where the housewife and the miner are moving as one,
Where the gifts of all the people will shine in the sun.
Chorus
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A PRAYER: THE TIME HAS COME

Title:
Keywords 1:

A PRAYER: THE T

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Waiting for the S

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

O God, the world is waiting for resurgence, every heart is waiting for You.
The hopes of man, the spirit deeps are crying. Now, O God, the time is come!
O God, old men are dreaming dreams of future, and young men see visions of hope.
The prophecy from daughters all is rising. Now, O God, the time is come!
O God, pour out a portion of Your spirit, give a sign of what is to come,
Send down the fire of power and repentance. Now, O God, the time is come!
O God, be with us on our journey always, as we serve the anguish of men,
Save us unto Thy everlasting glory. Now, O God, the time is come!
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A SIGN EVERYWHERE

COME%WITH%ME%
TO%A%TOWN%THAT%HAS%COME%ALIVE%
A%TOWN%FILLED%WITH%FOLKS%WHO’VE%SEEN%
WHAT%THEY%HGAVE%BEEN%DESTINED%FOR.%
%
GO%SOUTH%IN%ILLINOIS%
TILL%YOU%COME%TO%THE%SKILLET%FORK%
AND%THERE%NESTLED%ON%ITS%BANKS%
A%SIGN%YOU%HAVE%DREAMED%
%
%
THE%TOWN%MILL%SHOLES%
%
YOUR%SEARCH%HAS%ENDED%
%
GONE%NOW%IS%HOPELESSNESS%
%
AND%GONE%DESPAIR%
%
%
SOMEHOW%THAT%PLACE%
%
MY%HEART%SUSPENDED%
%
AND%NOW%I%KNOW%THERE’S%
%
A%TOWN%THAT%CAN%CARE%
%
WON’T%YOU%TELL%ALL%THE%PEOPLE%THERE%
THAT%ALL%HISTORY%IS%WAITING%NOW%
TO%WALK%OUT%FROM%DARK%DESPAIR%
INTO%THE%NEW%DAY%THAT’S%DAWNED%
%
SO%OPEN%YOUR%WEARY%EYES%
TO%THIS%TOWN%THAT%HAS%COME%ALIVE%
MILL%SHOLES%DOWN%IN%ILLINOIS%
A%SIGN%EVERMORE.%
%
%
%
MILL%SHOLES,%ILLINOIS,%USA%
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A SIGN EVERYWHE

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

A Stranger in Pa

Speaker:
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A SOL DE SEPTIEMBRE LA ESERANZA
Este mundo quiere saber
Que destina todo tendrá
Sol de Septiembre, tu puedes ser la esperanza.
Tanta gente sin porvenir
Sufrimiento tan inocente
Sol de Septiembre, tu puedes ser la esperanza.

Title:

A SOL DE SEPTIEM

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Chiquititra

Speaker:

Si escuchas bien oirás
El futuro llamándote
Sol de Septiembre, tu puedes ser la esperanza.

Type:

Comment:

Triunfará el hombre local
Si decides ser pionero
Sol de Septiembre, tu puedes ser la esperanza.
Coro:
Sol de Septiembre bello lugar
Renaciste como la flor de la primavera
Tu historia cuenta de gente muy audaz
Recreando su destino.
En tus tierras fértiles hay
Alimentos para el mundo Sol de Septiembre
Y tu alma entregará esperanza a
Otros pueblos olvidados.
Joya linda del cono sur
Y orgullo de tu patria.
Repetir 2da estrofa.
Repetir coro.
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A SONG IN THE NIGHT
From Natchex to Mobile, from Memphis to Saint Jo, wherever the four winds blow
I’ve lived in some big towns; I’ve heard me some big talk. But when the sweet talk is done
A circuit is lonely, and a worrisome thing that’ll lead you to sing a song in the night.
Now the rains are fallin’; hear the train a-callin’; Move it! (from Natchez to Mobile)
Hear that lonely whistle blowin’ across the trestle; Move it! (from Memphis to Saint Jo)
A-move it, a-move it! Clickety clack comes echoin’ back a song in the night.
From Brooklyn to East Bronx, from Harlem to Jones Beach, wherever the sun shines in
I’ve walked on the pavement and travelled in subways. I’m really set up to win.
But circuits are lonely, and they’re worrisome things that’ll lead you to sing a song in the night.
Now the smog is fallin’; hear the sirens squallin’. Move it! (from Brooklyn to East Bronx)
Hear that lonely cryin’. It’s ole Hudson sighin’. Move it! (from Harlem to Jones Beach)
A-move it, a-move it! A cloppity clop, and don’t let it stop, a song in the night.
From Red Deer to Moose Jaw, Vancouver to Churchill, wherever the snow lies deep
I’ve covered the whole ground, the big and the small towns. It’s called “The Forum Sweep”
The circuits are lonely, they’re worrisome things that’ll lead you to sing a song in the night.
Hear the winds a-blown’. See the blizzards snowin’. Move it! (from Red Deer to Moose Jaw)
Hear the wolves a-howlin’ and the bears a-growlin’. Move it” (Vancouver to Churchill)
A-move it! A-move it! A dummety dumm, the tires they hum a song in the night.
From Boise to L.A, from Vegas to Lame Deer, wherever the mountains show
I’ve travelled the desert for days and for long nights. I’m always on the go.
A circuit is lonely, and a worrisome thing that’ll lead you to sing a song in the night.
Now the heat is growin’, hear the rivers flowin’. Move it! (from Boise to L.A.)
Now the sky is clearin’. Oooh – the pavement’s searin’. Move it! (from Vegas to Lame Deer)
A-move it! A-move it! A doobity doo, I’ll sing it to you, a song in the night.
From Windsor to St. John, Noranda to Gaspe, we hold down the whole East Side
Community Forum is what we can offer in Frehcn and English besides
But circuits are lonely, they’re worrisome things that’ll lead you to sing a song in the night.
It’s the same response. Vive la diff-er-ence! Move it! (from Windsor to St. John)
Wave the fleur de lys around the circuitry. Move it! (Noranda to Gaspe)
A-move it! A-move it! A dingety ding, the circuiters sing chansons dans la nuit.
From Green Bay to Cinnci, Peoria to Big Chi, wherever the Great Lakes flow
I visited farm towns, the ghettoes and suburbs where Mid-America grows
A circuit is lonely, and a worrisome thing that’ll lead you to sing a song in the night.
Where the grain is blowin’, paddle wheelers smokin’. Movt it! (from Green Bay to Cinnci)
Hear the cities cryin’. They’re not keen on dyin’. Movt it! (Peoria to Big Chi)
A-move it! A-move it! A clackety clack, crawl in my sack with this song in the night.
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Title:

A SONG IN THE N

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Blues in the Night
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A STRANGE GLADNESS

Title:

A STRANGE GLAD

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

Cabaret Medley

Speaker:
Type:

Shocking! My life's anew, vict'ry! Shocking! It's certitude, trembling!
Illumination. Light within, without: I am that light, there's meaning everywhere
And it is shocking! It's all come clear, it is—the other world the other world, the other world.

Comment:

Nothing to hate now and nothing to fear within the human pain
Oh, it's the other world, my friend, come lay your burdens down.
Moments of rapture and seizures of bliss within the human woes
Oh, it's the other world, my friend, come, live triumphantly.
The other world is in this world
It's part of every life for those who have the eyes to see and choose it.
Living my life and embracing my death within the human way
Oh, it's the other world, my friend, come, dance a happy death!
Shocking! My life's a new vict'ry! Shocking! It's certitude, trembling!
Illumination, Light within, without: I am that light, there's meaning everywhere
And it is shocking! It's all come clear, it is—the other world, the other world, the other world.
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A TOAST TO THE BAND OF TWENTY-FOUR
In	
  villages	
  and	
  city,	
  communities	
  stand:	
  
	
  
Here’s	
  to	
  the	
  twenty-‐four!	
  
A	
  sign	
  to	
  all	
  people	
  in	
  every	
  land:	
  
	
  
Here’s	
  to	
  the	
  twenty-‐four!	
  
	
  
Chorus:	
  
Here’s	
  to	
  the	
  band	
  of	
  twenty-‐four,	
  
The	
  glorious	
  band	
  of	
  twenty-‐four,	
  
Victorious	
  band	
  of	
  twenty-‐four,	
  
The	
  twenty-‐four	
  global	
  signs!	
  
	
  
All	
  kinds	
  of	
  communities	
  standing	
  up	
  tall:	
  
Here’s	
  to	
  the	
  twenty-‐four!	
  
And	
  building	
  a	
  future	
  more	
  human	
  for	
  all:	
  
	
  
Here’s	
  to	
  the	
  twenty-‐four!	
  
	
  
Chorus:	
  
	
  
Fifth	
  City	
  Kampini,	
  Kwangyung	
  Il,	
  Termine:	
  
Here’s	
  to	
  the	
  twenty-‐four!	
  
The	
  pioneer	
  guide	
  of	
  the	
  new	
  human	
  day:	
  
	
  
Here’s	
  to	
  the	
  twenty-‐four!	
  
	
  
Chorus:	
  
	
  
Oombulgurri,	
  Sungai	
  Lui,	
  Caño	
  Negro,	
  Delta	
  Pace	
  …	
  
Revealing	
  authentic	
  community	
  face	
  …	
  
	
  
Majuro,	
  Ivy	
  City,	
  El	
  Bayad,	
  Kreutzberg	
  Ost	
  …	
  
Salute	
  to	
  their	
  pasts,	
  their	
  futures,	
  a	
  toast	
  …	
  
	
  
Isle	
  of	
  Dogs,	
  Kelapa	
  Dua,	
  Oyubari,	
  Vogar	
  …	
  
All	
  beacons	
  humanness	
  shining	
  afar	
  …	
  
	
  
Kawangware,	
  Ijede,	
  Inyan	
  Wakagapi,	
  Hai	
  Ou	
  …	
  
Places	
  of	
  glory	
  all	
  peoples	
  do	
  know	
  …	
  
	
  
Maliwada,	
  Lorne	
  de	
  l’Acadie,	
  Sudtonggan,	
  Nam	
  Wai	
  …	
  
The	
  world’s	
  local	
  people	
  now	
  take	
  up	
  the	
  cry	
  …	
  
	
  
Let	
  every	
  community	
  join	
  in	
  this	
  song	
  …	
  
New	
  hope	
  for	
  two	
  million,	
  now	
  pass	
  it	
  along	
  …	
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Title:

A TOAST TO THE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Transparency

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Vive La Compag
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ACROSS THE WORLD IN EVERY LAND
Chorus:
Across the world, in every land,
Now the local people stand,
Heart to heart and hand in hand
To create a better day.
Across the world, in every land,
Human hope is near at hand,
Human care the one demand
On the people of the way.

Title:

ACROSS THE WOR

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

The Garden Song

Speaker:

They’re black, and yellow, tan and white,
Brown and red—a strange new light,
A gleam of hope in the world’s dark night,
Something new has come to birth.
Local people everywhere
Finding ways to build and share
Finding ways to act their care
For the future of the earth.
Chorus
To build the future’s hard and tough,
The future’s way is long and rough,
You never seem to do enough
But you can’t escape the call,
For what you reap is what you sow
Is still the truth of life, you know,
Have to build the way to go
For tomorrow for us all.
Chorus
You can’t look back once you’ve begun,
You know the task is never done,
The victory is never won
‘Til everybody sees
That all the earth belongs to all
‘Til every place has heard this call,
And everybody, great and small
Can live proud and strong and free.
Chorus
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Title:
Keywords 1:

ADVANCE

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Though the future blinds our lives
We can engage to build the Earth
And be the sign that all the Earth
Belongs to every local man
Bear the mark of this demand
That's how we give our lives to care
In global guilds.
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ADVANCE AUSTRALIA FAIR

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Australians all let us rejoice
For we are young and free
With golden soil and wealth for toil;
Our home is girt by sea.
Our land abounds in nature's gifts
Of beauty rich and rare. In every age let
history's stage
Advance Australia fair.
In joyful strains, then let us sing
Advance Australia fair.
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AFRIKA NCHI YETU

Title:

AFRIKA NCHI

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

O Afrika nchi yetu (x 4)
Watu wote wa Afrika
Tunataka Kuungana,
Tujenge taifa letu
Lenye ngavu na umoja.
Na lakini ni lazima,
Tusahau ulegavu.
Unyang'anyi na uchoyo
Hizo ndizo zinadhuru.

Comment:

Twasimama mbele yenu,
Kama kionyesho kwenu
Cha kusimama imara
Hilo ndilo lengo letu.
O Afrika nchi yetu (x 4)
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AH! SWEET MYSTERY OF LIFE

Title:

AH! SWEET MYST

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Ah!	
  Sweet	
  mystery	
  of	
  life	
  at	
  last	
  I’ve	
  found	
  you,	
  
Ah!	
  At	
  last	
  I	
  know	
  the	
  secret	
  of	
  it	
  all	
  
All	
  the	
  longing,	
  seeking,	
  striving,	
  waiting,	
  yearning,	
  
The	
  burning	
  hopes,	
  the	
  joys	
  and	
  idle	
  tears	
  that	
  fall.	
  
	
  
It	
  is	
  love	
  and	
  love	
  alone	
  the	
  world	
  is	
  seeking,	
  
For	
  ‘tis	
  love	
  and	
  love	
  alone	
  that	
  can	
  repay.	
  
‘Tis	
  the	
  answer,	
  ‘tis	
  the	
  end	
  and	
  all	
  of	
  living,	
  
For	
  it	
  is	
  love	
  alone	
  that	
  rules	
  for	
  aye.	
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AIN’T GONNA RAIN NO MORE

Title:

AIN’T GONNA RAI

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Phase One Yout

Tune:

Chorus:"
It"ain’t"gonna"rain"no"more,"No"more"
"
"
It"ain’t"gonna"rain"no"more."
"
"
How"in"the"heck"can"I"wash"my"neck?"
"
"
If"it"ain’t"gonna"rain"no"more?"
"
Make"up"a"verse"like:"
"
Mary"had"a"little"lamb"
He"father"shot"it"dead"
Now"she"takes"it"to"school"each"day"
Between"two"hunks"of"bread."
""
"
Or(
"
There"was"a"peanut"on"the"track"
Its"heart"was"all"a"flutter"
The"“859”"was"comin’"back,"
TOOT!""TOOT!"Peanut"butter!"
"
(
And(especially(
"
I"woke"up"Sunday"mornin’"
I"looked"up"on"the"wall"
I"saw"a"gang"of"roaches"
Playin’"basketball"
The"score"was"21"to"1"
The"roaches"were"ahead"
A"beetle"hit"a"homeOrun"
And"knocked"me"out"of"bed."
"
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ALAS! AND DID MY SAVIOR BLEED

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Alas! And did my Savior bleed,
And did my Sovereign die?
Would he devote that sacred Head
For sinners such as I?

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Was it for sin that I had done
He groaned upon the tree?
Amazing pity, grace unknown,
And love beyond degree.
Well might the sun in darkness hide,
And shut his glories in,
When Christ, the mighty Maker, died
For man, the creature’s sin.
Thus might I hide my blushing face,
While his dear Cross appears;
Dissolve my heart in thankfulness,
And melt mine eyes to tears.
But drops of grief can ne’er repay
The debt of love I owe,
Here, Lord, I give myself away;
‘Tis all that I can do.
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ALELE

Title:
Keywords 1:

ALELE

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Global Moveme
Matchmaker

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Craftmaker, craftmaker, make me a craft,
Use all your skill to please and to thrill.
Craftmaker, craftmaker, such a delight, create an alele tonight
Craftmaker, craftmaker, weave it just right
Pandamus, coconut, in and out tight.
Craftmaker, craftmaker, gifts to the world, weavers creating new fife.
Alele—baskets of magic
Alele—from the first time
Alele—the 5yrnbols of power released in caring for all mankind.
Craftmaker, craftmaker, make it so fine.
Baskets unique—one of a kind.
Craftmaker, craftmaker, symbol are we, join weavers throughout history.
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ALL CREATURES OF OUR GOD AND KING

Title:

ALL CREATURES O

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

All creatures of our God and King. Lift up your voice and with us sing. Alleluia! Alleluia!
Thou burning sun with golden beam, thou silver moon with softer gleam,
O praise him, O praise him! Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!

Comment:

Thou rushing wind that art so strong. ye clouds that sail in heaven alone. O praise him! Alleluia!
Thou rising morn, in praise rejoice, ye lights of evening, find a voice!
O praise him, O praise him! Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!
Thou flowing water, pure and clear, make music for thy Lord to hear. Alleluia! Alleluia!
Thou fire so masterful and bright, thou givest man both warmth and light!
O praise him, O praise him! Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!
And thou, most kind and gentle death, waiting to hush our latest breath, O praise him. Alleluia!
Thou leadest home the child of God, and Christ our Lord the way hath trod.
O praise him, O praise him! Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!
Let all things their Creator bless, and worship him in humbleness, O praise him! Alleluia!
Praise, praise the Father, praise the Son, and praise the Spirit, three in one!
O praise him, O praise him! Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!
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ALL HAIL THE POWER OF JESUS’ NAME

Title:

ALL HAIL THE PO

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Type:

Comment:

Ye chosen seed of Israel's race
Ye ransomed from the fall.
Hail him who saves you by his grace
And crown him Lord of all.
(Repeat last two lines)
Let every kindred, every tribe
On this terrestrial ball
To him all majesty ascribe
And crown him Lord of all.
(Repeat last two lines)
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Coronation

Speaker:

All hail the power of Jesus' name,
Let angels prostrate fall;
Bring forth the royal diadem
And crown him Lord of all.
(Repeat last two lines)

O that with yonder sacred throng
We at his feet may fall!
We'll join the everlasting
And crown him Lord of all.
(Repeat last two lines)

Hymns
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ALL LIFE IS OPEN

Title:

ALL LIFE IS OPEN

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

All life is open,
Embrace the future with vision,
Die your death for the living,
The mystery has received a.

Tune:

Our knowledge falters and crumbles,
Our thoughts turn banal and senseless,
Our feelings food n to drown us,
Our hearts cry out, "Push no further!"
But don't stop now, lead us onward
To what we know yet cannot see.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

The real word bursts in upon us,
Our cares are ruthlessly tromped on,
Yet our desires are unceasing,
The power pushes us further.
Is there no end to this chaos?
Must separation be final?
Illusions trap us and bind us,
We can't endure endless struggle,
We need our promise of greatness,
Or must withdraw isolated.
Then life demands we embrace a,
That a s good and accepted.
We see our linkage to history,
We see the duty demanded,
Our cares unite n the power,
All life is served in obedience.
We give our minds, hearts, and spirits
To forge the free deed in history.
But we alone can do nothing,
We stumble on in our weakness,
Till we unite in the mission
And structure human endeavors,
For we belong to the movement
That lays its life down for all men.
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Title:

ALL OF THE EART

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Struggle of the ages
The battle of our days,
All men must have freedom
Or man is still enslaved.
Ancient fathers
Call us onward
Demanding every man have
All of the earth

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

Eight Days a We

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Chorus:
All of the earth
Belongs to all the people,
All of the earth
Belongs to every local man.
All the goods of nature
All the gifts of man
Every new decision
Built by every hand.
Global rebirth
Build a new earth
Demanding every man have
All of the earth.
Chorus
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ALL PEOPLE ON EARTH DO DWELL

Title:

ALL PEOPLE ON E

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Hymns

Old One Hundre

Speaker:
Type:

All people that on earth do dwell, sing to the Lord with cheerful voice;
Him serve with mirth. his praise forth tell come ye before him and rejoice.
Know that the Lord is God indeed; without our aid he did us make;
We are his flock he cloth us feed and for his sheep he cloth us take.
O enter then his gates with praise; approach with joy his courts unto;
Praise, laud and bless his Name always, for it is seemly so to do.
For why? the Lord our God is good. His mercy is forever sure;
His truth at all times firmly stood, and shall from age to age endure.
To Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, the God whom heaven and earth adore.
From men and from the angel host be praise and glory evermore.
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ALL PEOPLES SHALL BE FREE

Title:
Keywords 1:

ALL PEOPLES SHA

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Our land was forged by those who dared
To face the vast unknown.
To follow them for every one,
The whole world is our home.

Global Moveme

The Happy Wond

Speaker:
Type:

Chorus:
All the goods
All the power
All the gifts of each and every one of us
Belong
To all the earth
And all peoples shall be free.

Comment:

Freedom is the right of all
We have decided this.
We watch and fight for all the rights
With those who risk the way.
We journey with inventors bold
Who built our cities tall,
Who opened doors to fuller life,
Abundant life for all.
We had a dream of this new land
Where all could now be free.
We built our dreams and now we dare
A new society.
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ALL THE GOODS, POWER AND GIFTS

Title:

ALL THE GOODS,

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Our land was forged by those who dared
To face the vast unknown.
We follow them for everyone
The whole world now our home.
Chorus:
All the goods
All the power
All the gifts
Of each and every one of us,
Belong to all the earth and
All people shall be free.
Freedom is the right of all
We have decided this.
We watch and fight for all the rights
With those who risk the way.
Chorus
We journey with inventors bold
Who built our cities tall.
Who opened doors to fuller life
Abundant life for all.
Chorus
We had a dream of this new land
Where all could now be free.
We built our dreams and now we dare
A new society.
Chorus
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Title:

ALL THE WAY

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

When somebody loves you it's no good unless he loves you
All the way.
Happy to be near you when you need someone to cheer you
All the way.
Taller than the tallest tree is, that's how it's got to feel:
Deeper than the deep blue sea is, that's how deep it goes if it's real.
When somebody needs you it's no good unless he needs you
All the way.
Through the good or lean years and for all the in between years.
Come what may.
Who knows where the road will lead us? Only a fool would say.
But if you let me love you it's for sure I'm gonna love you
All the way. All the way.
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ALL THE WORLD IS LOOKING FOR A SIGN

Title:

ALL THE WORLD I

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Chorus:
Who will dare create the new future?
Who will dare respond to the need?
All the world looks 'round for a new sign
The cry for one to risk the deed.

Global Moveme

Who Will Buy? fr

Speaker:
Type:

I know that people are responding
Across the villages and towns
They're making claims and new decisions
That turn despair around.

Comment:

I see men and women working.
Youth and children by their side.
A sense of hope is now emerging.
No way to stop the swelling tide.
I see communities deciding
The future does belong to them.
By corporate effort they are striving
To build the world again.
Final Chorus:
Who will dare create the new future?
Who will dare respond to the need?
All the world looks ‘round for a new sign
So come along with me
Pick up this destiny
So come along and build the sign.
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ALLA EN EL PUEBLO RICHGROVE

Title:

ALLA EN EL PUE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Alla	
  en	
  pueblo	
  Richgrove	
  
Alla	
  donde	
  vivia,	
  
habia	
  un	
  buen	
  vacino,	
  
Que	
  alegre	
  me	
  decia,	
  que	
  alegre	
  
me	
  decia.	
  
“Como	
  en	
  todos	
  en	
  Richgrove	
  
Saguro	
  el	
  pueblo	
  mas	
  fino	
  Que	
  se	
  
puede	
  on	
  Tulare.”	
  
	
  
There	
  is	
  a	
  town	
  called	
  Richgrove,	
  
And	
  that	
  is	
  where	
  I	
  live.	
  
While	
  talking	
  with	
  my	
  neighbor,	
  
I	
  heard	
  him	
  tell	
  me	
  gaily,	
  
He	
  told	
  me	
  laughing	
  gaily.	
  
“As	
  in	
  all	
  projects	
  like	
  this	
  one,	
  
In	
  Richgrove	
  everyone’s	
  building.	
  
Surely	
  this	
  town	
  is	
  the	
  finest	
  
In	
  all	
  of	
  County	
  Tulare.”	
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AM I A SOLDIER OF THE CROSS

Title:

AM I A SOLDIER O

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

AM	
  I	
  A	
  SOLDIER	
  OF	
  HE	
  CROSS,	
  A	
  FOLLOWER	
  OF	
  THE	
  LAMB,	
  
AND	
  SHALL	
  I	
  FEAR	
  TO	
  OWN	
  HIS	
  CAUSE,	
  OR	
  BLUSH	
  TO	
  SPEAK	
  HIS	
  NAME?	
  
MUST	
  I	
  BE	
  CARRIED	
  TO	
  THE	
  SKIES	
  ON	
  FLOWERY	
  BEDS	
  OF	
  EASE,	
  
WHILE	
  OTHERS	
  FOUGHT	
  TO	
  WIN	
  THE	
  PRISZE	
  AND	
  SAILED	
  THROUGH	
  BLOODY	
  SEAS?	
  
	
  
ARE	
  THERE	
  NO	
  FOES	
  FOR	
  ME	
  TO	
  FACE?	
  MUST	
  I	
  NOT	
  STEM	
  THE	
  FLOOD?	
  
IS	
  THE	
  VILW	
  WORLD	
  A	
  FRIEND	
  TO	
  GRACE,	
  TO	
  HELP	
  ME	
  ON	
  TO	
  GOD?	
  
SURE	
  I	
  MUST	
  FIGHT,	
  IF	
  I	
  WOULD	
  REIGN;	
  INCREASE	
  MY	
  COURAGE,	
  LORD;	
  
I’LL	
  BEAR	
  THE	
  TOIL;	
  ENDURE	
  THE	
  PAIN,	
  SUPPORTED	
  BY	
  THE	
  WORD.	
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Title:
Keywords 1:

AMAZING GRACE

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Amazing grace how sweet the sound that saved a wretch like me
I once was lost, but now am found was blind, but now I see.
'Twas grace that taught my heart to fear and grace my fears relieved.
How precious did that grace appear, the hour I first believed.
Through many dangers, toils and snares I have already come.
'Tis grace that brought me safe thus far, and grace will lead me home.
When we've been there ten thousand years bright shining as the sun.
We've no less days to sing God's praise then when we'd first begun.
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AMAZING WORLD

Title:

AMAZING WORLD

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

This World is Not

Speaker:
Type:

This world is not my home. I am a stranger here: I’ve seen amidst this world the other world appear
My life is now transformed, though earthly as before, and I can't feel at home in this world anymore.
Refrain:
Amazing world, the Land of Mystery, of consciousness and care and wild tranquillity
My life is now transformed, though earthly as before,
and I can't feel at home in this world anymore.
A land of mystery assaults on every side, where death is waiting all, and there's no place to hide
A yearning floods my life, more lonely than before, and I can't feel at home in this world anymore.
A mighty river flows of consciousness in me, a willing child of fate, I live creatively
My life's a precious gift that I must answer for, and I can't feel at home in this world anymore.
A mountain's weight of care, seems strangely light to me, embracing this world's woe, I live responsibly
Proclaiming man's true home I lead them to the door, and I can't feel at home in this world anymore.
The sea is tranquil now' it's wild in ecstasy, refusing my own life, my only enemy
And joyfully I see that I am weak and poor, and I can't feel at home in this world anymore.
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AMERICA
Porto Rico, my heart’s devotion

Lots of new housing with more
space,

Let it sink back in the ocean,

Lots of door slamming in our face,

Always the hurricane blowing,

I’ll get a terrace apartment,

Always the population growing,

Better get rid of your accent.

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

And the money owing
And the sunlight streaming

Life can be bright in America,

And the natives steaming.

If you can fight in America,

I like the island Manhattan,

Life is alright in America

I know you do,

If you’re all white in America.

Smoke on your pipe and put that in,
Here you are free and you have
pride

I like to be in America,

Long as you stay on your own side

Okay by me in America,
Everything free in America,
For a small fee in America.

Buying on credit is so nice,
One look at us and they charge
twice,
I have my own washing machine,

Free to be anything you choose
Free to wait tables and shine shoes.

Everywhere grime in America,
Organised crime in America,
Terrible time in America,
You forget I’m in America.

What will you have though to keep
clean.
I think I go back to San Juan
Got separate room in America,
Automobiles zoom in America,

I know what boat you can get on
Everyone there will give big cheer,
Everyone here will have no tear.

Industry boom in America,
Twelve in a room in America.
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Title:

ANCESTORS

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Ancestors of our land. I bring you back to present time.
Walk-about, living on the life you knew.
New world you never dreamed of is in our hand.
(two handclaps, … two handclaps. … one handclap)
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

an-ngu-ri-na duga ga-nya-ga an-ngu-rina
an-ngu-ri-na duga kyn-malk-ba muwan
an-ngu-ri-na duga ga-nya-ga an-ngu-rina
arak-bi dja gingurin ganin-gula gunak

Comment:

Run into the Future run
Run into the Rising sun
Run into the Future run
Oh into the future run
Oh run to meet the sun
O the Wonder, Wonder, Wonder, Wonder
Men who run create the world.
an-ngu-ri-na duga ga-nya-ga an-ngu-rina
an-ngu-ri-na duga kyn-malk-ba muwan
an-ngu-ri-na duga ga-nya-ga an-ngu~cina
arak-bi dja gingurin ganin-gula gunak
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APLA VIJAY ZARLACH PAIJAY

Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

Na chahu sona chandi
Na chahu heera moti
Vijay panahi chathata hou.

APLA VIJAY ZARLA

Bobby

Speaker:
Type:

We shall not fail - Yes!
Ours is the victory.
Comment:

Apla vijay zalach pahiji
V - v - v - vijay
Naween sutentra
Jiwan vijaya hai
Repeat last three lines
Na chahu ghoda gadi
Na chahu bungala madi
Vijah\y panahi cjajata jpi
We shall not fail - yes
Ours is the victory
Apla vijay zalach pahiji
V - v - v - vijay
Naween sutentra
Jiwan vijaya hai
Repeat last three lines
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AQUI EN ASHERTON
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Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Type:

Comment:
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ASHERT

Spirit Movemen

Speaker:

Refrain

EN

Keywords 1:

Tune:

Refrain:
Aqui en Asherton, Tejas
Nuestro pueblo querido
Olvidando rencores
Hay que ester bien unidos
Hay tiue ester bien unidos.
Depcnde dc los vivicntes
Que ponuan su inteligencia
Quc hagamos luer/a juntitos
Y que no haya diferencia.
Refrain
En nuestro pueblo uuerldo
Que por caring es "Cheto"
Aunque sea muy chiquito
Sabemas que habra'progreso

AQUI

El Rancho Grand
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Title:

ARIRANG

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Arirang, Arirang, Arari-o,
Arirang, Gogae rul new ma kanda
Na rul buri go, Ka si num nim un
Sim Ri Do Moat Ka saw Pal pyung nan da.
Repeat
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AROUND THE WORLD
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Around the world I've searched for you
I traveled on, when hope was gone, to keep a rendezvous.
I knew somewhere, sometime, somehow,
You'd look at me, and I would see the smile you're smiling now.
It might have been in County Down,
Or in New York in gay Paree, or even London Town
No more will I go all around the world,
For I have found my love in you.
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Title:
Keywords 1:

ASCRIPTION

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

In the name of the Father
And the Son, and the Holy Ghost.
In the name of the Father,
And the Son, and the Holy Ghost
In the name of the Father
And the Son, and the Holy Ghost.
Amen, Amen.
Hallelujah! Hallelujah!
In the name of the Father,
And the Son, and the Holy Ghost.
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ASK YE WHAT GREAT THINGS I KNOW

Title:

ASK YE WHAT GR

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Ask ye what great thing I know
That delights and stirs me so?
What the high reward I win?
Whose the Name I glory in?
Jesus Christ, the Crucified.

Type:

Comment:

Who defeats my fiercest foes?
Who consoles my saddest woes?
Who revives my fainting heart, Hearing all its hidden smart?
Jesus Christ, the Crucified.
Who is life in life to me?
Who the death of death will be?
Who will place me on His right,
With the countless hosts of light.
Jesus Christ, the Crucified.
This is that great thing I know;
This delights and stirs me so:
Faith in Him who died to save,
Him who triumphed o'er the grave,
Jesus Christ, the Crucified.
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AT THE CENTER

Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

AT THE CENTER
Tune: Try to Remember
When you encounter the light at the center, the final dawn of worlds converging,
When life's illumined by light at the center, assured by wisdom's swift emerging,
When knowing's ended in light at the center, and life's sacred meaning is in you surging,
Then at the center, in blinding encounter you be it.
When you encounter the peace at the center where earthly hopes are all transcended,
When life's unburdened with peace at the center where worldly cares are all suspended,
When you're delivered to peace at the center and for mortal foes your hatred's ended,
Then at the center, where no problems enter you be it.
When you encounter the joy at the center, your tingling deeps in animation,
When you're possessed by the joy at the center, all things received with affirmation,
When you are speechless in joy at the center, and each moment brimming with wild vibration,
Then at the center, in wonder-filled rapture you be it.
When you encounter the life at the center, condemned to be a dead man waking, When you
are boundless with life at the center, compelled to live on water waltzing, When you are risen
to life at the center, and· fmd you are ageless with hist'ry walking, Then at the center, while
dancing forever you be it.
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AT THE CENTER TRANQUIL

Title:

AT THE CENTER T

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

Shenandoah

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Universe, illumination, all unknown, absurd assurance
Everywhere is found life's meaning, and I, I am the way at the center tranquil.
There's no hope, yet all is hopeful, then no cares, there are no problems
No enemies no earthly foes, and I, I am the struggle at the center tranquil.
Pulsing exhilaration, everything's become a blessing
Embraced by joy a dance of rapture, and I, I am the stillness at the center tranquil.
Gloriously condemned to die: life is new, a great resurgence
Community with all the faithful and I, I am forever at the center tranquil.
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AT THE CROSS
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Title:
Keywords 1:

AT THE CROSS

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Alas, and did my Saviour bleed and did my Sov'reign die?
Would he devote that sacred head for such a worm as 1?
Refrain:
At the cross, at the cross where I first saw the light
And the burden of my heart rolled away,
It was there by faith I received my sight,
And now I am happy all the day.
Was it for crimes that I have done, he groaned upon the tree?
Amazing Pity! Grace unknown! and love beyond degree.
Well might the Sun in darkness hide, and shut his glories in,
When Christ the mighty Maker died for man his creature's sin.
But drops of grief can ne’er repay the debt of love I owe.
Here, Lord, I give myself away—'tis all that I can do.
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

Many thousand years of history,
Of hardship, toil and pain,
People have shown ability
To stand and live again.

AUSTRALIA’S MAR

The Happy Wond

Speaker:
Type:

Chorus:
Valderi, Valderah, Valderi,
Valderah-ah-ah-ah-ah-ah
Valderi, Valderah,
To stand and live again.

Comment:

Cities now, and outback towns,
We've come from many lands,
To build a nation for our young,
Where they can grow and plan.
Chorus: (last line)
Where they can grow and plan.
As we go around this earth,
We shall build for all,
A globe that holds for all people,
Life and liberty.
Chorus: (Last line)
Life and liberty.
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Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Ave, Maria
gratia plena,
Dominus tecum.
benedicta tu in mulieribus
et benedictus fructus ventris tui.
Jesus.
Sancta Maria
Mater Dei
ore pro nobis peccatoribus,
nunc et m hora mortis nostrae.
Amen.
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AWAY IN A MANGER
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Title:

AWAY IN A MANGE

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

Christmas Carol

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Away in a manger, no crib for a bed,
The little Lord Jesus lay down His sweet head,
The stars in the bright sky looked down where
He lay,
The little Lord Jesus asleep on the hay.
The cattle are lowing, the baby awakes
But little Lord Jesus, no crying He makes
I love Thee, Lord Jesus, look down from the sky.
And stay by my side and the morning is nigh,
sweet bells they ring, they ring out the news today,
that Christ was born, was born on Christmas day,
Be near me, Lord Jesus, I ask Thee to stay
Close by me for ever and love me, I pray to
Bless all the dear children in Thy tender care
And take us to Heaven to live with Thee there
sweet bells they ring, they ring out the news today,
that Christ was born, was born on Christmas Day,
that Christ was born, was born on Christmas day.
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AZPITIA ES EL FUTURO
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Title:

AZPITIA ES EL FUT

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

En las pampas de Azpitia
Todo era desierto
Con el esfuerzo de los hombres
El agua nació un día
Con el esfuerzo del agro el pueblo
Se fue formando. (2)
Unidos sus hijos
Obras se han cristalizado
Con la ayuda de unos hermanos
Nuestros deseos se iran realizando
Trabajando con esfuerzo y valentia
Conseguiremos un pueblo
Para el futuro.
Sing triplet three times
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Title:

BALANGAY SALAN

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Ang balangay sa Langub
Nahigmata sa kalit
Kabubut—on bulawan
Lomolupyo gihagit
Kinaiyang bulawan
Gilambigit sa dayon
Lamg lamg mga nasod
Naningkamot nga magkahiusa
Ang kusog.

Type:

Comment:

Mga dalan ayohon
Ang tubb, dili na pas anon
Klinika ug dula—an
Tukoron tulongha—an
Mga sitio sa Langub,
Kauswagan ug Malla!raIla!.
Centro. Tinago ug Mojon
Mga lipay.
Repeat second verse
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BALI HAI
Bloody Mary:
Most people live on a lonely island,
Lost in the middle of a foggy sea.
Most people long for another island,
One where they know they will like to be.
Bali Ha'i may call you,
Any night, any day,
In your heart, you'll hear it call you:
"Come away...Come away."
Bali Ha'i will whisper
On the wind of the sea:
"Here am I, your special island!
Come to me, come to me!"
Your own special hopes,
Your own special dreams,
Bloom on the hillside
And shine in the streams.
If you try, you'll find me
Where the sky meets the sea.
"Here am I your special island
Come to me, Come to me."
Bali Ha'i,
Bali Ha'i,
Bali Ha'i!
Someday you'll see me floatin' in the sunshine,
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BALLAD OF IRON MAN
When Iron Man was a little baby,
Sitting on his daddy's knee,
He picked up a model and a little wedge of steel,
Said, "This model gonna be the death of me, Lord, Lord;
This model gonna be the death of me!"
Iron Man said to Mr. Charley,
A Black man's got to be a man,
And before I'll let you keep me back,
I'll die with my model in my hand, Lord, Lord;
I'll die with my model in my hand.
Iron man said to Fifth City
Fifth City, why don't you sing?
Cause I've got Black Power here to move my wedge,
Just listen to that cold steel ring, Lord, Lord;
Just listen to that cold steel ring.
There's a man they call Mr. Bourgeois,
He thinks he's mighty fine,
But before I'll let his life-style mow me down,
I’ll go out and change the world with mine, Lord, Lord;
Go out and change the world with mine!
Iron Man hammered out his model,
His wedge was strikin' fire,
He built Fifth City for the sake of the world,
But it took away his life, and he died, Lord, Lord
It took away his life and he died.
So they took Iron Man to the graveyard
And they buried him in the ground,
But he rose straight up, and he shouted to the world
You can never keep an Iron Man down, Lord, Lord;
Never keep an Iron Man dowel
Now the Iron Man of Fifth City,
Is known across this land;
Can't stop a dead man when he's changing the world,
A model and a wedgeblade in his hand, Lord, Lord;
A model and a wedgeblade in his hand!
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Title:

BALLAD OF IRON M

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

5th City

Keywords 3:

Human Develop

Tune:

The Ballad of Joh
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Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Bananeiras
É o lugar p'ra viver.
É o lugar p'ra viver.
É o lugar p'ra viver.
Estava esqueccide, mas agora está vivo:
Com amor.
Com esperança.
O sinal para nós
Bananeiras
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BARLOVENTO
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Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Barlovento, Barlovento
tierra ardiente y del tambor
tierra de las fulías y negras finas
que llevan de fiésta sus cinturas priétas
al son del curbeta
titaqui tagui y de las minas
Sabroso que mueve el cuerpo
la Barloventena, cuando camina
sabroso que suena el taqui
titaqui taqui taqui sobre la mina
,.
Que vengan los conuqueros
para el baile de San Juan (Bis)
que, la mina esta templada
pa' cerra el taquitita,
taquita, tiqui tiquita tiquita,
tiqui tiqui tatiquita,
tiqui, tiquita.
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BATTLE HYMN OF THE REVOLUTIONARY

Title:

BATTLE HYMN OF

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Phase I - Youth

Keywords 3:

Tune:

When there needs be changes made, there rise up a people
Who respond to history by giving up their lives.
Doubt rightness or doubt goodness, as they move on ahead.
Just some die for the living and some die for the dead.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Chorus:
Our Father who are in Heaven, give us our daily Bread
Jesus our Saviour our leaven, I've heard your're not really dead.
Troubles and complaining soon dominate the scene
And through the few remaining a small band carry on.
We struggle, fight and laugh and cry and get on with the task,
'Cause God don't want no misery, our lives are all he asks.
Chorus:
God does what he wants to do, you cannot force his hand.
He gives just what he wants to give - We've nothing to demand
Doubt rightness or doubt goodness, as we move on ahead.
Just some die for the living and some die for the dead.
Chorus:
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BAYAD’S MARRIAGE TO THE WORLD
Gamb bedtik ye Bayad. Hai! Hai!
Wa sahara taraheydt ghoodra. Hai! Hai!
Walee bahebou integh Bayad.
Wa lessa lessa nailou.
Chorus:
Wa delah yeh la-arisse
Ya boo lessa nailou
Wa delahyeh la-arisse
Wa aroustuk nailou.

Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Yeh benet Bayad malcom. Hai! Hai!
Hatteen edecom all ghedecom. Hai! Hai!
Wa-el meckaan mi-stanticom
Wa lessa lessa nailou.
Chorus
Wa ta-aillou yudyoofna. Hai! Hai!
Wael beat ousahd el falucca. Hai! Hai!
Wa-olukkum marhop yadyoofna
Wa lessa lessa nailou.
Chorus
L'ectima-aidt betetaimil. Hai! Hai!
Wib-a ta aillou ya habiyibna. Hai! Hai!
Cam ectima min aiglickum
Wa lessa lessa nailou.
Chorus
Ya core Bayad malcom. Hai! Hai!
Machidoo helcom wayana. Hai! Hai!
Wa-el maya bokra hadt gilcom
Wa lessa lessa nailou
Chorus
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BE MY LOVE

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Be my love, for no one else can end this yearning;
This need that you and you alone create.
Just fill my arms the way you've filled my dreams,
The dreams that you inspire with ev'ry sweet desire.
Be my love, and with your kisses set me burning;
One kiss is all that I need to seal my fate,
And, hand-in-hand, we'll find love's promised land.
There'll be no one but you for me, eternally,
If you will be my love.
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BE THOU MY VISION
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Title:

BE THOU MY VIS

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Be thou my Vision. O Lord of my heart;
Naught be all else to me, save that thou art;
Thou my best thought by day or by night,
Waking or sleeping, thy presence my light.
Be thou my Wisdom, and thou my true Word;
I ever with thee and thou with me, Lord;
Thou my great Father, and I thy true son,
Thou in me dwelling, and I with thee one.
Riches I heed not, nor man's empty praise;
Thou mine inheritance, now and always.
Thou and thou only first in my heart,
High King of heaven, my treasure thou art.
High King of heaven, my victory won'
May I reach heaven's joys, O bright heaven's Sun!
Heart of my own heart, whatever befall
Still be my Vision, O Ruler of all.
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BECAUSE I’M A LONDONEER

Title:

BECAUSE I’M A LO

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Maybe it's because I'm a Londoner
That I love London so.
Maybe it's because I'm a Londoner
That I think of her
Wherever I go.
I get a funny feeling inside of me
Just walking up and down,
Maybe it's because I'm a Londoner
That I love London Town
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BECAUSE OF YOU
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Title:

BECAUSE OF YOU

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Because of you there's a song in my heart,
Because of you our romance had its start,
Because of you the sun will shine,
The moon and stars will say you're mine
Forever and never to part.
I only live for your love and your kiss,
It's paradise to be near you like this
Because of you my life is now worthwhile,
And I can smile because of you
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BEFORE JEHOVAH’S AWFUL THRONE

Title:

BEFORE JEHOVAH

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Before Jehovah's aweful throne, ye nations, bow with sacred joy;
Know that the Lord is God alone; he can create, and he destroy.
His sovereign power, without our aid, made us of clay and formed us men;
And. when like wandering sheep we strayed, He brought us to his fold again.
We'll crowd the gates with thankful songs, high as the heavens our voices raise;
And earth with her ten thousand tongues,. shall fill thy courts with sounding praise.
Wide as the world is the command; vast as eternity thy love;
Firm as a rock the truth shall stand, when rolling years shall cease to move.
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BEING

Title:
Keywords 1:

BEING

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

My life is as
Vast as the sea
No boundaries no
Floor beneath me.

I see then as
Never before
The secrets of
heaven my store.

Yet as I look
within
No man has greater
sin.
I am the least of all
I daily fall.

With wisdom twice
my age
My life an open page
Though with each
insight
Gain a deeper pain.

To only do is less
Than forming
humanness So
mission I must be
To set men free.

But it’s then when
I
Doubt that I can
I choose to be
nothing
For man.

Yet I live with the
Lord on my side
And wild intuition
My guide.

Called to burn as an
Undying flame
Each word and each
Gesture the Name.

I’m sent as a sign
The bread and the
wine
My form
And virgin born.

I must through lifeloss
An exalted cross
My place
Reveal his face

To die is my lot
I live as if not
With Paul
I merge with all.

Then I act seeing
Action is vain
And
accomplishments
Never as gain.

Then the Lord through
My life prays a prayer
And my being is
Filled being there.
I can invent anew what
All the saints once knew
By being who I am
I create man.
And it’s no longer
I who is seen
But the Lord standing
There in between.
Finished as I die
Held there between
Sky and sod
To save our God.

Yes, it's there on the limbs of the worm-eaten tree where the All and the Nothing can BE.
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BEING KIND
Written by Nimesh Patel
This song was created by a volunteer intercontinental crew working out of their living rooms
during the 21-Day Kindness Challenge launched September 11,2013, in 98 countries with
6000 people participating. (Tune: http://www.karmatube.org/videos.php?id=4472 )
(Verse 1)
Well my heart starts sinkin'
And I'm thinkin whats the reason
Why we holding back from being kind
What's the disease, but then I sense

Spread through the skies
Let it drop down
Let it all go
Spreading kindness to every
Single living soul

We are fine, it'll all happen
One small step at a time

Can you see your love ... for me shining through
Cuz what you see in me, I can see in you
And soon enough, you and me ... we'll be outta time
And kindness ... will be all we can leave behind

When the world is full of violence
And it needs a little kindness
I just sit in pray in silence
And God shows me the signs

(Verse 2)
Feeling grateful today, Never thought this day would come
Where I would feel it and say,
That each and everyone one of us,
Has paved the way doing good
And now we're all just moving up
When I'm kind to you, you pay-it-forward,
This is how we build trust

Open my eyes, realize,
We are fine, one small act at a time
Last night I'm walking home
And a homeless man says 'hello'
With a smile to let me know
That he's gotta lotta hope
He says have faith, young man, we are fine
The world is kind, one small act at a time

Never had faith, but now I'm seeing you eye to eye
Wanna gift you my life, wanna spread love before I die,
Thank you God ... for finally letting me realize
When I serve man, I'm really serving you in disguise

Small acts we do together
Even though we be alone
Changes the world for the better
So we can call it home

Smiles everywhere, cuz now everybody's got the bug
Ain't no life, without the love, if it is, it ain't no fun,
What we gonna do now, just grab a friend give a hug
Spread it out real wide, so everyone can be touched

And this is life as we know
When our hearts are aligned
The magic that unfolds
One small act at a time

(Repeat Chorus 1)

(Chorus 1)
Throw your hearts up
Let it fly high
Let your love for all the world

Oohhh ... All we can leave behind,
For you and I kindness is all we can leave behind
All we can leave behind
For you and I kindness is all we can leave behind
Ohhh ... Behind, Behind, When all is said and done,
Kindness is all we can leave behind

About Nimesh 'Patel At the pinnacle of his career, Indo-American rapper Nimo had an unshakeable sense of emptiness. In
his mid-20s, he abandoned the limelight and meditating in the foothills of the Himalayas an inner voice nudged him to
radically simplify his life and find his purpose in service of others. He moved to the Gandhi Ashram in India and dedicated
himself to children in surrounding slums. In April 2012: Nimo and a dance troupe of sixteen of "his kids" toured the world with
"Ekatva" -- a performance whose ultimate message was Oneness.
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BEING THE RELIGIOUS - JOE SLICKER
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BELADI
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Tune:

Refrain:
Beladi beladi beladi
Laki hopi wa fuadi
Beladi beladi beladi
Laki hopi wa fuadi
Masr ya om el belad
Anti ghgti wal morad
Wa ala kol el ebad
Kam le neliki min ayadi
Refrain
Masr anti aghla dora
fok geben el daher ghora
Ya beladi eshi hora
Wa slami raghm el aady
TuJenge Ser~kah.
Refrain
Wengi walisema
Masr owladik keram
Owefia yaraao el zemam
Lel aola weh elel amam
Wya Anwar iyeh beladi.
Refrain
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BELIEVE

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Chorus:
Believe that the time has come.
This world's going to iive as one
And people are ready now
To create a new way.
New Spirit alive
New dream on the r~se
One world together
Create the new day.

Keywords 3:

Sustainability (n

Tune:

The Sloop John B
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Comment:

Everybody can see
A new way that it can be,
But so many things just seem to get in the way.
The chains that bind us are strong.
The road to liberty long
Toward one world together
New earth, a new day.
Listen and you will hear
The future is coming clear
And everybody alive
has something to say.
We share a bit of the load,
Walking down the same road,
Working together,
New earth, a new day.
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BELL OF CREATION

The bell of creation is swinging forever
In all of the things that are coming to be.
The bell of creation is swinging forever
And all of the while it is swinging in me.
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BELL OF CREATIO
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Tune:

Chorus:
Swing bell over the land.
Swing bell under the sea.
The bell of creation is swinging forever
And all of the while it is swinging in me.
In all of my loving, in all of my labor
In all of the things that are coming to be
In all of my loving, in all of my labor
The bell of creation is swinging inme.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Chorus
I look for the life that is living forever
In all of the things that are coming to be.
I look for the life that is living forever
And all of the while it is looking for me.
Chorus
The O and the A and the end and beginning
In all of the things are coming to be.
The O and the A and the end and beginning.
Are dancing forever and dancing in me.
Chorus
I’ll swing with the bell that is swinging forever.
In all of the things that are coming to be.
I’ll swing with the bell that is swinging forever
All of the while it is swinging in me.
Chorus
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Sta mattina mi sono alzato
Bella ciao, bella ciao, bella ciao, ciao. ciao
Sta mattina mi sono alzato
E ho trovato I’invasor
O partigiano. portami via . . .
Che mi senti di mortir
E se io muoio da partigiano. . .
Tu mi devi seppellir
Mi seppellire lassu in montagna. . .
sotto l’ombra d’un bel fior
E le genti che passeranno . . .
E diranno o che bel fior
E questo il fiore del partigiano . . .
Morto per la liberta
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Refrain:
Bendito bendito bendito sea Dios. (2)
Cantamos el pueblo, el pueblo dc Dios. (2)
La vida es muy buena pare compartir. (2)
Tu eres aceptado, tu puedes vivir. (2)

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Refrain
Se aprueba cl pasado pare recibir. (2)
Un futuro abierto pare deciding (2)
Refrain
Si la vida es dada, la tienes que dar. (2)
Ese es el misterio de la realidad. (2)
Refrain
Entrega el mensa je a la humanidad. (2)
Tienes la Palabra: tu eres la senal. (2)
Refrain
No le tengas miedo a la realidad. (2)
Levantate, hombre: esta es la verdad. (2)
Refrain
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BENEATH THE CROSS OF JESUS
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BENEATH THE CR
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Tune:

Beneath the Cross of Jesus,
I fain would take my stand;
The shadow of a mighty rock
Within a weary land;
A home within a wilderness,
A rest upon the way,
From the burning of the noontide heat
And burdens of the day.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Upon that Cross of Jesus,
Mine eye at times can see
The very dying form of One
Who suffered there for me;
And from my smitten heart, with tears,
Two wonders I confess:
The wonder of his glorious love,
And my unworthiness.
I take, O Cross, thy shadow,
For my abiding place;
I ask no other sunshine than
The sunshine of his face:
Content to let the world go by,
To know no gain nor loss,
My sinful self my only shame,
My glory all, the Cross.
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BHARAT UTTAM DESH HAI
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Bharart	
  uttam	
  desh	
  hai	
   	
  
Maliwada	
  hum	
  jahan	
  rehte	
  
Bharart	
  uttam	
  desh	
  hai	
   	
  
Maliwada	
  hum	
  jahan	
  rehte	
  
	
  
Ao,	
  hum	
  sub	
  gave	
   	
   	
  
	
  
Jeevan	
  prem	
  hai	
   	
   	
  
	
  
Ao,	
  hum	
  sub	
  gave	
   	
   	
  
	
  
Jeevan	
  utta,	
  hai	
   	
   	
  
	
  
	
  
Bharart	
  uttam	
  desh	
  hai	
   	
  
Maliwada	
  hum	
  jahan	
  rehte	
  
Bharart	
  uttam	
  desh	
  hai	
   	
  
Maliwada	
  hum	
  jahan	
  rehte	
  
Maliwada	
  hum	
  jahan	
  rehte	
  
Maliwada	
  hum	
  jahan	
  rehte	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

India	
  is	
  a	
  wonderful	
  place	
  
Maliwada’s	
  where	
  we	
  live	
  
India	
  is	
  a	
  wonderful	
  place	
  
Maliwada’s	
  where	
  we	
  live	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

So	
  sing	
  all	
  you	
  people	
  
Life	
  is	
  here	
  to	
  love	
  
So	
  sing	
  all	
  you	
  people	
  
Life	
  is	
  here	
  to	
  live	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

India	
  is	
  a	
  wonderful	
  place	
  
Maliwada’s	
  where	
  we	
  live	
  
India	
  is	
  a	
  wonderful	
  place	
  
Maliwada’s	
  where	
  we	
  live	
  
Maliwada’s	
  where	
  we	
  live	
  
Maliwada’s	
  where	
  we	
  live	
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BITTER WAS THE NIGHT
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Bitter was the night,
Thought the cock would crow for ever.
Bitter was the night
Before the break of day.
Jesus He came by
But I said I didn't know Him.
Bitter was the night
Before the break of day.

BITTER WAS THE N

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Told them all a lie,
And I said it three times over.
Bitter was the night,
Before the break of day.

Comment:

What did Judas do?
Sold Him for a bag of silver,
Bitter was the night
Before the break of day.
Judas died of shame,
Hanged himself upon an alder.
Bitter was the night
Before the break of day.
Thought I'd do the same
Thought the night would last forever.
Bitter was the night
Before the break of day.
Bitter was the night
Thought there'd never be a morning,
Bitter was the night
Before the break of day.
Bitter was The night
Thought the cock would crow forever.
Bitter was the night
Before the break of day.
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BLESSED ASSURANCE
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Type:

B1essed assurance. Jesus is mine! O what a foretaste of glory divine!
Heir of salvation, purchase of God, born of the spirit, washed in his blood.
Refrain:
This is my story. this is my song, praising my Savior. all the day long.
This is my story. this is my song, praising my Savior, all the day long
Perfect submission. perfect delight, visions of rapture now burst on my sight:
Angels descending, bring from above, echoes of mercy, whispers of love.
Perfect submission. all is at rest. I in my Savior, am happy and blest.
Watching and waiting. Looking above. Filled with his goodness, lost in his love.
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BLUE HEAVEN
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BLUE HEAVEN
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Whippoorwills call, evenin' is nigh
Hurry to my Blue Heaven
Turn to the right, there's a little white light
Will lead you to my Blue Heaven
You'll see a smilin' face, a fireplace, a cozy room
Little nest that nestles where the roses bloom
Molly and me, and the baby makes three
We're happy in my, in my Blue Heaven
<instrumental>
You're gonna see a smilin' face, fireplace, cozy room
And a little nest nestled where the roses bloom
Just Molly and me, and the baby is three
We're so happy in my Blue Heaven
We're happy in my Blue Heaven
We're happy in my Blue Heaven!
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Blue Moon, you saw me standing alone,
Without a dream in my heart, without a love of my own
Blue Moon, you knew just what I was there for.
You heard me saying a prayer for someone I really could care for.
And then there suddenly appeared before me,
The only one my arms will ever hold.
I heard somebody whisper, "Please adore me."
And when I looked. the moon had turned to gold!
Blue Moon, now I'm no longer alone,
Without a dream in my hear, without a love of my own.
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BLUE SKIES
Blue skies smiling at me, nothing but blue skies do I see.
Blue birds singing a song, nothing but bluebirds all day long.
Never saw the sun shining so bright, Ncver saw things
going so right. Noticing the days hurrying by,
Whcn you're in love, My! how they fly

.

Blue days, all of them gone,
Nothing but blue skies from now on.
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BONTOA SIAPA YANG PUNYA
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Bontoa siapa yang punya (2)
Letaknva didesa marannu
Rasa sayang sayang eh.
Bontoa tumpah darahku (2)
Kuberjan ji untuk membangun
Bontoa jadi makmur
Bontoa adalah kampungl;u (2)
Siawah ladang serta empangnya
Jadi lambang Bontoa.
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As we look at the world in totality
We see many things have to go
Before all mankind has equality
And everyman has a fair go.
So - let red man and black man and yellow man,
Let tan man and brown man and white
Regard everyman as his fellowman,
And then we can say “She’ll be right - mate.”
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BOTH SIDES NOW
Bows and flows of angel hair
And ice cream castles in the air
And feather canyons everywhere
I’ve looked at clouds that way
But now they only block the sun
They rain and snow on everyone
So many things I could have done
But clouds got in the way
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I’ve looked at clouds from both sides now
From up and down and still somehow
It’s clouds’ illusions I recall. I really don’t know clouds at all.
Moons and Junes and ferris wheels
The dirty dancing way you feel
As every fairy tale comes real
I’ve looked at love that way.
But now it’s just another show
You leave ‘em laughin’ as you go
And if you care don’t let them know
Don’t give yourself away.
I’ve looked at clouds from both sides now
From in and out and still somehow
It’s loves’ illusions I recall. I really don’t know love at all.
Tears and fears and feelin’ proud
To say “I love you” right out loud
Dreams and schemes and circus crowds
I’ve looked at life that way.
But now old friends are acting strange
They shake their heads, they say I’ve changed
Well, somethin’s lost, but somethin’s gained
From livin’ every day
I’ve looked at life from both sides now
From win and lose and still somehow
It’s life’s illusions I recall. I really don’t know life at all
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BREATHE ON ME, BREATH OF GOD

Title:

BREATHE ON ME,
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Breathe on me, breath of God,
Fill me with life anew,
That I may love what Thou dost love,
And do what Thou wouldst do.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Breathe on me, breath of God,
Until my heart is pure,
Until with Thee I will one will,
To do and to endure.
Breathe on me, breath of God,
Blend all my soul with Thine,
Until this earthly part of me
Glows with Thy fire divine.
Breathe on me, breath of God,
So shall I never die,
But live with Thee the perfect life
Of Thine eternity.
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Come let's build Murrin Bridge
Build it for all the earth
Build it and show a sign of local rebirth.
Chorus:
I love all this place.
Want it to keep pace;
Oh. the future looks good now,
While building our home.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Our people are standing tall.
Services, health for all.
Industry and farms will build up our home.
Our people are breaking free,
A future we all can see.
Local man's new hope is coming to be.
Place of the future now.
Showing the whole world how.
All people in the world can now be free.
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BUILD THE SIGN
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Tune:

Lara’s Theme
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Oyubari, coal mining's past glory
Through winter storms forging new destiny.
Oyubari, facing reality
Seized with the hope
A future for all to be.
Build the sign
To carry to all the earth.
Build the sign
Of local man's great rebirth.
Oyubari, the world awaits your deed
Awakening all to meet the human need.
Oyubari, self-confidence the key,
Engaging all; claiming the victory.
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We're building Oombulgurri for the world.
Oh, we're building Oombulgurri for the world
We're building Oombulgurri—we're building Oombulgurri
We're building Oombulgurri for the world.
We're going to have a chick farm for the world (cluck—cluck) . . .
We're mustering the cattle for the world (moo—moo) . . .
We're growing a market garden for the world (yum—yum) . . .
We're raising lots of piggies for the world (oink—oink) . . .
We're clearing parks and gardens for the world (scratch—scratch) . .
We're going to dream new visions with our lives (for the world) . . .
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BUILDING WITH DEMONSTRATION
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There is a global movement building with demonstration.
They are the signs of hope for building the earth
To-

geth-

er

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Fifth City,. Marshall Islands demonstrate new human vision.
Town Meeting paves the way for building the earth.
Comment:

No matter what the cost the war will not be lost,
Colleagues with history we're joining in the demonstration
Tell all your friends and neighbors it's time to use their labors.
Come join the spirit march and build the new earth.
Chant:
MAJURO
OOMBULGURRI
SUDTONGGAN
NAM WAI
SUNGAI LUI
KAWANGWARE
KAPINI
KREUZBERG OST
ISLE OF DOGS
IVY CITY
FIFTH CITY
INYAN WAKAGAPI

Scotland the Brav

OYUBARI
KWANGYUNG IL
HAI OU
KELAPA DUA
MALIWADA
EL BAYAD
TERMINE
IJEDE
CANO NEGRO
LORNE DE L'ACADIE
DELTA PACE
VOGAR
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BY THE POWER OF EVERY LOCAL ONE
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Tune:

Chorus:
By the power of every local one
There will be new community to stand in every land.
When the troubled teeming masses lift their voices in a cry,
I am beckoned out of mercy and must care for all humanity relentlessly,
Through the avenues of hopelessness, the earth demands a sign
My life is claimed by everyone, a symbol of fulfillment in our time.
Chorus
I find myself confronted by the givenness of life,
Embracing it I stand before humanity in freedom and lucidity.
In every situation I see possibility
Of releasing a decision
To create the world society for everyone.
Chorus
The community with passion lays its life upon the line
As it builds the caring structures that allow new humanness to be defined.
Showing local people that they have full possibility
To catalyze engagement
And release the gifts of everyone to be the sign.
Chorus
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BY THE POWER OF LOCAL MAN
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Tune:

Chorus:
By the power of every local one
There will be new community to stand in every land.

Speaker:
Type:

When the troubled teeming masses lift their voices in a cry,
I am beckoned out of mercy and must care for all humanity relentlessly.
Through the avenues of hopeless, the earth demands a sign,
My life is claimed by everyone, a symbol of fulfillment in our time.
Chorus
I find myself confronted by the givenness of life,
Embracing it I stand before humanity in freedom and lucidity.
In every situation I see possibility
Of releasing a decision
To create the world society for everyone.
Chorus
The community with passion lays its life upon the line
As it builds the caring structures that allow new humanness to be defined,
Showing local people that they have full possibility
To catalyze engagement
And release the gifts of everyone to be the sign.
Chorus
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BYE BY BLACKBIRD
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Comment:

Pack up all my care and woe
Here I go singing low
Bye Bye Blackbird.
Where somebody waits for me
Sugar's sweet so is she
Bye bye blackbird.
No one here can love and understand me
Oh what hard luck stories they all hand me
Make my bed and light the light.
I'll arrive late tonight
Blackbird, Bye-bye.
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CALIFORNIA: THIS STATE OF OURS
I have dined in L.A. sailed the great San Francisco Bay,
Headed my van down the stretch of I-5,
I have swung on old cable cars, followed the movie stars,
Seen Golden State people with light in their eyes.
From the grand Golden Gateway to the sands of Mojave,
Cross the valleys and the lakes to the trails of the Sierra,
From the Big Sur out in the West, up to My Shasta’s crest,
Something to sing about, this State of ours.
I’ve spent many fine days in the sunshine of Monterey,
Followed its heat up the long Napa road,
Seen it climb up the vines making sweet California wines,
Gleaming on hills making everything gold.

Title:

CALIFORNIA: THI

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Town Meeting

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

CHORUS
I have seen mountain snow give its water to the land below,
Down the long aqueduct and through desert pipe,
Filling peaches and apricots, fig trees and artichokes,
Feeding the world, giving everyone life.
CHORUS
I have seen fog that rests on the places the Spanish blessed,
Carmel, Eureka and Escondido
Names like Del Ray and Beverly, Fair Play and Joshua Tree,
Campsites of pioneers that made hist’ry grow.
CHORUS
I’ve been dazzled by orange trees, awed by Yosemite,
Treated my toes to the sweet morning dew,
While the cool summer breeze kissed the leaves of the Redwood trees,
Singing this song that I’m singing to you.
CHORUS
Yes, there’s something to sing about, tune up a string about,
Call out in chorus, or quietly hum,
Of a State that’s still young, with a ballad that’s still unsung,
Telling the promise of great things to come.
CHORUS
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Title:

CALL OF THE EAR

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Planet of our birth. Lovely planet green and blue,
Calling now to me, to you. Calling for our care.
Refrain:
Come love the earth! Come spread the word!
Till everyone has heard and done their part,
Boundaries must go. Find new ways to learn and grow.
Rejoicing in our varied life. The heart will make it so!
People of my choice. Those who are the first to know,
You are those I trust to show all the world its voice.
Refrain
[Our Common Future, Taipei, 11/10/90]
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Keywords 1:

CALLED TO BE
Secular - Other

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Called to be the glimpsers of the Mystery
Carving dreams with creativity
Called to be the POETS
On behalf of mankind.
Called to be the miracle workers
Serving with the necessary deed
Called to be the new SAINTS
On behalf of mankind.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Called to be enacters of the victory
Leading all in courage every day
Called to be the GENERALS
On behalf of mankind.
Called to be speakers of the Wisdom
Knowing all and pointing out the Way
Called to be the WISE ONES
On behalf of mankind.
Called to be the sacrificial servants
Giving life to alter history
Called to be THE ANOINTED
On behalf of mankind.
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Title:

CALLED TO CARE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Journey, all life is journey,
Or is it only turning round and round and round?
Dawning, it happens now and then
Suffering is revealed and
Opening gates to spirit s realm.

Global Moveme

Tune:

I Just Fall in Lov

Speaker:

Chorus:
Yet here we are, living life anew.
Dark Night is seen through
And those who care are blessed again.
So here we go,
We live our life brand new

Type:

Comment:

And as we do
We move as one
For we've been called to care
Living, we're fully living
Or are we all upon the sea of dreams alone?
Endless, it all is so absurd
For though we're so alive
It feels we only fight the wind.
Chorus
Myst'ry, it's all a myst'ry
For we are all engulfed in caring for this world.
Silence, enclosed in Being's arms,
Dying's now our life,
Because we give it all in faith.

Keywords 3:

..

Last chorus adds:
We move as one
For we've been called to care.
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CALLED TO WALK IN THE WAY
CALLED TO WALK IN THE WAY
Tune; Put Your Hand in the Hand
Called to walk in the way of the man who stilled the water; Called to walk in
the way of the man who calmed the sea; Called to live in the Word and be
free to live for others; Called to walk in the way of the man from Galilee.

Title:

CALLED TO WALK

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Hear the Word that's the Word that's been said for all God's creatures; Hear the Word
that's the Word that's been said for you and me;
It's the Word about life you are called to give to your brother;
It's the Word that will give him his possibility.
Well, a voice comes, I hear it saying all too clearly; "You are my
Son, with you I am well pleased!
Got a job to be done and life must needs be given,
Can't promise rewards and your pain will be increased."
Then the Spirit came and said, "Go into the desert!
There's a power-old Satan-he's the one you've got to meet." Forty days without
food out there as a solitary;
Had to decide old Satan was the one that had to be beat.
Got the Word, can't hold it, have to say it-it is the gospel; The time has
come! The kingdom it has arrived!
you must change your hearts and minds and believe this good news; It's the Word
from which the future must be derived." .
Heal the sick, chase the demons, say the Word that says "forgiveness;" Take away all
excuses for a life to be lived as dead.
Help each man you meet to make a new decisionTo pick up the past, live the future with all its dread.
There'll be betrayal and despair and denial-you'll be left all alone; And you'll wonder
if the God who has called has gone away.
There'll be taunts and a hill and a cross all prepared for you,
Then the spear, flowing blood, final words ... has death won the day?
Feel the dankness and the darkness and the quietness of this closed-up tomb! Feel the
relief that old death has prepared for you and me!
But the Lord calls again-look! The stone! It has been rolled away! Time
to walk with the pain through the avenues of history.
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Keywords 2:
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Ha que subir a montanha
E desbravar serrania
Ha que fazer campos novos
Con beleza e loucania

Speaker:
Type:

Velha Ordem de Cister
Deixou-nos belas imagens
E o eco ainda ressoa
Por estas lindas paragens

Comment:

Lamego, grande cidade
No passado e no presente
Com certeza no futuro
Vai, vai mesmo para a frente
Queremos ver em cada terra
Um bom Centro Social
Avante, que o de Lemego
Fara de mola real
Subamos as nossas serras
‘te chegaraso planalto
Para vermos novas terras
E poder gritar bem alto
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CANCION DE AMOR A CAÑO NEGRO

Title:

CANCION DE AMO

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Mona Lisa

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Caño Negro Caño Negro. te agradezco.
A pesar de tus pesares. tu eres luz.
Caño Negro, Caño Negro. esto es cierto:
Tu has mostrado tiue los suehos son verdad.
Caño Negro, Caño Negro, la esperanza
donde todo parecia oscuridad.
Caño oscuro. tu seguias caminando
por la noche hacia el alba.
Todos pasan y ahora admiran. Caño Negro.
tu gran belleza esta en el modo de tu ser.
Caño Negro. Caño Negro.
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CAÑO NEGRO
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Title:

CAÑO NEGRO

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Mona Lisa

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Caño Negro, Caño Negro, may I tell you?
Your enduring showed me care I never knew.
Caño Negro, Caño Negro, know for sure now
You have made it just a truth that dreams come true.
Caño Negro. Caño Negro. You are being
Hope where there seemed not to be a hope at all.
Dark ravine, quite unseen, you kept striving
Through the deep night to the sunlight.
All who pass now behold. Caño Negro.
Your beauty lies within the very way you are.
Caño Negro. Caño Negro.
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CARE IS EVERYWHERE

Refrain:
Care is
everywhere, I see it
You are all that you can be,
Come on and be it.
Life is given, you receive it.
Come and be engaged with me.
Open yourself to the great celebration,
Offer your life to its joy and pain.
Life is the fruit of your own creation,
Everything you birth is hope regained.
Taking my life from the golden prairie,
All of nature's gifts there for you and me.
Guardians of the land we have chosen to be,
Sharing the fruits with humanity.
Circuit the globe like a flying stallion,
Race with the sun to the edge of night.
Wear your tools like a gold medallion,
Dance in the circle of its searing light.
Sing again twice
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Global Moveme

Tune:

Love is Everywh
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CAROL OF THE BELLS
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Keywords 1:

Hark how the bells, sweet silver bells
All seem to say, throw cares away
Christmas is here, bringing good cheer
To young and old, meek and the bold
Ding dong ding dong, that is their song
With joyful ring, all carolling
One seems to hear, words of good cheer
From every where, filling the air
(up one tone)
Oh how they sound, show peace around
O’er hill and vale, telling their tale
(Change tune)
Gaily they ring, while people sing
Songs of good cheer, Christmas is here
Merry, merry, merry Christmas
Merry, merry, merry Christmas
(original tune)
On, on they send, on without end
Their joyful tone, to every home
Merry, merry, merry Christmas
Merry, merry, merry Christmas
(Quieter)
Hark how the bells, sweet silver bells
All seem to say, throw cares away
Bing bong, bing bong
Boom!
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CATALYZE WITH REPLICATION
Mass	
  rural	
  mobilization	
  
Catalyzed	
  with	
  replication	
  	
  
It	
  is	
  the	
  sign	
  of	
  hope	
  for	
  
Building	
  the	
  earth	
  together.	
  
	
  
Kamweleni,	
  Mugumoini	
  bring	
  about	
  
New	
  human	
  vision	
  
Kamweleni	
  paves	
  the	
  way	
  
	
  For	
  building	
  the	
  earth.	
  
	
  
No	
  matter	
  what	
  the	
  cost	
  
Our	
  war	
  will	
  not	
  be	
  lost	
  
Colleagues	
  with	
  history	
  
Village	
  leaders	
  build	
  he	
  movement.	
  
	
  
First	
  the	
  impact,	
  then	
  the	
  training	
  
Then	
  come	
  the	
  circuit	
  teams	
  
Come	
  join	
  the	
  spirit	
  march	
  
And	
  build	
  the	
  new	
  earth.	
  
	
  
BUSIA	
  
KWALE	
  
SLAYA	
  
KILIFI	
  
KAKAMEGA	
  
TAITA	
  TAVETA	
  
SOUTH	
  NYANZA	
   MACHAKOS	
  
BUNGOMA	
  
	
   	
  
KITUI	
  
KISUMU	
  
	
   	
  
EMBLI	
  
KISU	
  
	
   	
  
MERU	
  
NANDI	
  
	
   	
  
KARINGA	
  
TRANS	
  NZOIA	
  
	
   	
  
MURANG’A	
  
WEST	
  POKOT	
  
	
   	
  
NYERI	
  
KERICHO	
  
	
   	
  
KIAMBU	
  
UASHIN	
  GISHU	
  
	
   	
  
NYANDARUA	
  
ELGEYO	
  MARAKWET	
  
NAKURU	
  
BARINGO	
  
	
   	
  
KENYA	
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CEASELESSLY DRAWN
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Keywords 1:

CEASELESSLY DRA

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

From the day we came to care
We have ceaselessly been drawn
To be the homeless ones
Standing presence of the dawn
The New Hope, the New World
Like ghosts around us whirl
Our lives have been captured
By this awesome swirl.

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

A rocky path in the fog
This march before us lies
Step by step our weary feet
Are answering the cries
The New Hope, the New World
They beckon to us still
And we are left perplexed
Fulfillment does not fulfill
In the darkness of our pain
There burns an aweful light
And despite our humble weakness
We keep it in our sight
The New Hope, the New World
Our presence doth employ
And we are finally wordless
Before this final joy
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CHALO SIPAHI CHALO
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Keywords 1:

Chorus:
Chalo sipahi chalo (2x)
Apni sarhad bula rahi hai
Badho jawano badho
Chalo spahi chalo.

CHALO SIPAHI CH

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Goonj rahi hai sada yehi
Is gulshan ki hariyali se
Garibi ka ab naam hatega
Har phool aur har daali se
Baapu ne jo sapna dekha
Wohi hamara naara hai
Manawta ki jyot jalaudey
Har gaon mein ujiaara ho
Manawta aaj bula rahi hai
Badho jawano badho

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Chorus
Maa se kehado bachhe de do
Behan bhi de de bhai
Bharat maa ke gaon mein kuch
Aisi ghadi hai ayie
Yeh sona aur yeh chandi (2x)
Utaar do sab gehane
Qurbani ki shama jali hai
Watan paraste chalo
Chorus
Jaat paat ka jhagda chhodo
Sab hai bhai bhai
Na koi ooncha na koi neecha
Na koi hai harjaaie
Teen rang ka jhanda apana
Rang rang ke bhai
Na koi Hindu na koi Muslim
Na koi Sikh Isaai
Kranti ka veh chinha lagakar
Kadam milate chalo
Chorus
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CHICAGO
Chicago, Chicago
That toddlin' town
Chicago, Chicago
I'll show you around, I love it
Bet your bottom dollar
You'll lose the blues
In Chicago, Chicago
The town that Billy Sunday
Could not shut down
On State Street, that great street
I just wanna say
They do thing's
They don't do on Broadway, say
They have the time
The time or their life
I saw a man
He danced with his wife
In Chicago, my home town
Chicago, Chicago
That toddlin' town
Chicago, Chicago
I'll show you around, I love it
Bet your bottom dollar
You'll lose the blues
In Chicago, Chicago
The town that Billy Sunday
Could not shut down
On State Street, that great street
I just wanna say
They do thing's
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CHICAGO IS A WONDERFUL PLACE

Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Phase One - You

Tune:

Washington Squa

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Chicago is a wonderful place,
The West Side's where we live;
Chicago is a wonderful place,
The West Side's where we live.
So sing all you people, life is here to love;
So sing all you people, life is here to live.
Chicago is a wonderful place,
The West Side's where we live;
Chicago is a wonderful place,
The West Side's where we live. (3 times)
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Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Chloe! Chloe!
Someone calling, no reply,
Night shades falling, hear him sigh,
Chloe! Chloe!
Empty spaces meet his eyes,
Empty arms outstretched, he's crying,

Comment:

Through the black of night, I got to go where you are.
If it's wrong or right, I got to go where you are.
I'll roam through the dismal swampland searching for you
'Cause if you are lost there, let me be there too.
Through the smoke and flame, I got to go where you are
For no place could be too far where you are.
Ain't no chains can bind you, if you live, I'll find you,
Love is calling me, I got to go where you are.
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CHURCH’S ONE FOUNDATION, THE

Title:

CHURCH’S ONE F

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

The Church’s one foundation
Is Jesus Christ her Lord,
She is his new creation
By water and the Word,
From heaven he came and sought her
To be his holy bride,
With his own blood he bought her,
And for her life he died.

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Elect from every nation,
Yet one o’er all the earth,
Her charter of salvation,
One Lord, one Faith, one Birth;
One holy Name she blesses,
Partakes one holy food,
And to one hope she presses,
With every grace endued.

Comment:

Mid toil and tribulation,
And tumult of her war,
She waits the consummation
Of Peace for evermore;
Till with the vision glorious,
Her longing eyes are blest,
And the great Church victorious
Shall be the Church at rest.
Yet she on earth hath union
With God the Three in One
And mystic sweet communion
With those whose rest is won:
O happy ones and holy!
Lord, give us grace that we,
Like them the meek and lowly,
On high may dwell with thee.
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Keywords 2:
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De la sierra morena, Cielito
lindo vienen bajando.
Un par de ojitos negros,
Cielito lindo de contrabando.
Ay ay, ay, ay. Canta no llores
Porque cantando se alegran,
Cielito lindo los corazones.
Pájaro que abandona,
cielito lindo su primer nido,
Si lo encuentra ocupado,
Cielito lindo, muy merecido.
Ay, ay, ay, ay ...
De domingo a domingo,
Cielito lindo, te vengo a ver
Cuando será domingo,
Cielito lindo, para volver
Ay, ay, ay, ay ...
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CITIZENS SONG

Title:
Keywords 1:

CITIZENS SONG

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

CITIZEN’S SONG
Tune: Prinz Eugen

Keywords 3:

Whether given high position
Born to rank or the condition
Of the poorest of the poor
Whether wearing clothes of fashion
Or old rags you couldn't cash in
These things, these things don't endure.

Whether we are implementers
Social pioneers, inventors
Future vision to ensure
Or if we take the position
That it is another's mission
These things, these things do endure.

If we work hard, gain high placement
Or for years toil in the basement
Or we have no work that's sure
Even if we turn out lazy
Damned by all the world as crazy
These things, these things don't endure.

If we dare act out our passion
For those left out and to fashion
Ways their gifts can be assured
Or if like a sheltered flower
Frightened in a hole we cower
These things, these things do endure.

Whether gladly into battle
We march forth, or more like cattle
We are driven to the war
Even if we think we're victim
If the outcome is we've licked 'em
These things, these things don't endure.

Therefore colleagues in our caring
Launch the journey with your daring
With your hearts and spirits pure
Join your hands with one another
Every human's now your brother
These things, these things will endure.

But if we build new tomorrows
Gladly taking on the sorrows
Which accompany the cure
Or if all we do is chatter
'Bout ideals that just don't matter
These things, these things do endure.
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Title:

CITY 5 (LA)

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

City	
  5	
  is	
  a	
  great	
  place	
  to	
  be	
  
In	
  L.A.	
  between	
  the	
  mountains	
  and	
  the	
  sea,	
  
We	
  are	
  one	
  with	
  world	
  community	
  
Living	
  the	
  style	
  of	
  humanity.	
  
	
  
I	
  live	
  in	
  the	
  city	
  –	
  that’s	
  Global	
  City	
  5	
  –	
  
And	
  it’s	
  a	
  place	
  that’s	
  really	
  come	
  alive.	
  
Red	
  men,	
  yellow	
  men,	
  black	
  men	
  and	
  white	
  
All	
  work	
  together	
  to	
  show	
  their	
  might.	
  
	
  
The	
  people	
  who	
  live	
  in	
  Global	
  City	
  Five	
  
Have	
  the	
  task	
  of	
  creating	
  the	
  new	
  life.	
  
Building	
  the	
  patterns	
  to	
  set	
  men	
  free.	
  
To	
  live	
  their	
  lives	
  in	
  one	
  community.	
  
	
  
Global	
  City	
  5	
  has	
  folks	
  from	
  every	
  land	
  
Celebrating	
  life	
  that	
  we	
  have	
  on	
  our	
  hands.	
  
And	
  we	
  dance	
  to	
  the	
  rhythm	
  of	
  the	
  new	
  style	
  
That	
  lights	
  the	
  sparks	
  of	
  human	
  dignity.	
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CLEMENTINE
In a cavern, in a canyon,
Excavating for a mine,
Dwelt a miner, forty-niner
And his daughter - Clementine

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

CHORUS:
Oh my Darling, Oh my Darling,
Oh my Darling Clementine.
Thou art lost and gone forever,
Dreadful sorry, Clementine.
Light she was and like a fairy,
And her shoes were number nine,
Herring boxes without topses
Sandals were for Clementine
Drove she ducklings to the water
Every morning just at nine,
Hit her foot against a splinter
Fell into the foaming brine.
Ruby lips above the water,
Blowing bubbles soft and fine,
But alas, I was no swimmer,
So I lost my Clementine
How I missed her! How I missed her!
How I missed my Clementine,
But I kissed her little sister,
And forgot my Clementine.
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Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Sustainability (n

Tune:

Sung by Mary Martin in “South Pacific”
When the sky is a bright canary yellow
I forget ev’ry cloud I’ve ever seen
So they call me a cockeyed optimist,
Immature and incurable green!

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I have heard people
Rant and rave and bellow
That we’re done;
And we might as well be dead.
But I’m only a cockeyed optimist
And I can’t get it into my head.
I hear the human race is falling on its face
And hasn’t very far to go.
But ev’ry whip-poor-will is selling me a bill
And telling me it just ain’t so.
I could say life is just a bowl of jello,
And appear more intelligent and smart
But I’m stuck (like a dope!)
With a thing called hope;
And I can’t get it out of my heart.
Not this heart.
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Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:

The colors of my life
Are bountiful and bold,
The purple glow of indigo,
The gleam of green and gold.
The splendor of the sunrise,
The dazzle of a flame,
The glory of a rainbow,
I'd put 'em all to shame.
No quiet browns and grays,
I'll take my days instead
And fill them till they overflow
With rose and cherry red!
And should this sunlit world
Grow dark one day,
The colors of my life
Will leave a shining light
To show the way...
No quiet browns and grays,
I'll take my days instead
And fill them till they overflow
With rose and cherry red!
And should this sunlit world
Grow dark one day,
The colors of my life
Will leave a shining light
To show the way...
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COME ALL YE FAITHFUL

Title:

COME ALL YE FA

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

O come all ye faithful joyful and triumphant
Oh come ye O come ye to Bethlehem;
come and behold him born the King of angels;
O come let us adore him Christ the Lord.

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

God of God light of light
Lo he not the virgin's womb;
Very God begotten not created:
O come let us adore him Christ The Lord.
Sing choirs of angels sing in exultation
Sing all ye citizens of heaven above;
Glory to God in the highest:
O come, let us adore him, Christ The Lord
See how the shepards summoned to his cradel,
leaving their flocks, draw nigh with lowly fear
we too will thither hend our joyful footsteps;
O come, let us adore him, Christ the Lord.
Yea, Lord, we greet thee, born this happy morning;
Jesus, to thee be glory given;
word of the Father, now in flesh appearing:
O come, let us adore him, Christ the Lord.
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COME AND GO WITH ME TO THAT LAND

Title:

COME AND GO WI

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

Come and go with

Speaker:
Type:

Come and go with me to that land, come and go with me to that land
Come and go with me to that land where I'm bound, where I'm bound.
Come and go with me to that land, come and go with me to that land,
Come and go with me to that land where I'm bound.
There is mystery in that land....
There is freedom in that land....
There is caring in that land....
There is glory in that land....
Come and go with me to that land....
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COME BUILD A FU

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Come, build a future
Caring and free,
Working together, to build community.
Problems around us as far as eyes can see,
But every problem that co
mes along is opportunity
For us to
Move on together
To realize our dream:
Education, jobs for all and water that is clean.
Our Bay County can be a great sign to see
Of things that can be done.
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COME FROM THE HEART

Title:

COME FROM THE

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

By Michael Masser and Linda Creed, 1977 Chorus is taken from an Irish blessing.
When I was a young girl, my daddy told me
A lesson he learned a long time ago
If you want to have someone to hold onto
You’re gonna have to learn to let go.
Chorus:
You got to sing
Like you don’t need the money
Love like you’ll never get hurt.
You got to dance
Like nobody’s watchin’
It’s gotta come from the heart
If you want it to work.
Now here is the one thing I keep forgettin’
When everything is fallin’ apart
In life as in love
You know I need to remember
There’s such a thing as trying too hard.
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COME MARCH AL

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

Come march along and we'll sing a new song
Come salute the Way of the dawning day
And death shall have no dominion here
Though clouds grow dark and the sun disappears
Though the wind blows cold we shall rise to
Call forth new children. new women. and new men
Call forth new families' together we shall see
That death shall have no dominion here
Though flames grow dark and hopes disappear
Though love blows cold we shall rise to
Bring forth the tired and sick' the restless and the meek
Bring forth new warriors who care, to build the earth
And death shall have no dominion here
Though times grow dark and vision disappears
Though trends blow cold we shall rise' so
Come march along and we'll sing a new song
Come salute the Way of the dawning day
And death shall have no dominion here.
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COME ON BABY LIGHT MY FIRE

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

You know that it would be untrue
You know that I would be a liar
If I was to say to you
Girl we couldn’t get much higher

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Refrain
Come on baby light my fire
Come on baby light my fire
Try to set the night on fire
The time to hesitate is through
No time to wallow in the mire
Try now we can only lose
And our love become a funeral pyre
Refrain
Repeat verse 2, higher pitch
Refrain
Try to set the night on fire
Try to set the night on fire
Try to set the night on fire
Try to set the night on fire
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COME THOU ALMIGHTY KING

Title:

COME THOU ALM

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Come, Thou almighty King,
Help us Thy Name to sing, help us to praise!
Father all glorious, o’er all victorious,
Come and reign over us, Ancient of Days!
Jesus, our Lord, arise,
Scatter our enemies, and make them fall;
Let Thine almighty aid our sure defense be made,
Souls on Thee be stayed; Lord, hear our call.
Come, Thou incarnate Word,
Gird on Thy mighty sword, our prayer attend!
Come, and Thy people bless, and give Thy Word success,
Spirit of holiness, on us descend!
Come, holy Comforter,
Thy sacred witness bear in this glad hour;
Thou Who almighty art, now rule in every heart,
And ne’er from us depart, Spirit of pow’r!
To Thee, great One in Three,
Eternal praises be, hence, evermore;
Thy sov’reign majesty may we in glory see,
And to eternity love and adore!
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COME THOU FOU

Keywords 1:
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Tune:

Hymns

Nettleton

Speaker:
Type:

Come, thou fount of every blessing, tune my heart to sing thy grace:
Streams of mercy, never ceasing call for songs of loudest praise,
Teach me some melodious sonnet, sung by flaming tongues above:
Praise the mount - I'm fixed upon it,. mount of thy redeeming love.
Here I raise mine Ebenezer; hither by thy help I'm come:
And I hope. by thy good pleasure. safely to arrive at home,
Jesus sought me when a stranger wandering from the fold of God;
He, to rescue me from danger. interposed his precious blood
O to grace how great a debtor daily I'm constrained to be!
Let thy goodness like a fetter. bind my wandering heart to thee:
Prone to wonder, Lord I feel it. prone to leave the God I love:
Here's my heart, O take and seal it: seal it for the courts above
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COME, THOU LONG EXPECTED JESUS

Title:
Keywords 1:

COME, THOU LON

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Come, Thou long-expected Jesus,
Born to set Thy people free;
From our fears and sins release us,
Let us find our rest in Thee.
Israel’s Strength and Consolation,
Hope of all the earth Thou art;
Dear Desire of every nation,
Joy of every longing heart.
Born Thy people to deliver,
Born a child and yet a King,
Born to reign in us forever,
Now Thy gracious kingdom bring.
By Thine own eternal Spirit
Rule in all our hearts alone;
By Thine all sufficient merit,
Raise us to Thy glorious throne.
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COME, YE THANKFUL PEOPLE, COME

Title:

COME, YE THANK

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Come, ye thankful people, come. Raise the song of harvest home,
All is safely gathered in, ere the winter storms begin.
God, our maker doth provide for our wants to be supplied:
Come to God's own temple. come. Raise the song of harvest home.
All the world is God's own field, fruit unto his praise to yield;
Wheat and tares together sown. unto joy or sorrow grown,
First the blade and then the ear. then the full corn shall appear:
Lord of harvest, grant that we wholesome grain and pure may be.
Even so, Lord, quickly come, bring thy final harvest home.
Gather thou thy people in, free from sorrow, free from sin.
There, forever purified. in thy presence to abide.
Come, with all shine angels come. raise the glorious harvest home.
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COMING HOME NEW JERSEY

Title:

COMING HOME N

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Coming home New Jersey
From lands far away
Waves on distant shorelines
Beckon me to stay

Tune:

Linda

Speaker:

Gazing over farmlands
Over forest peaks
Walking through the cities
Along the crowded streets

Type:

Comment:

Ghosts of gentle giants
Pioneers of the land
Call me to New Jersey
To build my rainbow’s end
Though I’m prone to wander
Deep within I know
Life could be no better
Anywhere else I’d go
Coming home New Jersey
Beginning a new day
New worlds right inside me
Beckon me to stay
Caring for new faces
Sharing all my dreams
Hoping in new places
New community
Coming home New Jersey
Coming home to stay
Vision of tomorrow
See I’ve found my way
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COMMON THREAD

Title:

COMMON THREAD

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Chorus:
We will rise like the ocean, we will rise like the sun,
We will rise all together, we will rise.
*In our many colored fabrics, made from strands of common thread
We will rise all together, we will rise.
In a many colored garden we are rising side by side,
We will rise all together, we will rise.
With the sun and rain upon us, not a row will be denied,
We will rise all together, we will rise.
Chorus
We can feed our grain to cattle and the rich man will be fed.
We will rise all together, we will rise.
Or we’ll feed our grain to people so that millions will have bread.
We will rise all together, we will rise.
Chorus, line 3: *No more will there be hunger in these strands of common thread.
We’ll defy the threat of violence, we’ll no longer live in fright.
We will rise all together, we will rise.
With our arms around our neighbors we will walk into the light.
We will rise all together, we will rise.
Chorus, line 3: *We will weave a freedom fabric from these strands of common thread
From our children to our aged, we will rise, we will rise.
We will rise from all nations, we will rise.
We will build a global family made from strands of common thread.
We will rise all together, we will rise.
Chorus, line 3: *We will build a global family strengthened by our common threads
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CONACASTE BRILLANDO

Conacaste, brillando bajo so de calor
Andando bajo el cielo azul
Trabajando en unidad.

Title:

CONACASTE BRIL

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

La Luz, que nos sacó de la oscuridad
Que nos ha dado la claridad
Llegar a una visión.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Chorus:
Demostremos con amor y decisión
Es un lugar para cuidar
Demostremos a otros pueblos que
nosotros nos
Podemos levantar.
Conacaste. luchando hacia el porvenir
Buscando una nueva visión
Que luce como una flor.
Conacaste. brillando bajo sol de calor
Andando bajo el cielo azul
Trabajando en unidad.
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CONACASTE: ON BEHALF OF ALL
Rich in history, glory past,
Restless people looking for a dawn
This great challenge given to us now,
We live our lives on behalf of all.
Chorus
All our lives, a gift for all
For all people, great and small
Conacaste, Guatemala,
A sign of hope throughout the world.
Ours the vision, care the task,
Conacaste, marching with the world.
This great challenge given to us now,
We live our lives on behalf of all.
No mañana, just today,
All our power, poured out in the deed.
This great challenge given to us now,
We live our lives on behalf of all.
-----------------Gran pasado, gloria antigua,
Gente inquieta, ya dan la victoria,
Este reto, que aceptamos hoy,
Lo vivimos por la humanidad.
Coro:
Nuestra vida don de Dios
Para el mundo, la verdad,
Conacaste, Guatemala,
Comparte ya felicidad.
Visión nuestra, juntos trabajar,
Conacaste con el mundo va,
Este reto, que aceptamos hoy,
Lo vivimos por la humanidad.
No mañana, si no hoy,
Poder nuestro, puesto en el que hacer
Este reto, que aceptamos hoy,
Lo vivimos por la humanidad.
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Keywords 2:
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Keywords 3:

Sustainability (n

Tune:

From the movie, Oliver, 1968

Speaker:
Type:

Consider yourself at home
Consider yourself one of the family
We've taken to you so strong
It's clear we're going to get along

Comment:

Consider yourself well in
Consider yourself part of the furniture
There isn't a lot to spare
Who cares?..What ever we've got, we share!
If it should chance to be we should see
Some harder days
Empty larder days, Why grouse?
Alsyas a-chance we'll meet
Somebody to foot the bill
Then the drinks are on the house!
Consider yourself our mate
We don’t want to have no fuss,
For after some consideration, we can state
Consider yourself, one of us!
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CONTEMPLATION

Title:

CONTEMPLATION
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Tune:

Nrm

Those We're th

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

When in the midst of strife
The other strikes my life

And in my past I find
The fatefulness of time

And the Not-yet I see
Is cut from under me

And deep within I see
The fact that I just be

And that encounter
Will not let me flee

But then a transformation comes to me

So fast it comes as
Possibility

And unrepeatably
This one this self

It’s then I honor him
Though he be foe or friend

I then begin my poem
In mystery alone

Then my reality
Is change externally

Free passion then I live
My depthless life I give

And I become the
All that is not me.

And I am Adam
In all History

And I become the
All of yet to be

I find that I be
Being in myself.
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Title:

CREATE A NEW D

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Global Moveme

Consider Yourself

Speaker:
Type:

Consider the past, it's good.
Respond to the now.
Create a new day, start now,
Set sail, fly, you can work miracles.

Comment:

When the Continental Congress met those years ago
They made a brave new dream come true:
When the covered wagons hit the trail for Oregon
Men were going to the moon.
Consider the past, its good.
Respond to the now, let's act!
With faith in one another to achieve our goals
Consider a new day, right now!
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CREATE THE NEW WAY

Title:

CREATE THE NEW

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Winds of change are whirling round and round
And a new world dawns; let everyone take heed.
Winds of change are whirling round and round
And they call for all to risk a deed.

Tune:

Transparency

Find a Wheel

Speaker:

All the past is but a stepping stone on the trek into this present day
But the future cries for something more, cries to all: create the new Way.
Winds of change are whirling round and round'
And I choose with those upon the Way.
What shall be, somehow, depends on me
What I am, have been and now decide to be
And all those of Way become my we
And this we becomes the larger me.
We the Way in time have ever been, with our now we march toward yet to be,
Ever on, to forge the ever new for mankind in all history
What shall be, somehow, depends on me,
And I’m one with those upon the Way.
Winds of change are whirling round and round
And a new world dawns, let everyone take heed.
Winds of change are whirling round and round
And they call for all to risk a deed.
All the past is but a stepping stone on the trek into this present day
But the future cries for something more, cries to all: create the new Way.
Winds of change are whirling round and round'
And I choose with those upon the Way.
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CREATION

Title:
Keywords 1:

CREATION

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

A time to set forth a new demand,
A time to look into the past,
For without "what has been," there is no "yet to be;"
Nothing that we do then could last.
Refrain:
We stand beyond our life and see,
We stand beyond our death and really see,
What's required of men who give their death to history;
And it is now that we must do
What other ones must always seek to be,
To discover what's required of us
To set men free.
No more must men live in poverty,
No more in strife-and disarray,
For when all the men create all the earth,
That shall be the new day.
Refrain
In those who choose to be all there is
Pain and misery are lost,
Transformed because they bring forth human life;
New life never comes but from a cross.
Refrain
The global task now has claimed our lives,
Who knows where our bodies they shall find?
But with us, anew, now the mystery appears,
The meaning of the life of all Mankind.
Refrain
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Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Volpiana e Messenei
Le xe contra potente
E no ghe manca gnente
De quello che le ga
Vegni quassu e vedi.
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Tune:

There is—a people
Born of—new spirit
Hope is emerging—cries of the earth

Speaker:
Type:

Hear them—awakened
See them—engaging
Know them a people—called forth to serve
Hunger is everywhere
Rootless and wrapped in fear
Millions in search of something more; a new hope.
Old forms are swept away
Structures are in decay
Suffering invades every life; a new hope
NOW HEAR! GRASP THE VISION!
There is determination
Hope is the proclamation
Humanness the one creation
Unity the demonstration
BUILD THE NEW EARTH!
Hearing, we choose to heed the cry
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Title:

CUSICK SONG, T

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Cusick,	
  you	
  can	
  count	
  on	
  me,	
  
	
  
‘til	
  the	
  sun	
  dries	
  up	
  the	
  sea.	
  
Until	
  then	
  I’ll	
  always	
  be	
  
	
  
Devoted	
  to	
  you.	
  
	
  
I	
  will	
  care	
  through	
  endless	
  time,	
  
	
  
I’ll	
  declare	
  you’re	
  in	
  your	
  prime.	
  
Guess	
  by	
  now	
  you	
  know	
  that	
  I’m	
  
	
  
Devoted	
  to	
  you.	
  
	
  
Other	
  towns	
  see	
  you,	
  others	
  believe	
  
	
  
Others	
  will	
  walk	
  the	
  way.	
  
Your	
  journey	
  taken	
  is	
  all	
  we	
  know	
  
	
  
How	
  to	
  create	
  a	
  new	
  tomorrow.	
  
	
  
Through	
  the	
  years,	
  our	
  love	
  will	
  grow,	
  
	
  
Like	
  the	
  river,	
  it	
  will	
  flow.	
  
Filled	
  by	
  timeless	
  streams	
  of	
  care,	
  
	
  
Devoted	
  to	
  you.	
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Sa buhay ko'y tabis
Ang hirap at pasakit
Nang pusong umi-ibig
Mandi'y wala nang langit

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

At nang lumigaya
Hinango mo sa dusa
Tanging ikaw sinta
Ang aking pag-asa

Type:

Comment:

Dahil sa iyo
Nais kong mabuhay
Dahil sa myo
Hanggang mamatay
Dapat mong tantuin
Wala nang ibang giliw
Puso ko'y tanungin
lkaw at ikaw rin
Dahil sa iyo
Ako'y lumigaya
Pagrnamahal ay alayan ka
Kung tunay man ako
Ay alipinin mo
Ang lahat sa buhay ko'y
Dahil sa iyo
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DARK NIGHT—LONG MARCH

Title:

DARK NIGHT—L

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

La la la . . .

Tune:

When Dark Night assaults my soul and nothing's presence fills the All,
And when the Fire burns out my love, I suffer Death (before I die)

Speaker:
Type:

I am marching through the Night, silence and stillness, blackened light,
Trusting that Heav'n will come at last and vanquish Hell.
Comment:

Wounded so deep by Awe I swoon, oppressive weakness seals my doom,
No place to hide, no will to live, I suffer death (before I die)
I am marching through the Night, silence and stillness, searing light,
Myst'ry has won the war in me. I melt away.
I hear a Voice, "You are my Son, you are well-pleasing, Blessed one,"
I am the one who's come to life, born of the Fire (before I die)
I am marching through the Night, silence and stillness, filled with light.
Assured that Heav'n has made its shrine in darkest Hell.
And now Dark Night and I are friends. I'll trust the Long March never ends.
For now I see by Fire of Love. I've found the Way (before I die)
I am marching through the Night, silence and stillness, blazing light.
Leaping as one consumed by Fire. my passion born.
La, La, la . . .
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DAWNING
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Title:
Keywords 1:

DAWNING

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Longing for the life in a memory
For the joy of a past day
When the future was clear.
Was it a dream, or was life easier then
When the New Day seemed so near?
Restless for the end of this struggle,
For a vision of victory
For a moment of peace.
My life is driven by the suffering world.
Will this heartache never cease?
Darkest night, barely pale moonlight
There's no time to wait for the morning.
Hearts are burning and faces yearning
For a declaration of dawning.
Passion is a love beyond reason,
Is a truth beyond wisdom in a night without words.
Dreaming a dream that is beyond what we see,
For the New Day has begun.
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DAWNS THE WORLD

Title:

DAWNS THE WORL

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

Glorious Things o

Speaker:

Dawns the world of aweful wonder, chained to my contingency.
All protection torn asunder. shame and weakness wounding me.
Then there groans a re-creation, born anew - within recast.
In unfolding transformation pains a passion unsurpassed.
Dawns the world of man's awareness, self-transcending liberty
Shaping self and world in boldness, sign for all humanity.
Then in lonely free creation, with no map of good or ill,
I decide in obligation. I surrender all my will.
Dawns the world of deep compassion yoked to life's strange harmony
Unrelenting in my mission doomed to die for history.
Bearing every time's long hour, every brother's agony.
I am strangely filled with power wondrous deeds are done through me.
Dawns the world of joyful living, shocked by truth's absurdity,
Earthly hopes and dreams forsaking, I am blessed with victory.
And in raptured self-denying, dancing in the arms of strife,
I perceive in final dying bleeds the glorious endless life.
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DAY BY DAY
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Title:

DAY BY DAY

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Day by day.
I'm falling more in love with you.
And day by day, my love seems to grow,
There isn't any end to my devotion.
It's deeper dear. by far than any ocean.
I find that day by day you're making all my dreams come true.
So come what may, I want you to know
I'm yours alone and I'm in love to stay.
As we go through the years day by day.
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DECISION CITY

Title:

DECISION CITY

Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

In the city, a sign has flashed across the sky.
Thirteen years ago, the Iron Man raised his arms up high.
Decision City. Fifth City making history evermore.
Giving rise to many, many more.
Lifting up a human sign.
In the marketplace, an elder nods his head with pride.
In a preschool, a child finds freedom to decide.
Global city, casting hope to every sand and shore.
Building the new city like ne’er before.
Marching on and on for all.
With a passion, a new horizon on display.
Giving courage to those who stumble on their way.
O, Fifth City, shining star of mankind, open door.
Lifting hearts on every land and shore.
Lifting hopes of every man.
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DECK THE A HALLS
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Title:

DECK THE A HALL

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

Christmas Carol

Keywords 3:

Deck the halls with boughs of holly,
Fa la la la la, la la la la.
Tis' the season to be jolly,
Fa la la la la, la la la la.
Don we now our gay apparel,
Troll the ancient Christmas Carol,
Fa la la, la la la, la la la.,
Fa la la la la, la la la la.
Teachers measure with the rulers,
Fa la la la la, la la la la.
.
Fa la la la la, la la la la.
Follow me in merry measure,
Fa la la la la, la la la la.
While I tell of Yuletide treasure,
Fa la la la la, la la la la.
Fast away the old year passes,
Fa la la la la, la la la la.
Hail the new, ye lads and lasses,
Fa la la la la, la la la la.
Sing we joyous, all together,
Fa la la la la, la la la la.
Heedless of the wind and weather,
Fa la la la la, la la la laaaaaaa
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DEEP PURPLE

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

When the deep purple falls over sleepy garden walls,
And the stars begin to flicker in the sky,
Through the mist of a memory,
You wander back to me
Breath ing my name with a sigh.
In the still of the night, once again I hold you tight;
Though you're gone, your love lives on when moonlight beams;
And as long as my heart will beat,
Lov er, we'll always meet
Here in my deep purple dreams.
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DEEP RIVER
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Deep river, my home is over Jordan;
Deep river, Lord,
I want to cross over into campground.
Oh, don’t you want to go
To that promised land,
That promised land?
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DESDE EL PUEBLO OPRIMIDO

Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Desde el centro del Valle del Tormes,
Se levanta la voz de unidad,
Ya se empieza a sentir primavera
Todo el valle comienza a gritar.

Comment:

¡Lucharemos! ¡Lucharemos!
Mil tropiezos habra que esquivar.
¡Lucharemos! ¡Lucharemos!
Al cacique habra que anular.
Marginado, oprimido y pisado
Animemos al mundo rural.,
Neceista la fuerza de todos
A empezar de verdad a esoudiar.
¡Lucharemos! ¡Lucharemos!
Mil tropiezos habra que esquivar.
¡Lucharemos! ¡Lucharemos!
Las judias sabremos vengar.
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DESERT SONG
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

My desert is waiting,
Dear, come there with me.
I'm longing to teach you
Love's sweet melody.
I'll sing a dream-song to you,
Painting a picture for two:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Refrain:
Blue heaven and you and I,
And sand kissing a moonlit sky.
A desert breeze whisp'ring a
lullaby,
Only stars above you
To see I love you.
Oh, give me that night divine
And let my arms in yours entwine.
The desert song, calling,
It's voice enthralling
Will make you mine.
Repeat refrain
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DIAMOND OF THE PACIFIC

Title:

DIAMOND OF THE

Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

This is the Diamond. 1000 miles each side
Ralik and Ratak, mountain chains in line
This shows the climate - wet and dry
This shows the urban centers - Majuro and Ebeye.
Then come all the centers from North, South, East and West
Arno, Bikini, Wotje, Jaluit
Working together is how we get our power
Diamond of Pacific, shining in this hour.
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Title:

DIE GEDANKEN S

Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Die	
  Gedanken	
  sind	
  frei,	
  wer	
  kann	
  sie	
  erraten?	
  
Sie	
  fliegen	
  vorbei	
  wie	
  naechtliche	
  Schatten,	
  
Kein	
  Mensch	
  kann	
  sie	
  wissen,	
  kien	
  Jaeger	
  erschiessen.	
  
Es	
  bleibet	
  dabei:	
  die	
  Gedanken	
  sind	
  frei!	
  
	
  
Und	
  sperrt	
  man	
  mich	
  ein	
  in	
  finstere	
  Kerker,	
  
Das	
  alles	
  sind	
  rein	
  vergeblinche	
  Werke.	
  
Denn	
  meine	
  Gedanken	
  zerreissen	
  die	
  Schranken	
  
Und	
  Mauern	
  entzwei:	
  die	
  Gedanken	
  sind	
  frei!	
  
	
  
Drum	
  will	
  ich	
  auf	
  immer	
  den	
  Sorgen	
  entsagen	
  
Und	
  will	
  mich	
  auch	
  nimmer	
  mit	
  Grillen	
  mehr	
  plagen.	
  
Denn	
  meine	
  Gedanken	
  zerreissen	
  die	
  Schranken	
  
Und	
  Mauern	
  entzwei:	
  die	
  Gedanken	
  sind	
  frei!	
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DIE KREUZBERG OST LATERNEN

Title:

DIE KREUZBERG O

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Vor der Kascrne.
Vor dem Schles'scilell Tor.
Standen Laterncn.
Und steh'n sie noch davor.
So woll’n wir uns da wiederseh'n
Bei den Laternen wolln wir steh'n,
In unser'm Kreuzberg 0st,
In unser'm Kreuzberg 0st

Tune:

Lili Marlen

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Unsere vielen Sichatten
Seh'n wle emer aus.
Dass wir so heb uns hatten,
Das sah man glelch daraus.
Und alle Leute soll'n es seh'n
Wenn wir bei den Laternen stehn,
In Unser'nl Krewbeig 0st,
In unser'm Kreuzberg 0st
Aus dem stiller Raume,
Aus der Erde Grund.
Hebt mich wie im Traumc
Nachbarn fest im Bund
Wenn sich die spaeten Nebel drehtn
Werd'n wir bei den Laternen stehtn,
In unser'm Krewberg 0st.
In unser'm Krewberg 0st.
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Title:

DONA NOBIS PAC

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Dona nobis pacem, pacem;
aona nobis pacem.
Dona nobis pacem;
dona nobis pacem.
Dona nobis pacem;
dona nobis pacem.
Traditional Latin
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DOOP SONG
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Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Chorus:	
  
We	
  meet	
  as	
  stakes	
  
	
  
	
  
Then	
  as	
  village,	
  O,	
  
	
  
	
  
Then	
  our	
  guilds	
  meet	
  
	
  
	
  
Village	
  leaders	
  meetings	
  
	
  
	
  
Through	
  the	
  steps	
  of	
  DOOP	
  
	
  
	
  
The	
  village	
  moves	
  ahead	
  now.	
  
	
  
All	
  the	
  stakes,	
  care	
  for	
  the	
  people	
  
All	
  the	
  stakes,	
  gather	
  the	
  wisdom	
  
Let	
  us	
  plan	
  together,	
  to	
  have	
  our	
  plans	
  to	
  do.	
  
	
  
All	
  the	
  village,	
  decides	
  the	
  victories	
  
All	
  the	
  village,	
  creates	
  the	
  plan	
  
If	
  you	
  don’t	
  believe	
  it,	
  come	
  and	
  please	
  join	
  us.	
  
	
  
All	
  the	
  guilds,	
  work	
  for	
  the	
  village	
  
All	
  the	
  guilds,	
  have	
  a	
  winning	
  plan	
  
If	
  you	
  don’t	
  know	
  what	
  to	
  do,	
  come	
  with	
  your	
  jembe.	
  
	
  
All	
  the	
  leaders,	
  claim	
  the	
  victories	
  
All	
  the	
  leaders,	
  remove	
  the	
  blocks	
  
With	
  a	
  “yes”	
  the	
  village,	
  moves	
  into	
  the	
  future.	
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DOORS THAT SHUT
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Title:

DOORS THAT SHU

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I'm always running into doors that shut,
But I can live no matter what!
I'm alive and here I am!
I decide as the only one who can.
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DOXOLOGY
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Title:
Keywords 1:

DOXOLOGY

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Rituals

Jamaica Farewel

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Praise God from whom all blessings flow,
Praise Him all creatures here below.
Praise Him above ye heavenly host,
Praise Father, Son and Holy Ghost.
Repeat
Amen. Amen. Amen
Amen. Amen. Amen
Amen. Amen. Amen
Amen. Amen. Amen.
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DREADFUL AWARENESS

Title:

DREADFUL AWAR

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

Stoue-Hearted M

Speaker:
Type:

Constantly conscious of dreadful awareness I plumb the abyss evermore.
With knowing intent, my own self I invent and I'm empty as never before,
Bound to my state. I am cast here by fate and excuse has no use anymore.
Man creates the world's design and I become man's sign.
Free, I will to be the self I am in history.
Free from the maze of conventional ways I decide for the right all alone.
My life's approved and my chains are removed, to this world I am mission I know.
I'm anchored fast in my true home at last, and the gods of this world now have flown.
I can feel my burdens lightened though I bear the world.
Free, I will to be the self I am in history.
Constantly conscious of dreadful awareness I plumb the abyss evermore.
Bound to my state, I am cast here by fate, and excuse has no use anymore.
My life's approved and my chains are removed. to this world I am mission I know.
I can feel my burdens lightened though I bear the world.
Free, I will to be the self I am in history.
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DREAM OF EARTH

Show
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Title:
Keywords 1:

DREAM OF EARTH

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Listening to wind and tasting the rain
Questing on sacred plain
Ancestors beckon beyond life’s despair
Guarding the path of harmony’s care
Come, come oh Spirit transpose our prayer
DREAMING THE DREAM OF EARTH
Deepening the heart, surrendered and still
Waiting to know life’s call
Lightstream of hope makes fragments now whole
Healing our spirits and waking our souls
Come, come oh child and seize your right birth
BEING THE DREAM OF EARTH
Dancing our dreams and singing our sighs
Joining creation’s cry
Gifting the bliss of Mystery’s fate
Learning to live that all might create
Come, oh beloved return to joy’s mirth
SHARING THE DREAM OF EARTH
Journeying through fear and future unknown
Struggling at times alone
Watching above an eagle circle high
Resting on air, showing the way
Come Rainbow Warriors circle the globe
TRUSTING THE DREAM OF EARTH
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DRUM OF THE CITY
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Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Phase One - You

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

This is the drum of the city.
This is the drum of the city.
It says to us that we can live!
Let's be the drum of the city! YEAH!!!!
(Beat the drums)
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DRUM OF THE VILLAGE
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Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
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Keywords 3:

Phase One - You

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

This is the drum of the village.
This is the drum of the village.
It says to us that we can live,
Let’s be the drum of the village. YEAH!!
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EARTH BELONGS TO ALL - JOSEPH W. MATHEWS

Title:
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Speaker:
Type:

Comment:
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EARTH IS HOME
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Title:
Keywords 1:

EARTH IS HOME

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

We have seen the universe
Unfolding slowly like a rose
Beyond a lonely vision of our lives
And filled with awesome mystery and power
This is home.

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

from East of Ede

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

We have travelled o'er the seas
And walked beside both rich and poor
Beyond our given heritage and hope
We stand with all and summon all to care
For our home.
All of the past
All that will be
The pain and joy
We're part of it all
And we declare to all the world
That hope is hopeful in our time
And cal the people out from every land
To care for this, this precious orb of blue
This is home.
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EARTH IS OUR MOTHER, THE

Title:

EARTH IS OUR M

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

The Earth is our Mother, we must take care of her,
The Earth is our Mother, we must take care of her,
Refrain:
Hey yanna, ho yanna, hey yan yan,
Hey yanna, ho yanna, hey yan yan.
Her sacred ground we walk upon with every step we take,
Her sacred ground we walk upon with every step we take,
Refrain
The Earth is our Mother, She will take care of us,
The Earth is our Mother, She will take care of us.
Refrain
[Summer 1990 Songbook, Ecumenical Institute, Boston]
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Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

East Side, West Side
All around the town
The tots play Ring-a-Round-Music,
London Bridge is Falling Down.
Boys and girls together
Me and Mamie O'Rourke
Tripped,the lights fantastic
On the sidewalks of New York.
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EDUCATION IN DE

Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Education in Despair
Master planners everywhere
Sterile rooms with women at kitchen
sinks,
Oh, this world how it stinks, how it stinks.
Participation everywhere everywhere
Kids with paint brushes in hand, in hand,
Men and women caring for the land,
Oh, this world it is so grand, is so grand.
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EGYPT IS A WONDERFUL PLACE

Title:

EGYPT IS A WOND

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Human Develop

Tune:

Wasshington Squ

Speaker:
Type:

Masr	
  agmal	
  el	
  belad	
  
We-‐aisheen	
  fee	
  Bayad	
  
Masr	
  agmal	
  el	
  belad	
  
W-‐aisheen	
  fee	
  Bayad	
  
Ghanno	
  ya	
  koleh	
  nas	
  
El	
  haiyeh	
  en	
  to-‐aish	
  
Ghanno	
  ua	
  koleh	
  nas	
  
El	
  haiyeh	
  an	
  teheb	
  
	
  
Masr	
  agmal	
  el	
  belad	
  
We-‐aisheen	
  fee	
  Bayad	
  
Masr	
  agmal	
  el	
  belad	
  
W-‐aisheen	
  fee	
  Bayad	
  
W-‐aisheen	
  fee	
  Bayad	
  
W-‐aisheen	
  fee	
  Bayad,	
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EL NUEVO TIAMPO

Title:

EL NUEVO TIAMP

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

En este especial momento
La tierra nace con gran vision
Vemos nacer el futuro
Y el Nuevo mundo confia en nosotros

In this moment, the old way’s dying,
The whole earth birthing the vision
Future blows in our faces as
The new world awaits our decision.

Chorus:
Llego el momento
Somos la gente
Porque creando asequras
Un nuevo mundo para el manana.
El arco iris y lideres son presents
Para el futuro,
Llamas de esperanza
Llumina gente mancomunada.

Chorus:
These are the times.
We are the people
Who hold the vision to build the earth
Give our lives to new human future
Trusting change as the rainbow’s sign
Bold new leaders stand for the future.
Flames of hope blaze across the lands
Global people work altogether.

Chorus

Chorus

Vimos necesidades
Y spiritual presencia humana,
Corage viene y podemos
Mover la tierra hacia el futuro.

We have been where the need is strong
And the people are of the spirit
Courage comes as we see the ways
We can move to build the build the world’s future.

Chorus

Chorus

Quiero alumbrar en mi mente
El sentimiento de desarrollo,
Porque tengo confianza
Que con mi esfuerzo es suficiente.

The feeling of growing humanness
We would like to find in our minds
For it seems that with this we could
Forge the future with great new strength.

Final Chorus:
Hombre local
Mira al futuro,
Porque creando aseguras
Un nuevo mundo para el manana.

Final Chorus:
Oh those who care
Look to the future
Because your vision creates and guards
A new life for the world tomorrow.
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ELENA PEREZ
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Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Elena Perez picks at the trash and buys
dog food for lunch
Sleeps on the pavement
Warming herself with the bags lying there,
Why does this happen?
All the hungry people
Where do they all come from?
All the hungry people
Where do they all belong?
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ENAM PULUH RIBA DESA INDONESIA

Title:
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Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Maju maju (2x)
Enampuluh nbu desa Indonesia
Serentak, serentak
Bartekad untuk membangunan depanya. (2x)
Maju, maju
Kita bakerja karena pasti berhasil (2x)
Terus nyanyi, terus nyanyi
Berkerja bersama mencapai cita-cita. (2x)
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EVERY TIME I FEEL THE SPIRIT

Title:

EVERY TIME I FE

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Chorus:
Every time I feel the spirit movin' in my heart. I will pray (Repeat)
Upon the mountain, when my Lord spoke, out of his mouth came fire and smoke.
Looked all around me, it looked so fine', till I asked my Lord it all were mine.
Oh, I have sorrows and I have woe. and I have heartache here below;
But while God leads me' I'll never fear, for I am sheltered by his care
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FAIREST LORD JE

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Fairest Lord Jesus, Ruler of all nature,
O Thou of God and man the Son,
Thee will I cherish, Thee will I honor,
Thee my soul’s Glory, Joy, and Crown.

Comment:

Fair are the meadows, Fairer still the woodlands,
Robed in the blooming garb of sprng:
Jesus is fairer, Jesus is purer,
Who makes the woeful heart to sing.
Fair is the sunshine, Fairer still the moonlight,
And all the twinkling starry host:
Jesus shines brighter, Jesus shines purer
Than all the angels heaven can boast.
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Keywords 1:

Secular

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Far away places with strange sounding names
Far away over the sea,
Those far away places with the strange sounding names
Are calling, calling me.
Going to China or maybe Siam
I want to see for myself
Those far away places
I've been reading about
In a book that I took from a shelf.
I start getting restless
Whenever I hear
The whistle of a train
I pray for the day
I can get underway
And look for those castles in Spain.
They call me a dreamer,
Well maybe I am,
But I know that I'm burning to see
Those far away places
With the strange sounding names calling, calling me.
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FAREWELL TO NOVA SCOTIA

Title:

FAREWELL TO NO

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

The sun was setting in the west.
The birds were singing on every tree,
All nature seemed inclined for rest.
But still there was no rest for me.

Speaker:
Type:

Farewell to Nova Scotia, the seabound coast!
Let your mountains dark and dreary be,
For when I am far away on the briny ocean tossed,
Will you ever heave a sigh and a wish for me?
I grieve to leave my native land
I grieve to leave my comrades all.
And my aged parents whom I held so dear,
And the bonny, bonny lass I do adore.
The drums they do beat and the wars do alarm
The captain calls, we must obey,
So farewell, farewell to Nova Scotia's charms,
For it's early in the morning I am far, far away.
I have three brothers and they are at rest,
Their arms are folded on their breast,
But a poor simple sailor just like me,
Must be tossed and driven on the deep blue sea.
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FASCINATION

Title:

FASCINATION
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Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

It was fascination, I know, and it might have ended right then at the start
Just a passing glance, just a brief romance
And I might have gone on my way empty hearted.
It was fascination, I know, seeing you alone with the moonlight above,
Then I touched your hand and next moment I kissed you,
Fascination turned to love.
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FESTIVAL PEP SO

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

If you’re here to help create a festival,
If you’re here to help create a festival,
If you’re here to help create
And to make it really great,
If you’re here to help create,
Clap your hands! [Clap, clap]

If You’re Happy a

Speaker:
Type:

If you’ve come because you care for Maplewood,
If you’ve come because you care for Maplewood,
If you’ve come because you care,
And don’t want it to despair,
If you’ve come because you care,
Stamp your feet! [Stamp, stamp]
If you’re here to meet new friends and have fun too,
If you’re here to meet new friends and have fun too,
If you’re here to meet new friends,
And to give a helping hand,
If you’re here to meet new friends,
Shout hurrah! [Hurrah!]
If Maplewood is the best community,
If Maplewood is the best community,
If Maplewood is the best,
And no other passes the test,
If Maplewood is the best,
Do all three. [Clap, clap; Stamp, stamp; Hurrah!]
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FIFTH CITY LOVE SONG
And I love you so, that people ask me how,
How I've lived till now, I tell them I don't know.
People say I've changed. that they don't understand,
Ever since the day, the day I took your hand.
First refrain:
And yes, I know how lonely life can be.
The shadows follow me, and night won't set me free.
But I don't let the evening get me down,
Now that you're around me.
And you love me too; your thoughts are just for me.
You make my heart alive and set my spirit free.
The book of life is brief, but once a page is read
All of love is there; this is my belief.
Repeat first refrain
You are City Five, Chicago's old Westside,
Where Iron Men first were born to build a global sign.
Oh yes I know you've changed, and some do not believe
This world has a new day since courage set you free.
Second refrain
And yes, we've known this world's great agony,
The billions still denied their hopes and destiny.
But we will go wherever they may be,
Till all communities live free.
I've lived with you so long, no other love have I,
Your pain is all my own, your buildings, streets and cries.
Soon I may pass away, but love will still remain,
The Iron Man standing tall, that all the world may gain.
Repeat second refrain
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Keywords 1:

FINISH OUR WOR
Secular - Other

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

We are one body with the race of men.
All who are, will be. and e’er have been.
“You must not die,” the dead cry out within,
"Finish our work! Finish our work!"
We choose to hear the cries from history,
Of pioneers in responsibility,
Who struggled for a world they did not see,
"Finish our work! Finish our work!"
We hear the voices of the saints of old
Of martyrs monks and churchmen who were bold
Who gave their lives the historic church to mold'
"Finish our work! Finish our work!"
We hear the coming generation
Demand we will the new formation
Of every local congregation
"Finish our work! Finish our work!"
We are the people of God in history
Who are and were and evermore shall be,
Out of the depth we hear the mystery,
“Finish our work! Finish our work!"
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

First there was nothing but a slow, flowing dream.
That your fear seems to hide deep inside your mind.
All alone you have cried silent tears full of pride
In a world made of steal, made of stone.
But then you hear the music, close your yese, feel the rhythm
Wrap around, take a hold of your heart.
Chorus:
What a feeling when you’re believing
Keeps revealing more than a feeling,
You can have it all, you are dancing for your life.
Take your passion, know what you’re crying for
Make it happen, make it worth dying for
If you put on your shoes, you can dance right through your life.
Then at times when the road seems too long, seems too cold
And there’s no one who cares quite like you do inside.
You have known from the start that you chose with your heart
With a passion that can’t be denied.
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Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Dreamers of the Morning Sun
Wake to new days just begun.
Praise the dawn and watch the dove.
Gently serve and gently love.
Follow now the white wing song.
Follow heaven’s sigh.
Follow as your tender joy
Winks at earth’s new smile.

Comment:

Children of the Evening Sun,
Called to new worlds yet begun,
Walk in peace at river’s curve.
Wisely love and wisely serve.
Follow now blue water’s dance.
Follow without fear.
Follow as your strong embrace
Wipes away earth’s tear.
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FOOTPRINTS OF SIKAAKWA

Footprints of Sikaakwa
journeyed lakeshore sands,
creatures spinning stories
in winds haunting the land,
swimming, creeping, crawling—they came;
flying, walking, stalking—they gamed;
hunters, warriors, growers—they remained,
living lightly on the earth of Sikaakwa.

Title:

FOOTPRINTS OF S

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Footprints of Sikaakwa
turned rivers, changed terrain,
paving trails and forging rails,
farm ways to factory days—
exploring, trading, supplanting—they came;
building, inventing, investing—they gamed,
arts, industry, politics—they remained,
sculpting rising skyline peaks of Chicago.
Footprints of Sikaakwa
converged from all directions,
cultures clashed and merged,
stewing desire and introspection—
lab of urban life—they came;
center of courage and strife—they gamed;
movements calling for justice—they remained,
stirring brewing cauldron hope of Chicago.
Footprints of Sikaakwa
blaze new community,
people working together
to thrive sustainably—
welcoming young and old—they came;
joining the gifts of all—they gamed;
waking to Earth’s vision—they remained,
living boldly a real dream of Chicago,
living lightly on the earth of Sikaakwa,
living boldly a real dream of Chicago	
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FOR ALL THE SAINTS

Title:
Keywords 1:

FOR ALL THE SAIN

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

For all the saints, who from their labors rest, who thee by faith before the world
confessed.
Thy name. O Jesus. be forever blest. Alleluia. Alleluia!
Thou wast their rock, their fortress. and their might: thou, Lord, their captain in the wellfought fight: Thou. in the darkness drear, their one true light. Alleluia. Alleluia.
O may thy soldiers, faithful. true and bold. tight as the saints who nobly fought of old.
And win with them the victor's crown of gold. Alleluia. Alleluia!
O blest communion, Fellowship divine! We feebly struggle, they in glory shine:
Yet all are one in thee. for all are shine. Alleluia. Alleluia!
And when the strife is fierce. the warfare long. steals on the ear the distant triumph song,
And hearts are brave again. and arms are strong. Alleluia Alleluia!
But lo! there breaks a yet more glorious day,. the saints triumphant rise in bright array:
The king of glory passes on this way Alleluia. Alleluia!
From earth's wide bounds. from ocean's farthest coast,
through gates of pearl streams in the countless host
Singing to Father, Son. and Holy Ghost. Alleluia. Alleluia!
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FOR I HAVE TOUCHED THE HEM OF HIS GARMENT

Title:
Keywords 1:

FOR I HAVE TOUC

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

I will go dancing,
I will go dancing,
I will go dancing in my soul,
For I have touched the hem of his garment
And his power has made me whole.
Refrain:
Sing Alleluia, sing Alleluia,
Sing Alleluia in my soul,
For I have touched the hem of his garment
And his power has made me whole.
I will go singing . . .
I will go praying. . .
Watching and waiting . .
Fasting and feasting . .
I will go dancing . . .
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FOR THE BEAUTY OF THE EARTH

Title:

FOR THE BEAUTY

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

For the beauty of the earth,
for the splendor of the skies,
For the love which from our birth
Over and around us lies:

Speaker:
Type:

Refrain:
Source of all to thee we raise
this, our hymn of grateful praise
For the joy of ear and eye,
for the heart and mind’s delight,
For the mystic harmony
linking sense to sound and sight:
Refrain
For the wonder of each hour
of the day and of the night,
Hill and vale and tree and flower,
sun and moon and stars of light:
Refrain
For the joy of human care,
sister, brother, parent, child,
For the kinship we all share,
for all gentle thoughts and mild:
Refrain
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Phase One - You

Tune:

Sing to Frere Jac

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

(Chant)
Four by four, four by four.
We can order chaos with a four by four!
(Sing to Frere Jacques)
One two, three four
One two, three four
Four by four, four by four.
We can order chaos.
We can order chaos,
Four by four, four by four
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Tune:

Four strong winds that blow lonely,
Seven seas that run high,
All those things that don't change come what may.
But our good times are all gone,
And I'm bound for moving on,
I'll look for you if I'm ever back this way.
Think I'll go out to Alberta
Weather's good there in the fall
Got some friends that I can go to working for,
Still I wish you'd change your mind,
If I asked you one more time
But we've been through that a hundred times or more
If I get there before the snow flies,
And if things are going good,
You could meet me if I sent you down the fare.
But by then it would be winter;
Not too much for you to do,
And those winds sure can blow cold. away out there.
(Repeat first verse)
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FREE AM I

Title:
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FREE AM I
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Keywords 2:
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Tune:

Transparency

Summertime

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Free am I. come aware at the center, standing nowhere, and forever exposed
Shaping who man is, and the man who will be. I'm now becoming, endlessly.
Free am I. Fated to life and dying; there is naught to blame, life's a gift to receive
Feeling all men's woes and creating the future, I'm final measure. endlessly.
Free am I now beyond good and evil deciding the right and surrendering the deed
Ever smiled upon by the mercy of Being. I'm then commissioned, endlessly.
Free am I, coming home on the journey, putting gods to flight with the bend of the knee
Heavy burdens light, all life's cares made easy. I'm under judgment, endlessly.
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FREE TO DECIDE

Keywords 1:
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Phase One - You

Tune:

Heigh Ho! Nobod

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Free, free, free to decide
What this world is going to be;
This imperative is ours
To be free, free . . . (Repeat)
This song is best sung as a round.
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Transparency

Greensleeves

Speaker:
Type:

Our freedom lies in obedience
Of choosing the necessity,
And nothing can deliver us
From dreadful responsibility.

Comment:

Refrain:
No recourse to the law,
No justification or righteousness,
No way to defend our deeds,
But we offer them up to the Mystery.
Now deed and self stand naked here
We own whatever we've brought to be.
No rules to rescue, no course to clear
From dreadful responsibility
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FRIDAY MORNING

Title:

FRIDAY MORNING

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

FRIDAY MORNING
Tune:

It was on a Friday morning
That they took me from the cell,
And I saw they had a carpenter
To crucify as well.
You can blame it on to Pilate
You can blame it on the Jews,
You can blame it one the Devil,
It's God I accuse.
It's God they ought to crucify
Instead of you and me,
I said to the carpenter
A-hanging on the tree.

Now Barrabas was a killer,
And they let Barrabas go.
But you are being crucified
For nothing, here below.
But God is up in heaven
And he doesn't do a thing:
With a million angels watching,
And they never move a wing.
It's God they ought to crucify
Instead of you and me,
I said to the carpenter
A-hanging on the tree.

You can blame it on to Adam
You can blame it on to Eve
You can blame it on the apple,
But that I can't believe.
It was God that made the Devil
And the Woman and the Man,
And there wouldn't be an Apple
If it wasn't in the plan.
It's God they ought to crucify
Instead of you and me,
I said to the carpenter
A-hanging on the tree.

To hell with Jehovah,
To the carpenter I said,
I wish that a carpenter
Had made the world instead.
Goodbye and good luck to you,
Our ways will soon divide.
Remember me in heaven,
The man you hung beside.
It's God they ought to crucify
Instead of you and me,
I said to the carpenter
A-hanging on the tree.
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FROM LITTLE THINGS BIG THINGS GROW
Gather round people let me tell you're a
story
An eight year long story of power and
pride
British Lord Vestey and Vincent Lingiarri
Were opposite men on opposite sides
Vestey was fat with money and muscle
Beef was his business, broad was his door
Vincent was lean and spoke very little
He had no bank balance, hard dirt was his
floor
From little things big things grow
From little things big things grow
Gurindji were working for nothing but
rations
Where once they had gathered the wealth
of the land
Daily the pressure got tighter and tighter
Gurindji decided they must make a stand
They picked up their swags and started off
walking
At Wattle Creek they sat themselves down
Now it don't sound like much but it sure
got tongues talking
Back at the homestead and then in the
town
From little things big things grow
From little things big things grow
Vestey man said I'll double your wages
Seven quid a week you'll have in your
hand
Vincent said uh, uh we're not talking about
wages
We're sitting right here till we get our land
Vestey man roared and Vestey man
thundered
You don't stand the chance of a cinder in
snow
Vince said if we fall others are rising

Title:

FROM LITTLE THI

Keywords 1:

Then Vincent Lingiarri boarded an
aeroplane
Landed in Sydney, big city of lights
And daily he went round softly speaking
his story
To all kinds of men from all walks of life
And Vincent sat down with big politicians
This affair they told him is a matter of
state
Let us sort it out, your people are hungry
Vincent said no thanks, we know how to
wait
From little things big things grow
From little things big things grow
Then Vincent Lingiarri returned in an
aeroplane
Back to his country once more to sit down
And he told his people let the stars keep
on turning
We have friends in the south, in the cities
and towns
Eight years went by, eight long years of
waiting
Till one day a tall stranger appeared in the
land
And he came with lawyers and he came
with great ceremony
And through Vincent's fingers poured a
handful of sand
From little things big things grow
From little things big things grow
That was the story of Vincent Lingairri
But this is the story of something much
more
How power and privilege can not move a
people
Who know where they stand and stand in
the law

From little things big things grow
From little things big things grow
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FUTURE OF KINNEY, THE
Beneath the swirl of dust and sand,
The Iron formation once began,
Centuries, creation of the Iron.
A lightning bolt that scorched the land,
A deep red vein that ran and ran,
The Giant lay sleeping on and on.
Chorus:
Made from the swirl of many centuries,
The Lightning Bolt of Iron.
Called from the towns of many nations,
The people made of iron.
Gathered in service to the whole world,
Kinney will mark her fame,
The Iron Range,
Sign to the World,
A future to be claimed.
Called from the towns of foreign lands,
The miners came in family bands,
Iron Men, they battled with the ore.
They dug the pits so vast and deep,
The Iron awoke from ancient sleep,
The ore that built our century.
Chorus
Today the stories still are told,
Of mighty Iron Men of old,
Who dreamed of new communities.
The Dream remembered from a few,
The Iron Men will start anew,
With visions of new vitality.
Chorus
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Sustainability (n

Tune:

Speaker:

Gaea is the living Earth, the ground where we stand.
Gaea is a part of us and we’re in her hand.
We are all one family of life and the Earth,
Wild ones, people, plants and rocks and water, air and land.
We can’t buy or sell the sky, the warmth of the land,
We don’t own the air, it isn’t ours to command.
Every part of Earth is sacred, each sandy shore,
Every humming insect, every bird that does soar.
Emblazon on your memory this beautiful Earth.
Remember you are part of her, she gave you your birth.
Her air shares its spirit with your life till you die.
The wind that gave your first breath will receive your last sigh.
Come and join the love and ecstasy of the dance.
Let your heart and body move, your life to enhance.
We don’t weave the web of life, we’re merely a strand.
Come, let’s sing and dance together, give me your hand
Gaea, Gaea, Gaea
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From our ancient fathers our wisdom grows and grows,
Taking their past insight to build a brand new world.
NSV created, on behalf of all.
Iron Men create the future
For all men.
Refrain:
To Geneva Crossroads 400 people came
Francis, Paul and Luther, Kennedy and King
All of the earth belongs to every man.
Iron Men create the future
For all men.
Iron men are molded through exercise and games.
Healthy minds and bodies, become one and the same
Terrible Tummy Twister, Iron Man Handstand,
Iron Men create the future
For all men.
Refrain
Heads upon the water glide over the abyss,
Walking in the water, waiting for the sun.
Still the rain keeps falling, clouds will not disperse,
Iron Men create the future,
For all men.
Refrain
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There's a light that is shining in the heart of a man,
It's the light that was shining when the world began.
There's a light that is shining in the Turk and the Jew
And a light that is shining, friend, in me and in you.

Tune:

Speaker:

Old Leather Breeches
Shaggy, shaggy locks
(Music or repeat words)
With your old leather breeches
And your shaggy, shaggy locks
You are pulling down the pillars
Of the world. George Fox!

Type:

Comment:

With a book and a steeple, with a bell and a key
They would bind it forever, but they can't, said he.
Oh, the book it will perish and steeple will fall
But the light will be shining at the end of it all!
Chorus.
"If we give you a pistol will you fight for the Lord?"
"You can't kill the devil with a gun or a sword".
"Will you swear on the Bible?" "I will not", said he
"For the truth is as holy as the Book to me".
Chorus.
There's an ocean of darkness and I drowned in the night
Till I came through the darkness to the ocean of light.
And the light is for ever and the light will be free,
And I'll walk in the glory of the light said he.
Chorus.
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GET READY, MY COLLEAGUES
GET READY, MY COLLEAGUES
(Song from the Independence Movement,
India)
(Line
Chorus:
numbers)
L+C: Ho ja-o talyar sathi-yo (5)
Ho ja-o talyar.
L:
C:
L:
C:
L:

Arpit kar do tan man dhan
Arpit kar do tan man dhan
Mang raha balidan watan
Mang raha balidan watan
Arpit kar do tan man dhan
Mang raha balidan watan
C: Arpit kar do tan man dhan
Mang raha balidan watan
L: Agar desh ke kam na aye
To jeevan bekar
C: To jeevan bekar
L+C: Ho ja-o taiyar sathi-yo
Ho ja-o taiyar.

(1)
(1)

Sochane Ka samay gaya
Utho likho itihas naya
Bansi phek uthale apne
Hathome hathlyar
Hathome hathlyar
Ho ja-o taiyar sathi-yo
Ho ja-o talyar.

(1)

Tuphani gati rukhe nahi
Shishkate pur zukhe nahi
Tanne hue matheke sanmukb
Khahair na sakti har.
Khahair na sakti har.
Ho ja-o taiyar sathi-yo
Ho ja-o taiyar.

(1)
(2)

(2)
(2)
(1+2)
(1+2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Title:

GET READY, MY C

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Kap uthe dharti amber
Aur uthao uncha sir
Koti koti kanthose gunje
Bharat ki jai kar
Bharat ki jai kar
Ho ja-o taiyar sathi-yo
Ho ja-o talyar.
Arpit kar do tan man dhan
Mang raha balidan watan
Agar desh ke kam na aye
To jeevan bekar
To jeevan bekar
Ho ja-o taiyar sathi-yo
Ho ja-o taiyar.
Ho ja-o taiyar sathi-yo
Ho ja-o alyar.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(3)
(4)
(5)
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GIBSON TOWN LOVE SONG
GIBSON TOWN LOVE SONG
Tune: Lyda Rose

Tune: Sweet and Low
simultaneously

Gibson Town, Gibson Town.
People are waiting,
The world around.
Are you ready?
Oh, Yes we're ready
To build a new town
So all the world can see
A new tomorrow.

Oh, Gibson Town. with new plans
abound.
A vision grounded in the pain
Stories told. and people made bold.

Gibson Town, Gibson Town,
People are watching.
The world around.
Are you ready'!
Oh. yes we're ready
To build a new town
Right now!

We will fill
A special role in history.
Oh, Gibson Town, we're making a
pledge
To work together more and more.
To build you up. make you shine.
The future's open door.
So here is our love song.
And isn't it tine.
Imagine it!
Gibson, a sign.
And people keen to strive,
To fill the pot. to better their lot,
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Town Meeting
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Gibson Town, our small southern town
What is the future that you hold?
Railroad town. once hustlin' around
With pioneers so bold.
What's in store,
For the world as you come alive.
And people see
You can make your dreams arrive

A leader once again
We will build
A rural town for Mankind to see.
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GILDING EUROPE

Some	
  people	
  say	
  that	
  Europe	
  is	
  awakening,	
  
And	
  so	
  do	
  I,	
  and	
  so	
  do	
  I.	
  
Some	
  others	
  say	
  he	
  role	
  is	
  now	
  a-‐changing,	
  
And	
  so	
  do	
  I,	
  and	
  so	
  do	
  I.	
  
The	
  past	
  is	
  now	
  converging	
  with	
  the	
  future,	
  
The	
  times	
  declare,	
  the	
  times	
  declare.	
  
All	
  people	
  shall	
  be	
  called	
  to	
  new	
  adventure,	
  
It’s	
  everywhere,	
  it’s	
  everywhere.	
  
	
  
Choreus:	
  
	
  
	
  
Lands	
  of	
  Europe,	
  
	
  
New	
  world	
  form	
  the	
  old	
  
	
  
Future	
  beckons,	
  
	
  
Communities	
  stand	
  boldly	
  
	
  
With	
  new	
  vision	
  and	
  new	
  unity,	
  new	
  caring	
  and	
  new	
  hope.	
  
	
  
The	
  nations	
  of	
  the	
  world	
  are	
  calling	
  Europe	
  
To	
  care	
  fore	
  all,	
  to	
  care	
  for	
  all.	
  
To	
  demonstrate	
  the	
  power	
  of	
  corporate	
  action.	
  
To	
  work	
  for	
  all,	
  to	
  work	
  for	
  all.	
  
The	
  cultures	
  of	
  the	
  world	
  are	
  here	
  together,	
  
To	
  build	
  for	
  all,	
  to	
  build	
  for	
  all.	
  
And	
  demonstrate	
  the	
  hope	
  for	
  global	
  village,	
  
A	
  sign	
  for	
  all,	
  a	
  sign	
  for	
  all.	
  
	
  
Chorus:	
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GIVE THANKS

Title:
Keywords 1:

GIVE THANKS

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

GIVE THANKS
Tune: Wendy

Speaker:
Type:

Praise be to God the Father Almighty, praise be to God who came to
this earth.
Praise be to God the Spirit eternal, praise be to God forever.
Give thanks for the mystery that man cannot know or see;
The final reality whom we embrace, whom we embrace.
Give thanks that all life is good: give thanks that we are received;
Give thanks that the past's approved and the future is open, and the
future is open.
Give thanks that all men are free to live life responsibly;
Observe, judge, and weigh the fact, decide and act, decide and act.
Give thanks for the will to be the Church in all history;
To care for society and die our deaths, and die our deaths.
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GLOBAL CITY 5, WE CAN DARE

Title:

GLOBAL CITY 5,

Keywords 1:
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Tune:
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Comment:

Global	
  City	
  5,	
  we	
  can	
  dare	
  
Global	
  City	
  5,	
  dare	
  to	
  share.	
  
Global	
  City	
  5,	
  share	
  our	
  care	
  
For	
  the	
  world	
  in	
  every	
  way.	
  
	
  
City	
  5,	
  It’s	
  here	
  I	
  live	
  
City	
  5,	
  and	
  here	
  I	
  give.	
  
City	
  5m	
  It’s	
  here	
  I’ll	
  stay	
  
For	
  there’s	
  no	
  where	
  else	
  I’d	
  
	
  
rather	
  be.	
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Keywords 1:
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Tune:

Chorus:	
  
Global	
  City,	
  City	
  5!	
  
Global	
  City,	
  come	
  alive!	
  
From	
  the	
  globe	
  
	
  
	
  
We	
  care	
  to	
  be	
  
The	
  sign	
  of	
  all	
  
	
  
	
  
men’s	
  destiny.	
  
	
  
It	
  was	
  in	
  the	
  Summer	
  of	
  ‘74	
  
That	
  the	
  parish	
  began	
  to	
  
	
  
Make	
  its	
  score.	
  
All	
  thought	
  there	
  was	
  no	
  
	
  
Hope	
  in	
  sight	
  
From	
  Global	
  City	
  5there	
  
	
  
Came	
  a	
  light.	
  
	
  
In	
  the	
  heart	
  of	
  L.A.	
  
We’ll	
  take	
  our	
  stand	
  
To	
  build	
  the	
  city	
  on	
  
	
  
Behalf	
  of	
  every	
  man.	
  
Creating	
  signs	
  of	
  
	
  
Possibility,	
  
To	
  live	
  his	
  life	
  
	
  
responsibly.	
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GLORIOUS KING KHOTI
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Tune:
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Rickshaw pullers, bangle sellers, beggars on their carts
People of King Khoti move with high pride in their hearts.
Palace of the past, city of the sun
Focal point of south and north, we care for everyone.
Chorus:
Zoom, zoom, zoom, zoom
Zooming like a jet, Boom, boom, boom, boom
Booming like a gun.
Palace of the past, city of the sun
Focal point of south and north, we care for everyone.
Swirling saris, active people, busy every way
Build a city good for all, a just and joyful day,
Palace of the past, city of the sun
Focal point of south and north. we care for everyone
Chorus
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GLORY BE TO THE FATHER

Title:

GLORY BE TO THE

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Rituals

Children’s March

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Glory be to the Father
And to the Son,
And to the Holy Ghost.
As it was in the beginning,
Is now and ever shall be;
World without end. Amen.
Amen. Amen. Amen.
Amen. Amen. Amen.
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GLORY BE TO THEE, O GOD

Title:
Keywords 1:

GLORY BE TO THE

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Refrain:
Glory be to Thee, O God, Hallelujah!
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, Hallelujah!
Praise the Lord, Christ is risen, Hallelujah!
He is risen indeed, Hallelujah!
Chorus:
Praise God, the Father, The Son, and the Holy Ghost!
Praise God, the Father, The Son, and the Holy Ghost!
Refrain:
All the world has been received,
Hallelujah!
It has been received indeed,
Hallelujah!
{Chorus)
{Refrain)
All of life must be embraced.
Hallelujah!
It must be embraced indeed,
Hallelujah!
{Chorus)
{Refrain)
Men of faith can live their lives,
Hallelujah!
They can live their lives indeed,
Hallelujah!
Chorus
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GLORY, GLORY, HALLELUJAH

Title:
Keywords 1:

GLORY, GLORY, H
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Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Glory, Glory, Hallelujah
Glory, glory, hallelujah !
Since I laid my burden down

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

I feel better, so much better
Since I laid my burden down
Feel like shouting “Hallelujah!”
Since I laid my burden down
Burdens down, Lord, burdens down, Lord
Since I laid my burden down
I am climbing Jacob’s ladder
Since I laid my burden down
Ev’ry round goes higher and higher
Since I laid my burden down
I’m goin’ home to be with Jesus
Since I laid my burden dow
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Title:
Keywords 1:

GLORY, GRACE AN

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

What shall we do with the sleeping Christian?
What shall we do with the sleeping Christian?
What shall we do with the sleeping Christian?
Early in the morning.
Chorus: Glory, Grace and God be with him,
Glory, Grace and God be with him;
Glory, Grace and God be with him, Early in the morning.
Pray to the Lord for his redemption . . .
Give him a life with a mission . . .
He can change the coming ages . . .
What shall we do with the sleeping Christian? . . .
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Keywords 2:
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Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

When Israel was in Egypt land,
Let my people go!
Oppressed so hard they could not stand.
Let my people go.
Refrain:
Go down' Moses. way down in Egypt land
Tell old Pharaoh to let my people go!
Thus saith the Lord. bold Moses said,
Let my people go!
If not, I'll smite your first-born dead.
Let my people go!
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GO TELL IT ON THE MOUNTAIN

Title:
Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:
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Tune:
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Type:

Chorus:
Go tell it on the mountain, over the hills and everywhere,
Go tell it on the mountain that Jesus Christ is a-born.
When I was a sinner, I prayed both night and day;
I asked the Lord to help me, and he showed me the way.
When I was a seeker, I sought both night and day;
I asked the Lord to help me, and he taught me to pray.
He made me a watchman upon the city wall,
And if I am a Christian I am the least of all
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GOD
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GOD
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Transparency

Blowin' in the

Speaker:
Type:

It is God that is always driving man to care about the coming day.
And yet God is the mystery who takes each man's security away.
It is God that makes man seek happiness. but does not allow his joy to stay.
It is God who gives every man his life, and God who takes his life away.
It is God that drives man to search for love, and yet man is constantly pursued.
By that force which finally casts each one out into loneliness and solitude.
It is God that drives man to knowledge and truth, but always denies him certitude.
It is God who drives every man his life, and God who takes his life away.
It is God that gives the desire to achieve, and yet death leaves man's work undone.
It is God that summons man to do good, and neglect his duty to none.
And yet God is the voice that pronounces guilt, for man's war with self is never won.
It is God who gives every man his life, and God who takes his life away.
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Hymns

Tune:

Dundee

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

God move in a mysterious way his wonders to perform:
He plants his footsteps in the sea. and rides upon the storm.
Ye fearful saints, fresh courage take: the clouds ye so much dread
Are big with mercy, and shall break in blessings on your head.
Judge not the Lord by feeble sense, but trust him for His grace:
Behind a frowning providence he hides a smiling face.
His purposes will ripen fast, unfolding every hour:
The bud may have a bitter taste, but sweet will be the flower.
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GOD OF GRACE

Title:
Keywords 1:

God of grace and God of glory,
On Thy people pour Thy power.
Crown Thine ancient church’s story,
Bring her bud to glorious flower.
Grant us wisdom, grant us courage,
For the facing of this hour,
For the facing of this hour.

Cure Thy children’s warring madness,
Bend our pride to Thy control.
Shame our wanton selfish gladness,
Rich in things and poor in soul.
Grant us wisdom, grant us courage,
Lest we miss Thy kingdom’s goal,
Lest we miss Thy kingdom’s goal.
Set our feet on lofty places,
Gird our lives that they may be,
Armored with all Christ-like graces,
In the fight to set men free.
Grant us wisdom, grant us courage,
That we fail not man nor Thee,
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Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Lo! the hosts of evil ’round us,
Scorn Thy Christ, assail His ways.
From the fears that long have bound us,
Free our hearts to faith and praise.
Grant us wisdom, grant us courage,
For the living of these days,
For the living of these days.
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GOD WILL TAKE CARE OF YOU

Title:
Keywords 1:

GOD WILL TAKE C

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Be not dismayed whate’er betide,
God will take care of you;
Beneath His wings of love abide,
God will take care of you.
Refrain:
God will take care of you,
Through every day, o’er all the way;
He will take care of you,
God will take care of you.
Through days of toil when heart doth fail,
God will take care of you;
When dangers fierce your path assail,
God will take care of you.
All you may need He will provide,
God will take care of you;
Nothing you ask will be denied,
God will take care of you.
No matter what may be the test,
God will take care of you;
Lean, weary one, upon His breast,
God will take care of you.
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GOING DOWN THE ROAD
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Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Going down the road
Where it leads nobody knows
Dark and long the trail like
The subways of my mind
I walk the narrow line
Fear and trembling all the time

Speaker:
Type:

Crossing days and years
Bridges gone, cannot repair
Nameless as the sands
Of the hourglass of my mind
Walking in death’s bind
Tears and laughter all the time

Comment:

Carrying a heavy load
Wondering how long my strength will go
Ever struggling and stumbling
Down the detours of my mind
Yet somehow I still find
Joy and peace all the time
Loving all I see
Strange hope dances within me
Creation sighs and shouts
From the rooftops of my mind
Caring for humankind
Silence, stillness all the time
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Keywords 1:

GONNA BUILD A M

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Refrain:
Gonna build a model
Gonna see it through,
Gonna build a model for the Church
And the world will be made new.

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

Gonna build a m

Speaker:

Gonna build a model
For the local Church
Gonna build a model
Gonna make it work.

Type:

Comment:

Gonna build a cadre
To recruit the men
Gonna build a cadre
To train Iron men.
Gonna build a signal
Congregation
Gonna build the programs,
That will get it done.
Gonna build a Parish
As a special sign
Gonna build a parish
For all mankind.
Final chorus:
Gonna build that model
Gonna make that plan.
Since I choose to give my life
It will be for every man.
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GOOD NEWS

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Good news, all is good. Good news, all is received.
Good news, all is approved. All is possible.
That's the word of life he came to bear; (3 times)
That's the word the good news.
It's an affirmation. Life is good …
Whatever you are, you are received ...
Whatever your past, it's stamped approved . . .
All is possible, the future is yours ...
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GRACE

Title:
Keywords 1:

“Where sin abounded, grace did all the more abound." Paul said.
The state of our whole life is this, that we are separated.
Separated from life’s aim and its origin;
Separated from ourselves and from other men.

Grace strikes when we are estranged from another life;
When relationships become tilled with human strife.
Grace strikes when we deeply feel this separation,
Because another life we've harmed through what we have done.
Grace strikes when in our self-hate we are in despair;
And the failures of our lives become too hard to bear.
Grace strikes when, year after year, the longed-for life does not appear
And all joy is gone away and courage turned to tear.
Sometimes at that moment while separated
A light breaks through, a word is said. "You are accepted."
A wave of light sometimes breaks through in that moment of great dread.
And a voice is heard to say, "You are accepted."
Grace strikes then. but we may not be better than before;
And believing may not be increased to any more.
But we are united to life's aim and origin,
Reunited to ourselves and to other men.
"Where sin abounded, grace did all the more abound." Paul said.
Now the state of our whole life is reunited.
Reunited to life's aim and its origin;
Reunited to ourselves and to other men.
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Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Grace strikes when we are estranged from life's mystery.
From its greatness and its depth. its source and destiny.
Grace strikes when we are in great restlessness and pain.
And when all of life itself seems meaningless and vain.

GRACE

Rs1

Mary’s Little Boy
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Comment:
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GRACE AND PEACE
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GRACE AND PEAC

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Rituals

The Happy Wond

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Grace and peace be unto you
From God our Father,
And the Lord Jesus Christ!
Grace and peace be unto you
From God our Father
And the Lord Jesus Christ.
Amen. Amen. Amen. Amen. Amen. Amen.
Grace and peace be unto you!
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GUILDSMAN CALL TO ARMS

Title:
Keywords 1:

Guildsmen call forth human passion
Be resurgent life
Build the Earth and be the craftsmen
Be resurgent life
Did you call for guildsmen true
For servant soldiers of the league
Launching global tactics to
Enable man's globality
Visioning communities
Engaging in resurgent life
Serving parish needs
To bring it humanizing change
On behalf of all mankind
Healing suffering
And giving life to local man.
Guildsmen sound the call to bring
The cabaret of life to all
In the day to day of life
A joyous dance, a waltz, a ball
Standing in the sweep of time
Creating bold new humanness
Celebrating life
Courageous clowns of history
Revealing fate as destiny
Fighting knights who give to all men
Authentic life.
Did you call for miracles?
For dedicated global men?
We have come to beckon you
Resurgent times are here
ADVANCE
Though the future blinds our lives
We can engage to build the Earth
And be the sign that all the Earth
Belongs to every local man
Bear the mark of this demand
That's how we give our lives to care
In global guilds.
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HAI OI’
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Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Hai ou fei dzai Ian Ian hai syang
Bu pa kung feng ju lang
Hwei dz chr pang kan de chyan fang
Bu hwei mi shr fang syang
Fei de yueh gao kan de yueh yuan
Ta dzai chao shwin li syang
W o yuan syang hai ou yi yang
Namme yung kan chyan chyang.
Above blue seas, the seagull flies.
Fears not strong wind nor waves.
He spreads his wings and looks ahead.
He will not lose his way.
The higher he flies, the more he sees.
He seeks the absolute.
I'll become just like the gull,
So brave and resolute
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HAI OU LOVE SONG
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HAI OU LOVE SO

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Lost alone and wanderbig
Seeking lor the way.
All my care gone yesterday
Future darkening.
Searching for community
There my life fulfilled
Longing for a place to build
New humanity.
By the sea a people free
Vision fills the air.
Hai Ou you are my care
New community
For your love I've been waiting
Now you call to me
Hai Ou I'll come to thee
Future brightening.
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HAIL TO THE LORD’S ANOINTED

Title:
Keywords 1:

Hail to the Lord’s anointed, great David’s greater Son!
Hail in the time appointed, His reign on earth begun!
He comes to break oppression, to set the captive free;
To take away transgression and rule in equity.

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

He comes in succor speedy to those who suffer wrong;
To help the poor and needy, and bid the weak be strong;
To give them songs for sighing, their darkness turn to light,
Whose souls, condemned and dying, were precious in His sight.
By such shall He be fearèd while sun and moon endure;
Beloved, obeyed, reverèd; for He shall judge the poor
Through changing generations, with justice, mercy, truth,
While stars maintain their stations, or moons renew their youth.
He shall come down like showers upon the fruitful earth;
Love, joy, and hope, like flowers, spring in His path to birth.
Before Him, on the mountains, shall peace, the herald, go,
And righteousness, in fountains, from hill to valley flow.
Arabia’s desert ranger to Him shall bow the knee;
The Ethiopian stranger His glory come to see;
With offerings of devotion ships from the isles shall meet,
To pour the wealth of oceans in tribute at His feet.
Kings shall fall down before Him, and gold and incense bring;
All nations shall adore Him, His praise all people sing;
For He shall have dominion o’er river, sea and shore,
Far as the eagle’s pinion or dove’s light wing can soar.
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HAIL, KNIGHT OF THE WOEFUL COUNTENANCE

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Hail, Knight, of the Woeful Countenance,
Knight of the Woeful Countenance!
Wherever you go People will know
Of the glorious deeds of the Knight of the Woeful Countenance!
Farewell and good cheer, oh my brave cavalier,
Ride onward to glorious strife.
I swear when you're gone I'll remember you well
For all of the rest of my life!
Hail Knight of the Woeful Countenance,
Knight of the Woeful Countenance!
Wherever you go,
Face to the foe,
They will quail at the sight of the Knight of the Woeful Countenance!
Oh valorous Knight, go and fight for the right,
And battle all villains that be.
But know when you do, what will happen to
You Thank God I won't be there to see!
Hail, Knight of the Woeful Countenance,
Knight of the Woeful Countenance!
Wherever you go People will know
Of the glorious deeds of the Knight of the Woeful Countenance!
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HAPPY
Written by Pharrell Williams 2013 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y6Sxv-sUYtM
Verse 1: It might seem crazy what I’m about to say
Sunshine she’s here, you can take a break
I’m a hot air balloon that could go to space
With the air, like I don’t care baby by the way

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

[Hook:]
Because I’m happy
Clap along if you feel like a room without a roof
Because I’m happy
Clap along if you feel like happiness is the truth
Because I’m happy
Clap along if you know what happiness is to you
Because I’m happy
Clap along if you feel like that’s what you wanna do
Verse 2: Here come bad news talking this and that
Yeah, give me all you got, don’t hold back
Yeah, well I should probably warn you I’ll be just fine
Yeah, no offense to you don’t waste your time
Here’s why
[Hook]
[Bridge:]
Happy, come on, bring me down
Happy, come on, bring me down
Love is too happy to bring me down
Come on, bring me down
I said bring me down
Come on, bring me down
Love is too happy to bring me down
Come on, bring me down
I said
[Hook x2]
[Bridge 2:]
Bring me down… can’t nothing…
Bring me down… your love is too high…
Bring me down… can’t nothing…
Bring me down, I said (let me tell you now)
[Hook x2]
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HAPPY DAYS
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Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Happy days are here again.
The skies above are clear again
Let us sing a song of cheer again
Happy days are here again.
All together shout it now
There's no one who can doubt it now
So let's tell the world about it now
Happy days are here again.
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HAPPY THE MAN
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HAPPY THE MAN

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Happy the man who lives vocation
Offering his gifts to the world
Living in total obligation
For all men.

Comment:

Happy the man who lives fulfillment
Struggling within humanity
Birthing within each mundane moment
Life
Chorus:
Guildsmen who care
Guildsmen who dare
Living lives in awe
Joyously burdened with the Mystery
Seeking renewed community
{repeat chorus
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HARAMBEE
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Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Refrain:
Harambee, Harambee Tuimbe Pamoja
Harambee, Harambee Tuimbe Pamoja
Harambee, Harambee Tuimbe Pamoja
Kenya itakuwa matata
repeat 3 times
Watu wote wasalama.
Refrain
Watu wa Kenya hatuna ubaguzi
repeat 3 times
Kila rangi tunaipenda.
Refrain
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HARAMBEE PAMOJA
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Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

L: Harambee pamoja
Tujenge Kenya
C: Harambee pamoja
Tujenge Kenya
(repeat)
L:
C:
L:
C:

Mabibi wote
Tujenge Kenya
Wote
Tujenge Kenya
Harambee pamoja
Tujenge Kenya
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HARK THE GLAD SOUND

Title:

HARK THE GLAD

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

1. Hark the glad sound! The Savior comes,
The Savior promised long;
Let every heart prepare a throne
And every voice a song.
2. He comes the prisoners to release,
In Satan's bondage held.
The gates of brass before Him burst,
The iron fetters yield.
3. He comes from thickest films of vice
To clear the mental ray
And on the eyeballs of the blind
To pour celestial day.
4. He comes the broken heart to bind,
The bleeding soul to cure,
And with the treasures of His grace
To enrich the humble poor.
5. Our glad hosannas, Prince of Peace,
Thy welcome shall proclaim
And heaven's eternal arches ring
With Thy beloved name.
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HARK THE HERALD ANGELS SING

Title:

HARK THE HERAL

Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:

Hark! The herald angels sing
Glory to the newborn King
Peace on earth and mercy mild
God and sinners reconciled

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Joyful all ye nations rise
Join the triumph of the skies
With angelic host proclaim
Christ is born in Bethlehem
Hark! The herald angels sing
Glory to the newborn King

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Christ by highest heaven adored
Christ, the everlasting Lord
Late in time behold Him come
Offspring of a Virgin's womb
Veiled in flesh the Godhead see
Hail the incarnate deity
Pleased as man with man to dwell
Jesus, our Emmanuel
Hark! The herald angels sing
Glory to the newborn King
Hail, the heaven born Prince of Peace
Hail, the Son of Righteousness
Light and life to all He brings
Risen with healing in His wings
Mild He lays His glory by
Born that man no more may die
Born to raise the sons of earth
Born to give them second birth
Hark! The herald angels sing
Glory to the newborn King
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HARVEST TIME

Title:
Keywords 1:

HARVEST TIME

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

The seed I have scattered in springtime with weeping, and watered with tears and with
dews from on high:
Another may shout when the harvesters reaping, shall gather my grain in the sweet by
and by.
Refrain:
Over and over, yes, deeper and deeper, my heart is pierced through with life's
sorrowing cry.
But the tears of the sower and the songs of the reaper shall mingle together in joy
by and by.
By and by, by and by, by and by. by and by.
Yes the tears of the sower and the songs of the reaper shall mingle together in joy
by and by.
Another may reap what in springtime I've planted. Another rejoice in the fruit of my pain.
Not knowing mv tears when in summer I fainted while toiling sad-hearted in sunshine
and rain.
Thorns will have choked and the summer sun blasted the most of the seed which in
springtime l've sown.
But the Lord who has watched while m! weary toil lasted will give me a harvest for what
I have done.
Coda:
Then palms of victory, crowns of glory, palms of victory. I shall wear.
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Tune:

He leadeth me: O blessed thought!
O words with heavenly comfort fraught!
Whate’er I do, where’er I be,
Still ‘tis God’s hand that leadeth me.
Refrain:
He leadeth me, he leadeth me;
By his own hand he leadeth me:
His faithful follower I would be,
For by his hand he leadeth me.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Sometimes mid scenes of deepest gloom,
Sometimes where Eden’s bowers bloom,
By waters calm, o’er troubled sea
Still ‘tis his hand that leadeth me.
Lord, I would clasp thy hand in mine,
Nor ever murmur or repine;
Content, whatever lot I see,
Since ‘tis my God that leadeth e.
And when my task on earth is done,
When by thy grace the victory’s won,
E’en death’s cold wave I will not flee,
Since God through Jordan leadeth me.
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HEAD AND SHOUL
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Phase One - You

Tune:

There’s A Tavern

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Head, shoulders, knees and toes;
Knees and toes.
Head, shoulders, knees and toes
Knees and toes and
Eyes and ears and mouth and nose,
Head, shoulders, knees and toes;
Knees and toes.
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HEAR THE WORD

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Amen

Speaker:
Type:

Hear the Word: Amen!
You're accepted; Amen!
You're received. Amen! Amen! Amen!
Hear the Word: Amen!
All is good;
Amen!
Future's open.
Amen! Amen! Amen!
We are free
Amen!
To decide
Amen!
To live our lives. Amen! Amen! Amen!
Cruciformity
Amen!
Is the way
Amen!
We have chosen. Amen! Amen! Amen!
(The words are sung on the pickup notes to the Amen chorus.)
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HELLO BLUE EARTH, HELLO HUMANKIND

Title:

HELLO BLUE EAR

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Goodnight My So

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Hello blue earth, hello humankind
I see your birth, I hear your cry
Your joy of laughter, your tears of pain
Are all mine today, are all mine
Hello blue earth, hello humankind
Your cities beckon, your mountains sigh
You call for care lest you fade and die,
Hello blue earth and humankind
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Halo Bandung

Speaker:
Type:

Hello, Kelapa Dual
Are you standing tall this day?
Hello. Kelapa Dua.
Are you moving in every way?
The world is all waiting
To see just what you'll do right now,
So stand tall for all of Indonesia to see,
Kelapa Dua for history.
Hello, Kampung Asam . . .
Hello, Kampung Nurdin . .
Hello, Kampung Dabung . . .
Hello, Kelapa Dua . . .
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HELLO MALIWAD

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Hello,	
  Maliwada	
   	
   	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Are	
  you	
  standing	
  tall	
  this	
  day?	
  
Hello,	
  Maliwada	
   	
   	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Are	
  you	
  moving	
  in	
  every	
  way?	
  
The	
  world	
  is	
  awaiting	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
To	
  see	
  just	
  what	
  you	
  do	
  right	
  now	
  
So	
  stand	
  tall	
  for	
  all	
  of	
  Maharahtra	
  to	
  see	
  
Maliwada	
  for	
  history!	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

2.	
  

Kendur	
  

3.	
  

Vaviharsh	
  

4.	
  

Kolumbi	
  

5.	
  

250	
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HERALDS OF CHRIST

Title:

HERALDS OF CHR

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Heralds of Christs, who bear the King’s commands, immortal tidings in your mortal hands.
Pass on and carry swift the news ye bring: make straight, make straight the highway of the King.
Through desert ways, dark fens, and deep morass, through jungles, sluggish seas and mountain pass.
Build ye the road, and falter not, nor stay; prepare across the earth the King’s highway.
Where once the crooked trail in darkness wound let marching feet and joyous song resound;
Where burn the funeral pyres, and censers swing, make straight, make straight the highway of the King.
Lord, give us faith and strength the road to build, so see the promise of the day fulfilled.
When war shall be no more and strife shall cease upon the highway o f the Prince of Peace.
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HERE AM I, SEND ME
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Refrain:
So many faces
Now a part of me
Soon I must leave, yes and
Far away places
Now beckon me
To rise off weak knees
HERE AM I, SEND ME

HERE AM I, SEND

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Foxes I know have holes
And birds have nests to rest their heads
But I keep moving on
A stranger yet belonging
To heaven and earth’s new song

Comment:

Refrain
The Mystery’s calling
I can hear its ringing in my ear
The road is dark as hell
Yet ‘til I hear death’s knell
I will walk where the faithful fell
Refrain
I’ve asked myself a thousand times
Why am I the chosen one
I’d hoped to settle down
Lead a normal life in town
Yet I’m called to be earth’s clown
Refrain
Sometimes I feel so tired and lost
And shout I just don’t care
But then a suffering face
A long, forsaken place
Brings me back to join life’s race
Refrain
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HERITAGE SONG

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I'm the Greatest. You're the Greatest.
That's the way life is.
When you know it, when you show it
You are free to live.
I'm the Greatest, You're the Greatest
That's the way life is.
When you see it when you be it
You are free to live
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Title:

HERNADO’S HIDE

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

I know a dark secluded place

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

A place where no one know your
face

Keywords 3:

A glass of wine a soft embrace
It’s called Hernando’s Hideaway,
Ole

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Just knock three times and whisper
low
That you and I were sent by Joe
Then strike a match and you will
know
Your in Hernando’s Hideaway

If you go to the Golden Fingerbowl
Or any other place you know
You meet your uncle Max
And everybody else you know

But if you meet me at the place that
I am thinking of
You will be free, to gaze at me
And we can talk of love
More lines?
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Keywords 1:
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Tune:

Speaker:

Langs de stifle Gete in het Hageland,
Liggen zeven dorpen aan de waterkant.
Na zovele jaren, in gedroom veeleer
Kwam ik opgetogen in die dorpjes weer.
Hoe schoon op de wereld het Linterse hart.
Dit is trier op aarde een stukje apart.
Hoe schoon op de wereld de Gete tock vloeit
Dit is trier op aarde wet ons alien boeit.
'K Zie ze alien semen, een van hart en hand
Onder een nieuwe hemel in ons glooiend land
Over gele velden zie ik kerkjes staan
Ben den opgetogen near de mens gegaan.
O wat heeft dees liefde ook trier nu verricht
Mocht het altijd blijven zoals trier gedicht
Hadden we vele zorgen nu zijn z'opgelost,
Na veel uren werken' stikkend van de dorst.
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Title:

HEY LOOK AT ME

Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

	
  
Hey,	
  look	
  at	
  me,	
  
I’m	
  the	
  leader	
  of	
  Stake	
  Three	
  
We’re	
  a	
  stake	
  at	
  work	
  and	
  all	
  of	
  life	
  is	
  fine.	
  
And	
  when	
  we	
  work	
  as	
  teams	
  
We	
  actuate	
  our	
  dreams	
  
Our	
  village	
  is	
  a	
  great	
  sign	
  to	
  the	
  world.	
  
	
  
I	
  am	
  the	
  chief	
  
Of	
  a	
  very	
  famous	
  place	
  
Where	
  the	
  people	
  build	
  their	
  plans	
  across	
  the	
  land.	
  
They	
  say	
  they	
  cannot	
  wait	
  
The	
  teamwork	
  it	
  is	
  great	
  
I	
  think	
  I’m	
  at	
  the	
  centre	
  of	
  the	
  world.	
  
	
  
I’m	
  a	
  volunteer	
  
And	
  I’ve	
  been	
  two	
  quarters	
  here.	
  
There	
  is	
  nothing	
  that’s	
  impossible	
  for	
  me.	
  
I’m	
  not	
  the	
  kind	
  who	
  sits	
  
A	
  leader	
  never	
  quits	
  
Creating	
  signs	
  for	
  all	
  the	
  world	
  to	
  see.	
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Title:

HEY, DELTA PAC

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Refrain:
Hey, Delta Pace, what's that new face you have on?
Have you seen a dream and found a new way to care?
And do you plan to dare
To find a way to share
Your vision with the State and with the world?
From Greenville to the hills of Tupelo.
From the river to thc Gulf of Mexico.
The Magnolia State is looking for a sign.
Of local man’s care forr all Mankind.
Thc struggle of the Grey and the Blue
Freed all men to create and build anew.
They joined their hands to clothes and feed the world.
And waited for the promise of their toil.
When the youth of Delta Pace are all grown.
They'll know they do not stand there all alone.
From across the globe the flood of those who care
Will stand and sing the victory we share.
The South is standing tall in a new day.
The Delta land is forging the new day.
Graciousness and kindness are not gone;
Come join us as we sing and march along.
Last refrain:
Hey, Delta Pace has found a brand new day.
We have seen a dream and found a way to care.
And now we plan to dare to be the means to share.
Our victory with the state and with the world!
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HIMNO A AMERICA
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Un canto de amistad
de buena nos tendrán eternamente
Por nuestra libertad
por nuestra lealtad
debemos de vivir gloriosamente
Un símbolo de paz
alumbra en el vivir
de todo el continente americano
fuerza del optimismo
fuerza de la hermandad
será este canto de buena vecindad.
Argentina, Brasil y Bolivia,
Colombia, Chile y Ecuador,
Uruguay, Paraguay, Venezuela,
Guatemala y El Salvador.
Costa Rica, Haiti, Nicaragua,
Honduras, Jamaica y Panamá,
Norteamerica, México y Perú,
Santo Domingo y Canadá.
Son hermanos soberanos de la libertad
Son hermanos soberanos de la libertad.
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HIROSHIMA TOWN MEETING SONG

Title:

HIROSHIMA TOWN
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Moshi moshi minasan okikinasai
Nihon no naka de Hiroshima wa
Koreho do sumiyoi machi wa nai
Doshite sonnani sumiyoika.
Sore wa midori ga arukarayo
Sore kara mizu mo hofu dayo
Josei mo yasashiku utsukushii
Osake mo tottemo oishiiyo.
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HOLY, HOLY, HO

Keywords 1:

Church / Religio

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty!
Early in the morning our song shall rise to thee,
Holy, holy, holy, merciful and mighty,
God in three Persons, blessed Trinity!
Holy, holy, holy, all the saints adore thee,
Casting down their golden crowns around the glassy sea,
Cherubim and seraphim falling down before thee,
Which wert, and art, and evermore shalt be.
Holy, holy, holy, though the darkness hide thee,
Through the eye of sinful man thy glory may not see,
Only thou art holy: there is none beside thee,
Perfect in power, in love, and purity.
Holy. holy, holy, Lord God Almighty!
All thy works shall praise thy Name, in earth and sky and sea;
Holy, holy, holy, merciful and mighty.
God in three persons. blessed Trinity!
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Tune:

Hombre libre. que vas caminando
por las agues de la vida.
Hombre libre. que vas caminando.
con entrega y decisio'n.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Hay que ser may conciente (2x)
de la Palabra que nos da vida.
y no tenerle miedo (2x)
al mundo entero. (2x)
Hay que ser muy sensible (2x)
del gran mysterio den mundo entero.
y ser agradecido (2x)
Por tu gran vida. (2x)
Hay que ser atrevido (2x)
a afar la vida por tus hermanos.
Toma tus decisiones (2x)
y consecuencias. (2x)
Hay que ser entregado (2x)
como el Cristo crucificado.
Y ser senal de vida (2x)
al mundo entero. (2x)
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HOMBRE LIBRE (TRANSLATION)

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Oh the free man is always a-walking
On the waters of all life.
Oh the free man is always a-walking
Wth decision and his care.

Speaker:
Type:

Free man is very lucid (repeat)
About the Word that Gives life.
He is not filled with terror (repeat)
Before the whole world. (repeat)

Comment:

Free man is very caring (repeat)
About the mystery of the whole world.
He is so deeply grateful (repeat)
About his great life. (repeat)
Free man s very daring (repeat)
To give his lfe for all his brothers.
He always makes decisions (repeat)
And takes the outcome. (repeat)
Free man is total giving (repeat)
Like Jesus Christ upon the cross.
He is a sign of life (repeat)
To all the world. (repeat)
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HOME GROWN
A song about urban farming, the freedom gained through growing your own.
Written by Keith Cross 2012 http://keithcrossmusic.com
Chorus (4 times)
I got that homegrown,
I don’t care about the dow jones
the economy could crash tonite
and your whole life savings couldn’t
change your life
I’m a crop farmer i got what you need
but i ain’t blowing smoke
when i say i grow trees
its funny this economy is based on greed
but people don’t farm
who got mouths to feed
Some folks save money I save seeds
i don’t water my lawn or spray weeds
the money i do spend on watering crops
i give right back ‘cause
I don’t shop for groceries
I got breakfast lunch and
dinner in the yard
so that recession ain’t hitting me as hard
Plus I grow exponentially
Whatt?? The Wall Street Journal
never mentioned me??
Chorus
See I’m a city boy all the way urban
but I ain’t going out
like the Pharaoh’s servants
To eat they sold the land and cattle for
cheap then they gave their bodies
up to the forty hour week
In the city where pity runs low
You can’t grow food in a loft
an apartment or a condo
so now you work for the dollar and man
when all you needed was
sun air water and land
they think they own the water and land
but they confused
god is billing them for what they charge

me to use if they could sell air and sunlight
they would
We’d suffocate
and every day would be nite
up in the hood but its all good....

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Chorus
One seed and I get a tree or a whole vine
tens or even hundreds of fruit at one time
so while the dollar bill’s
steadily losing its strength
I got enough food to feed
ten families on my fence
enough melons to make farmers out of felons
Turn gangsters into gardeners
cause now they smart enough
to keep the system from starving us
They ain’t dropout they know the math
on which seeds and which stars is up
We goin back to the old ways except
We technologically
and metaphysically adept
Yep like in the ancient times
when we could speak
with animals cause they was kin
and they wasn’t meat
Y’all wanna eat??
Chorus
I’m not done yet
I’ve got a few things
I want to leave you all with
To get the spirit of home grown …
You see by myself I can never grow enough
That’s why me and my neighbors
don’t grow the same stuff,
We don’t measure, we don’t trade,
we don’t charge,
We give it away the way we got it from God.
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HOPE NOW LIVES IN YOU AND ME

Title:

HOPE NOW LIVES

Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

The world is in confusion new,
The children crying all around
We've seen the forest gone to dust
And now what is our fate?

Comment:

A world where all can eat their fill
To have their hunger satisfied
For hope lies there still unfulfilled
That all can have their pain made still.
We've looked at life from both sides now,
From pain and joy and still somehow.
We wonder what the world will be .....
For hope now lies in you and me.
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HOPE OF THE WORLD

Title:

HOPE OF THE WO

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Hope of the world, thou Christ of great compassion, speak to our fearful hearts by conflict rent.
Save us, thy people, from consuming passion, who by our own false hope and aims are spent.
Hope of the world, God’s gift from highest heaven bringing to hungry souls the bread of life,
Still let thy Spirit unto us be given to heal earth’s wounds and end her bitter strife.
Hope of the world, afoot on dusty highways, showing to wandering souls the path of light;
Walk thou beside us lest the tempting byways lure us away from thee to endless night.
Hope of the world, who by the Cross didst save us from death and dark despair, from sin and guilt;
We render back the love thy mercy gave us; take thou our lives and use them as thou wilt.
Hope of the world, O Christ, o’er death victorious, who by this sign didst conquer grief and pain;
We would be faithful to thy Gospel glorious: Thou art our Lord! Thou dost forever reign.
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HOUSE OF THE RISING SUN
There is a house in New Orleans
They call the Rising Sun
And it's been the ruin of many a poor boy
And God, I know I'm one

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

My mother was a tailor
She sewed my new blue jeans
My father was a gamblin' man
Down in New Orleans
Now the only thing a gambler needs
Is a suitcase and trunk
And the only time he's satisfied
Is when he's on a drunk
Oh, mother, tell your children
Not to do what I have done
Spend your lives in sin and misery
In the house of the rising sun
Well, I got one foot on the platform
The other foot on the train
I'm goin' back to New Orleans
To wear that ball and chain
Well, there is a house in New Orleans
They call the Rising Sun
And it's been the ruin of many a poor boy
And God, I know I'm one
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HOW FIRM A FOUNDATION

Title:

HOW FIRM A FOU

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Speaker:

How firm a foundation, ye saints of the Lord, is laid for your faith in his excellent Word!
What more can he say than to you he hath said, to you who for refuge to Jesus have fled?
"Fear not. I am with thee: O be not dismayed, for I am thy God, and will still give thee
aid:
I'll strengthen thee, help thee. and cause thee to stand. upheld by my righteous.
omnipotent hand."
"When through the deep waters I call thee to go. the rivers of woe shall not thee
overflow;
For I will be with thee thy troubles to bless. and sanctify to thee thy deepest distress."
"When through fiery trials thy pathways shall lie, my grace, all-sufficient, shall be thy
supply:
The flame shall not hurt thee: I only design thy dross to consume. and thy gold to refine."
"The soul that on Jesus still leans for repose. I will not. I will not desert to his foes;
That soul. though all hell should endeavor to shake. I'll never. no newer. no never
forsake!"
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Title:

HOW MANY DAYS

Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

How many days must I walk all alone
Without a thing of my own?
Chorus:
The answer my friend is reaching out a
hand
The answer is reaching out a hand
How many nights must I sleep in the cold?
With hunger pains and despair
How many years will my country
exist
Ignoring the cries of humanity?
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HOW MANY?
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Title:
Keywords 1:

HOW MANY?

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Phase One - You

Tune:

Blowin’ in the Wi

Speaker:
Type:

How many noses do I have on my face?
How many ears on my head'?
How many fingers do I have on my hand?
How many pillows on my bed?
Chorus:
I have a lot of questions.
A lot that I don't know'
A lot of answers to find
And I know that some are easy,
I know that some are hard.
I know there are some I'll never find
How many hairs do I have on my head?
How big will I grow?
How many years will I live in my life?
How many people will I know?

Comment:

.
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HOW SWEET THE NAME OF JESUS SOUNDS

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

How sweet the name of Jesus sounds
In a believer’s ear!
It soothes his sorrows, heals his wounds,
And drives away his fear.

Comment:

It makes the wounded spirit whole,
And calms the troubled breast;
‘Tis manna to the hungry soul,
And to the weary, rest.
Weak is the effort of my heart,
And cold my warmest thought;
But when I see Thee as Thou art,
I’ll praise Thee as I ought.
Till then, I would Thy love proclaim
With every fleeting breath;
And may the music of Thy Name
Refresh my soul in death.
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HUM HAIN THO CHAND AUR TARE
Chorus:	
  
Hum	
  hain	
  tho	
  chand	
  tare	
  
Jahan	
  kay	
  ye	
  rangeen	
  nazare	
  
Hai	
  rauy	
  hai	
  ye	
  duniya	
  
Hum	
  tere	
  nazar	
  mein	
  awaaray	
  
	
  
Jeevan	
  kay	
  ye	
  lamble	
  rastay	
  
Kataygay	
  gaatay	
  hunsthay	
  
(repeat)	
  
	
  
Mi;	
  jayege	
  hum	
  ko	
  munzil	
  
Ek	
  roz	
  tho	
  chalet	
  chalet	
  
(repeat)	
  
	
  
Arman	
  iajamn	
  jaio	
  hamare	
  
Biili	
  sau	
  kadam	
  hai	
  hamare	
  
Hai	
  ray	
  hai	
  ye	
  duniya	
  
Hum	
  tayray	
  nazar	
  mein	
  awaray	
  
	
  
Ek	
  josh	
  hai	
  apne	
  dll	
  mein	
  
(repeat)	
  
	
  
Seeka	
  je	
  nahe	
  ruk	
  jana	
  
Budthey	
  he	
  chalay	
  mehfil	
  mein	
  
(repeat)	
  
	
  
Har	
  daur	
  kay	
  hum	
  bain	
  sahare	
  
Bijli	
  say	
  kadam	
  hai	
  hamare	
  
Hai	
  ray	
  hai	
  ye	
  duniya	
  
Hum	
  tayray	
  nazar	
  mein	
  awaray.	
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HUM PREM
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Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

HUM	
  PREM	
  
	
  
Chorus:	
  
Hum	
  Prem	
  hain	
  prem	
  jagagter	
  hain	
  
Aur	
  prem	
  se	
  kaam	
  dikate	
  hain	
  
(Repeat	
  both	
  lines)	
  
	
  
Mayus	
  na	
  ho	
  bazaar	
  na	
  ho	
  	
  -‐	
  x2	
  
Nava	
  Gram	
  Prayas	
  hum	
  laye	
  hain.	
  
	
  
Ekta	
  ke	
  balse	
  badthe	
  hain	
  	
  -‐	
  x2	
  
Aur	
  prem	
  se	
  juoti	
  jalate	
  hain.	
  
	
  
Sab	
  mil	
  jul	
  kar	
  hum	
  kaam	
  Karen	
  	
  -‐	
  x2	
  
Bharatr	
  ke	
  bhagya	
  badathe	
  hain.	
  
	
  
Bharat	
  ke	
  gaon	
  aage	
  bade	
  	
  -‐x2	
  
Maliwada	
  uska	
  chin	
  hain.	
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I AM ALWAYS FALLING DOWN

Title:
Keywords 1:

I AM ALWAYS FAL
Secular - Other

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Phase One - You

Od MacDonald

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I'm always falling down,
But I know what I can do.
I can pick myself up and say to myself,
I'm the greatest too.
It doesn't matter if I'm big or small,
I live now if I live at all.
I'm always falling down,
But I know what I can do.
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I AM DWELLING

Title:

I AM DWELLING

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

I Shall Not Be M

Speaker:

Chorus:
I am dwelling on the tranquil sea; peace is swelling tides of victory
And waves of joy are crashing on the shoreline of life's unending sea.

Type:

Comment:

Final dawn is gleaming on the crystal sea; everywhere there's meaning, aweful clarity
And boundless deeps are seen amidst the shadows of life's unending sea.
The storms of life are raging round the peaceful sea; hopes no more assuaging, strange
the victory
No earthly foes, nor cares to harm the journey on life's unending sea.
Risen life is surging on the endless sea; history's peoples merging, one community
The sting of death is swallowed up in victory on life's unending sea.
Everywhere there's meaning on the crystal sea; in the storm that's raging, peace and
victory
And waves of joy are crashing on the shoreline of life's unending sea.
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I AM I, DON QUIXOTE

Hear me now. O thou bleak and unbearable World!
Thou art base and debauched as can be;
And a knight with his banners all bravely unfurled
Now hurls down his gauntlet to thee!
Refrain:
I am I, Don Quixote
The lord of La Mancha.
My destiny calls and I go;
And the wild winds of fortune
will carry me onward,
Oh whithersoever they blow.

Show
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Hear me heathens and wizards and serpents of sin,
All your dastardly doings are past.
For our holy endeavor is now to begin
And virtue shall triumph at last!
Refrain
The trumpets of glory now call me to ride
Yes. the trumpets are calling to me.
And wherever I ride ever staunch at my side
My squire and my lady shall be.
Refrain
Coda:
Whithersoever they blow, onward to glory I go!
Descant:
I'm Sancho, yes I'm Sancho,
I'll follow my master till the end
I'll tell all the world proudly
I'm his squire, I'm his friend.
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I AM THE ONE

Title:
Keywords 1:

I AM THE ONE

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Transparency

Tune:

76 Trombones

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I am the one set free to embrace the world, I am the one compelled all to give.
I am the one condemned to be ever sorrow-filled and to die each moment that I live.
I am amazed my life is in history, I am amazed this world's where I'm bound.
I am amazed I'm one with creation s family and in each the mystery is found.
The guardian of the world for all eternity, living, living, with all who've gone before,
The director of the world in all its future, and the key history is waiting for.
The wiseman who can always know his knowing, standing, standing ever in the fray.
The watchman who is always on the stage in every single age,
and moves a million mountains every day
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I BELIEVE IN WONDER
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Title:
Keywords 1:

I BELIEVE IN WON

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

I have a dream, a song to sing
Releasing hope in everything.
If you see the wonder
Of this fragile sphere,
You can shape the future
Live beyond your fear.
I believe in wonder
Something new in everything I see.
I believe in wonder
And I know this world is right for me.
I've crossed the stream.
I have a dream.
I have a dream of what's to be
That all create our destiny
And the destination
Makes it worth the while
Pushing through the darkness
Still another mile.
I believe in wonder
Something new in everything I see.
I believe in wonder
And I know this world is right for me
I've crossed the stream.
I have a dream.
I've crossed the stream.
I have a dream.
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I BELIEVE IN YOU
by Bette Midler
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_m74LodrRxE

I don’t believe in super stars,
In fancy foods or foreign cars
That Hagan Daaz and motherhood
Has done my body any good
That Elvis is alive and well,
That courtesy has gone to hell
That kindness is in short supply;
That little kids should have to die.
But I believe in love;
I believe in dreamers;
I believe in miracles;
And I believe in you.

You know darling, I believe in love;
Yes, I believe in dreamers;
I believe in miracles;
And I believe in you.
Come on baby, I believe; yes, I believe;
I believe in promises, and I believe in you.
Baby, say you believe in love;
Say you believe in dreaming;
Believe in blue skies - because I believe in
you.

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Sustainability (n

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Well I don’t believe virginity
Is as common as it used to be
That left is wrong and right is right;
That black is black and white is white
That the Beatles could be history,
The 60s just a memory
That war will ever go away;
That Johnny Carson’s had his day.
But I believe in love;
I believe in angels;
I believe in mommas and dads;
And I believe in you.
I know with almost certainty
What’s going on with you and me
Is a good thing
I know it’s true, I believe in you.
Now I don’t believe that heaven waits
For only those who congregate
I like to think that God is love–
He’s down below, He’s up above
And He’s watching people everywhere;
He knows who does and doesn’t care
And I’m an ordinary girl
Trying to make my way in this old world
And I believe in love;
Yes I believe in music;
I believe in promises;
And I believe in you.
Well, I know with almost certainty
What’s going on with you and me
Is a good thing, a good thing
And I know it’s true, I believe in you.
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I CAN SEE A NEW DAY
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I CAN SEE A NEW
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Tune:

I	
  can	
  see	
  a	
  new	
  day	
  
A	
  new	
  day	
  soon	
  to	
  be	
  
When	
  the	
  storm	
  clouds	
  
Are	
  all	
  gone	
  
And	
  the	
  sun	
  shines	
  
On	
  a	
  world	
  that	
  is	
  free.	
  
	
  
I	
  can	
  see	
  a	
  new	
  world	
  
A	
  new	
  world	
  	
  
Coming	
  fast	
  
When	
  all	
  men	
  are	
  brothers	
  
And	
  hatred	
  	
  
Is	
  forgotten	
  at	
  last	
  
	
  
I	
  can	
  see	
  a	
  new	
  man	
  
A	
  new	
  man	
  	
  
Standing	
  tall	
  
With	
  his	
  head	
  high	
  
An	
  his	
  heart	
  proud	
  
And	
  afraid	
  of	
  nothing	
  at	
  all,	
  
	
  
I	
  can	
  see	
  a	
  new	
  day	
  
A	
  new	
  day	
  soon	
  to	
  be	
  
When	
  the	
  storm	
  clouds	
  
Are	
  all	
  gone	
  
And	
  the	
  sun	
  shines	
  
On	
  a	
  world	
  that	
  is	
  free.	
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I COME FROM ANCIENT BAYAD

Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

I come from ancient Bayad
It's been there quite a while;
People farming foule and wheat
With water from the Nile.
The people of El Bayad
Have learned to live as one
With all that nature's given them,
Sweet water, sand and sun.
The times are changing Bayad;
Bright lights now greet the stars;
Waterlines bring life to all;
Roads bang folk from afar.
New industries in Bayad;
The desert sprouting green;
Hopes and dreams begin to swell;
The possible is seen.
Bayad's showing Egypt
The way to build the earth;
Releasing Local Man to care
Brings humankind rebirth.
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I COULD HAVE DANCED ALL NIGHT

Title:

I COULD HAVE D

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I could have danced all night.
I could have danced all night,
And still have begged for more.
I could have spread my wings,
and done a thousand things I'd never done before.
I'll never know what made it so exciting,
Why all at once my heart took flight,
I only know when he began to dance with me.
I could have danced, danced, danced all night.
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I DON’T KNOW W

Keywords 1:
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Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:
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Comment:

I don't know why 1 love you like I do,
I don't know why, 1 just do.
I don't know why you thrill me like you do,
I don't know why, you just do.
You never seem to want my romancing,
The only time you hold me is when we're dancing,
I don't know why I love you like I do,
1 don't know why, I just do.
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I DON’T KNOW WHY THE HUMAN RACE CALLS ME

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I dont know why the human race calls me
My 1 ife calls for a deeper bond
Facing marriage in a divorcing world
_.We can care for the aged
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I KNOW WHOM I HAVE BELIEVED

Title:
Keywords 1:

I KNOW WHOM I H

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

I know not why God's wondrous grace to me He hath made known,
Nor why unworthy—Christ in love redeemed for his own.
Refrain:
But I know whom I have believed and am persuaded that He is able
To keep that which I've committed unto Him against that day.
I know not how this saving faith to me he did impart,
Nor how believing in his Word wrought peace within my heart.
I know not how the Spirit moves, convincing Men of sin.
Revealing Jesus through the Word, creating faith in Him.
I know not what of good or ill may be reserved for me,
Or weary ways or golden days, before His face I see.
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I KNOW WHY
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I KNOW WHY

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

I see wonder coming everywhere.
This strange presence seems to fill the air.
New communities emerge that care.
I wonder why? I wonder why?
Old worlds passing quickly out of sight.
New is dawning with its shocking light.
Old despair is finally in the past
Our destiny recast.
I now know why!
The whole world is arisin'.
It is no time for cryin'.
The old way's death is but new birth.
Beyond all expectations,
The new aeon's awaitin'
Awake now! See the common earth.
Put the globe on your shoulders.
You will find you'll be bolder
And you'll live with the final One.
You will see life's deep surprise
Burst before your very eyes.
For you'll see the Kingdom's come!
Repeat, singing verses simultaneously.
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I LEFT MY HEART IN SAN FRANCISCO

Title:

I LEFT MY HEAR

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

The	
  loveliness	
  of	
  Paris	
  seems	
  somehow	
  sadly	
  gay	
  
The	
  glory	
  that	
  was	
  Rome	
  is	
  of	
  another	
  day	
  
I've	
  been	
  terribly	
  alone	
  and	
  forgotten	
  in	
  Manhattan	
  
I'm	
  going	
  home	
  to	
  my	
  city	
  by	
  the	
  bay	
  
	
  
I	
  left	
  my	
  heart	
  in	
  San	
  Francisco	
  
High	
  on	
  a	
  hill,	
  it	
  calls	
  to	
  me	
  
To	
  be	
  where	
  little	
  cable	
  cars	
  climb	
  halfway	
  to	
  the	
  stars	
  
The	
  morning	
  fog	
  may	
  chill	
  the	
  air,	
  I	
  don't	
  care	
  
	
  
My	
  love	
  waits	
  there	
  in	
  San	
  Francisco	
  
Above	
  the	
  blue	
  and	
  windy	
  sea	
  
When	
  I	
  come	
  home	
  to	
  you,	
  San	
  Francisco	
  
Your	
  golden	
  sun	
  will	
  shine	
  for	
  me	
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I LIVE IN FIFTH CITY

Title:

I LIVE IN FIFTH C

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

5th City

Keywords 3:

Town Meeting

Tune:

Speaker:

I live in 5th City -- West side is my home
I live in 5th City -- Won't leave it alone.
Chorus:
We're gonna build it for Chicago
We're gonna give it to the world
We're gonna build it for Chicago
We're gonna give it to the world
Out here in Fifth City—We are all at work
Building for the future- A task we will not shirk
Chorus:
People of 5th City. The task they understand
Creating a new life style. We'll take to every land
Chorus:
People of 5th City. Are black and that is great
Gonna give our blackness to the world and the world will celebrate.
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Phase One - You

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I love Fifth City
I love the planet Earth.
I love this day and time,
I love the universe.
I'm always ready to see this world of ours.
I tell you man I like it here,
I tell you man I like it here . . . Yeah!!!
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I LOVE PARIS
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I LOVE PARIS

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

I love
I love
I love
I love

Paris
Paris
Paris
Paris

in
in
in
in

the
the
the
the

spring time
fall
winter when it drizzles
summer when it sizzles

I love Paris every moment
Every moment of the year
I love Paris, why, oh why do I love Paris
Because my love is here
I love Paris every moment
Every moment of the year
I love Paris, why, oh why do I love Paris
Because my love is here
She's there, she's everywhere
But she's really here
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I LOVE TO TELL THE STORY

Title:

I LOVE TO TELL T

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

I love to tell the story of unseen things above,
Of Jesus and his glory, of Jesus and his love.
I love to tell the story because I know ‘tis true;
It satisfies my longings as nothing else can do.
Refrain (and between verses):
I love to tell the story,
‘Twill be my theme in glory,
To tell the old, old story
Of Jesus and his love.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I love to tell the story; more wonderful it seems
Than all the golden fancies of all our golden dreams.
I love to tell the story, it did so much for me;
And that is just the reason I tell it now to thee.
I love to tell the story; ‘tis pleasant to repeat
What seems, each time I tell it, more wonderfully sweet.
I love to tell the story, for some have never heard
The message of salvation from God’s own holy Word.
I love to tell the story, for those who know it best
Seem hungering and thirsting to hear it like the rest.
And when, in scenes of glory, I sing the new, new song,
‘Twill be the old, old story that I have loved so long.
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I NEED THEE EVE
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Keywords 2:
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Tune:

I need thee every hour,
Most gracious Lord;
No tender voice like thine
Can peace afford.

Speaker:
Type:

Refrain:
I need Thee, O I need thee,
Every hour I need thee;
O bless me now, my Saviour,
I come to thee.

Comment:

I need thee every hour,
Stay thou near by;
Temptations lose their power
When thou art nigh.
I need thee every hour,
In joy or pain;
Come quickly and abide
Or life is vain.
I need thee every hour,
Teach me thy will;
And thy rich promises
In me fulfill.
I need thee every hour,
Most Holy One,
O make me thine indeed
Thou blessed Son	
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I’LL BE SEEING YOU
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Keywords 2:
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I'll be seeing you in all the old familiar places
That this heart of mine embraces all day through,
In the small cafe, the park across the way,
The children's carousel, the chestnut tree, the wishing well.
I'll be seeing you in every lovely summer's day,
In everything that's light and gay,
I’ll always think of you that way.
I'll find you in the morning sun and when the night is new,
I'll be looking at the moon, but I’ll be seeing you.
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I’LL GET BY

Title:
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Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

I'll get by
As long as I have you
Oh, there be rain and darkness too
I'll not complain, I'll live with you
Poverty may come to me that's true
But what care I
Say I'll get by
As long as I have you
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I’M A STRANGER
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Tune:
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Type:

Chorus:
I'm a stranger, I'm a stranger,
I'm a stranger in an unfriendly world.
I'm a stranger, I'm a stranger,
In an unfriendly world.
Oh, Brother, won't you help me.
Oh, Brother, won't you help me to pray.
Oh, Brother, won't you help me.
Won't you help me in the service of the Lord.
Oh, Sister, won't you help me.
Oh, Sister, won't you help me to work . . .
Oh, Preacher, won't you help me.
Oh, Preacher, won't you help me to fight
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I’M ALWAYS FALLING DOWN

Title:

I’M ALWAYS FALL

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

I am always falling down,
Falling down, falling down,
I am always falling down.
That's the way it always is.
Life is full of broken glass,
Broken glass, broken glass,
Life is full of broken glass,
That's the way life is.
Life is full of broken balloons,
Broken balloons, broken balloons,
Life is full of broken balloons,
That's the way life is.
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I’M GLOBAL MAN
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I’M GLOBAL MAN

Keywords 1:
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Tune:
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Comment:

Chorus:	
  
I’m	
  Global	
  Man	
  
I	
  live	
  in	
  Global	
  City-‐	
  
We’re	
  here	
  to	
  share	
  and	
  to	
  
	
  
Show	
  our	
  care	
  
By	
  building	
  a	
  global	
  city.	
  
	
  
Here	
  alive,	
  in	
  Global	
  City	
  5	
  
We	
  give	
  our	
  lives	
  for	
  the	
  future.	
  
All	
  at	
  last	
  now	
  have	
  grasped	
  the	
  task	
  
And	
  we’ll	
  raise	
  a	
  sign	
  for	
  the	
  world.	
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I’M IN THE GLOBAL CITY
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Title:

I’M IN THE GLOBA

Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I’m	
  in	
  t	
  he	
  Global	
  City,	
  in	
  the	
  heart	
  of	
  L.A.	
  
And	
  the	
  Universe	
  is	
  calling	
  me	
  to	
  see	
  
That	
  the	
  future	
  depends	
  on	
  the	
  life	
  we	
  
	
  
Give	
  to	
  men	
  
In	
  the	
  Global	
  City	
  5	
  Community	
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I’M IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE

Title:
Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I'm in the mood for love simply because you're near me
Funny but when you're near me, I'm in the mood for love.
Heaven is in your eyes, bright as the stars we're under,
Oh, is it any wonder, I'm in the mood for love.
Why stop to think of whether this little dream might fade,
We´ve put our hearts together - now we are one, I'm not afraid.
If there's a cloud above, if it should rain, we'll let it.
But for tonight forget it, I'm in the mood for love.
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I’M ON MY WAY
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Title:

I’M ON MY WAY

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Where	
  am	
  I	
  goin’?	
  I	
  don’t	
  know.	
  
Where	
  am	
  I	
  headin’?	
  I	
  ain’t	
  certain.	
  
All	
  I	
  know	
  is	
  I	
  am	
  on	
  my	
  way!	
  
	
  
When	
  will	
  I	
  be	
  there?	
  I	
  don’t	
  know.	
  
When	
  will	
  I	
  get	
  there?	
  I	
  ain’t	
  certain.	
  
AllI	
  know	
  is	
  I	
  am	
  on	
  my	
  way!	
  
	
  
Got	
  a	
  dream,	
  boy!	
  Got	
  a	
  song!	
  
Paint	
  your	
  wagon	
  and	
  come	
  along!	
  
	
  
Where	
  am	
  I	
  goin’?	
  I	
  don’t	
  know.	
  
When	
  will	
  I	
  be	
  there?	
  I	
  ain’t	
  certain.	
  
What	
  will	
  I	
  get?	
  I	
  ain’t	
  equipped	
  to	
  say,	
  
But	
  who	
  gives	
  a	
  damn,	
  we’re	
  on	
  our	
  way!	
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I’M SO GLAD
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Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

I’m so glad the Word’s in History.
I’m so glad the Word’s in History.
I’m so glad the Word’s in History.
Singing Glory Hallelujah!
The Word’s in History!

Comment:

… That all of life is good …
…That my life is received …
… The past is all approved…
… That all is possible….
…The Word’s in history…
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I’M THE GREATEST
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Keywords 1:

I’M THE GREATES

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Phase One - You

Tune:

The Children's M

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I'm the only one like me,
I'm the greatest, can't you see,
I want to be the great one I am;
I'm the only one who can.
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IF I HAD A HAMMER (ALL OVER THIS LAND)
If I had a hammer
I'd hammer in the morning
hammer in the evening
all over this land

Title: IF

I HAD A HAMM

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

I'd hammer out danger
hammer out a warning
I'd hammer out love between
my brothers and my sisters
all over this land
If I had a bell
I'd tinkle in the morning
tinkle in the evening time
all over this land
I'd tinkle out that danger
I'd tinkle out a warning
tinkle out love between
my brothers and my sisters
all over this land
If I had a song
sing it in the evening
all over this land
and I'd sing out danger
sing out a warning
I'd sing out love between
my brothers and my sisters
all over this land
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IF I LOVED YOU
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Title: IF
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

If I loved you time and again I would
try to say

Speaker:
Type:

All I’d want you to know
If I loved you words wouldn’t come
in an easy way
Round in circles I’d go

Longing to tell you but afraid and
shy
I’d let my golden chances pass me
by
Soon you’d leave me
Off you would go in the mist of day
Never, never to know
How I loved you
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IF YOU EVER CROSS THE BLUE BRIDGE

Title: IF
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

IF YOU EVER CROSS THE BLUE BRIDGE
Tune: Galway Bay
If you ever cross the Blue Bridge on the lsland.
And see the gantries reaching for the skies,
A sign of local man's new aspirations
The care and hope for which the future cries.
The dawning of each new day on the Island
Shows a promise of the future for the world.
That is carried round the globe by ships that leave there
And sail the seas with national flags unfurled.
Oh, the future holds a promise for the Island.
Excitement is the mood that signifies
A newborn faith and hope for life in Dockland
Community that cares and never dies.
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IF YOU’RE GREAT
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Keywords 1:

YOU’RE GREAT

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

If' you’ re great and you know it
Clap your hands!
If you’re great and you know it
Clap your hands!
If you're great and you know it
Then your life will surely show it.
If you're great and you know it
Clap your hands!

Comment:

If you're great and you know it
Stamp your feet! . . .
It you’re great and you know it
Nod your head!
It you're great and you know it
Do all three! . . .
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Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Ijede, life beckons me here to Ijede,
And suddenly I know the passion that impels a dream.
Ijede, the future is yours now, Ijede
The whole world waits for you
To see your gifts renewed today.
Ijede, say it loud and you're strong drums pounding,
Say it soft and you're spring waters loving.
Ijede, you're laughter again now, Ijede!
Building a town for all the world-Ijede!
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Pop Folk
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By John Lennon
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-t2ouOLYYw
Tune:

Imagine there's no heaven
It's easy if you try,
No hell below us,
Above us only sky,
Imagine all the people,
Living for today.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Imagine there's no countries,
It isn’t hard to do
Nothing to care or die for
And no religion too.
Imagine all the people
Living life in peace.
You may say I’m a dreamer
But I’m not the only one
I hope some day you will join us
And the world will live as one.
Imagine no possessions
I wonder if you can,
No need for greed or hunger,
A brotherhood of man.
Imagine all the people,
Sharing all the world, yu-huh.
You may say I'm a dreamer,
But I'm not the only one
I know some day you'll join us,
And the world will live as one.
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IMMORTAL, INVISIBLE, GOD ONLY WISE

Title: IMMORTAL, INVIS
Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Speaker:

Immortal, invisible, God only wise,
In light inaccessible, Hid from our eyes,
Most blessed, most glorious, The Ancient of Days,
Almighty, victorious, Thy great Name we praise.
Unresting, unhasting, And silent as light,
Nor wanting, nor wasting. Thou rulest in might;
Thy justice like mountains high soaring above
Thy clouds which are fountains of goodness and love.
To all life Thou givest, to both great and small;
In all life Thou livest, the true life of all;
Thy wisdom so boundless, Thy mercy so free,
Eternal Thy goodness, for naught changeth Thee.
Great Father of Glory, Pure Father of Light,
Thine angels adore Thee, All veiling their sight;
All laud we would render; O help us to see
'Tis only the splendor of light hideth Thee.
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IMPACT THE WORLD

Refrain:
We are on our way to impact the world,
Impact the world, Impact the world.
We are on our way to impact the world,
We will change history!
The world needs you, the world needs me,
And so we will march together,
So we will march together,
So we will march together,
The world needs you, the world needs me
And so we will march together
To change history!
Education needs you, education needs me,
And so we will teach together,
So we will teach together,
So we will teach together,
So we will teach together,
Education needs you, education needs me
And so we will teach together
To change history!
Fifth City needs you, Fifth City needs me,
And so we will stand together,
So we will stand together,
So we will stand together.
Fifth City needs you, Fifth City needs me,
And so we will stand together,
To change history!
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IN LORNE DE L’ACADIE
The frozen snow is melting.
In Lorne de l'Acadie.
The ocean wind is blowing.
In Lorne de l'Acadie.
It whispers dreams of freedom.
It carries seeds of hope.
Hope that renders fulfillment.
Living, living endlessly.
Hope that's born of a struggle.
To find a way to be.
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Keywords 3:

Tune:
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The forest yields its bounty,
To those who plumb its depth.
The soil will bear a harvest,
To those who till its breadth.
The long lost wandering lover
Will find her home at last
Find the place of engagement,
Caring. caring endlessly.
Find the way to be human.
With man in history.

Comment:

The sun is shining brightly.
On Lorne de l'Acadie.
The Bay is flowing calmly,
By Lorne de l'Acadie.
It bears a word of courage.
To lands across the sea:
See the face of the planet,
Changing. changing endlessly;
See the shape of the future.
In what we do and be.
At night the shadows gather.
In Lorne de l'Acadie.
But hearts are bright and steadfast,
In Lorne de l'Acadie.
For victory knows its birthplace
In care that never ends,
Care that conquers frustration.
Dancing. dancing endlessly.
Care that's free and obedient,
To give creatively.
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IN THE FULLNESS OF EARTH’S TIME

Title: IN THE
Keywords 1:

FULLNESS

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Transparency

Tune:

In the fullness of earth’s time
In the silent desert night
Unfolds a rose and lifts its head
To the wonder of dawn’s light
Praising life’s strange plight

Speaker:
Type:

Creation’s timing is perfect
Its Mystery rebirth

Comment:

In the stillness of earth’s space
In a crowded city place
Awakes a soul and lifts his head
To the wonder of his fate
Called to lead life’s race
Creation’s timing is perfect
Its chosenness rebirth
In the fullness of earth’s time
Across five thousand lands
Stretch the arms of woman and man
To build the earth again
Joined in life’s strange dance
Creation’s timing is perfect
Its Mystery rebirth
Creation’s timing is perfect
Its chosenness rebirth
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IN THE STILLNESS OF THE SUN

Title: IN THE

STILLNESS

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

5th City

Keywords 3:

Tune:

In the stillness of the sun
The gentle Way will overcome
No footprints left when planting’s done
Now new worlds sigh
Restless seeds rise
Pushing hope far beyond all hope to the sky
Bearing fruit for the poor
Now saluting earth’s scorned
Breaking the crust of death’s guise
In the stillness of the sun
The gentle Way will overcome
No footprints left when harvesting’s done
New giants cry
Silently stride
Wrestling hope’s birthright from old worlds soon to die
Gazing boldly through scars
Leagued forever with stars
Anointing the care of life’s wise
In the stillness of the sun
The gentle Way will overcome
No footprints left when victory’s won
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IN THE WORLD OF SPIRIT

Title: IN THE

WORLD OF

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

If I Were a Rich M

Speaker:

In the world of spirit, radically contingent, trustful expectation, intense shock
Life's impacted by the mystery, and it's all a cloud of awe!
In the world of spirit, revelation of enigma, wheel of fortune, no excuse
One essential task, create the world, sudden reeling, mystery's won the day.
Oneness of all creation, wholly engulfed in marching with all of history,
Binding the wounds of time, everything's worthwhile.
The other world you see through all and move mountains, and there's none to show the way,
All in love with life and all poured out.
In the world of spirit, resurrectional existence, gloriously condemned to waltz.
Rapture walks with woe, struck dumb by bliss, playing in a symphony.
In the world of spirit, irresistibly impelled, and simply all a-tingle now
Running on an endless marathon, sudden reeling, mystery's won the day.
Repeat 2nd and 3rd verses through "all a-tingle now"
Coda:
Running on an endless marathon, suddenly deciding I'm the one
Running on an endless marathon, Mystery has won the day.
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IN THIS VERY MOMENT

In this very moment,
Maplewood, unfolding brilliantly, majestically serene.
Signs of life spring forward into view
And we dance within that light
In this very moment,
Joy fully resplendent, flourishing vibrating hidden truth
With the flower that promises new fruit
As we harvest from the toil and pain
Disclosing man’s deep yearning
Solely engaged in all of human history
Feeling the chords of great human care for all
We see the flower of hope come forth into bloom
And none can ever be more fair
Then the sweet fragrance slowly fades away.
In this very moment
Delicate the bloom we hold with our
hand and minds and hearts.
As we watch the moments fly away
As the petals on vine grow weak
In this very moment
Is the bud of all hopes within our
human grasp and power
Hope walks with the blossom of the few
Maplewood community for all.
REPEAT 2nd VERSE AND 3rd VERSE THROUGH “BLOSSOM OF THE FEW”
CODA:
Hope walks with the blossom of the few
Now we are the jubilee of life
Hope walks with the blossom of the few
Maplewood’s become the way.
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INDIAHOMA - THE PLACE TO BE

A long time ago on Indian land
A town got born and some people bechan –
Ft. Sill grew and the prairie town boomed,
Ahead of each family a great future loomed.
Refrain:
But we left this town, felt we had to roam,
Set out seeking a better hom.
We searched far and wide, but now we see,
Indiahoma was always the place to be.
Now ‘62’ done passed us by,
We bowed our hads, thought the town would die.
We lost our bank and grocery story,
But we kept our school and w whole lot more.
Refrain:
So folks take a look, do you like what you see?
How can we improve this community?
Let’s put down our roots and stay a spell
And create a showplace where all is swell.
Last Refrain:
So don’t leave this town,
Don’t feel you have to roam.
Don’t go seeking a better home.
No need to search far and wide,
For now wesee,
Indiahoma is surely the place to be!
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Sixteen Tons
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INDIAHOMA UNITY SONG
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To Indiahoma there came many people
With many hopes and dreams to be shared.
Comment:

A heritage rich from the land
Blending hopes of all mankind
Sharing common goals for the future
Working side by side with our hands.
Today we are building our future
Improving schools and our day-to-day lives
Fort Sill, Treasure Lake and our farmer~
Bringing help to the town that strives.
From this moment we say we are moving
T o a future where cash flows at home
Celebrations of our life together
Will mark the new unity we’ve shown.
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INDIAN NATIONAL ANTHEM

Title: INDIAN
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Stanza 1 (National Anthem of India)
Jana Gana Mana Adhinaayak Jaya Hey,
Bhaarat Bhaagya Vidhaataa
Panjaab Sindhu Gujarat Maraatha,
Draavid Utkal Banga
Vindhya Himaachal Yamuna Ganga,
Uchchhal Jaladhi Taranga
Tav Shubh Naamey Jaagey,
Tav Shubh Aashish Maange
Gaahey Tav Jayagaathaa
Jana Gana Mangal Daayak,
Jaya Hey Bhaarat Bhaagya Vidhaataa
Jaya Hey, Jaya Hey, Jaya Hey,
Jaya Jaya Jaya, Jaya Hey
Stanza 2 (National Anthem of India)
Ohoroha Toba Aahbaana Prachaarita,
Suni Tab Udaar Vaani
Hindu Bauddh Shikha Jain,
Parasik Musolman Christaani
Purab Pashchim Aashey,
Tab Singhaasana Paashey
Premohaara Hawye Gaanthaa
Jana Gana Oikya Vidhaayak Jaya Hey,
Bhaarat Bhaagya Vidhaataa
Jaya Hey, Jaya Hey, Jaya Hey,
Jaya Jaya Jaya, Jaya Hey
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ISLE OF DOGS FOR LOCAL MAN
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Comment:

Isle of Dogs is for local man.
Isle of Dogs is for the world.
Creating spirit is what we're doing
Loosing the wisdom from grassroots people.
It's local, it's global.
It's global, it's local!
It's a sign for all the world to see.
It' you care about the future.
Then come and build it
In the Isle of Dogs.
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Isle of Dogs, Isle of Dogs
Once the centre for seven seas
Isle of Dogs, Isle of Dogs
At the heart of our history
Now the page is being turned again
We’ll build again together
Isle of Dogs for Europe be
Symbol of possibility
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Isle	
  of	
  Dogs	
  is	
  for	
  local	
  man.	
  
Isle	
  of	
  Dogs	
  is	
  for	
  the	
  world.	
  
Creating	
  spirit	
  is	
  what	
  we’re	
  doing.	
  
Loosing	
  the	
  wisdom	
  from	
  grassroots	
  people.	
  
It’s	
  local:	
  it’s	
  global!	
  
It’s	
  local:	
  it’s	
  global!	
  
It’s	
  a	
  sign	
  for	
  all	
  the	
  world	
  to	
  see.	
  
If	
  you	
  care	
  about	
  the	
  future	
  
Then	
  come	
  and	
  build	
  it	
  
In	
  the	
  Isle	
  of	
  Dogs.	
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ISN’T IT GLORIOUS?
Minding my business
Loving unconsciousness
‘Til here comes the Other World
Like a tornado swirl
Isn’t it glorious
Swept up so furiously.
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Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

I’m so unsettled
I’m so alive
Here comes the fog again
Like racing in tar my friend
Isn’t it glorious
Transformed mysteriously.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I am beloved
I am unburdened
Here comes the crane again
There go all my friends
Isn’t it glorious
Delivered victoriously.
I am forever
I am expendable
Here are the only keys
Take charge of history
Isn’t it glorious
Poured out relentlessly.
I’m so hopeless
I’m so alive
Like driving a 747
Waking up dead again
Isn’t it glorious
Restored harmoniously.
Hello this world
Hello the Other World
I feel so whole again
I feel so torn again
Isn’t it glorious
Living preposterously.
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Tune:

Speaker:

Issaquah, a lovely valley
Lies below the rugged mountains.
It once was vast and rolling farms
The western gate to Puget Sound,
Built by men of vision.

Type:

Comment:

Issaquah, a lovely valley
Works to be a human neighbor
Amidst a world forever growing
Community with constant challenge
Faced by men of vision.
Issaquah, a lovely valley
With its blue and coiling waters
Dreaming of new understanding
Forged by all participating
As the men of vision.
Issaquah Town Meeting
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IT CAME UPON THE MIDNIGHT CLEAR
It came upon the midnight clear,
That glorious song of old,
From angels bending near the earth,
To touch their harps of gold;
“Peace on the earth, good will to men,
From Heaven’s all gracious King.”
The world in solemn stillness lay,
To hear the angels sing.
Still through the cloven skies they come
With peaceful wings unfurled,
And still their heavenly music floats
O’er all the weary world;
Above its sad and lowly plains,
They bend on hovering wing,
And ever over its Babel sounds
The blessèd angels sing.
Yet with the woes of sin and strife
The world has suffered long;
Beneath the angel strain have rolled
Two thousand years of wrong;
And man, at war with man, hears not
The love-song which they bring;
O hush the noise, ye men of strife
And hear the angels sing.
And ye, beneath life’s crushing load,
Whose forms are bending low,
Who toil along the climbing way
With painful steps and slow,
Look now! for glad and golden hours
Come swiftly on the wing.
O rest beside the weary road,
And hear the angels sing!
For lo! the days are hastening on,
By prophet-bards foretold,
When with the ever circling years
Comes round the age of gold;
When peace shall over all the earth
Its ancient splendors fling,
And the whole world send back the song
Which now the angels sing.
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Comment:

It had to be you, it had to be you,
I wandered around and finally found the somebody who
Could make me be true, could make me be blue
And even be glad. just to be sad thinking of you.
Some others I've seen, might never be mean,
Might never be cross or try to be boss, but they wouldn't do,
For nobody else gave me a thrill, with all your faults I love you still,
It had to be you, wonderful you, it had to be you.
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Tune:
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It is great to be alive
In this land we have been given,
Pioneers who did build on the soil
Many countries gave their people
For a challenge to be met
And together built this nation
With their toil.

Comment:

Our community is strong
When together we all work
To decide what we need and our role.
And our vision for tomorrow
As we face a complex time
In a world where humanity is whole.
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IT’S A FINE TIME
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Keywords 1:

A FINE TIME
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Keywords 2:

On a late night in July, it was nineteen and six nine.
The T.V. was droning away.
The kids were complainin' 'cause it had been rainin'
And there weren't no cartoons all day.
For the networks were humming, and newsmen were gumming
'Bout space travelers well on their way.
Then we saw with our eyes, from moon ground, the Earth rise,
We didn't know then what it finally would mean. . .
We were awed when we saw her, we'd almost forgot her,
From the moon she first came into view.
She was everyone's duty, and she was a beauty.
And we couldn't believe it was true.
It was more than we wanted, but all men were haunted
With the thought of all livin' as one.
On one little planet, and we didn't plan it,
She's ours, if we claim her, to have and to hold. . .
Chorus:
It's a fine time to be on this earth,
What more to ask for than to give it new birth?
We had some bad times, and lived through some sad times.
But this time our hope has its worth.
It's a fine time to be on this earth. . .
Now, there's no use to panic and start acting frantic,
Nor look for a good place to hide.
While people are dying, and sad hearts a-crying.
It's no time to lay down and die.
New life's surprising, and local man rising
And claiming a new day is near.
A new song is singing, in all hearts it's ringing,
The song of the earth is for all who will hear. . .
Chorus:
(Sing chorus twice on last verse)
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IT’S A GLOBAL UNIVERSE
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Tune:
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Comment:

It’s	
  a	
  Global	
  Universe	
  
In	
  Global	
  City	
  5	
  
We	
  come	
  from	
  the	
  world	
  
And	
  we	
  care	
  for	
  the	
  	
  world	
  
And,	
  Man	
  are	
  we	
  alive!	
  
	
  
In	
  t	
  he	
  streets	
  of	
  Global	
  City	
  
We	
  all	
  call	
  this	
  our	
  home-‐	
  
We’re	
  part	
  of	
  L.A.	
  
And	
  we’re	
  well	
  on	
  our	
  way	
  
To	
  being	
  the	
  new	
  sign	
  of	
  hope	
  
Being,	
  Being	
  new	
  hope.	
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IT’S A GRAND NIGHT FOR SINGING

Title: IT’S A

GRAND NIG

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

It's a grand night for singing! The moon is flying high
And somewhere a bird who is bound he'll be heard, is throwing his heart at the sky.
It's a grand night for singing! The stars are bright above,
The earth is aglow and to add to the show, I think I am falling in love.
Falling, falling in love.
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IT’S GONNA HAPPEN THIS YEAR

Title: IT’S
Keywords 1:

GONNA HAPP

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Hey look at this
Have you seen the new story?
It's a story you can tell the world.
Get out and talk.
There is plenty of glory
'Cause the new wave is about to curl.
Oh I can see it's gonna happen this year
Yeah the whole future is unfolding right here.
You can be on the new edge
All it takes is the whole of your life
Come with me to the new edge
It is simply demanding your life.
Now there's the joining of your hand in mine
As we pull back the curtain of night
Together we'll walk it, creating the signs
This vision is a beautiful sight.
Oh I can see it's gonna happen this year
Yeah the whole future is unfolding right here
Oh I can see it's gonna happen this year.
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IT’S IN EVERY ONE OF US
It's in every one of us, To be wise
Find your heart, Open up all your
eyes.
We can all know everything

We can all know everything

Title: IT’S IN
Keywords 1:

Without ever knowing why

Keywords 2:

It's in everyone of us
You and I.

Keywords 3:

Without ever knowing why,

Tune:

It's in everyone of us
Speaker:

By and By

Type:

It's in everyone of us
Comment:

I just remembered
It's like I've been sleeping too long
I'm not awake as I can be
But my seeing's better
I can see through my tears
I've been realizing that
I'm always thinking
And I'm watching just half of the
show
There is scenery and lights
And a cast of thousands
Who all know
Wliat I know
Ana it’s good that it's so.

It's in everyone of us
To be wise
Find your heart
Open up your eyes
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IT’S SO EASY NOT TO TRY

Title: IT’S SO EASY NOT T
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

It’s so easy not to try
Let the world go drifting by
If you never say hello
You won’t have to say
goodbye
It’s so easy not to try
Never stay around to cry
Move along when troubles
come
Like a mindless butterfly.
For what good is it to love
When the loving always
ends
Travel on the road that’s
straight
Not the one with hills and
bends
It’s so easy not to try
Let the world go drifting by
If you never say hello
You won’t have to say
goodbye

But we see that we can try
Take our dreams and with
them fly
We prefer to say hello
Life we know has it
goodbyes
It’s so easy when we try
We prefer to not be shy
Move ahead when troubles
come
Like a silver jet we’ll fly.
For how good it is to love
When the loving lets you
care
Let your journey take us on
We can help out everywhere
It’s so easy when we try
Take our dreams and with
them fly
We prefer to say hello
We will smile instead of cry
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Roads go ever, ever on
Top the lands beyond the sea
On a white ship will I sale
Watching shadows part for
me
Weaving heavens grey with
rain
Now that years have slipped
away
Leaving friends with gentle
pain
As they start another day.
Roads I’ve traveled I must
leave
For I’ve turned the final
bend
Weep not empty tears but
grieve
As the road comes to an end
It’s so easy when we try
Take our dreams and with
them fly
We will always say hello
We will smile instead of cry.
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Title: IVY

CITY ON THE M

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Refrain:
My Lord what a morning (three times)
Ivy City on the move.

Tune:

Speaker:

See the people build a dream
Clinging passion all they owned
Tame the wilds - carve out hopes
When the nation began to grow
See the people, a might people
From the Niger to Potomac
Struggling to create a vision
When the times began to change
See the people young and old
Tell their story proud and bold
Now the Ivy branches out
Now the local is on the move.
Final Refran:
My Lord what a morning (three times)
Ivy City ont he move! (two times)
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JAYA HO
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Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Jai ho, Jai ho, Jai ho, Jai ho
Jaya Jaya Jaya Jaya ho
!
Jaya Jaya Jaya Jaya ho Jaya ho

Comment:

Tere San(a) mukh(a) ham(a) hain ate
Tere San(a) mukh(a) ham(a) hain ate ..
Charano men hain sis(e) Navate
Charano men hain sis(e) Navate
Jai Jai teri ham(a) hain gate
Jai Jai teri ham(a) haim gate
;
Jaya Jaya Jaya Jaya ho
Jaya Jaya Jaya Jaya ho
Jaya ho.
Jai ho, Jai ho, Jai ho, Jai ho
Jaya Jaya Jaya Jaya ho
Jaya Jaya Jaya Jaya ho Jaya ho.
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JESUS MET THE WOMAN AT THE WELL

Title:
Keywords 1:

JESUS MET THE W

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

Speaker:

Jesus met the women at the well,
Jesus met the women at the well,
Jesus met the women at the well,
And he told her everything she'd ever done.
He said, woman, woman, where is your husband ....
And he told her everything she'd ever done.
She said Jesus, Jesus, ain't got no husband . . .
And you don't know everything I've ever done.
He said woman, woman, you got five husbands . . .
And the one you got now is not your own.
She said, this man, this man, must be a prophet . . .
He done told me everything I ever done.
She said, Jesus, Jesus, he is the Savior ....
He done told me, "life is good. just as it is."
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JESUS, AND SHALL IT EVER BE

Title:
Keywords 1:

JESUS,

AND

SHAL

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Jesus, and shall it ever be, a mortal man ashamed of thee?
Ashamed of thee, whom angels praise, whose glories shine through endless days.
Ashamed of Jesus! Sooner far let evening blush to own a star;
He sheds the beams of light divie o’er his benighted soul of mine.
Ashamed of Jesus! That dear Frend on whom my hopes of heaven depend!
No; when I blush be this my shame, that I no more revere his Name.
Ashamed of Jesus! Yes I may when I’ve no guilt to wash away;
No tear to wipe, no good to crave, no fears to quell, no soul to save.
Till then, nor is my boasting vair, till then I boast a Saviour slain;
And O may this my glory be that Christ is not ashamed of me.
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JI YOK SA HOE GONG DONG KAE BAL HAE EUI GA

Chun ji eh mal kun mul kyul, ee tang el jerk syu
Kwang hwal han u ri teo jon, yuk sa eh gi ban
Dae ji rul jin dong ha nun, u ri ui ki sang
Yu ku hi i ae na on, min jok we bal pan.

Title:

JI YOK SA HOE G

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Chorus:
An ah sul ki ro un, bae dal ae min jok
On sea kea ta o ru nun dong bang ae tai yang
Han kang su kubi kubi, i dang ae huller
Jo kuk un u ri ui bat, jong ui ae sam tea
Chun gu ru sang uok su rul, i go se sim ae
Sung go han sam il jung shin, i o na ka se.
Chorus
Chun ma ul do yah ka myo, man dong ri hang hai
Kai bal eui ui ji ro so, i mam ul salla
Sye kye rul bal hyu ka nun, son ku ja ui kil
Sae yok sa kku myu ka nun, sae sye kye il kkun.
Chorus
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JOSEPH MATHEWS ON TRUTHS & THE WORD

Title:
Keywords 1:

JOSEPH MATHEWS
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Keywords 2:
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Comment:
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JOSHUA FIT THE BATTLE OF JERICHO

Title:

JOSHUA FIT THE B

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Chorus:
Joshua fit de battle of Jericho, Jericho, Jericho,
Joshua fit de battle of Jericho. and the walls came tumblin' clown.
You may talk about your kings of Gideon, you may talk about your men of Saul,
But there's none like good of Joshua, at de battle of Jericho.
Right up to the walls of Jericho, he marched with spear in hand.
"Go blow them ram horns," Joshua cried. "Cause the battle am in my hand."
Then the lamb, ram, sheephorns began to blow and the trumpets began to sound.
Joshua commanded the children to shout and the walls came tumblin' down. .
. . . that morning…
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JOURNEY ON
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Title:

JOURNEY ON

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

From Echo Island

Speaker:
Type:

Journey on, journey on, all of Mankind,
Future is waiting for you.
Struggling. stumbling, all the life through.
Future is waiting for you.
Hum the tune
Opportunities, opportunities. all in your hand.
Our minds are limited to foretell.
All of your own, and nature of unseen.
Future is waiting for you.
Hum the tune
Journey on journey on all of Mankind.
Future is waiting for you.
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JOY TO THE WORLD
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All

Title:

JOY TO THE WORL

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

Christmas Carol

Keywords 3:

Joy to the world! The Lord is come
Let earth receive her King!
Let every heart prepare Him room
And heaven and nature sing
And heaven and nature sing
And heaven, and heaven and nature sing
Joy to the world! the Savior reigns
Let men their songs employ
While fields and floods
Rocks, hills and plains
Repeat the sounding joy
Repeat the sounding joy
Repeat, repeat the sounding joy
No more let sin and sorrow grow
Nor thorns infest the ground
He comes to make
His blessings flow
Far as the curse is found
Far as the curse is found
Far as, far as the curse is found
He rules the world with truth and grace
And makes the nations prove
The glories of His righteousness
And wonders of his love
And wonders of his love
And wonders and wonders of his love
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JOYFUL, JOYFUL WE ADORE THEE

Title:
Keywords 1:

JOYFUL, JOYFUL W

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Joyful, joyful we adore Thee, God of glory, Lord of love:
Hearts unfold like flowers before Thee, opening to the sun above.
Melt the clouds of sin and sadness, drive the dark of doubt away:
Giver of immortal gladness, fill us with the light of day.
All Thy works with joy surround Thee, earth and heaven reflect Thy rays.
Stars and angels sing around Thee, center of unbroken praise:
Field and forest, vale and mountain. flowery meadow, flashing sea,
Chanting bird and flowing fountain call us to rejoice in Thee
Thou are giving and forgiving, ever blessing. ever blest,
Well-spring of the joy of living. ocean-depth of happy rest!
Thou our Father, Christ our brother. all who live in love are Thine:
Teach us how to love each other. Lift us to the joy divine.
Mortals, join the happy chorus which the morning stars began:
Father-love is reigning o'er us, brother-love binds man to man
Ever singing, march we onward, victors in the midst of strife:
Joyful music leads us sunward in the triumph song of life.
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JUST A CLOSER WALK WITH THEE

Title:

JUST A CLOSER W

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Chorus:
Just a closer walk with thee! Grant it Jesus. is my plea.
Daily walking close to thee - let it be, dear Lord, let it be.
I am weak. but thou art strong; Jesus keep me from all wrong.
I'll be satisfied as long as I walk, let me walk close to thee.
Through this world of toil and snares, if I falter, Lord, who cares?
Who with me my burden shares? None but thee, dear Lord. none but thee.
When my feeble life is o'er, time for me will be no more.
Guide me gently, safely o'er, to thy kingdom shore, to thy shore.
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Title: JUST IN

TIME

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Just in time, I found you just in time,
Before you came, my time was running low.
I was lost, the losing dice were tossed,
My bridges all were crossed, nowhere to go.
Now you're here, and now I know just where I'm going,
No more doubt or fear, I've found my way.
For love came just in time.
You found me just in time,
And changed my lonely life that lovely day.
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Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Kamweleni, kuseo, kuseo. kuseo
Kamweleni, kuseo, kuseo, kuseo.
Nimendete aeni . . .
Kwiasyai athangau . . .
Kwisyana ndanu
Nilulwaka sukulu . . .
Namalelu melami . . .
Nakiwukya niveleki . . .
Kamweleni kuseo . . .
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Title:

KAPARAPO LEGBE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Yoruba tribal son

Speaker:
Type:

Kaparapo legbe wa o e
Kaparapo legbe wa
Kaparapo legbe wa o e
Kaparapo legbe wa
Oya ti ng o se rere si flu mi IJEDE o
Oya ti ng o se rere si flu mi IJEDE o
Sebibe nogbe ponmi dagba koto dipe mole deni ako
Kaparapo legbe wa
Oya ti ng o se rere se flu mi IJEDE o
Sebibe nogbe ponmi dagba koto dipe mole deni oge
Kaparapo legbe we.
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KAPINI SONG
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Title:

KAPINI SONG

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Refrain:
Chiode ode OH
CHIODE ODE YAAH, YAAH.
Chiode ode OH
CHIODE ODE MU ZAMBIA.
(pron. ‘chiode o dem Zambia’)
New Community
Happening in Kapini
Demonstration sign
Kapini is for Zambia.

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Kapini stranding tall
Spreading cross the nation
Possibility
To villagesof Zambia.
Villages rising up
Care now for eah other
Forums pave the way
To re-creating Zambia.
District Governors,
M.P.s, M.C.C.s
All participate
In building rural Zambia
Five thousand villages
Soon are standing tall
Across the continent
Nationals look to Zambia.
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KAWANGWARE A PEOPLE
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Out	
  of	
  Kawangware,	
  a	
  people	
  
Bring	
  forth	
  a	
  new	
  unity.	
  
Out	
  of	
  Kawangware,	
  a	
  people	
  
Bringing	
  forth	
  a	
  new	
  destiny,	
  
Men	
  of	
  Iron	
  who	
  see	
  a	
  new	
  community,	
  
Women	
  of	
  the	
  Land	
  who	
  will	
  stand.	
  
	
  
Out	
  of	
  Kawangware,	
  a	
  dreaming	
  
Bringing	
  forth	
  an	
  awe-‐filled	
  song.	
  
Out	
  of	
  Kawangware,	
  a	
  dreaming	
  
Bringing	
  forth	
  a	
  fire	
  that	
  burns	
  alone.	
  
Men	
  of	
  Iron	
  who	
  see	
  a	
  new	
  community,	
  
Women	
  of	
  the	
  Land	
  who	
  will	
  stand.	
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KAWANGWARE A SIGN
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Title:

KAWANGWARE A S

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Kawangware,	
  a	
  sign	
  of	
  hope	
  to	
  the	
  world.	
  
Kawangware,	
  setting	
  forth	
  in	
  the	
  stillmess,	
  
A	
  full	
  past	
  deep	
  in	
  greatness,	
  
Now	
  a	
  time	
  of	
  	
  resurgence.	
  
People	
  working	
  in	
  community	
  
Hear	
  a	
  voice	
  calling	
  those	
  who	
  care.	
  
A	
  place	
  of	
  struggle	
  that	
  creates	
  anew,	
  
Place	
  of	
  glory	
  for	
  all	
  mankind.	
  
Kawangware,	
  a	
  sign	
  of	
  hope	
  to	
  the	
  world.	
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KELAPA DUA
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Title:

KELAPA DUA

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Maria Elena

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Kellapa	
  Dua,	
  you’re	
  the	
  answer	
  to	
  a	
  prayer;	
  
Kalapa	
  Dua,	
  how	
  you	
  showed	
  the	
  way	
  to	
  care.	
  
The	
  sight	
  of	
  you	
  is	
  like	
  the	
  sound	
  of	
  spring’s	
  first	
  breeze,	
  
And	
  when	
  you	
  come	
  into	
  my	
  thoughts	
  my	
  heart	
  you	
  seize.	
  
Kelapa	
  Dua,	
  you	
  will	
  always	
  be	
  for	
  me	
  
A	
  paradise	
  where	
  life	
  flow	
  true	
  and	
  free.	
  
A	
  love	
  like	
  this	
  is	
  too	
  deep	
  to	
  ignore;	
  
I	
  only	
  ask	
  you	
  let	
  me	
  give	
  you	
  more	
  and	
  more.	
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KELAPA DUA LOVE SONG
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Title:

KELAPA DUA LOV

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Bengawan Solo

Speaker:
Type:

Kelapa Dual pada saat ini
Pabila ingin maju, marilah kita bina
Mulai sekarang. bekerja bersama
Kita bersatu untuk membangun K'lapa Dua
Masa depan telah menunggu
Bekerja bersatu padu
Agar kite dapat merasa
Hidup sejahtera
Kita gunakan, kesempatan ini
Semoga cerah, harapan yang kita dambakan
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KEMENANGAN KITA

Title:

KEMENANGAN KIT

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Orang kampong berhasil
Keberhasilan kita
Kemenangan impian kita.

Villagers are successful
Our successfulness
The victory is our dream

Seluruh kampong tahu
Semua memutuskan
Kemenangan impian kita.

The whole village knows
All decide
The victory is our dream

Speaker:
Type:

Refrain:
Ini saatnya
Kita orangnya
Kemenangan penduduk
Mutlak diperlukan

Refrain:
These are the times
We are the people
Residents’ victory
Is absolutely needed

V-V-V-Vijay Kemerdekaan (Repeat)
Adalah kemenangan

V-V-V-Vijay Freedom
Is the victory

Swakarya cita cita
Swasembada harapan
Kemenangan impian kita

Self-sufficient is the vision
Self-reliance is the hope
The victory is our dream

Pancasila tujuan
Pembangunan sukseskan
Kemenangan impian kita.

The five principles is the goal
To accomplish development
The victory is our dream.
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KENYA, KENYA, STAND
It's by far the hardest thing we've ever done
To say how among the many we are one.
Chorus:
Kenya, Kenya Stand!
There's a spotlight on the land
From the valley's low clear to Mt. Kenya's snows.
Be the care you can be
So this broken world will see
That we're ready and we want the world to know.
We're gonna tell the wondrous story
Of all the things we've seen.
Victories we've won or lost
In the places where we've been
Building for the future
Together stand as one,
A country of deep resolve
To make this earth our home.

Show
All

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

We're gonna beckon all the people,
Gonna find the ones who'll stand,
And be the ones who give their lives
To build a mighty land.
A neighbourhood of tribes
Of unity untold,
We're gonna call all the people out
And send them to the globe.
We're gonna be a new creation,
Gonna sing a brand new song,
The Kenya flag standing proud
With eighteen million strong.
The countries of this planet
All share its destiny,
And each one shares its gifts to build
A global unity.
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KESHUA MADHAWA
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Type:

Chorus
Keshuwa, Madhawa, tujhaya nammatere godawn. (2x)
Tujhaya sarakar tujha deva,
Tula kunarcha mahe heva (Repeat both lines.)
Velu veli sankatatuni, tarisimatawa.
Veeravdhanu dhar Mahabharati
Chakra sudarshan gheruni hati (Repeat both.)
Pandavacha howuni sarathi, marisi kaurava.
Veda honi bhakti sati
Khela khwlasi yamune kati (Repeat both.)
Nandda dharucha, gaye olasi, gokhula pahila.
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KITTE NO NAI UKURIMANN
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Watashi kara Anata e
Kono Uta o Todokeyo
Hiro Sekai ni tatta Hitori no
Watashi no Suki na Anata e
Shiriaeta Anata e
Kono Uta o Todokeyo
Kong yoroshiku Onegai shimasu
Meishi gawari ni Kono Utao
Toshi oita Anata e
Kono Uta o Todokeyo
Kokoro Yashashiku sodatete kureta
Orei gawari ni Kono Uta o
Yume no nai Anata e
Kono Uta o Todokeyo
Aisuru koto no Yorokoki o shiru
Mahoo jikade no Kono Uta o
Wakare yuku Anata e
Kono Uta o Todokeyo
Samishii toki ni Utatte Hoshii
Tooi Sora kara Kono Uta o
La La La La La La La La
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KREUZBERG LOVE SONG (TRANSLATION)

Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

We	
  found	
  each	
  other	
  in	
  Kreuzberg	
  
We	
  are	
  at	
  home	
  here	
  
WE	
  love	
  it	
  here	
  very	
  much	
  
And	
  we	
  don’t	
  move	
  out	
  
Let	
  everybody	
  else	
  talk	
  
Love	
  of	
  the	
  South-‐east	
  
Binds	
  us	
  Kreuzbergers	
  so	
  
	
  
The	
  elders	
  in	
  our	
  streets	
  
Look	
  tired	
  and	
  sad	
  
The	
  hardly	
  converse	
  
And	
  seldom	
  come	
  outside	
  
Their	
  thoughts	
  are	
  full	
  of	
  worries	
  
“What	
  will	
  tomorrow	
  bring?”	
  
Then	
  comes	
  the	
  new	
  morning	
  
They	
  will	
  have	
  no	
  more	
  cares.	
  
	
  
We	
  will	
  do	
  everything	
  
So	
  that	
  the	
  South-‐east	
  will	
  blossom	
  
We	
  are	
  all	
  eager	
  
To	
  work	
  well	
  together	
  
We	
  are	
  planning	
  and	
  
We	
  want	
  to	
  always	
  go	
  forward	
  
So	
  that	
  our	
  children	
  and	
  our	
  grandchildren	
  
Will	
  see	
  a	
  better	
  future.	
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KREUZBERG LIEBES LIED
In Kreuzberg Hab’n wir uns gefunden,
Hier ist unser Zuhaus.
Wir leben hier sehr gerne
Und wir ziehen auch nicht aus.
Lasst doch die andern reden,
Wir sind bald Glücklich und froh.
Die Liebe zum Süd-Osten
Bindet uns Kreuzberger so.
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Die älteren in unseren Strassen
Sehn müde und traurig aus.
Sie haben kaum Unterhaltung
Und Kommen selten aus dem Haus.
Sie denken voller Sorgen,
Wie soll es weitergehn?
Dann kommt der neue Morgen
Und sie werden kaum noch sorgen sehn!
Dann kommt der neue Morgen
Und sie werden kaum noch Sorgen sehn!
Dann kommt der neue Morgen
Und sie werden kaum noch Sorgen sehn!
Wir werden tun und machen
Damit der Süd-Osten erblüht.
Fur eine gute Zusammenarbeit
Sind wir alle bemüht
Wir schmieden Pläne und wollen
Immer vorwärts gehen.
Damit unsere Kinder und Enkel
In eine bessere Zukunft sehn.
Damit unsere Kinder und Enkel
In eine bessere Zukunft sehn.
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KREUZBERG OST
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KREUZBERG OST
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Tune:

Speaker:

Kruuzberg	
  Ost.	
  Kruuzberg	
  Ost!	
  
Hilfet	
  du	
  mit?	
  	
  Hilfat	
  du	
  mit?	
  
Wir	
  wollem	
  dish	
  verschoenern	
  
Wir	
  wollem	
  dish	
  verschoenern	
  
Kruuzberg	
  Ost.	
  	
  Kruuzberg	
  Ost.	
  	
  
	
  
Kruuzberg	
  Ost.	
  Kruuzberg	
  Ost	
  
Wir	
  fangen	
  an,	
  sir	
  fangen	
  an	
  
Dich	
  zu	
  verschoenern,	
  dish	
  zu	
  verschienern.	
  
Kruuzberg	
  Ost.	
  Kruuzberg	
  Ost.	
  	
   	
  
	
  
Kruuzberg	
  Ost.	
  Kruuzberg	
  Ost.	
  	
   	
  
Hoer	
  nicht	
  auf,	
  noer	
  nicht	
  auf,	
  
Bis	
  ganz	
  Berlin	
  ist	
  schooner	
  
Bis	
  ganz	
  Berlin	
  ist	
  schoener	
  
Mach	
  weiter,	
  Mach	
  weiter.	
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KUH DUE E RI
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KUH DUE E RI
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Tune:

Kuh Du E Ri ma ul un Dae Ryung san ah rae
Onggi chonggi mo yuh suh sara on dong nae
In shim cho koh kot pi nun ah rum da un kot
Cho sang dul e pi dam hyul yuh ga gwuh on koh jang
Ui ri ham gae him mo ah jal sar ah bo sae
Cho sang dul e mul guh joon oo ri dul koh jang
Nuh do na do e got seh yung won hi sal mua
Sae sae gae eh ja fang su run Kuh Du E Ri ro
Kuh Du E Ri e go sun he many eh ma ul
Sul gi ro oon sa ram dul mo yo suh sa heh
Nam yuh no so suh ro suh ro ma um ul hap chuh
Da ham gae jal sa nun bok gi eh nakwon
Dae Ryong san eh tae yang ee so sah o ruh myun
Son eh son ul ma at jap go il tuh ro na ga
Sae sang hwal eh sae tuh jun uhl e ru uh ga myuh
Kuh Du E Ri ahp nal uel kun sul ha ryun da
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KWANGYOUG IL
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Sa rang hae Kwangyung I1
Jung mal ro sa rang hae
Kwangyung eun na ae chin gu
Kwangyung eun an ae tree many
Na ya chin gu Kwangyung ri
Na nun no rul sa rang ha ri
Yae yae yae . . .
Sa rang hae Kwangyung Il
Jung mal ro sa rang hae
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KYRIE ELIESON

Title:
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KYRIE ELIESON

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

The wind blows hard against this mountain side, across the sea into
my soul
It reaches into where I cannot hide, setting my feet upon the road

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

My heart is old, it holds my memories, my body burns a gemlike
flame
Somewhere between the soul and soft machine, is where I find myself
again
Chorus:
Kyrie eleison, down the road that I must travel
Kyrie eleison, through the darkness of the night
Kyrie eleison, where I'm going will you follow
Kyrie eleison, on a highway in the light
When I was young I thought of growing old, of what my life would
mean to me
Would I have followed down my chosen road, or only wished what I
could be
(chorus repeats out...)
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L’IMPRTANT C’EST LA ROSE

Title:
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Tune:

Toi qui marches dans le vent
Seul dans la trop grande ville
Avec le cafard tranquille, du passant
Toi qu'elle a laisse tomber
Pour courir vers d'autres lunes
Pour courir d"autres fortunes, l’important

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Refrain:
L 'important. c'est la rose (ter)
Crois-moi.
Toi. petit que tes parents
Ont laisse seul sur la terre
Petit oiseau sans lumiere. sans printcmps
Dans ta veste de drap blanc
II fait frold comme en bohemc
T’ as le coeur comme en careme. et pourtant.
Toi pour qui, donnant donnant.
J’ai chante ces quelques lignes
Comme pour te faire un signe en passant
Dis a ton tour maintenant
Que la vi e n 'a d’importance
Que par une fleur qui danse sur le temps
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LA CHANSON DE ROSSEIGNIES

Title:

LA CHANSON DE R
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Spirit Movemen
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Tune:

C'est le Seigneur de Dave
Qui comprit le premier
La beaute'du village
Au vent des peupliers
Chorus:
Rosseignies est mon coin de terre
Jamais ne le quitterai
Le temps qui passe efface
Les pas du sabotier
Au coeur de notre espace
Nous reste un be'nitier
Le chant des enfants sages
Le sourire de nos vieux
Embellit ton image
Jusqu'a tenter les cieux
Un jour viendra peut-etre
Ou tu retrouveras
Le tre'sor de nos peres
Au fond du Chicotia
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LAMEGO
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Tune:

Coro:
Há que subir a montanha
E desbravar serrania
Há' que fazer campos novos
Con beleza e louçania

Speaker:
Type:

Velha Ordem de Cister
Deixou-nos betas imagens
E o eco ainda ressoa
Por estas lindas paragens

Comment:

Lamego, grande cidade
No passado e no presente
Com certeza no futuro
Vai, vai mesmo para a frente
Queremos ver em cada terra
Um bom centro Social
Avante, que o de Lamego
Fará de mola real
Subamos as nossas serras
'té chegaraso planalto
Para vermos novas terras
E poder gritar bem alto
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LANGUB SONG, THE

Langub a place for living
A full life in spite of the pain
In the drear and darkening cave
Comes a light that shines for all men.
Daily work and daily toil
Doesn’t seem to get us too far
But the harvest always comes in
In the smallest light of the star.
The rains come and the rains go
But our care continues on
And we dance along life’s road
In the early light of the dawn.
Dancing hope beyond our vain dreams
That will lead us on as we go
As we build a global sign
A bright light for all men to know.
La-la la-la la-la Langub
La-la la-la la-la Langub
La-la la-la la-la Langub
Building a sign for all of the globe
(repeat 4th stanza and “La-la” verse)
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LANZA TU VIDA
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LANZA TU VIDA

Keywords 1:

Refrain:
Lanza tu vida hacia el futuro abierto
El misterio recibe tu muerte dada por todos.
Lo que sabemos se esfuma.
Lo que pensamos se opaca.
El corazón se estremece,
Gritando: "¡ Déjame quieto!"
Condúcenos al futuro
Lo que sabemos sin verlo.

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

La realidad nos sacude.
Nuestros esfuerzos aplasta.
Mas los anhelos no cesan.
La fuerza empuja a seguirlos.
¿Será este caos eterno?
¿Separación para siempre?
Las ilusiones nos ciegan.
Ya no aguantamos la lucha.
Sin la promesa grandiosa,
Mejor que nos retiremos.
Pero la entrega nos urge.
La vida toda es buena.
Con toda historia enlazados,

Lo que se exige ya vemos.
Unidos, fuerte en afanes"
En obediencia servimos.
Demos la mente y el alma
En libertad a la historia.
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LANZATUVIDA
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Refrain:
Lanza tu vida hacia el Tuturo ab~erto
El misterio recibe tu muerte dada por todos.
Lo que sabemos se esfuma.
Lo que pensamos se opaca.
El corazo'n se estremece
Gritando: "De'jame quieto!"
Condutcenos al tuturo
Lo que sabemos sin verlo.

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

La realidad nos sacude.
Nuestros esfuerzos aplasta.
Mas los anhelos no cesan.
La fuerza empuja a seguirlos.
Sera'este caos eterno?
Separacio'n pare siempre?

Comment:

Las ilusiones nos ciegan.
Ya no aguantamos la lucha.
Sin la promesa grandiose
Mejor que nos retiremos.
Pero la entrega nos urge.
La vida toda es buena.
Con toda historia enlazados
Lo que se exige ya vemos.
Unidos fuerte en afanes
En obedienxcia servimos.
Demos la mente y el alma
En libertad a la historia.
Mas solos no hacemos nada.
Nos tropezamos sin fuerza.
En la misio'n todos uno
Estructuramos esfuerzos.
Pues somos del movimiento
Que da su vida por tooos.
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LAPU-LAPU LUGAR NGA MA’NINDOT

Title:

LAPU-LAPU LUGA

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Lapu-Lapu lugar nga manindot
Sudtonggan ‘mi magpuyo
Lapulapu lugar nga manindot
Sudtonggan ‘mi magpuyo
Manganta kita, saulogon ta’ng adlaw
Manganta kita, saulogon ta’ng adlaw . . .
Lapu-Lapu lugar nga manindot
Sudtonggan ‘mi magpuyo
Sudtonggan ‘mi magpuyo
Sudtonggan ‘mi magpuyo.
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LAZY RIVER
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Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Up a lazy river, by the old mill run
That lazy, lazy river in the noonday sun.
Linger in the shade of a kind old tree,
Throw away your troubles, dream a dream
with me.
Up a lazy river where the robin's song
Awakes a bright new morning we can loaf
along.
Blue skies up above, everyone's in love
Up a lazy river, how happy you can be.
Up a lazy river with me.
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LE FEU DANS LA NEIGE

Title:

LE FEU DANS LA
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Keywords 2:
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Tune:
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Type:

Comme un feu tout en flame
Qui s’marie avec la neige
Comme un coucher de soleil
Qui enflame les montagnes
L’homme de coeur regarde au loin
Poindre la communaute
La lueur d’une volonte
Jaillissant de l’infini
La technique qui nous permet
De transformer l’humanite
Et la plaine attend l’heure
Des elus qui risqueront
Puis l’histoire demeure ouverte
La lumiere devant nos yeux

Like an all-consuming fire
‘Cross the silent sea of snow
Like the dying of the sun
That sets the mountains all aglow
Men of spirit call forth vision
Of the new community,
From the spark of new decision
Blazes possibility.
And the methods show the way
To victoriously care
And the land awaits the signal
Of the chosen ones who dare—
All of history laid bare.
Illumination being there.
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LEAD ON KING ETERNAL
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LEAD ON KING ET

Church Religiou
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Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Lead on, O King eternal, the day of march has come!
Henceforth in fields of conquest thy tents shall be our home.
Through days of preparation thy grace has made us strong.
And now, O King eternal, we lift our battle song.
Lead on, O King eternal, till sin's fierce war shall cease,
And holiness shall whisper the sweet Amen of peace.
For not with swords loud clashing, nor roll of stirring drums,
But deeds of love and mercy, the heav'nly kingdom comes.
Lead on, O King eternal, we follow, not with fears.
For gladness breaks like morning where’er thy face appears.
Thy cross is lifted o'er us; we journey in its light.
The crown awaits the conquest: lead on, O God of might!
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LEAVE TOMORROW TILL IT COMES

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Leave tomorrow till it comes
Sleep will ease your mind
With the dawn you'll find
Problems realigned a different way
Than yesterday
Leave tomorrow till it comes
Time is moving fast
Don't go pushing past
Ending of the day were meant to last
Till yesterday
Tangled dreams unfold
And webs may disappear
Stories are retold
And cloudy thoughts will clear.
Tomorrow is open
Leave tomorrow till it comes
Sleep will ease your mind
With the dawn you'll find
Problems realigned a different way
Than yesterday.
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LET ALL MORTAL FLESH KEEP SILENCE

Title:

LET ALL MORTAL

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

Let all mortal flesh keep silence
And with fear and trembling stand;
Ponder nothing earthly minded,
For with blessing in his hand
Christ our God to earth descending
Comes our homage to demand.
King of kings yet born of Mary,
As of old on earth he stood,
Lord of lords in human vesture,
In the body and the blood,
He will give to all the faithful
His own self for heavenly food.
Rank on rank the host of heaven
Spreads it vanguard on the way
As the Light of Light, descending
From the realms of endless day,
Comes the powers of hell to vanquish
As the darkness clears away.
At his feet the six winged seraph,
Cherubim with sleepless eye,
Veil their faces to the presence
As with ceaseless voice they cry:
"Alleluia, alleluia! Alleluia, Lord Most High!"
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LET THE EARTH BREATHE
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LET THE EARTH B
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Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Let the Earth breathe!
Let its heart beat,
pulsing and firing the fruit of its seed.
Let four winds tease,
air bright and clean.
converging and swirling through life’s mystery.
Let waters wreathe.
Let rivers be,
pristine and free from deep valleys to seas.
Let singing streams
stir slumbering leagues,
awakening the dreamer and changing the dream.
Let mountains rise!
Let forests thrive—
primal communities birthed to survive.
Let kindred be wise,
not compromise
their courage and care for greed’s beckoning lies.
Let oceans race!
Let new waves chase
ancient tides washing ashore cosmic grace.
Let rhythms of peace,
still conflict’s pace,
emerging, connecting in trust’s healing place,
bold creatures revealing hope’s eternal face,
beloving, one dwelling, in Earth’s sacred space.
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LET THERE BE PEACE ON EARTH

Title:

LET THERE BE P

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Let there be peace on earth
And let it begin with me;
Let there be peace on earth,
The peace that was meant to be.
With God as Creator,
Family all are we,
Let us walk with each other
In perfect harmony.

Comment:

Let peace begin with me,
Let this be the moment now.
With every step I take,
Let this be my solemn vow.
To take each moment
And live each moment
In peace eternally.
Let there be peace on earth
And let it begin with me.
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LET US FEAST!
Feel the pulse beat of The City
The greatest place to live
Come let’s celebrate The City
A new beginning, not an end
Now it’s time for New York City
To come alive again
Things fall apart
But don’t lose heart
It’s just a sign
To realign

Title:

LET US FEAST!

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

5th City

Keywords 3:

Human Develop

Tune:

Bobby Vinton Pol

Speaker:

Don’t hesitate
No use to wait
It’s not too late
To demonstrate

Type:

Comment:

That folks still care in The Big City
Working year after year
Communities in The Big City
Moving beyond despair
Hope’s reborn in The Big City
Resurging everywhere
Manhattan, Bronx
Brooklyn and Queens
Staten Island
Somewhere between
From high-rise roofs
To subway trains
Bustling streets
And quiet lanes
Every block a new adventure
Life bursts from steel and stone
Every age and occupation
Have learned to call it home
A whole world sitting on an island
From every land we’ve come
To find a place
Where the human race
Can give a chance
To everyone
So (do yawself a fava) come and dine
Great and least
Big Apple is a feast!

[NYC Town Meeting Campaign, 1976]
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LET YOUR MUSIC SOAR
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Everyone around us,
has a song worth singing.
It's a gift residing
deep within the soul.
Everyone is different
And, everyone worth hearing.
Listen to your own again and it will make
you whole.
Let it make you whole.
Chorus:.
And let your music play.
And 1 et your music pour.
For God's in every note.
And God's i n every score.
His voice is every voice.
So let your music soar.

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Here we stand together, /
it's here we find the answer.
Sharing with each other, /
the beauty in our lives.
Lead me to your table, /
and let m e break bread with you.
Let us sing our song again/
and it will lead us home.
Let it lead us home.
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LIFE FROM NOTH

Spirit Movemen
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Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Life from nothing began through Him,
And life from the dead began through Him,
And He is therefore justly called
The Lord of all, the Lord of all!
Repeat
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LIFE IS GOOD
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Tune:
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Type:

Comment:

Life is good and we can shout,
Life is good and we can shout,
With the sun and the moon and stars.
Everybody's talking 'bout the universe
Let's all dance to life.
Life is good and we can shout,
With the sun and the moon and the stars, yeah man,
With the sun and the moon and the stars. Yeah!!!
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LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING

Title:

LIFT EVERY VOIC

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

Lift ev'ry voice and sing till earth and heaven ring,
Ring with the harmonies of liberty:
Let our rejoicing rise high as the list'ning skies,
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea.
Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us.
Sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us
Facing the rising sun of a new day begun,
Let us march on till victory is won.
Stony the road we trod. bitter the chast'ning rod.
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died;
Yet with a steady beat, have not our weary feet,
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed.
We have come over the way that with tears has been watered.
We have come, treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered,
Out from the gloomy past, till now we stand at last.
Where the white gleam of our bright star is cast.
God of our weary years, God of our silent tears,
Thou who hast brought us thus far on the way;
Thou who hast by thy might, led us into the light,
Keep us for ever in the path, we pray.
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God. where we met Thee,
Lest our hearts, drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee.
Shadowed beneath Thy hand, may we forever stand,
True to our God, true to our native land.
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LIGHT SMILE ON ME
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Keywords 2:
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Tune:

Light smile on me
Light from mist rising softly radiant
Still waters gleam
Earth creatures dream
Sacred mountains pray
Silence clears the way
Oneness is my joy and my soul reborn
Light smile on me
Light sing in me
Light dance in me
In beauty I walk

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Spirit smile on me.
Spirit endure deathly fear and struggle
Life chooses life
Preciousness each day
Peace gifting peace
Truth clears the way
Reconciled my soul and earth’s wholeness reborn
Spirit smile in me
Spirit sing in me
Spirit dance in me
In beauty I walk
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Live	
  in	
  hope,	
  a	
  sign	
  of	
  freedom,	
  Kawangware	
  
Live	
  in	
  hope,	
  a	
  new	
  day	
  borning,	
  Kawangware	
  
Those	
  who	
  care,	
  Those	
  who	
  care	
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LOCAL PEOPLE SHALL RISE AGAIN

Title:

LOCAL PEOPLE SH

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Born in plenty. raised up blind.
All turned hollow, something there was wrong.
Human suffering over all the world—
Three billion people die and never live.

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Refrain:
All the earth belongs to all.
That's the vision and the call.
Local Man shall rise again
To build the earth, the common earth
Joined the rebels, lost the past,
Saw destruction, nothing really changed.
Human suffering over all the world—
Three billion people die and never live.
Then a stranger, loved by none
All was gone, every hope had died.
Human suffering over all the world—
Three billion people die and never live.
At the center, aweful calm,
Born of spirit, then my life was gone.
Human suffering over all the world—
Three billion people die and never live.
From the center we shall stand.
In every nation throughout every land.
Building patterns to release the new:
Dying daily that the new may live.
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Tune:
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Type:

Through our land came each and every kind,
In search of hope and change and happiness through the Lower East Side
They have all gone and
We stayed on . . .
Here we are
A melting pot of gifts
We strive to change, to build and create
Our new strength is within ourselves
Loisaida Nuestro Pueblo
Our Town
It’s yours and mine
And ours for the taking
Soy la fundacion
Unamos nuestras almas
A liberar Loisaida
Nuestro pueblo
Our town.
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Whatever Lola wants, Lola gets
And little man
Little Lola wants you

Speaker:
Type:

Make up your mind to have
No regrets
Recline yourself, resign yourself, you’re
through
I always get what I aim for
And your heart and soul is what I came for
Whatever Lola wants, Lola gets
No use to fight
Don’t you know you can’t win
You’re no exception to the rule
I’m irresistible you fool
Give in, Give in, Give in
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LONESOME VALLEY
Well, you got to walk that lonesome valley
You got to walk it by yourselves
Nobody else can walk it for you
You got to walk it by yourselves

Title:

LONESOME VALLE

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

Now mother walked that lonesome valley
She had to walk it by herself
Cause nobody else could walk it for her
She had to walk it by herself
Now father walked that lonesome valley
He had to walk it by himself
Nobody else could walk it for him
He had to walk it by himself
Now John, they say, he was a Baptist
While others say, he was a Jew
But the holy bible plainly tells you
Oh, that he was a preacher too
Yeah, you got to walk that lonesome valley
You got to walk it by yourselves
Ain't nobody else gonna go there for you
You got to go there by yourselves
Yeah, we got to walk that lonesome valley
We got to walk it by ourselves (by ourselves)
Cause nobody else (nobody else) can walk it for us
We got to walk it by ourselves
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Long ago and far away,
I dreamed a dream one day
And now that dream is here beside me.
Long the skies were overcast,
But now the clouds have passed.
You are here at last!
Chills run up and down my spine.
Aladdin's lamp is mine,
The dream I dreamed was not denied me.
Just one look and then I knew
That all I longed for, long ago, was you.
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LONG MARCH, LONG

Title:
Keywords 1:

LONG MARCH, LO

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Long March, long—
There is no right, no wrong Living and deceiving When will the future wake?
Long March, long—
Effectiveness is gone
No miracles shine forth
When will the future wake?
Yet hope, yet hope—
Can't contain it
Can't explain it—
Beckons once again.
Long March, long—
There is no weak, no strong
Weary beyond bearing
When will the future wake?
Long March, long—
With all fulfillment gone
Emptied of the vision
When will the future wake?
Yet hope, yet hope—
Can't contain it
Can't explain it—
Beckons once again.
Long March, long—
With stillness as the song
Journey is forever
Now, now the future wakes.
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LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

As I wash my dishes, I'll be following a plan,
Till I see the brightness in ev'ry pot and pan.
I am sure this point of view will ease the daily grind,
So I'll keep repeating in my mind.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Look for the silver lining
When e'er a cloud appears in the blue.
Remember somewhere, the sun is shining
And so the right thing to do is make it shine for you.
A heart, full of joy and gladness
Will always banish sadness and strife
So always look for the silver lining
And try to find the sunny side of life.
So always look for the silver lining
And try to find the sunny side of life.
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LOOK WE HAVE COME THROUGH
Though	
  the	
  night	
  is	
  still	
  dark	
  
And	
  earth’s	
  journey	
  long	
  
Though	
  blood,	
  sweat	
  and	
  tears	
  
Now	
  echo	
  in	
  song	
  
And	
  again	
  and	
  again	
  
Drawn	
  to	
  hope’s	
  edge	
  
We	
  are	
  peace	
  
We	
  are	
  free	
  .	
  .	
  .	
  
	
  
Refrain	
  
	
  
Free	
  in	
  the	
  tearing,	
  tearing	
  wind	
  
Like	
  waves	
  born	
  anew	
  
Ungodly	
  straits	
  unglued	
  
Look,	
  my	
  friends,	
  the	
  wonder	
  
We	
  have	
  come	
  through!	
  
	
  
So	
  many	
  wondering	
  
Looking	
  for	
  a	
  way	
  
So	
  many	
  listening	
  
For	
  prophets	
  to	
  proclaim	
  
And	
  endlessly	
  chosen	
  
Caught	
  by	
  Mystery’s	
  wink	
  
As	
  earths	
  rise	
  and	
  old	
  worlds	
  sink	
  
We	
  are	
  love	
  
We	
  are	
  free	
  .	
  .	
  .	
  
	
  
Refrain	
  
	
  
Relentlessly	
  surging	
  
Crashing	
  on	
  strange	
  shores	
  
Relentlessly	
  serving	
  
Bonding	
  distant	
  souls	
  
And	
  struggling	
  together	
  
Suspended	
  in	
  grace	
  
As	
  rivers	
  cry	
  and	
  rockets	
  race	
  
We	
  are	
  joy	
  
	
  We	
  are	
  free	
  .	
  .	
  .	
  
	
  
Refrain	
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LORD OF ALL
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LORD OF ALL

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

When all my truth had come to nought
I saw the truth of life unsought.
All my seeking life now is over.
The Jesus Christ is Lord, is Lord of all
All my seeking life now is over.
When all my doings fell in ruin
I saw the way of life walk in
All my questing life now is over.
The Jesus Christ is Lord, is Lord of all
All my questing life now is over.
When all contentment turns to rage
I saw the peace of life break through
All my waiting life now is over.
The Jesus Christ is Lord, is Lord of all
All my waiting life now is over.
For now a new life has begun
The transformed life of God's own son
All my humanness now is realized.
The Jesus Christ is Lord, is Lord of ail
All my humanness now is realized.
Henceforth the servant life is mine
The slave of all mankind assigned
All my gratitude now is manifest
The Jesus Christ is Lord, is Lord of all
All my gratitude now is manifest.
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LORD OF THE DANCE

Title:

LORD OF THE DAN

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

Phase I - Youth

Keywords 3:

I danced in the morning when the world was begun, and I danced in the moon and the
stars and the sun,
And I came down from heaven and danced on the earth, at Bethlehem I had my birth.
Refrain:
Dance then wherever you may be, I am the lord of the dance, said he
And I'll lead you all wherever you may be, and I'll lead you all in the dance, said
he.
I danced for the scribes and the pharisees, but they would not dance and they would not
follow me.
I danced for the fishermen, for James and John; they came with me and the dance went
on.
I danced on the Sabbath and I cured the lame, the holy people said it was a shame
They whipped and they stripped and they hung me high. and they left me there on the
cross to die.
I danced on a Friday when the sky turned black: it's-hard to dance with the devil on your
back;
They buried my body and they thought I'd gone, but I am the dance and I still go on.
They cut me down and I leapt up high; I am the life that'll never never die;
I'll live in you if you live in me, I am the lord of the dance, said he.
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LORIMOR

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Some people came to Ioway a hundred years ago,
To plant the land and lend a hand,
And help the country grow.
They looked around. and when they found,
They couldn't ask for more
They settled down and made a town,
And called it Lorimor.
Refrain:
Oh Lorimor, Lorimor, then and now,
A place to be alive
With walnut trees and birds and bees,
And better yours to boot;
The name of the place is Lorimor,
Where people give a hoot.
Now when you travel out our way,
We're sure you'll want to stay.
To buy a meal and wash your clothes,
And pass the time of day,
The people here are ready to cheer,
For other folks who care,
To help to build our country up.
America the fair.
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LOVE
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Keywords 2:
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Chorus:	
  
Care	
  is	
  the	
  way	
  we	
  act	
  out	
  our	
  passion	
  
Fro	
  all	
  men	
  to	
  share,	
  
Love	
  is	
  the	
  act	
  that	
  carries	
  us	
  through	
  
Even	
  the	
  dark	
  despair.	
  
	
  
I	
  may	
  but	
  speak	
  in	
  tongues	
  of	
  angels	
  
I	
  may	
  speak	
  of	
  prophecies.	
  
I	
  may	
  have	
  faith	
  strong	
  to	
  move	
  mountains	
  
But	
  without	
  love	
  I’m	
  nothing.	
  
(chorus)	
  
	
  
Love	
  is	
  not	
  boastful	
  nor	
  conceited	
  
Love	
  but	
  exalts	
  the	
  right.	
  
There	
  is	
  no	
  limit	
  to	
  Loves	
  faith	
  
Nothing	
  it	
  cannot	
  fight.	
  
(chorus)	
  
	
  
Love	
  will	
  never	
  come	
  to	
  an	
  end	
  
It	
  will	
  not	
  vanish	
  away.	
  
Knowledge	
  is	
  partial	
  but	
  the	
  parts	
  vanish	
  
Only	
  wholeness	
  stays.	
  
(chorus)	
  
	
  
There	
  are	
  three	
  things	
  that	
  last	
  forever	
  
Faith,	
  Hope	
  and	
  Love.	
  
But	
  the	
  greatest	
  of	
  them	
  all	
  
The	
  greatest	
  of	
  them	
  all	
  is	
  Love.	
  
(chorus)	
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LOVE DIVINE
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Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Love divine, all loves excelling, joy of heaven, to earth come down
Fix in us Thy humble dwelling, all Thy faithful mercies crown!
Jesus, Thou art all compassion, pure, unbounded love Thou art;
Visit us with Thy salvation, enter every trembling heart.
Breathe, O breathe Thy loving Spirit into every troubled breast
Let us all in Thee inherit, let us find the promised rest
Take away our bent to sinning, Alpha and Omega be;
End of faith, as its beginning, set our hearts at liberty.
Come, Almighty to deliver, let us all Thy grace receive;
Suddenly return, and never, never more Thy temples leave.
Thee we would be always blessing, serve Thee as Thy hosts above,
Pray and praise Thee without ceasing, glory in Thy perfect love.
Finish, then, Thy new creation; pure and spotless let us be;
Let us see Thy great salvation perfectly restored in Thee:
Changed from glory into glory, till in heaven we take our place
Till we cast our crowns before Thee, lost in wonder, love and praise.
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LOVE IS A MANY SPLENDOR THING

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Love is a many splendored thing,
It's the April rose that only grows in the early spring.
Love is nature's way of giving a reason to be living,
The golden crown that makes a man a king.
Once on a high and windy hilt
In the morning mist two lovers kissed and the world stood still.
Then your fingers touched my silent heart and taught it how to sing,
Yes, true love's a many splendored thing
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LOVE SONG FOR THE LONG MARCH

When the Morning Star
Greets the dawn and golden sky
And lights the land
Where all time passes by
In your face the Mystery
Beckons you and me
Everyday
‘Til we die.

Title:

LOVE SONG FOR T

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Everyday ‘Til We D

Speaker:
Type:

When the rising sun
Greets the dew and noonday sky
And kisses streams
Where all life passes by
In your eyes freedom calls
To live for all
Everyday
‘Til we die.

Comment:

When the setting sun
Greets the moon
Shading mountains
Where all space passes by
In year tears care works
To build the earth
Everyday
‘Til we die
When the Evening Star
Greets the dusk and rainbow sky
Embracing seas
Where eternity lies
In your smile joy calls to dance
With the family of man
Everyday
‘Til we die.
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LUDWIGSHAFEN
1)Als die Burger wach geworden
simserim sim simssim sim
zogen sie zwar nicht nach Norden

Jung und Alt and Groß and Klein

Keywords 2:

auch in Ludwigshafen.

Keywords 3:

dachten an 2001

5) Manches stellt sich dem
entgegen

täterätatää

doch wir werden's wegbewegen

Geld das hatten sie zwar keins

Bruttoso-zl-al-produkt

täterätatää

ist was, was uns nicht mehr juckt

Aber große Hoffnung

auch in Ludwigshafen.

wau wau wau wau wau wau
Aber große Hoffrnmg

6) Oben sind sie noch am

schnäderätäng, schnäderätäng

Denken Egoismus wi rd's schon
lenken
Weg mit der Buro-kratie

2) Trafen sich im kleinen Kreise
sangen manche munt're Weise

besser gehts ohne sie
auch in Ludwigshafen

dachten an die ganze Welt
and daß sie zusammenhalt
möglichst noch viel Jahre.

7) Nachbarschaften woll'n sie
pflanzen
bauen damit Zukunftschancen

3) Lernten aus vergangenen Zeiten
jetzt die Zukunft zu bereiten fanden

Menschen auch im Alltagsleben
soll Mut zu experimentieren geben
auch in Ludwigshafen.

manchen Trend heraus im Kreml
and im Weißen Haus and in
Ludwigshafen.

4) Vom Verwalten zum Gestalten
so solin' sie's in Zukunft halten
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Chorus:
There's a dream that we all carry.
It's been with us from the first
And it captures so much passion
Swells the heart to nearly burst.
You can see it in the earthrise.
It is calling everyone.

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Type:

Pain and suffering surround us
Grinding hope into the dust.
Fear and trembling around us.
Nothing left to try or trust.
Still, the word is often spoken
And the song is often sung,
Chorus

Comment:

That a new age has begun.
Build the earth and make it one.
We can see it if we rise above
The trouble and the tears
We can be it, though it take us through
A hundred weary years.
With the sunrise sing a chorus
That will make your courage new
And from then until the days end
Work to make the dream come true.
Every voice will have its song to sing.
Every people find its home.
For a new age has begun,
Build the earth and make it one.
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Now a new age has begun.
Build the earth and make it one.

MAKE IT ONE
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MAKE ME A CAPTIVE, LORD

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:

Make me a captive, Lord,
And then I shall be free,
Force me to render up my sword,
And I shall conqueror be,
I sink in life’s alarms
When by myself I stand;
Imprison me within thine arms,
And strong shall be my hand.

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

My heart is weak and poor
Until its master find
It has no spring of action sure,
It varies with the wind.
It cannot freely move
Till thou hast wrought its chain;
Enslave it with thy matchless love,
And deathless it shall reign.

Comment:

My power is faint and low
Till I have learned to serve;
It wants the needed fire to glow,
It wants the breeze to nerve;
It cannot drive the world
Until itself be driven;
Its flag can only be unfurled
When thou shalt breathe from heaven.
My will is not my own
Till thou hast made it thine;
If it would reach a monarch’s throne
It must its crown resign;
It only stands unbent
Amid the clashing strife,
When on thy bosom it has leant
And found in thee its life.
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MALIWADA HUM JAHA RETHE

Title:

MALIWADA HUM J

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Bharat utdum desh hai
Maliwada hum jahah rethe
Bharat utum desh hai
Maliwada hum jaha rethe
Ao. Hum sub gaye
Jeevan prem hai
Ao. Hum sub gaye
Jeevan utdum hai

Comment:

Bharat utdum desh hai
Maliwada hum jahah rethe
Bharat utdum desh hai
Maliwada hum jahah rethe
Maliwada hum jahah rethe
Maliwada hum jahah rethe
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MALIWADA LOVE SONG
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Title:

MALIWADA LOVE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Refrain:
Hum prem hain prem jaghate hain
Aur prem se kaam dikhate hain

Comment:

Maliwada ke jo rehne wale (two times)
Hum aap ke gaon men aaye hain
Mayus na ho bezaar na ho . . .
Nav gram prayas layen hain
Ekta ke balse barhte hain . . .
Aur prem-se jyoti jalate hain
Sab miljul kar hum kaam karen . . .
Bharat ke bhagya badaten hain
Bharat ke gaon aage bade . . .
Maliwada uska chinn hai.
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MALIWADA LOVE SONG (TRANSLATION)

Title:

MALIWADA LOVE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Refrain:	
  
We	
  are	
  love	
  and	
  we	
  awaken	
  love	
  in	
  others	
  
Our	
  love	
  shows	
  through	
  our	
  work.	
  
	
  
You	
  who	
  live	
  in	
  Maliwada	
  
We	
  have	
  come	
  to	
  your	
  village	
  
	
  
Don’t	
  give	
  up	
  and	
  don’t	
  despair	
  
We	
  have	
  come	
  to	
  help	
  you	
  build	
  a	
  new	
  village	
  
	
  
Our	
  strength	
  is	
  our	
  unity	
  
We	
  are	
  “lighting	
  candles”	
  through	
  love	
  
	
  
Let	
  us	
  work	
  together	
  as	
  a	
  whole	
  
And	
  help	
  in	
  the	
  progress	
  of	
  our	
  nation	
  
	
  
We	
  hope	
  other	
  villages	
  in	
  India	
  will	
  progress	
  
And	
  Maliwada	
  is	
  the	
  sign.	
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MAME
You coax the blues right out'a the horn, Mame,
You charm the husk right off'a the corn, Mame,
You've got the banjos strummin'
And plunkint out a tune to beat the band,
The whole plantations's hummin'
Since you brought Dixie back to Dixie Land;
You make the cotton easy to pick, Mame,
You give my old mint julep a kick, Mame,
Whoever thought a Yankee
Would put our little Dixie belles to shame?
You've made us feel alive again,
You've given us the drive again,
To make the South revive again, Mame!
You brought the cakewalk back into style, Mame!
You make the weeping willow tree smile, Mame!
Your skin is Dixie satin,
There's rebel in your manner and your speech,
You may be from Manhattan, but
Georgia never had a sweeter peach;
You make the old magnolia tree bud, Mame,
You make camelias bloom in the mud, Mame,
You make the bougainvillea
Turn purple at the mention of your name . . .
We're bakin' pecan pies again,
Tonight the chicken fries again,
This time the South will rise again, Mame!
You make our black-eyed peas and our grits, Mame,
Seem like the bill of fare at the Ritz, Mame,
You came, you saw, you conquered.
And absolutely nothing is the same;
Your special fascination'll
Prove to be inspirational,
We think you're just sensational, Mame!
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Title:

MAME

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:
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MANY GIFTS, ONE SPIRIT
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Title:

MANY GIFTS, ON

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

God of change and glory, God of time and space,
When we fear the future, give to us your grace.
In the midst of changing ways give us still the grace to praise.
Refrain:
Many gifts, one Spirit, one love known in many ways.
In our difference is blessing, from diversity we praise
One Giver, one Lord, one Spirit, one Word
Known in many ways, hallowing our days.
For the Giver, the for the gifts, praise, praise, praise!
God of many colors, God of many signs,
You have made us different, blessing many kinds.
As the old ways disappear, let your love cast out our fear.
Freshness of the morning, newness of each night,
You are still endless love and light.
This we see, as shadows part, many gifts from one great heart.
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MAPLEWOOD’S A PLACE FOR HERE AND NOW

Title:

MAPLEWOOD’S A

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Chorus:
This day is your day, this day is my day
From the Mt. Read Blvd. to the Driving Parkway
We’ll forge a vision of a new tomorrow,
Maplewood’s a place for her and now.
This land of Maplewood is steeped in history,
The Flower City, the Genesee Gateway,
With Eastman Kodak, old homes and parkways,
12 miracles came true for you and me.
Chorus
A cleaner streetway, our people growing,
In neighborly caring, education improving,
And the renewal of community living,
Is happening for us right here and now
Chorus
In ’76 we embrace community,
And the future of our possibilities,
And we strive to express our unity,
Involvement is here for you and me.
Chorus
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MARALINGA (RAINY LAND)
no trees stretching high

This is a rainy land

but this is a rainy land

this is a rainy land

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

no thunder in our sky
My name is Millipuddy

no trees stretching high

they captured me and roughly
washed me down

but this is a rainy land

then my child stopped kicking
My name is Yami Lester
I hear I talk I touch but I am blind
my story comes from darkness
listen to my story now unwind

then they took away my man to
town

he said

because the bible tells me so
First we heard two big bangs
we thought it was the great snake
digging holes

Speaker:
Type:

they said do you speak English?

I know that Jesus loves me I know

this is a rainy land

Tune:

I know that Jesus loves me I know
because the bible tells me so

Then we saw the big cloud

This is a rainy land

then the big black mist began to roll

this is a rainy land

this is a rainy land

no thunder in our sky

A strangeness on our skin

no trees stretching high
but this is a rainy land

a soreness in our eyes like weeping
fire
a pox upon our skin
a boulder on our backs all our lives
this is a rainy land

this is a rainy land
no thunder in our sky
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Title:

MARCH ONWARD

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Oh we awaken the human vision
March onward now to the cry of all history
Resurgent spirit is now emerging,
Giving form to the new community.
We are engagers of human caring.
March onward now in the task to set people free.
Local passion bursts forth in power.
Giving form to new possibility.
The world before us, the future open
March onward now to create the new century,
Human structures that forge a life style,
To give form and release new destiny.
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MARCHING AHEAD
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Title:

MARCHING AHEA

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Ride the Chariot

Speaker:
Type:

Chorus:
Marching ahead into history.
Standing tall in community.
Out of the dark, proclaiming the light.
Living the sign for all to be.
Are you ready Ivy city? O, yes!
Are you ready for the journey. O, yes!
Let's march into the future! O. yes!
We're marching all together.
and we're ready to go.
Are you ready my brothers? O, yes! . . .
Are you ready my sisters? O. yes! . . .
Are you ready my eiders? O, yes! . . .
Are you ready my children? O. yes! . . .
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MARCHING SONG OF LOCAL MAN
Now the heart of Local Man is
Being stirred within the toil
of the years of pain and struggle
Joys and fears and happiness
He is coming to the vision
of the free community
The new world dawning here.

Title:

MARCHING SONG

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Refrain:
Local Man shall rise again
Local Man shall rise again
Local Man shall rise again
For the humanness of all.

The Battle Hymn

Speaker:
Type:

Hear the cries of broken spirit and
the lack of moral man
See the apathy and brokenness
the bitterness and sham
Feel the agony, the hopelessness
the misery and the pain
As man becomes alive.

Comment:

Refrain
From this place we call forth energy
and power that lies within
As the corporate strength emerges
in each living local man
Heal the wounds of time and
free the spirit of the soul of man
For the dignity of all.
Refrain
Set the sign for all the world
To see the possibility
That is given you and me as those
Who care for all mankind
While we care for our community
We care for all the world
As man picks up his life.
Refrain
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MARCHING SONG OF THE IRON PEOPLE

Deep within the hearts of people charred by bitterness and pain,
By three hundred years of slavery, of injustice, fear and shame,
Burns the spark of human dignity which history will claim
As the destiny of all.

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

5th City

Keywords 3:

Human Develop

Tune:

The Battle Hymn

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

We're the people made of iron, (three times) for the dignity of all.
From the blackness of the West Side, now the spark bursts into flame,
Rushing outward from Fifth City, from Chicago whence it came,
Spreading forth to every city, every nation to proclaim The dignity of all.
We're the people made of iron, (three times) for the dignity of all.
See the vision of a life style stretch before the eyes of all,
From Brazil, to France, to China, from Zimbabwe to Nepal,
Where all people live in freedom, claim their power and their call,
Full humanness for all.
We're the people made of iron, (three times) for the dignity of all.
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MARIA

The most beautiful sound I ever
heard
Maria (4x)
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

All the beautiful sounds of the
world in a single word

Speaker:
Type:

Maria (6x)
Maria, I just met a girl named Maria
And suddenly that name
will never be the same to me
Maria, I just kissed a girl named
Maria,
And suddenly I’ve found how
wonderful a sound can be,
Maria, say it loud and there’s music
playing,
Say it soft and it is almost like
praying,
Maria, I never stop saying Maria,
Maria (9x), say it loud...
The most beautiful sound I ever heard,
Maria.
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MEAL RITUALS

Title:
Keywords 1:

MEAL RITUALS

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

MORNING:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
NOON:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
NIGHT:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Speaker:

L.	
  	
  
C.	
  	
  
L.	
  	
  
C	
  	
  

Praise	
  the	
  Lord,	
  Christ	
  is	
  risen!	
  
He	
  is	
  risen	
  indeed!	
  
Amen	
  
Amen	
  

L.	
  	
  
C.	
  	
  
L.	
  	
  
C.	
  	
  

In	
  the	
  begging	
  was	
  the	
  Word	
  
And	
  the	
  Word	
  was	
  with	
  God,	
  and	
  the	
  Word	
  was	
  God.	
  
Amen	
  
Amen	
  

L.	
  	
  
C.	
  	
  
L.	
  	
  
C.	
  	
  

Grace	
  be	
  unto	
  you	
  and	
  peace	
  
From	
  God	
  our	
  Father	
  and	
  the	
  Lord	
  Jesus	
  Christ	
  
Amen	
  
Amen	
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MEN OF FAITH

Title:
Keywords 1:

MEN OF FAITH

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Men of faith create tomorrow, men of faith live the Word.
Men of faith reduplicate the Deed, men of faith proclaim the Word.
Refrain:
March into the future, march! Dance over the dark abyss.
March into the future, march! Men of faith create the world.
Men of freedom live responsibly, men of freedom can decide,
Men of freedom dare obedience, men of freedom live their lives.
Men of God are solitary, men of God are lucid men.
Men of God are comprehensive, dying on behalf of all.
Men of faith, we start the journey, discipline our heart and mind.
When we hear the Cry, we start the march, saving God, the crimson line.
Comrades now, come join the battle, see the vision, hear the call.
Men of faith pass on your banners, leaders of the front ranks all.
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MEN OF THE SPIRIT
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Title:

MEN OF THE SPIR

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Meadowlands

Speaker:
Type:

Men of the Spirit, march on to build a new tomorrow,
Theirs is the will to will one thing and only,
Theirs is the joy, the godly sorrow.
Men of the Spirit are men of flesh and blood and iron,
Theirs is the war that's never won, but winning,
Theirs is the mission never done.
Men of the Spirit are black, tan. brown, white, red and yellow,
Theirs is the task to build the earth, the future,
Their lives are given for their fellow.
Men of the Spirit fight on and hold the common vision,
Theirs is not wealth nor status nor vainglory,
Theirs is not discord nor division.
Men of the Spirit march on to build a new tomorrow,
Theirs is the will to will one thing and only,
Theirs is the joy, the godly sorrow.
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MEN OF THE TAO
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Title:

MEN OF THE TAO

Keywords 1:

Winds of change are whirling round and round
And a new world dawns; let everyman take heed.
Winds of change are whirling round and round
And they call for all to risk the deed.
All the past is but a stepping stone
On man/s trek into this present day.
But the future cries for something more
Cries to all: Create the new way!
What shall be somehow depends on me
What I am, have been, and now decide to be.
And all men, of way, become my we
And this we becomes the larger me.
We, the way in time, have ever been
With our now, we march toward yet to be.
Ever on, to forge the ever new
For all men in all history.
What shall be somehow depends on me
And I’m the one with those upon the way.
Winds of change are whirling round and round
And a new world dawns; let everyman take heed.
Winds of change are whirling round and round
And they call for all to risk the deed.
All the past is but a stepping stone
On man/s trek into this present day.
But the future cries for something more
Cries to all: Create the new way!
Winds of change a re whirling round and round
And I choose with those upon the way.
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MINTE
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Title:

MINTE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Minte is Mystery,
Place of great waters
Mirror of majesty
Pool of creation.

Tune:

Minte is gaiety.
Bubbling with laughter
Passage through pain and shame
Into new future
Minte is memory
Season of plenty,
Roaming the wilderness,
To harvest is wisdom.
Minte is northern fire,
Starlit and somber,
High plain and icy wind
Long race to conquer.
Minte is charity,
Care and compassion.
Faithful community,
Welding its being.
Minte is global gilt.
Sharing uniqueness
Open to changing times
Gather new vision
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MIRACLES
Hear me out good citizens of Maplewood
While we’ve been sleeping
There’s crept into our city
Right beneath our very noses
A heretofore untold phenomena
Yes, that’s right folk
Right here, right here in Maplewood—
We’ve got MIRACLES, yes sir MIRACLES
With a capital DREAM that rhymes with TEAM
That stands for COMMUNITY
Do you see what I mean
You better believe
I mean, I mean
You better believe
We got MIRACLES
Look out there a Maplewood band
With trumpets, and twirlers, the finest in the land
And symbols and flags, and a big local man
Greeting every stranger, shaking every hand
And boundary signs welcoming everybody to an urban
Community for the future
And that’s not all
No sir, there’s more
Can’t you see the headlines of the media
And volumes of school curricula
Spelling out Maplewood, we love ya!
Oh we got MIRACLES, yes sir, MIRACLES
With a capital DREAM that rhymes with TEAM
That stands for COMMUNITY
And for the Spirit of ‘76
And every Yankee Doodle Dandee
We got a meeting, an old fashioned town meeting
To plan our future and shape our nation
To recreate a revolution
Yes sir, right here in Maplewood
I mean, I mean
You better believe
Gentle folk of Maplewood
Listen carefully
and watch for signs
do you hear people using words like “resurgence”, “forging the future”,
“grassroots”, “consensus”?
Are your ears caught by echoing choruses of song as you walk by local buildings?
Are your eyes mesmerized by a strange wheel with a maple leaf covering its (hub)
If so, if so
You’re beginning
You’re beginning to see possibility
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MON PAYS
Mon Pays, ce n’est pas un pays,
C’est l’hiver;
Mon jardin, ce n’est pas un jardin,
C’est la plaine;
Mon chemin, ce n’est pas un chemin,
C’est last neige;
Mon pays, ce n’est pas un pay,
C’est l’hiver.
Dans la blanche ce-re-mo-nie
Ou la neige au vent se marie,
Dans ce pays de pou-dre-rie
Mon pere a fait batir maison;
Et je m‘en vais etre fidele
A sa maniere, a son modele.
La chamber d’amis sera telle
Qu’on viendra des autres saisons
Pour se batir a cote d’elle.
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Type:

Comment:

De mon grand pays solitaire
Je crie avant que de me taire
A tous les homes de lat terre
Ma maison, c’est votre maison.
Entre mes quatre murs de glace
Je mets mon temps et mon espace
A preparer le fue, la place
Pour les humains de l’horizon,
Et les humains sont de ma race.
Mon pays, ce n’est pas un pays,
C’est l’hiver;
Mon jardin, ce n’est pas un jardin,
C’est la plaine;
Mon chemin, ce n’est pas un chemin,
C’est la neige;
Mon pays, ce n’est pas un pays,
C’est l’hiver.
Mon pays, ce n’est pas un pays,
C’est l’envers
D’un pays qui n’etait ni pays ni patrie
Ma chanson, ce n’est pas ma chanson,
C’est ma vie;
C’est pour toi que je veux posseder mes hivers.
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Ma maison, ce n’est pas ma maison,
C’est froidure;
Mon pays, ce n’est pas un pays,
C’est l’hiver.

MON PAYS
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MOON RIVER

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Moon river, wider than a mile
I'm crossing you in style some day
Oh, dream maker, you heart breaker
Wherever you're going, I'm going your way
Two drifters, off to see the world
There's such a lot of world to see
We're after the same rainbow's end, waiting, round the bend
My Huckleberry Friend, Moon River, and me
Moon river, wider than a mile
I'm crossing you in style some day
Oh, dream maker, you heart breaker
Wherever you're going, I'm going your way
Two drifters, off to see the world
There's such a lot of world to see
We're after that same rainbow's end, waiting, round the bend
My Huckleberry Friend, Moon River, and me
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MORE

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

More than the greatest love the world has known:
This is the love I'll give to you alone.
More than the simple words I try to say;
I only live to love you more each day.
More than you'll ever know, my arms long to hold you so,
My life will be in your keeping, waking, sleeping, laughing, weeping.
Longer than always is a long, long time,
But far beyond forever you'll be mine.
I know I never lived before and my heart is very sure
No one else could love you more.
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MORNING OF FREEDOM

Title:

MORNING OF FRE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Morning of freedom, final awareness, standing on nothing, groundlessly there.
Myself inventing, ever becoming, never completed, always undone.
All life is given, creatures of fortune, no one for blaming, never excused.
I am entrusted, history creating, offspring of Adam, measure of man.
Crossing the river, beyond the moral, all is permitted, only decide.
I am accepted, dearly beloved, endlessly chosen, serving all men.
Anchored securely, wholly united, warring gods fallen, painful relief.
My yoke is easy. Light is the burden, the day is coming, destiny won.
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MOVE IT—MOVE IT
Chorus:
Move it. Move it. Move it.
History approves it.
The times call you to do it
Today.
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Title:

MOVE IT—MOVE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

History's awaitin'
For you to start creatin'
The Cry's to build a brand new way.
We must get the stage set
For local man's engagement.
He can't wait another day.
Chorus

Keywords 3:

Phase One - You

Tune:

Theme song of Ra

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

It's time to catalyze
Put vision in his eyes
He waits . . . the Word his only need.
We can do the job now.
Methods give the know-how.
He'll rebuilt community.
Chorus
Global Demonstration
Requires participation
Of local wisdom and its care.
Local man shall rise
With vision in his eyes
For his and all communities.
Final Chorus
Coda.
Move it on, catalyze, implement, build the world!
Move it on, catalyze, move on!
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MOVING FOR THE WORLD
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Title:

MOVING FOR THE

Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

We’re	
  on	
  the	
  move,	
  in	
  the	
  hub	
  of	
  the	
  nation	
  
A	
  way	
  of	
  caring	
  with	
  new	
  determination	
  
The	
  cutting	
  edge	
  of	
  local	
  possibility	
  
To	
  help	
  ourselves	
  create	
  a	
  unity.	
  
Moving	
  the	
  world,	
  for	
  the	
  world	
  in	
  Ivy	
  City.	
  
	
  
With	
  half	
  the	
  people	
  twenty-‐five	
  and	
  under	
  
The	
  future	
  cries	
  for	
  vision,	
  plans	
  and	
  wonder	
  
We	
  see	
  the	
  need	
  for	
  elders,	
  youth	
  and	
  families	
  
To	
  join	
  together	
  in	
  building	
  Ivy	
  City	
  
Moving	
  the	
  world,	
  for	
  the	
  world	
  in	
  Ivy	
  City.	
  
	
  
Old	
  isolation	
  has	
  tried	
  to	
  destroy	
  us	
  
Determination	
  and	
  unity’s	
  absorbed	
  us	
  
We’re	
  self-‐dependent	
  with	
  creativity	
  
With	
  love	
  and	
  passion,	
  we’ll	
  all	
  care	
  corporately.	
  
Moving	
  the	
  world,	
  for	
  the	
  world	
  in	
  Ivy	
  City.	
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MUNDO UNIDO ESTA POR NACER

Title:

MUNDO UNIDO E

Keywords 1:

Refran:

Pues, crean, es hora ya,
El mundo deseoso esta,
Conjunto se forjará un nuevo
vivir,
Un gran despertar,
Un nuevo andar;
Mundo unido
Esta por nacer!
Es facil reconocer
La forma de como hacer,
Mas tiran nuestros ,t emores de
ansiedad,
Nos halan para atras,
Impiden ir al compás
Del mundo unido
Qu'esta por nacer.
Escuche y oira
El dia s'aclarara
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Tune:
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MURRIN BRIDGE
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Title:

MURRIN BRIDGE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Here by the Lachlan
Surrounded by trees
Close to the center
Lying far from the seas
We'll build a future

Tune:

Mull of Kintyre

Speaker:
Type:

We’ve come to foresee
And we build on a past
Our people's heritace.

Comment:

Refrain.
Murrin Bridge
We're singing to your people
Oh, Murrin Bridge
We're dreaming your future
Oh, Murrin Bridge
Past strengths to drawn from
With resources strop.
Dreaming through planning
Our future we own.
Building for people
In shadows too 1ong.
Bringing forth a new dreaming
As we move along.
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MUST JESUS BEAR THE CROSS ALONE

Title:

MUST JESUS BEAR

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

Must Jesus bear this cross alone
And all this world go free?
There's the cross for everyone
And the the cross for me

Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Speaker:

Amazing grace, how sweet, how sweet it all sounds
I know, You saved, You saved the rich like me
Then I was once lost but know I now that I'm found
I was blind but now I know that I can see
Not alone, not alone, not alone
No Jesus cannot bear this cross alone
There's the cross for everyone and the cross for me
I came to my Jesus just as, just as I was
I was weary, I was wounded and sad
But I know that I found in Him a resting, a resting place
And now, right now my heart, my heart feel bad, oh, Lord
Not alone, not alone, not alone
No, not alone, oh, Jesus, not alone
no not alone, I know, the world go free
There's the cross for everyone and I know, the cross for me
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MY BLUE HEAVEN
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

When whipporwills call,
And evening is nigh,
I'll hurry to my blue heaven.

Comment:

A turn to the right,
A little white light
Will lead you to my blue heaven
You'll see a smiling face,
A fireplace, a cozy room,
A little nest, that's nestled
Where the roses bloom.
Just Molly and me,
And baby makes three,
We're happy in my blue heaven.
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MY CONSUMMATION

Life beckons me to wonder and humility, to journey into deep reality.
To live fore'er within the realm of mystery, forever bound in aweful ecstasy.
Apostasy, the doubt that comes as certainty. I'm seized by dread and vanquished.
hopelessly.
And I submit to given, fearful history. This perfect love transforms the wonder that is me.
Life beckons me to freedom and lucidity, to be the self that shapes futurity
To bear the weight of painful. conscious rhapsody, inventing all that I am doomed to be.
Morality beyond my own integrity, I stand amidst my fate and destiny,
And I must ever, always. my own conscience be. That final judgment dreads the wonder
that is me.
Life beckons me to service for humanity, to spend my life as solidarity.
To be the burdened one, with man's dark tragedy, this suffering world compels my
sympathy.
Humanity, my sole responsibility. The past, the future are for all, I see,
And I am called beyond my possibility. This awe-full gift flows through the wonder that
is me.
Life beckons me to live complete and joyously, to dwell in showers of blessing,
ceaselessly.
To peace that comes from dreadful mystery, in realms of wonder, I will ever be.
Tranquillity, no burden, no hostility. I live in strange, unseen community.
And death and I do now embrace, eternally: My consummation, 'tis the wonder that is
me.
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MY HOPE IS BUILT ON NOTHING LESS

Title:

MY HOPE IS BUIL

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

My hope is built on nothing less
Than Jesus’ blood and righteousness;
I dare not trust the sweetest frame,
But wholly lean on Jesus’ name.

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

When darkness seems to veil His face,
I rest on His unchanging grace;
In every high and stormy gale
My anchor holds within the veil.
His oath His covenant and blood
Support me in the ‘whelming flood:
When all around my soul gives way,
He then is all my hope and stay.
On Christ the solid rock I stand;
All other ground is sinking sand.
On Christ the solid rock I stand,
All other ground is sinking sand.
When the last trumpet’s voice shall sound,
O may I then in him be found.
Clothed in his righteousness alone,
Faultless to stand before his throne.
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MY LORD WHAT A MORNING

Title:
Keywords 1:

MY LORD WHAT A

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Refrain:
My Lord, what a morning (3 times)
When the stars begin to fall.
You'll hear that trumpet sound to wake the nations underground;
Looking to my God's right hand, when the stars begin to fall.
You'll hear the sinners mourn . . .
You'll hear the Christians shout . . .
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MY SECRET LOVE

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Once I had a secret love, that lived within the heart of me,
All too soon my secret love became impatient to be free.
So I told a friendly star the way that dreamers often do.
Just how wonderful you are and why I'm so in love with you.
Now I shout it from the highest hill, even told the golden daffodil
At last my heart's an open door, and my secret love's no secret anymore.
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MYSTERY

Title:

MYSTERY

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

Yesterday

Speaker:
Type:

Mystery,	
  I	
  see	
  death	
  as	
  my	
  reality;	
  everything	
  is	
  now	
  absurdity—I’m	
  helpless,	
  stunned	
  by	
  Mystery.	
  
Suddenly,	
  pulled	
  apart,	
  I	
  cry	
  unceasingly;	
  there’s	
  no	
  chance	
  to	
  win	
  nor	
  place	
  to	
  flee—	
  
All	
  is	
  known	
  by	
  Mystery.	
  
	
  
In	
  my	
  deeps	
  I	
  feel	
  a	
  new	
  power,	
  intensity;	
  my	
  whole	
  past’s	
  recast,	
  and	
  I’m	
  now	
  a	
  different	
  me.	
  
This	
  feast	
  unsettles	
  me’	
  and	
  in	
  doubt	
  I	
  say	
  it	
  cannot	
  be;	
  then	
  while	
  lonely,	
  yearning	
  endlessly	
  
My	
  life	
  submits	
  to	
  Mystery.’	
  
	
  
Mystery	
  floods	
  me	
  with	
  my	
  own	
  futility,	
  as	
  I	
  see	
  in	
  life’s	
  mundanity	
  the	
  dreadful	
  presence	
  constantly.	
  
I	
  can’t	
  flee	
  everywhere	
  my	
  life’s	
  exposed	
  to	
  me;	
  I	
  am	
  haunted,	
  hounded	
  endlessly—	
  
My	
  guilt’s	
  known	
  by	
  the	
  Mystery.	
  
	
  
Then	
  my	
  crippled	
  kegs	
  start	
  to	
  dance,	
  I’m	
  fancy	
  free;	
  blinding	
  light—a	
  voice—	
  says	
  the	
  	
  
promised	
  land’s	
  for	
  me.	
  
Yet	
  giants	
  there	
  I	
  see.	
  	
  Life’s	
  cruel	
  joke	
  has	
  disillusioned	
  me.	
  	
  Wounded	
  in	
  my	
  life	
  eternally—	
  
Enraptured	
  with	
  the	
  Mystery.	
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NAM WAI
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Title:

NAM WAI

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Nam Wai: I saw you standing alone,
With many dreams of the past
Because the future's unknown.

Comment:

Nam Wai, you knew just what you were called for
We saw you building a plan for
A world you really could care for.
And then there suddenly appeared before me
A sign for everyone on earth to see
I heard somebody whisper: "Come and join me."
And what came forth was new community.
Nam Wai, the future now is your own,
Your dreams renewed from the past,
New seeds of history are sown.
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NAM WAI MARCHING SONG

Title:

NAM WAI MARCH

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Nan wie chun, hakka chun.
Chun chi lei da goo leung mei yau san yah.
Chun chi lei da sin len chon yau jeung.
Ah - - - - - - - -, Ah - - - - - - .
Dai Jair ye jee lau lie, tung sam yau chun sip li.
Ba cheung yun yun yeung jan, Dj yut yi yi sui san.
San chun sui sui, si wai tau yuen.
Goo leung woo la siu len kwai siu jin chun.
Chai ba wah mun nan wei lok yuen chau.
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NATIONAL ANTHEM (KENYA)
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

O	
  God	
  of	
  all	
  creation	
  
Bless	
  this	
  our	
  land	
  and	
  nation	
  
Justice	
  be	
  our	
  shield	
  and	
  defender	
  
May	
  we	
  dwell	
  in	
  unity	
  
Peace	
  and	
  liberty	
  
Plenty	
  be	
  found	
  within	
  our	
  borders.	
  
	
  
Let	
  one	
  and	
  all	
  arise	
  
With	
  hearts	
  both	
  strong	
  and	
  true	
  
Service	
  be	
  our	
  earnest	
  endeavor	
  
And	
  our	
  homeland	
  of	
  Kenya	
  
Heritage	
  of	
  splendor	
  
Firm	
  may	
  we	
  stand	
  to	
  defend.	
  
	
  
Let	
  all	
  with	
  one	
  accord	
  
In	
  common	
  bond	
  united	
  
Build	
  this	
  our	
  nation	
  together	
  
And	
  the	
  glory	
  of	
  Kenya	
  
The	
  fruit	
  of	
  our	
  labour	
  
Fill	
  every	
  heart	
  with	
  thanksgiving.	
  

Type:
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NEVER GONNA HAVE THAT CHANCE AGAIN

Title:

NEVER GONNA H

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Sustainability (n

Tune:

Hello Dolly

Speaker:

We were a searching people
And a zestful people
And we came from many lands
across the sea.
We were merchants and farmers.
We were slaves and charmers
And we dared to face the struggle
individually
But we got up one morning,
Saw a new world dawning
After night and “I” were left there
All alone.
He saw his brother, and
She saw her sister, and
We saw the oneness of us all

And now we move forward
To that unknown future
Which depends on what
We all decide to do
We have our hopes ready
And our task waiting
And it's our responsibility
To bring it through.
And this calls forth courage
To accept challenge
And produce a revolutionary way
Stand up and be counted,
The world's on your shoulders,
Never gonna have that chance again.
Never gonna have that chance again.
Never gonna have that chance again,
OK.
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NEVERTHELESS
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Title:

NEVERTHELESS

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Maybe I'm right and maybe I'm wrong,
Maybe I'm weak and maybe I'm strong,
But nevertheless I'm in love with you.
Maybe I'll win and maybe I'll lose,
Maybe I'm in for crying the blues,
But nevertheless I'm in love with you.
Somehow I know at a glance the terrible chances I'm taking;
Fine at the start. then left with a heart that is breaking.
May I'll live a life of regret,
Maybe I'll give much more than I get,
But nevertheless I'm in love with you.
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NEW CARE IN THE FORMING

Title:

NEW CARE IN THE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Everybody talks about a new care in the forming,
New care in the forming so they say.
I myself don't talk about a new care in the forming,
New care in the forming has its way.
So I can feel a new tomorrow coming on,
And I know we will have to move along.
Everybody talks about a new care in the forming,
New care in the forming takes a song.
I know a land that's been the home of care since it was started,
The land of local rugged spirit strong.
A land whose passions swirl and swell the joy of life imparted;
For then or now the new way ever comes.
So when we feel a new tomorrow coming on,
When we dance our hearts will sing along in song.
Everybody talks about a new care in the forming,
New care in the forming takes a song.
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NEW CASTLE COMMUNITY
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Title:

NEW CASTLE COM

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Oh, we're off to build New Castle.
New Castle Community
The style, the style, the style, the style, the style of human being.
Chorus:
Forever we stand as Iron Men,
We build to demonstrate the sign,
The Possibility of all is here—
We're given the chance to change the world.
Oh, we're off to build New Castle.
New Castle Community
Envision, envision, envision, envision, envision community.
Chorus
Oh, we're off to build New Castle.
New Castle Community
Create, create, create, create, creating community.
Chorus:
Oh, we're off to build New Castle.
New Castle Community
To be, to be, to be, to be New Castle Community
Chorus
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NEW COMMUNITIES
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Title:

NEW COMMUNITI

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

From an age of the dawn, a people journeyed on
Till a sail broke the skyline and a new age was born,
Then all those chained and bold, or fevered for the gold
Sought to struggle with a new community.
Refrain:
We're building new communities where everyone can share
All the gifts that belong to each one everywhere;
And we know you will find, that care is the sign
As we live in our new communities.
In a land vast and green with great new industries
Bringing folk from the old lands with their great diversity
You may sense you're alone when struggling on your own
But together we will build community.
Refrain
There's a future open wide, with hope on every side
For a new day is dawning, it is soon to arrive
And together we will strive to keep that hope alive
As we live in a new community.
Refrain (Repeat last two lines)
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Title:

NEW COMMUNITY

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Sustainability (n

Tune:

Won’t You Play a

Speaker:
Type:

I believe that life is mystery,
Filled with possibility.
Toil and tears and creativity
Building new community

Comment:

A new society's rising
And it's not so surprising
If you're looking around.
Just put your ear to the ground
You'll hear a heavenly sound.
New human images spinning,
And the villages winning;
So believe what you see.
Why don't you listen to me?
We're new community-bound!
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NEW HEAVEN AND A NEW EARTH, A

Title:
Keywords 1:

NEW HEAVEN AND
Secular - Other

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Transparency

Tune:

Who knows why the star lights the planet
Why creation stretches in vastness
Why so small a creature as I am
Meets and feels the wonder of man

Speaker:
Type:

Who knows what the wind whispers softly
What the land recalls from life’s dawning
What life’s goodness bids us now to choose
What new thing we’re given to do
Who knows where the earth greets the rainbow
Where the river beckons to go
Where the road will lead us to enter
A new way that seeks no return
Who knows how the eagle wing soars so
How the mountain moves upon order
How the serpent laughs with the white dove
Bringing forth new beings filled with love
Who knows when the waves kiss the shore line
When sand castles shift to the sea
When new footprints christen the strange birth
Of a new heaven and new earth
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NEW JERUSALEM
Three hundred people spoke in tongues
With flames above their heads
The Holy Ghost descended there
The Emerging Church they led.
Refrain:
There is a camp in New Orleans
Called New Jerusalem
A place of emerging spirit men.
O Lord, I know I'm one.
Bread and wine they feasted on
They lived in corporateness
Rehearsed the story of their lives
And danced their brokenness.
Refrain
Paul did journey far abroad
Through trials and misery
And though he shipwrecked on the shore
He praised the Mystery.
Refrain
Across the globe they spread the Word
Of death and victory.
Worked wonder through the glorious name
Of the Man from Galilee.
Refrain
The blinding vision fills the eyes
Of global men dispersed
The open future now proclaimed:
New Heaven and New Earth.
Refrain
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NEW JERUSALEM

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:
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NEW MAPLEWOOD
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Title:

NEW MAPLEWOO

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

My Favorite Thi

Speaker:
Type:

Streets that are tree-lined
and parks that are grassy,
Wisdom of elders and kids that are sassy;
Good schools, and small shops,
and Kodak that clicks,
River and Rose Garden—a lovely mix!

Comment:

Working together the future we plan,
Pooling resources, create a new man.
We’re out pioneering for all of man’s good;
This is our vision of New Maplewood.
So you’re wondering
What can you do
In this complex time?
We only can point to the caring that’s here
That’s done for a global sign!
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NEW SERVANTHOOD EVERYWHERE

Title:

NEW SERVANTHOO

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Encourage him to stand.
Awaken local man.
Before the miracles a-bursting forth in every land,
You'll see, he's free, to dialogue with history.
His name, he'll claim, in forging a new destiny.
Engage all those who care, Who come from everywhere.
And give their passion and their talent to the task they dare.
To do, with you, these folks see a job to do,
They'll stand, this band,
They're claiming that the Earth's brand new!
You'll see the servant-tin It's like the bells that ring
Across the mountains and the valleys as the whole world sings:
"We're free, to be, the shapers of society,
It's you and me who build the new community!"
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NEW WORLD COMING

Title:

NEW WORLD COM

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

New World Coming
The Mamas & The Papas

Speaker:
Type:

There's a New World Coming
And it's just around the bend
There's a new world coming
This one's coming to an end
There's a new voice calling
You can hear it if you try
And it's growing stronger
With each day that passes by
There's a brand new morning
Rising clear and sweet and free
There's a new day dawning
That belongs to you and me
Yes a new world's coming
The one we've had visions of
Coming in peace, coming in joy, coming in love.	
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Title:
Keywords 1:

NEW WORLD LUL

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Phase One - You

Peter Pan Lullab

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

New World child
Rainbow Warrior
Rest a while ‘til break of day
One, close your eyes and
Two, go to sleep and
Three, wake to build the earth
Endlessly, endlessly
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

We are in a New World now
We never can go back
Our eyes have seen a thousand years
Our mind has bridged the gap.
And here we stand, we hear the Cry,
Creation surging on.
Our hearts beat wildly and sigh
No thing to lean upon.

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

We are in a New World now.
The light still blinds our eyes.
We weep and soar and shout aloud.
We dance between two pyres.
Like clowns who merge with time and space
Who run and jump and fall.
We beckon to the endless race.
We play the fool for all.
We are in a New World now
No longer is it hidden
We struggle to create the edge
Our local passion given
We were born to build the earth
Our lives consumed with praise
Gazing straight with open eyes
The phoenix does arise.
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NEW YORK AREA SONG 1974

Title:

NEW YORK AREA

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Chorus:	
  
	
  
New	
  York	
  Area	
  keep	
  it	
  up	
  
Hold	
  the	
  nation’s	
  history	
  
Pittsburg,	
  Boston,	
  Philly,	
  D.C.,	
  
Rochester,	
  New	
  York	
  City.	
  
	
  
	
  
Sustainer	
  of	
  the	
  day	
  at	
  hand	
  
The	
  global	
  corporation	
  
The	
  money’s	
  here	
  –	
  the	
  mean’s	
  are	
  here	
  
New	
  York	
  supports	
  the	
  nation.	
  
(Chorus)	
  
	
  
Rooted	
  in	
  the	
  colonies	
  
Came	
  the	
  cry	
  for	
  freedom	
  
Formed	
  into	
  a	
  vehicle	
  
Bring	
  order	
  to	
  the	
  nation.	
  
(Chorus)	
  
	
  
Streaming	
  from	
  across	
  the	
  world	
  
To	
  the	
  riches	
  of	
  New	
  England	
  
Into	
  factories,	
  mill,	
  and	
  colleges	
  
Creating	
  the	
  New	
  World	
  culture	
  
	
  
Last	
  Chorus:	
  
	
  
New	
  York	
  Area	
  keep	
  it	
  up	
  
Create	
  the	
  Global	
  Future	
  
Pittsburg,	
  Boston,	
  Philly,	
  D.C.,	
  
Rochester,	
  New	
  York	
  City.	
  
	
  

Tune:
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NEW YORK AREA-PARISH SONG 1974

Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Give	
  my	
  regards	
  to	
  Broadway,	
  
The	
  only	
  place	
  to	
  be	
  alive.	
  
One	
  hundred	
  tenth	
  on	
  down	
  to	
  ninety-‐sixth	
  
We	
  call	
  it	
  Upper	
  West	
  Five.	
  
Passion-‐filled	
  life	
  expended,	
  
Intended	
  to	
  raise	
  up	
  a	
  sign,	
  
Gather	
  now,	
  troops,	
  to	
  start	
  the	
  march,	
  
See	
  it	
  done	
  for	
  all	
  mankind.	
  
	
  
Oh,	
  how	
  we	
  love	
  you,	
  Broadway,	
  
You’re	
  everything	
  a	
  town	
  could	
  want.	
  
Life	
  bubbling	
  over,	
  vibrant	
  atmosphere	
  
You’re	
  standing	
  there	
  out	
  front.	
  
Lead	
  everyone	
  in	
  building	
  
That	
  global	
  new	
  society.	
  
We’ll	
  create	
  the	
  new	
  humanness	
  
Broadway,	
  now	
  it’s	
  you	
  and	
  me.	
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Title:

NIGHT AND DAY

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Night and day, you are the one,
Only you beneath the moon and under the sun,
Whether near to me or far, it's no matter. Darling, where you are
I think of you—night and day.
Day and night, why is it so
That this longing for you follows wherever I go?
In the roaring traffic boom, in the silence of my lonely room
I think of you—night and day.
Night and day, under the hide of me,
There's an oh! such a hungry yearning burning inside of me;
And its torment won't be through
'Til you let me spend my life making love to vou
Day and night, night and day.
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NO ONE IS ALONE

Title:

NO ONE IS ALON

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

MUSIC A
Mother cannot guide you,
Now you’re on your own,
Only me beside you
Still you’re not alone,
No one is along—truly—
No one is alone.
Sometimes people leave you
Halfway through the wood
Others may deceive you
You decide what’s good,
You decide alone
But no one is alone.
Mother isn’t here now
Who knows what she’d say
Nothing’s quite so clear now
You feel you’ve lost your way
You are not along—believe me—
No one is alone—truly—

MUSIC B
People make mistakes,
Fathers, mothers,
People make mistakes
Holding to their own,
Thinking they’re alone.
Honor the mistakes
Everybody makes.
One another’s
Terrible mistakes. . .
Witches can be right
Giants can be good
You decide what’s right
You decide what’s good. . .

You move just a finger
Say the slightest word
Something’s bound to linger,
Be heard,
No one acts alone (be careful)
No one is alone
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MUSIC A
(Just remember)
Someone is on your side
Someone else is not
While we’re seeing our side
Maybe we forgot
They are not along
No one is alone.
Hard to see the light now
Just don’t let it go
Things will come out right now
We can make it so!
(MUSIC ENDING)
Someone is on your side. . .

Tune:
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Title:
Keywords 1:

No se puede sepultar la luz,
no se puede sepultar la vida,
no se puede sepultar a un pueblo
que busca la libertad.
Como estrellas siempre brillarán,
porque aun muertos seguirán viviendo,
porque el pueblo nace cada día,
caminante de la verdad.

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Cantarán por los caminos y su voz resonará
a lo largo de toda la historia
como un eco que siempre se oirá;
a lo largo de toda la historia,
desafío que no acabara.
No podrán amordazar su voz
porque es fuerte el grito de los hombres
que se unen como un arcoiris
en abrazo de mar a mar.
Y si no, las piedras gritarán
la invencible causa de los pobres,
la esperanza de una tierra justa,
que amanece con ansiedad.
No es posible detener el sol,
no es posible controlar el viento,
no es posible aprisionar al rio,
Torrente del ancho mar.
Portque el viento sopla aquíy allá,
porque el fuego quema las montañas,
porque el rio arrasa las quebradas,
camion de un mas allá.
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NORTE QUARTIER
Refrain:
Riviere-des-Prairies, halte-la
Riviere-des-Prairies, on verra,
Ah, ah, ah,
Riviere-des-Prairies, halte-la
Je me mets a t’aimer
On est parti le coeur leger
Pour batir un pays
En s’approchant de la terre ferme
On se sentit conquis
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Par les colons et les fermiers
Notre quartier est ne
Les vacanciers, les ouvriers
Vivent sa tranquillite

Comment:

Pres du clocher, remplis de foi
Ils vivaient tou en paix
Fideles au Christ et pleins d’espoir
Ne pensaient qu’au devoir
Nid de verdure, refuge sur
Pour la paix du foyer
Families unies, enfants nombreaux
Image de gens heureux
C’est cette riviere pollues
Que nous voulons changer
Un centre d’achats plus rapproche
C’est tout e’qu’on a demende
Qui nous serons dans ce quartier
Reve depuis longtemps
L’entraide des gens, leur amitie
Seront ieurs comandements
Des arenas et des boulevards
Ca oui nous en aurons
Plus d’industries et plus de transports
C’est ca que nous voulons!
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NORTH AMERICA STAND
It's by far the hardest thing we've ever done
To say how among the many we are one.
Chorus:
North America, stand.
There's a spotlight on the land
All the way from Hudson Bay to Mexico.
Be the care you can be
So this broken world will see
That we're ready and we want the world to know.
We're gonna tell the story
Of all the things we've seen,
Victories we've won or lost
In the places where we've been
Building for the future
Together stand as one,
A continent of deep resolve
To make this earth our home.
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Title:

NORTH AMERICA

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

We're gonna beckon all the people,
Gonna find the ones who'll stand
And be the ones who give their lives
To build a mighty land.
A neighbourhood of nations
Of strength and wealth untold,
We're gonna call the people out
And send them to the globe.
We're gonna be a new creation,
Gonna sing a brand new song,
Old Glory and the Maple Leaf
A quarter-billion strong
The countries of this planet
All share its destiny,
And each one shares its gifts
To build a global unity.
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NORTHSIDE COMMUNITY SONG

Title:

NORTHSIDE COMM

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Take me out to Omaha,
Take me out to the North Side,
Show me the parks and the rivsr
view
Don’t care if we never leave here!

So to let’s root toot toot for the
Northside
For it's tho place to lilvej
So let sing, sing, yell and shout
For the old Northside
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NORTHSIDE IS A WONDERFUL PLACE

Title:

NORTHSIDE IS A W

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Omaha is a wonderful place, the
Northside's where we live;
Omaha is a wonderful place, the
Northsid’s where we live.
So sing all you people, life is here
to love;
So sing all you people, life is here
to live.

Omaha is a wondorful place, the
Northside’s where we live;
Omaha is a wondorful place, the
Northside’s where we live;
The Northside’s where we live, the
Northside’s where we live--YEAH
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NORTHSIDE MARCHING SONG

Title:

NORTHSIDE MARC

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

O, when Northside was notified
To take its place both far and wide
To preserve its early history
And all cultures of Northside

Comment:

O, When Northside takes up the stride
To build a new community
To pave the way is our struggle
To create our unity.
And then Northside will come alive
When all together now we strive
With interchange of all our cultures
New Northside has come alive!
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NOW THANK WE ALL OUR GOD

Title:
Keywords 1:

NOW THANK WE A

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Now thank we all our God with heart and hands and voices.
Who wondrous things hath done, in whom His world rejoices;
Who, from our mother's arms hath blessed us on our way
With countless gifts of love, and still is ours today.
O may this bounteous God through all our life be near us.
With ever joyful hearts and blessed peace to cheer us;
And keep us in this grace, and guide us when perplexed.
And free us from all ills in this world and the next.
All praise and thanks to God the Father now be given,
The Son, and Him who reigns with them in highest heaven;
The one eternal God, whom earth and heaven adore:
For thus it was, is now, and shall be evermore.
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NOW WE WILL LIVE
There are people of the water, there are people of the sand.
There are people raised beneath the golden sun.
There are children of the forest, there are children of the plain.
And they cry out through the universe, their voices raised as one—
Refrain:
"Now we will live, now we will grow
Now we will be, now we will show
That we can share all we can give
Now we will be, now we will live."
Have you gazed upon the vision of a people filled with care?
Have you seen the many miracles come true?
Have you heard the people's story of their town transformed by care?
Telling tales of new found glory, of destiny renewed!
Refrain:
Interlude
For the worker and the warrior, and the dreamer and the sage
For the native and the wanderer alone.
For the maker and the user and the mother and the son
We are all one human family, upon a human globe.
We are standing all together face to face and arm in arm.
We are standing on a threshold of a dream.
No more hunger, no more suff'ring, no more wasting life away.
Claimed by only local people who decide their time has come.
Refrain:
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I Want to Live
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NSV JOURNEY SONG

	
  

Born	
  in	
  plenty	
  
Raised	
  up	
  blind,	
  
All	
  turned	
  hollow	
  
Something	
  there	
  was	
  wrong.	
  
Human	
  suffering	
  
Over	
  all	
  the	
  world.	
  
Three	
  billion	
  people	
  	
  
Die	
  and	
  never	
  live.	
  
	
  
Refrain:	
  
All	
  the	
  Earth	
  
Belongs	
  to	
  all.	
  
That’s	
  the	
  vision,	
  
That’s	
  the	
  call.	
  
Local	
  man	
  
Shall	
  rise	
  again.	
  
To	
  build	
  the	
  earth,	
  
The	
  common	
  earth	
  
	
  
Joined	
  the	
  rebels,	
  
Lost	
  the	
  past,	
  
Saw	
  destruction,	
  
Nothing	
  really	
  changed.	
  
Human	
  suffering	
  
Over	
  all	
  the	
  world.	
  
Three	
  billion	
  people	
  	
  
Die	
  and	
  never	
  live.	
  
	
  
Then	
  a	
  stranger	
  
Loved	
  by	
  none,	
  
All	
  was	
  gone,	
  
Every	
  hope	
  had	
  died.	
  
Human	
  suffering	
  
Over	
  all	
  the	
  world.	
  
Three	
  billion	
  people	
  	
  
Die	
  and	
  never	
  live.	
  
	
  

Title:

NSV JOURNEY S

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:
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Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

At	
  the	
  center,	
  
Awful	
  calm,	
  
Born	
  of	
  spirit,	
  
Then	
  my	
  life	
  was	
  gone.	
  
Human	
  suffering	
  
Over	
  all	
  the	
  world.	
  
Three	
  billion	
  people	
  	
  
Die	
  and	
  never	
  live.	
  
	
  
From	
  the	
  center,	
  
We	
  shall	
  stand,	
  
In	
  every	
  nation,	
  
Throughout	
  every	
  land.	
  
Human	
  suffering	
  
Over	
  all	
  the	
  world.	
  
Three	
  billion	
  people	
  	
  
Die	
  and	
  never	
  live.	
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NUESTRO NUEVO ASHERTON

Title:

NUESTRO NUEVO

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Venimos hoy a trabajar
Y a compartir nuestras ideas.
Ideas qué necesitamos
para un futuro nuevo.
Coro:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Ay Ay Ay Ay Qué Alegría tenemos!
Estar aquí reuní y trabajando
pa’ mejorarnos.
Muchas cosas buenas pueden
pasar aquí si queremos
Si seguimos compartiendo
nuestra labor. nuestras ideas
A todos se les pide que
tengan fe y muchos deseos
Pa’ ver un nuevo Asherton
donde crecerán nuestros hijos
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O COME, O COME EMMANUEL
O	
  come,	
  O	
  come,	
  Emmanuel,	
  
and	
  ransom	
  captive	
  Israel,	
  
that	
  mourns	
  in	
  lonely	
  exile	
  here	
  
until	
  the	
  Son	
  of	
  God	
  appear.	
  
Refrain:	
  
Rejoice!	
  Rejoice!	
  
Emmanuel	
  shall	
  come	
  to	
  thee,	
  O	
  Israel.	
  
	
  
O	
  come,	
  thou	
  Wisdom	
  from	
  on	
  high,	
  
who	
  orderest	
  all	
  things	
  mightily;	
  
to	
  us	
  the	
  path	
  of	
  knowledge	
  show,	
  
and	
  teach	
  us	
  in	
  her	
  ways	
  to	
  go.	
  Refrain	
  
	
  
O	
  come,	
  thou	
  Rod	
  of	
  Jesse,	
  free	
  
thine	
  own	
  from	
  Satan's	
  tyranny;	
  
from	
  depths	
  of	
  hell	
  thy	
  people	
  save,	
  
and	
  give	
  them	
  victory	
  over	
  the	
  grave.	
  Refrain	
  
	
  
O	
  come,	
  thou	
  Dayspring,	
  come	
  and	
  cheer	
  
our	
  spirits	
  by	
  thine	
  advent	
  here;	
  
disperse	
  the	
  gloomy	
  clouds	
  of	
  night,	
  
and	
  death's	
  dark	
  shadows	
  put	
  to	
  flight.	
  Refrain	
  
	
  
O	
  come,	
  thou	
  Key	
  of	
  David,	
  come,	
  
and	
  open	
  wide	
  our	
  heavenly	
  home;	
  
make	
  safe	
  the	
  way	
  that	
  leads	
  on	
  high,	
  
and	
  close	
  the	
  path	
  to	
  misery.	
  Refrain	
  
	
  
O	
  come,	
  O	
  come,	
  great	
  Lord	
  of	
  might,	
  
who	
  to	
  thy	
  tribes	
  on	
  Sinai's	
  height	
  
in	
  ancient	
  times	
  once	
  gave	
  the	
  law	
  
in	
  cloud	
  and	
  majesty	
  and	
  awe.	
  Refrain	
  
	
  
O	
  come,	
  thou	
  Root	
  of	
  Jesse's	
  tree,	
  
an	
  ensign	
  of	
  thy	
  people	
  be;	
  
before	
  thee	
  rulers	
  silent	
  fall;	
  
all	
  peoples	
  on	
  thy	
  mercy	
  call.	
  Refrain	
  
	
  
O	
  come,	
  Desire	
  of	
  nations,	
  bind	
  
in	
  one	
  the	
  hearts	
  of	
  all	
  mankind;	
  
bid	
  thou	
  our	
  sad	
  divisions	
  cease,	
  
and	
  be	
  thyself	
  our	
  King	
  of	
  Peace.	
  Refrain	
  
	
  
O	
  come,	
  O	
  come,	
  Emmanuel,	
  
and	
  ransom	
  captive	
  Israel,	
  
that	
  mourns	
  in	
  lonely	
  exile	
  here	
  
until	
  the	
  Son	
  of	
  God	
  appear.	
  Refrain	
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O FOR A THOUSAND TOUNGS
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O for a thousand tongues to sing my great Redeemer's praise,
The glories of my God and King, the triumphs of His grace!
My gracious Master and my God, assist me to proclaim,
To spread through all the earth abroad the honor of Thy name.
He breaks the power of canceled sin, He sets the prisoner free;
His blood can make the foulest clean; His blood availed for me.
He speaks and listening to His voice, new life the dead receive
The mournful, broken hearts rejoice, the humble poor believe.
Hear Him, ye deaf; His praise, ye dumb, your loosened tongues employ.
Ye blind, behold your Saviour come, and leap, ye lame, for joy.
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O God, our help in ages past, our hope for years to come,
Our shelter from the stormy blast and our eternal home!
Under the shadow of thy throne still may we dwell secure;
Sufficient is shine arm alone, and our defense is sure.
,
Before the hills in order stood, or earth received her frame,
From everlasting thou art God, to endless years the same.
A thousand ages, in thy sight, are like an evening gone;
Short as the watch that ends the night, before the rising sun.
Time, like an ever rolling stream, bears all its sons away;
They fly forgotten, as a dream dies at the opening day.
O God, our help in ages past, our hope for years to come;
Be thou our guide while life shall last, and our eternal home!
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O LITTLE TOWN OF BETHLEHEM

Title:
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O little town of Bethlehem, how still we see thee lie!
Above thy deep and dreamless sleep the silent stars go by.
Yet in thy dark streets shineth the everlasting Light;
The hopes and fears of all the years are met in thee tonight.
For Christ is born of Mary, and gathered all above,
While mortals sleep, the angels keep their watch of wondering love.
O morning stars together, proclaim the holy birth,
And praises sing to God the King, and peace to men on earth!
How silently, how silently, the wondrous Gift is giv’n;
So God imparts to human hearts the blessings of His Heav’n.
No ear may hear His coming, but in this world of sin,
Where meek souls will receive Him still, the dear Christ enters in.
Where children pure and happy pray to the blessèd Child,
Where misery cries out to Thee, Son of the mother mild;
Where charity stands watching and faith holds wide the door,
The dark night wakes, the glory breaks, and Christmas comes once more.
O holy Child of Bethlehem, descend to us, we pray;
Cast out our sin, and enter in, be born in us today.
We hear the Christmas angels the great glad tidings tell;
O come to us, abide with us, our Lord Emmanuel!
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O LORD, OPEN THOU OUR LIPS
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O Lord, open Thou our lips.
O Lord, open Thou our lips.
And our mouths shall show forth
Shall show forth Thy praise.
Shall show forth Thy praise.

Comment:

Praise ye the Lord.
Praise ye the Lord.
The Lord’s name be praised.
The Lord's name be praised.
The Lord's name be praised.
Let each one announce the Word
Let each one announce the Word.
My fife is pleasing,
Oh yes, my life is pleasing
Oh yes, my life is pleasing to the Lord.
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O Love that will not let me go, I rest my weary soul in Thee:
I give Thee back the life I owe, that in Thine ocean depths its flow
May richer, fuller be.
O light that followest all my way, I yield my flick'ring torch to Thee:
My heart restores its borrowed ray, that in Thy sunshine's blaze its day
May brighter, fairer be.
O Joy that seekest me through pain, I cannot close my heart to Thee;
I trace the rainbow through the rain, and feel the promise is not vain
That more shall fearless be.
O Cross that liftest up my head, I dare not ask to fly from thee;
I lay in dust life's glory dead, and from the ground there blossoms red
Life that shall endless be.
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O SACRED HEAD, NOW WOUNDED
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O SACRED HEAD
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Tune:

O	
  sacred	
  Head,	
  now	
  wounded,	
  
With	
  grief	
  and	
  shame	
  weighed	
  down,	
  	
  
Now	
  scornfully	
  surrounded	
  
With	
  thorns,	
  Thine	
  only	
  crown;	
  	
  
O	
  sacred	
  head,	
  what	
  glory	
  
What	
  bliss,	
  till	
  now	
  was	
  thine!	
  
Yet	
  though	
  despised	
  and	
  gory,	
  
I	
  joy	
  to	
  call	
  thee	
  mine.	
  

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

What	
  language	
  shall	
  I	
  borrow	
  
To	
  thank	
  Thee,	
  dearest	
  friend,	
  
For	
  this	
  Thy	
  dying	
  sorrow,	
  
Thy	
  pity	
  without	
  end?	
  
O	
  make	
  me	
  Thine	
  forever,	
  
And	
  should	
  I	
  fainting	
  be,	
  
Lord,	
  let	
  me	
  never,	
  never	
  
Outlive	
  my	
  love	
  to	
  Thee.	
  
Be	
  Thou	
  my	
  consolation,	
  
My	
  shield	
  when	
  I	
  must	
  die;	
  
Recall	
  to	
  me	
  of	
  Thy	
  passion	
  
When	
  my	
  last	
  hour	
  draws	
  nigh.	
  
Mine	
  eyes	
  shall	
  then	
  behold	
  Thee,	
  
Upon	
  Thy	
  cross	
  shall	
  dwell:	
  
My	
  heart	
  by	
  faith	
  behold	
  Thee.	
  
Who	
  diest	
  thus	
  dies	
  well.	
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O SACRED HEART
O Sacred Heart! O Love Divine!
Do keep us near to Thee;
And make our love so like to Thine
That we may holy be.

Title:

O SACRED HEART

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Heart of Jesus hear!
O heart of Love Divine!
Listen to our Prayer;
Make us alway Thine.
O Temple pure! O House of gold!
Our heaven here below
What sweet delight, what wealth untold,
From Thee do ever flow.
Heart of Jesus hear!
O heart of Love Divine!
Listen to our Prayer;
Make us alway Thine.
O Wounded Heart, O Font of tears!
O Throne of grief and pain!
Whereon for the eternal years,
Thy love for man does reign.
Heart of Jesus hear!
O heart of Love Divine!
Listen to our Prayer;
Make us alway Thine.
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O worship the King, all glorious above,
O gratefully sing His power and His love
Our Shield and Defender, the Ancient of Days,
Pavilioned in splendor, and girded with praise.
The earth, with its store of wonders untold,
Almighty, Thy power hath founded of old,
Hath 'stablished it fast by changeless decree,
And round it hath cast, like a mantle, the sea.
Thy bountiful care what tongue can recite?
It breathes in the air, it shines in the light,
It streams from the hills, it descends to the plain,
And sweetly distills in the dew and the rain.
Frail children of dust, and feeble as frail,
In Thee do we trust, nor find Thee to fail;
Thy mercies how tender, how firm to the end,
Our Maker, Defender, Redeemer, and Friend!
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O-HO THE TOWN MEETING WAGON

O-ho the Town Meeting Wagon is a comin' down the street,
Oh please let it be for me.
O-ho the Town Meeting Wagon is a comin' down the street,
I wish, I wish I knew what it could be.

Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Transparency

Tune:

They say they had a big one in Lacey
Next month there's goin' to be fifty more.
I hope that there will be one in our town.
And I won't miss a chance like this one, that's for sure.
O-ho the Town Meeting Wagon is a comin' now.
Is it a prepaid surprise or C.O.D.?
It could be new life, resurgence or a brand-new nation,
Or it could be-yes, it could be, yes, you're right, it surely could beSomething special-something special-very, very special now
Just for me.
O-ho the Town Meeting Wagon is a comin' down the street,
Oh don't let him pass my door.
O-ho the Town Meeting Wagon is a comin' down the street.
I wish I knew what he was comin' for.
In the morning we will look at the issues,
At noon we'll celebrate history.
And once we've written up the proposals,
Us Local Men will start to build our destiny.
O-ho the Town Meeting Wagon is a comin' now.
I don't know how I can ever wait to see.
It could be something for someone who is no relation,
But it could be something special just for me.
O-ho you Town Meeting Wagon keep a comin',
O-ho you Town Meeting Wagon keep a comin',O-ho you Town Meeting Wagon don't you dare to make a stop,
Until you stop for me!
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OBEDIENCE
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Tune:

Come all spirits
Roaming freely
Bind your will in
Common thrust
Stand beneath the
Gaze of neighbor
Ready to obey
Their trust
Take within yourself
The burden
Peace on earth,
Good will to men
All the world is
Now your parish
Every spirit
Yours to win

Let the light that
Fights with darkness
Show your rights
and
Everyman’s
Place your share
upon the alter
Burn it at the
Lord’s command
Speak with
lightening
When the shadows
Blind the eyes of
Those you love
Never let the
Clouds of winning
Block the glorious
Sun above.

Heed the cries that
Sound your passion
Bleed with every
Struggling one

Live your life
Before the calling
To discern the
Will of God

Will that you might
Live to free them
Speak the Word, the
Deed be done

Each man of the
Globe your brother
Each demand a
Weight and rod

Launch with those
who
Share the vision
To expand man’s
Destiny

Choose to follow
On the ascending
Know that alone to
Be on your way

In the life that’s
Born of drowning
Sail with friends
who
Wage the sea.
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OF THE FATHER'S LOVE BEGOTTEN
1. Of the Father's love begotten
Ere the worlds began to be,
He is Alpha and Omega,
He the Source, the Ending He,
Of the things that are, that have been,
And that future years shall see
Evermore and evermore.
2. Oh, that birth forever blessed
When the Virgin, full of grace,
By the Holy Ghost conceiving,
Bare the Savior of our race,
And the Babe, the world's Redeemer,
First revealed His sacred face
Evermore and evermore.
3. O ye heights of heaven, adore Him;
Angel hosts, His praises sing;
Powers, dominions, bow before Him
And extol our God and King.
Let no tongue on earth be silent,
Every voice in concert ring
Evermore and evermore.
4. This is He whom Heaven-taught singers
Sang of old with one accord;
Whom the Scriptures of the prophets
Promised in their faithful word.
Now He shines, the Long-expected;
Let creation praise its Lord
Evermore and evermore.
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OH GOD, OUR HELP IN AGES PAST
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O God, our help in ages past, our hope for years to come,
Our shelter from the stormy blast and our eternal home!
Comment:

Under the shadow of thy throne still may we dwell secure;
Sufficient is shine arm alone, and our defense is sure.
,
Before the hills in order stood, or earth received her frame,
From everlasting thou art God, to endless years the same.
A thousand ages, in thy sight, are like an evening gone;
Short as the watch that ends the night, before the rising sun.
Time, like an ever rolling stream, bears all its sons away;
They fly forgotten, as a dream dies at the opening day.
O God, our help in ages past, our hope for years to come;
Be thou our guide while life shall last, and our eternal home!
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OH HEMSHOE, OH HEMSHOE
1) Neben der Anilinfabrik, holahi
holaho
fanden Menschen hier ihr Gluck,
holahiao
Stank die Luft ouch oft nach Rauch,
holahi holaho
Geld verdienen konnt man auch,
holahlao.

and bringt die Gemeinschaft weiter
....

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

6) Oh, was wird der Hemsho€ grun
....
alles fangt bald an zu blun .....

Tune:

sand die Hauser all saniert ....
and man gern drin rumspaziert ..

Speaker:
Type:

2) Krieg zerstotre manches Haus...:
heut sieht er ganz anders aus ....
Hemshof--wenn auch noch so
klein...
soll stets unser Stadtteil sein ....

OH HEMSHOE, O

7) Horch, was kommt von draußen
'rein ....
Turken, :Griechen, Spariier fein ....
wollen mit uns glucklich leben...
wenn wir ihnen Heimat geben

3) Wie siehts im Hemshof aus ....
manche sagen, 's war ein Graus...
doch viele Hauser werden neu ....
aelbst ein Park ist mit dabei...

4) Mal kauft man beim Griechen ein
…
schaut don auch beim Turken 'rein
.....
wir sind international ....
schaffen das noch allemal! ....

5) Die Apostelkirche auch ....
sendet nicht nur Schall and Rauch
feiert Feste froh and heiter ....
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OH LORD, OPEN THOU OUR LIPS

Title:
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OH LORD, OPEN
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O Lord, open Thou our lips.
O Lord, open Thou our lips.
And our mouths shall show forth
Shall show forth Thy praise.
Shall show forth Thy praise.

Comment:

Praise ye the Lord.
Praise ye the Lord.
The Lord’s name be praised.
The Lord's name be praised.
The Lord's name be praised.
Let each one announce the Word
Let each one announce the Word.
My fife is pleasing,
Oh yes, my life is pleasing
Oh yes, my life is pleasing to the Lord.
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OH, I’VE GOT A VISION (TOWN MEETING)
Tune: If I Had a Hammer
Words written at New Orleans Town Meeting

Oh, I've got a vision,
I'll tell it to the people.
I'll tell it to the cities
All over this world;
I'll shout out freedom,
I'll shout out sharing,
I'll shout out love
Between my brothers and my sisters,
All over this world.
Oh, I've got a banner
To carry to the people,
To carry through the cities
All over the world.
It'll spell out freedom,
It'll carry out sharing,
It'll sing out love
Between my brothers and my sisters,
All over this world.
Oh, I've got a song,
I'll sing it to the people,
I'll sing it in the cities
All over this world,
I'll sing out freedom
I'll sing out sharing,
I'll sing out love
Between my brothers and my sisters,
All over this world.
Oh, I've got a vision
And I've got a banner,
And I've got a song to sing
All over this world.
It's a vision of freedom,
I's a banner of sharing,
It's a song about love
Between my brothers and my sisters,
All over this world.
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OH, WHAT A BEAUTIFUL MORNING

Title:

OH, WHAT A BEA

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

There's a bright golden haze on the meadow,
There's a bright golden haze on the meadow.
The corn Is as high as an elephant's eve.
And it looks like it's climbing clear up to the sky.
Refrain:
Oh, what a beautiful morning, oh, what a beautiful dav
I've got a beautiful feeling, everything's going my way.
All the cattle are standing like statues,
All the cattle are standing like statues,
They don't turn their heads as they see me ride by
But a little brown maverick is winking her eye.
All the sounds of the earth are like music.
All the sounds of the earth are like music,
The breeze is so busy it don't miss a tree,
And an old weeping willow is laughing at me.
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OLD MAN RIVER
Ol' man river,
Dat ol' man river
He mus'know sumpin'
But don't say nuthin',
He jes'keeps rollin'
He keeps on rollin' along.
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Keywords 2:
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Keywords 3:

Tune:
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Type:

He don' plant taters/tators,
He don't plant cotton,
An' dem dat plants'em
is soon forgotten,
But ol'man river,
He jes keeps rollin'along.
You an'me, we sweat an' strain,
Body all achin' an' racket wid pain,
Tote dat barge!
Lif' dat bale!
Git a little drunk
An' you land in jail.
Ah gits weary
An' sick of tryin'
Ah'm tired of livin'
An' skeered of dyin',
But ol' man river,
He jes'keeps rolling' along.
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ON A CLEAR DAY

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

On a clear day, rise and look around you,
And you'll see who you are.
On a clear day, how it will astound you,
That the glow of your being outshines every star.
You feel part of ev'ry mountain, sea and shore.
You can hear from far and near,
A world you've never heard before.
And on a clear day, on that clear day,
You can see forever, and ever, and evermore.
Repeat the whole song.
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ON THE ISLE OF D

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

On the Island years ago
Where the ships came rolling in
Newcomers realized the beauty of it
And started settling in.
Chorus:
On the Isle of Dogs
This is the place to be.
On the Isle of Dogs
This is the place to be.
For you and for me
For you and for me.
Come and join us;
Help us build it.
You'll enjoy it more each day.
Having built your own ideas;
It will be a better way.
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ON THE STREET WHERE YOU LIVE
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ON THE STREET W
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I have often walked down this street before.
But the pavement's always stayed beneath my feet before.
All at once am I several stories high, knowing I'm on the street where you live.
Are there lilac trees in the heart of town?
Can you hear a lark in any other part of town?
Does enchantment pour out of every door?
No. it's just on the street where you live.
And, oh, the towering feeling just to know somehow you are near,
The overpowering feeling that any moment you may suddenly appear.
People stop and stare, they don't bother me;
For there's nowhere else on earth that I would rather be.
Let the time go by, I don't care if I can be here on the street where you live.
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ON THE SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET

Title:
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Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Grab your coat, and get your hat,
Leave your worry on the doorstep,
Just direct your feet
To the sunny side of the street.

Type:

Comment:

Can't you hear that pitter pat?
And that happy tune is your step,
Life can be so sweet
On the sunny side of the street.
I used to walk in the shade
With those blues on parade.
But I'm not afraid,
This Rover crossed over.
If I never have a cent
I'll be rich as Rockefeller,
Gold dust at my feet
On the sunny side of the street.
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ONCE TO EVERY MAN AND NATION

Title:
Keywords 1:

Once to every man and nation
Comes the moment to decide,
In the strife of truth with falsehood,
For the good or evil side;
Some great cause, God's new Messiah,
Offering each the bloom or blight,
And the choice goes by forever
Twixt that darkness and that light.
Then to side with truth is noble,
When we share her wretched crust,
Ere her cause bring fame and profit,
And 'tis prosperous to be just,
Then it is the brave man chooses,
While the coward stands aside,
Till the multitude make virtue
Of the faith they had denied.
By the light of burning martyrs,
Christ, Thy bleeding feet we track,
Toiling up new Calvaries ever
With the cross that turns not back.
New occasions teach new duties;
Time makes ancient good uncouth;
They must upward still and onward,
Who would keep abreast of truth.
Though the cause of evil prosper,
Yet 'tis truth alone is strong;
Though her portion be the scaffold
And upon the throne be wrong,
Yet that scaffold sways the future,
And, behind the dim unknown,
Standeth God within the shadow,
Keeping watch above His own.
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ONE FINE DAY
How are things in Marshall Islands? Do they sparkle in their giant lake?
Do the copra boats go on their run? Do women sell the baskets that they make?
Things are well in Marshall Islands. Here the third time has come round at last.
Here the fishermen now farm the sea.
New factories and stores provide their groceries.
Yes, this all is here.
Chorus:
With the dawning of each morning, from the toil of yesterday.
Cross the globe we hear the local people say.
“Things are well in (Marshall Islands) this fine day!”
How are things in Oombulgurri? Do the boab trees stand proud and bold?
Is the ferry barge down at the shore? Do elders share the stories they once told?
Things are well in Oombulgurri. Here the cattle and the horses roam.
And the water through the field now runs
Across the land, beneath the blazing sun where the garden grows.
Yes, this all is here.
How are things in Kwangyung Il Ri? Are Mount Halla’s distant slopes still there?
Do the rugged walls of rock rise high? Do buses on the new roads now appear?
Things are well in Kwangyung Il Ri where the flower gardens brightly bloom
Here the wind is sweeping wild and free
From the sea, as children run to school, and men work in the fields.
Yes, this all is here.
How are things in Maliwada? Does the mountain fortress greet the day?
Do the tractors travel down the road to plow the fields that soon will harvest hay?
Things are well in Maliwada where the gardener’s village is alive.
Now the model homes are standing new,
A clinic, too, and people come to learn at the evening school.
Yes, this all is here.
How are things in Kawangware? Are the strong Kikuyu standing tall?
Do the young and old work at the farms and market place, and dance upon the mall?
Things are well in Kawangware. It’s a place of glory for our time.
Now the people’s voices fill the air, they’re everywhere.
They say a new day’s come here for everyone.
Yes, this is all here.
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ONE MOMENT IN TIME
Each day I live, I want to be
A day to give the best of me
I’m only one, but not alone
My finest day is yet unknown
I broke my heart for every game
To taste the sweet I faced the pain
I rise and fall, yet through it all
This much remains:
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I want one moment in time
When I’m more than I thought I could be
When all of my dreams are a heartbeat away
And the answers are all up to me
Give me one moment in time
When I’m racing with destiny
Then, in that one moment of time
I will feel, I will feel eternity.
I’ve lived to be the very best
I want it all, no time for less
I’ve laid the plans, now lay the chance
Here in my hands.
Give me one moment in time
When I’m more than I thought I could be
When all of my dreams are a heartbeat away
And the answers are all up to me
Give me one moment in time
When I’m racing with destiny
Then, in that one moment of time
I will feel, I will feel eternity.
For my time
If you see that one moment in time
Make it shine
Give me one moment in time
When I’m more than I thought I could be
When all of my dreams are a heartbeat away
And the answers are all up to me
Give me one moment in time
When I’m racing with destiny
Then, in that one moment of time
I will be, I will be free.
I will be, I will be free.
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ONWARD O GUILDSMAN
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Onward O Guildsmen serving local man,
Building the earth, sign of rebirth,
Men, who hear the suffering of all,
And who dare heed the call
To end the night of doom, and bring the light
Of humanness for all.
Onward O Guildsmen serving global man,
Building the earth, sign of rebirth
All the gifts belong to every man,
All the goods of the land,
And all decisions, of all the earth
Belong to every man.
Onward O Guildsmen serving local man,
Building the earth, sign of rebirth.
Onward to enlighten every mind,
Care for needs of mankind,
And onward guardians of history
And humanness for all.
Onward O Guildsmen serving global man,
Building the earth, sign of rebirth
All the gifts belong to every man,
All the goods of the land,
And all decisions, of all the earth
Belong to every man.
Onward O Guildsmen serving local man
Building the earth, sign of rebirth,
Men, who give their lives and deaths each day,
Men who dare forge the way,
Transforming history, with dignity
And humanness for all.
Onward O Guildsmen serving global man,
Building the earth, sign of rebirth,
All the gifts belong to every man,
All the goods of the land,
And all the decisions, of all the earth
Belong to every man.
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I've heen away a long time, on the Wunan line.
Hearing tales about the place I love.
A place just out of Windham: Oombulgurri town.
People say it's now become a sign.
Chorus:
Hey it's good to be back home again:
Oombulgurri, my home town.
Feels like a long lost friend.
Hey it's good to be back home again.
Take the Lady up the river:
It's nestled in the hills:
Boab trees and cane grass all around.
My people always lived here, loved this land so dear.
Told me stories that I loved to hear.
Oombulgurri's growing, things are changing fast.
Seems like there's an awful lot to do.
I've been working steady, working awful hard:
Gonna build a house, a fence. A yard.
Looking toward the future, hope is in my heart;
Vision of a better life ahead.
All around the world now, others working, too;
Gonna make the g1obal sign come true.
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OPEN A NEW WINDOW
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Open	
  a	
  new	
  window,	
  
Open	
  a	
  new	
  door.	
  
Travel	
  a	
  new	
  highway	
  that’s	
  never	
  been	
  tried	
  before,	
  
Before	
  you	
  find	
  you’re	
  a	
  dull	
  fellow,	
  
Punching	
  the	
  same	
  clock,	
  
Walking	
  the	
  same	
  tightrope	
  as	
  everyone	
  on	
  the	
  block.	
  
The	
  fellow	
  you	
  ought	
  to	
  be	
  is	
  three-‐dimensional,	
  
Soaking	
  up	
  life	
  
Down	
  to	
  your	
  toes.	
  
Whenever	
  they	
  say	
  you’re	
  slightly	
  unconventional,	
  
Just	
  put	
  your	
  thumb	
  up	
  to	
  your	
  nose	
  
And	
  show	
  ‘em	
  how	
  to	
  
Dance	
  to	
  a	
  new	
  rhythm,	
  
Whistle	
  a	
  new	
  song,	
  
Toast	
  with	
  a	
  new	
  vintage,	
  the	
  fizz	
  doesn’t	
  fix	
  too	
  long.	
  
There’s	
  only	
  one	
  way	
  to	
  make	
  the	
  bubbles	
  stay.	
  
Simply	
  travel	
  a	
  new	
  highway,	
  
Dance	
  to	
  a	
  new	
  rhythm,	
  
Open	
  a	
  new	
  window	
  every	
  day.	
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OUR EYES HAVE SEEN A THOUSAND YEARS
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To prophesy that all the earth belongs to every Man,
One must behold a thousand years and thus unceasing stand.
Refrain:
Our eyes have seen a thousand years; we must unceasing stand
And prophesy that all the earth belongs to every Man.
We're on the edge for all Mankind, we hear the human cry,
We point to possibility in the struggle of our time.
Life is a resurrected deed lived that all Men be free,
Responding to the global need in particularity.
Within the painful fire of change, the spirit era sign.
The style through which the depths of life are lived for all Mankind.
Coda:
I am bound for the promised land, I am bound for the promised land.
Oh, who will come and go with me? I am bound for the promised land.
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To the Caribbean Sea
Our fathers came
The best of Africa
Built the New Jamaica

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

In the village of Woburn Lawn
We built a sign
Here we stand tall
We are Iron Men for all

Comment:

Chorus
Out of the many
Gather us today in unity
Require of us a song
Now we can sing Jamaica a song
It's our new land
So let the works of our lives
And the dedication of our hearts
Be the tools of a future bright
Oh Jamaica
One people we will be
Jamaica free
Two thousand strong
Villages of care are we
Chorus
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Hokkaido	
  wa	
  yoi	
  tokoro	
  
Oyubari	
  no	
  aru	
  tokoro	
  
Hakkaido	
  wa	
  yoi	
  tokoro	
  
Oyubari	
  kso	
  ii	
  tokoro.	
  
	
  
Saa	
  minna	
  de	
  utaoo	
  
Ai	
  wa	
  koko	
  no	
  aru	
  
Saa	
  minna	
  de	
  utaoo	
  
Ikigai	
  mo	
  koko	
  ni	
  aru	
  
	
  
Hokkaido	
  wa	
  yoi	
  tokoro	
  
Oyubari	
  no	
  aru	
  tokoro	
  
Hakkaido	
  wa	
  yoi	
  tokoro.	
  
	
  
Oyubari	
  koso	
  ii	
  tokoro	
  
Oyubari	
  koso	
  ii	
  tokoro	
  
Oyubari	
  koso	
  ii	
  tokoro	
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PACK UP YOUR SORROWS

No use crying, talking to a stranger
Naming the sorrows you've seen
Too many sad times, too many bad times
Nobody knows what you mean.
Refrain:
But if somehow you could pack up your sorrows
And give them all to me
You would lose them I know how to use them
Give them all to me.
No use ramblin', walking in the shadows
Trailing a wandering star
No one beside you, no one to hide you
And nobody knows where you are.
No use gambling. running in the darkness
Looking for a spirit that's free
Too many wrong times, too many long times
Nobody knows what you see.
No use roaming, lying by the roadside
Seeking a satisfied mind
Too many highways. too many byways
Nobody's walking behind.
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PAR CAMBIAR EL DISTINO
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Asherton	
  pueblo	
  querido	
  
Voy	
  a	
  luchar	
  port	
  tu	
  gente.	
  
Asherton	
  pueblo	
  querido.	
  
Voy	
  a	
  luchar	
  port	
  u	
  gente.	
  
Uniremos	
  nuestras	
  fuerzas.	
  
Uniremos	
  nuestras	
  fuerzas.	
  
Uniremos	
  nuestras	
  fuerzas.	
  
Aunque	
  espinmos	
  las	
  manos.	
  
	
  
Si	
  la	
  tierra	
  nos	
  da	
  frutos.	
  
A	
  ella	
  debemos	
  pedir.	
  
Si	
  la	
  tierra	
  nos	
  da	
  frutos.	
  
A	
  ella	
  debemos	
  pedir.	
  
El	
  maiz,	
  el	
  pan,	
  la	
  vida.	
  
El	
  maiz,	
  el	
  pan,	
  la	
  vida.	
  
El	
  maiz,	
  el	
  pan,	
  la	
  vida.	
  
Que	
  necesitan	
  mis	
  hijos.	
  
	
  
Somos	
  gente	
  de	
  trabajo.	
  
Fuertes	
  y	
  muy	
  decididos.	
  
Somos	
  gente	
  de	
  trabajo.	
  
Fuertes	
  y	
  muy	
  decididos.	
  
Buscaremos	
  le	
  camino.	
  
Buscaremos	
  le	
  camino.	
  
Buscaremos	
  le	
  camino.	
  
Para	
  cambiar	
  el	
  destino.	
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PASSAGE IST KONTAKT
Wenn du allein and einsam bist
und wean dein Madel dich nicht
küsst
and wenn darauf die Wut dich
packt,

Zieht einmal hier ein Neuer ein,

Title:
Keywords 1:

braucht er nicht long allein zu sein

Keywords 2:

und wenn ihn doch der Kummer
packt,
sag ihm: Passage ist Kontakt!

Keywords 3:

Tune:

dann denk: Passage ist Kontakt!
Speaker:

Und sind hier auch die Hauser
hoch,
and grabt man noch so manches
Loch,
dann denk im Press luftbohrertakt:
no, ja, Passage ist Kontakt!

Und gehst mit deiner Frau du aus
nach Mannheim in das Opernhaus
und gahnst du schon beim 2. Akt,
dann denk : Passage ist Kontakt!

Tief drinnen in der Sahara,
do wissens auch die Araber,
wer hat es denen denn gesagt
den Satz: Passage. ist Kontakt!

Der Pfarrer auch and der Vikar, ;
die sind in der Passage da ;
und gehen dort auf Seelenjagd,
denn die Passage ist Kontakt!
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PEACE BE UNTO YOU
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Peace be unto you my friends
Grace and peace ‘til journey’s end
Peace within earth’s suffering hand
Peace the world can’t understand
Follow now the Spirit’s song
Love and serve and honor all
Peace be unto you my friends
Joy that never ends.
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PENTECOST HYMN
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Like the sound of heaven with the rushing of the wind
Came the fire a-burning and new life was given to men.
The young see visions and the old dream dreams
Born of fire, filled with power, for all men.
To the light from darkness, and to freedom from fear
Building from the ashes into one community
Peter, Paul, and Luther, Augustine and Benedict
Born of fire, filled with power, for all men.
With despair abounding and a lack of hope around
Still the Spirit comes to the ones who birth the day
Giving breath and being to the ones who give their death
Born of fire, filled with power, for all men.
For the coming ages and the journey of mankind
We claim the promise that the fire give life to them
Deciding freely to live on behalf of all
Born of fire, filled with power, for all men.
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PEOPLE OF SPIRIT
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People of Spirit march on to build a new tomorrow,
Theirs is the will to will one thing and only,
Theirs is the joy, the godly sorrow.
People of Spirit are made of flesh and blood and iron,
Theirs is the war that’s never won, but winning,
Theirs is the mission never done.
People of Spirit are black, tan, brown, white, red and yellow,
Theirs is the task to build the earth, the future,
Their lives are given for their fellow.
People of Spirit fight on and hold the common vision,
Theirs is not wealth nor status nor vainglory,
Theirs is not discord nor division.
People of Spirit march on to build a new tomorrow,
Theirs is the will to will one thing and only,
Theirs is the joy, the godly sorrow.
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PEOPLE WILL SAY WERE IN LOVE

Don’t throw bouquets at me
Don’t please my folks too much
Don’t laugh at my jokes too much
People will say we’re in love
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Love Songs
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Tune:

Don’t sigh and gaze at me
Your sighs are so like mine
Your eyes mustn’t glow like mine
People will say we’re in love

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Don’t start collecting things
Give me my robe and my gloves
Sweetheart they’re suspecting things
People will say we’re in love
Don’t praise my charm too much
Don’t look so vain with me
Don’t stand the rain with me
People will say we’re in love
Don’t take my arm too much
Don’t keep your hand in mine
Your hand feels so grand in mine
People will say we’re in love
Don’t dance all night with me
Till the stars fade from above
They’ll see it’s all right with me
People will say we’re in love
To dream really do come true.
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Tune:

Called to be the glimpser of the Mystery
Carving dreams with creativity
Called to be the POET
On behalf of mankind
Called to be the miracle worker
Serving with the necessary deed
Called to be the new SAINT
On behalf of mankind.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Called to be enacters of the victory
Leading all in courage every day
Called to be the GENERALS
On behalf of mankind.
Called to be speakers of the Wisdom
Knowing all and pointing out the Way
Called to be the WISE ONES
On behalf of mankind.
Called to be the sacrificial servants
Giving life to alter history
Called to be THE ANOINTED
On behalf of mankind.
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PHASE ONE SONG
Chorus:	
  
	
  
Phase	
  One,	
  
	
  	
  	
  Born	
  of	
  the	
  New	
  Day	
  
	
  	
  	
  Sign	
  of	
  the	
  New	
  Way	
  
	
  	
  	
  The	
  Future	
  revealed.	
  
Phase	
  One,	
  
	
  	
  	
  Gift	
  of	
  the	
  Mystery	
  
	
  	
  	
  Children	
  of	
  Mystery	
  
	
  	
  	
  A	
  futureto	
  build.	
  
	
  
I’ve	
  been	
  waiting	
  for	
  a	
  new	
  world	
  to	
  be	
  born	
  
I’ve	
  beeb	
  waiting	
  for	
  the	
  future	
  
I’ve	
  been	
  hoping	
  that	
  maybe	
  someday	
  tomorrow	
  
Life	
  would	
  greet	
  me	
  a	
  new	
  way	
  
	
  
	
   Someday	
  .	
  .	
  .	
  
	
  
Chorus:	
  
	
  
Now	
  I’m	
  looking	
  into	
  no	
  clouded	
  crystal	
  ball	
  
I’m	
  not	
  waiting	
  for	
  tomorrow	
  
I’m	
  aware	
  of	
  a	
  brand	
  new	
  life	
  within	
  me	
  
Aware	
  that	
  I	
  live	
  my	
  life	
  today	
  .	
  .	
  .	
  
	
  
Today	
  .	
  .	
  .	
  
	
  
Chorus:	
  
	
  
Ridden	
  away	
  in	
  every	
  local	
  community	
  
Concealed	
  in	
  every	
  neighborhood	
  
There’s	
  an	
  army,	
  ready	
  to	
  be	
  awakened	
  
An	
  army,	
  ready	
  to	
  build	
  tomorrow	
  
	
  
Tomorrow	
  .	
  .	
  .	
  
	
  
Final	
  Chorus:	
  
	
  
Phase	
  One.	
  
	
  	
  	
  Listen,	
  you	
  destiny	
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POVERTY

Title:
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Tune:

POVERTY
Tune: from Brahms' First Symphony, Fourth Movement

Nrm

: from Brahms' Fi

Speaker:

Come walk with
Francis
Like him you’ll
Naked die

Bound too by fame?
Then
You must leap
O’er that shoal

Free all you now
cherish
For time soon will
Pass you by

Your calling’s been
written
Upon the
Ages’ scroll

If you would do
something
Then be God’s
nothing
Be the Lord’s
Fool and fife

The mass of most
men
Laugh and don’t
listen
Say that you’ve
Failed, gone mad

In holding to naught
there the secret is
found
You are wealth
When not by
wealth…

Yet when all seems
wrong
You wink and
appear gone
Lo, the Lord’s
New face is…

Drawn too by surety?
Living is to
Be unsure

Belong in the tension
Where life and
Death contend

So pour your life
wholly
Each burden you
Will endure

As bridge to the future
Burn out the flesh
Time did lend

If holiness binds you
Abound with Paul and Leave it behind you
Run the race and
Such vestments
In fullness
You must rend
There abase
The only defense
In all that you do
In the battle that’s won
Make this your song
Is life-in-depth,
That all earth
The Kingdom…
To all men…
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PRAISE THE LORD CHRIST IS RISEN

Title:

PRAISE THE LORD
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Tune:
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Type:

Comment:

Praise the Lord, Christ is risen,
He is risen indeed.
Praise the Lord, Christ is risen,
He is risen indeed.
Everybody's talking 'bout
A new way of walking.
Pick up your bed and walk.
Praise the Lord,
Christ is risen,
Pick up your bed and walk.
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PRAISE TO THE LORD
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Tune:

Speaker:

Praise to the Lord, the Almighty, the King of creation;
O soul, praise him, for he is thy health and salvation:
All ye who hear, now to his temple draw near;
Joining in glad adoration.
Praise to the Lord, who o'er all things so wondrously reigneth,
Shelters thee under his wings, yea, so gently sustaineth:
Hast thou not seen? All that is needful hath been
Granted in what he ordaineth.
Praise to the Lord, who doth prosper thy work and defend thee;
Surely his goodness and mercy here daily attend thee.
Ponder anew what the Almighty can do,
If with his love he befriend thee!
Praise to the Lord, O let all that is in me adore him;
All that hath life and breath, come now with praises before him!
Let the Amen sound from his people again;
Gladly for aye we adore him.
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PRAISE YE THE LORD

Show
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Title:
Keywords 1:

PRAISE YE THE LO

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

O Lord, open Thou our lips,
O Lord, open Thou our lips,
And our mouths shall show forth
Shall show forth Thy praise,
Shall show forth Thy praise.

Comment:

Praise ye the Lord.
Praise ye the Lord.
The Lord's name be praised.
The Lord's name be praised.
The Lord's name be praised.
Let each one announce the Word.
Let each one announce the Word.
My life is pleasing,
Oh yes, my life is pleasing,
Oh yes, my life is pleasing to the Lord.
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PRAYER

Title:
Keywords 1:

PRAYER

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Nrm

Aravah (Hebrew

Speaker:
Type:

When I see my life
ever is torn

Yet I can gladly embrace every hour

Now here I stand
battered to and fro

The weight of the world
on my shoulders I bear

And loved ones
violated

And praise God’s
inequity

The chaos within
yet surrounding

I echo the
voices that cry

And my failures
are daily reborn

I can sing of my
blessings that shower

I cry out my want
and
the lack that I know

The path of Mankind
with my agony bent

Then sorrow with
My joy
heaven is weighted inexpressible be.

And power from
without feel uplifting.
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PRAYER: THE TIME IS COMING

Title:
Keywords 1:

PRAYER: THE TIM

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

O God, the world is waiting for resurgence, every heart is waiting for You.
The hopes of man, the spirit deeps are crying. Now, O God, the time is come!
O God, old men are dreaming dreams of future, and young men see visions of hope.
The prophecy from daughters all is rising. Now, O God, the time is come!
O God, pour out a portion of Your spirit, give a sign of what is to come,
Send down the fire of power and repentance. Now, O God, the time is come!
O God, be with us on our journey always, as we serve the anguish of men,
Save us unto Thy everlasting glory. Now, O God, the time is come!
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PRES DE FORT-COULONGE

Title:

PRES DE FORT-C

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Vives	
  les	
  braves	
  to	
  Fort-‐Coulonge	
  
Vives	
  les	
  braves	
  to	
  Fort-‐Coulonge	
  
Vive	
  nos	
  pionniers	
  

	
  
Autour	
  du	
  pont	
  Rouge	
  
Vit	
  un	
  people	
  fier	
  
Qui	
  travaille	
  et	
  bouge	
  
Le	
  long	
  de	
  la	
  rivière.	
  
	
  
Ladouceur,	
  Soucie	
  
Normand	
  et	
  Germain	
  
Durocher,	
  Aubrie	
  
Grands	
  noms	
  canadiens.	
  
	
  
Au	
  rythme	
  de	
  nos	
  chutes	
  
Notre	
  belle	
  jeunesse	
  
Grandit,	
  chante	
  et	
  lutte	
  
Pour	
  de	
  grande	
  richesse.	
  
	
  
Notre	
  belle	
  nature	
  
Nous	
  voulon	
  garder	
  
Dan	
  trop	
  de	
  bravures	
  
Pour	
  la	
  polluer.	
  
	
  

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:
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PRESCHOOL CHANT
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Title:
Keywords 1:

PRESCHOOL CHAN

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

We are the Preschool,
Mighty, mighty Preschool,
Everywhere we go people want to know
Who we are, so we tell them.
We are the Preschool
Mighty, mighty Preschool
Everywhere we go…
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PRIMAL COMMUNITY MARCH, THE

Title:

PRIMAL COMMUN

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Come!	
  Gather!	
  Hear	
  the	
  story!	
  
Get	
  ready	
  for	
  the	
  long	
  march!	
  
Be	
  those	
  who	
  do	
  the	
  mission,	
  
Witnessing	
  to	
  His	
  glory;	
  
As	
  we	
  face	
  life	
  together	
  
By	
  His	
  grace	
  we’re	
  bound	
  and	
  tethered	
  
To	
  be	
  servants	
  of	
  all	
  
Men	
  everywhere.	
  
	
  
We’ll	
  nurture	
  the	
  men	
  and	
  women,	
  
Train	
  up	
  the	
  young	
  among	
  us,	
  
Order	
  our	
  life	
  together	
  
As	
  the	
  universal	
  church;	
  
Make	
  our	
  decisions	
  together	
  
Corporately	
  to	
  reach	
  conclusions,	
  
Thrusting	
  us	
  into	
  the	
  world	
  to	
  
Love	
  it	
  into	
  life!	
  
	
  
We	
  claim	
  the	
  future	
  for	
  those	
  
Who	
  build	
  the	
  world	
  together	
  
Living	
  and	
  working	
  in	
  the	
  Now	
  
As	
  the	
  ones	
  who	
  bear	
  the	
  Word	
  
of	
  the	
  possibility	
  
For	
  all	
  men	
  to	
  choose	
  to	
  be	
  
Those	
  who	
  care	
  for	
  all	
  mankind	
  
To	
  be	
  set	
  free.	
  

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:
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PROGRESA MI CONACASTE

Title:

PROGRESA MI CO

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

San Miguel El Conacaste, lotificado por Ubico,
En el año "Treinta y cinco~,	
 fin de colonización.
Coro:
Progresa mi Conacaste
Progresa y vamos ya
En beneficio de todos
Los de la comunidad.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

El parque industrial y la aldea en acción,
Reuniones de sectores todos en su división.
Coro
Electricidad es buena, agua potable, irrigación,
Con las parceles muy verdes, habrá una evolucion.
Coro
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PSALM 117
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Title:
Keywords 1:

PSALM 117

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Global Moveme

We Shall Overcom

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Praise the Lord all nations!
Extol him, all peoples!
For great is his kindness toward us;
And the mercy of the Lord is everlasting!
Hallelujah!
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PSALM 13

Show
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Title:
Keywords 1:

PSALM 13

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

Five Hundred M

Speaker:
Type:

How long, O Lord, wilt thou quite forget me?
How long wilt thou hide thy face from me?
How long must I suffer anguish in my soul,
grief in my heart, day and night?
How long shall my enemy lord it over me?
Look now and answer me, O Lord my God.
Give light to my eyes lest I sleep the sleep of death,
lest my adversary say, "I have overthrown him,"
and my enemies rejoice at my downfall.
But for my part I trust in thy true love.
My heart shall rejoice, for thou hast set me free.
I will sing to the Lord, who has granted all my desire.
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PSALM 23
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Title:
Keywords 1:

PSALM 23

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Global Moveme

High Noon

Speaker:

The Lord is my shepherd,
I shall not want.
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures
He leadeth me beside still water;
He restoreth my soul.
He leadeth me in the paths of righteousness,
For His name's sake.
Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow
Of death, I will fear no evil,
For Thou art with me.
Thy rod and Thy staff they comfort me,
Thou preparest a table before me
In the presence of my enemies,
Thou anoint'st my head with oil,
My cup runneth over.
Surely, goodness and mercy shall follow me
All the days of my life;
And I shall dwell in the house of the Lord
Forever, and ever, and ever. Amen
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PSALM 51

Title:
Keywords 1:

PSALM 51

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

Have mercy on me, O God, according to Thy steadfast love.
From my iniquity wash me, cleanse me and my sin absolve.
Chorus:
Create in me a clean heart, O God, and within a new spirit impart.
The only sacrifice acceptable to Thee is a broken spirit and a wounded heart.
For well I know my transgressions, they confront me ceaselessly.
Against Thee, Thee only have I sinned, and done what displeases Thee.
For in iniquity I came forth, and in sin I was conceived.
Thou hast hidden truth in darkness that Thy wisdom be perceived.
Thou art blameless in Thy judgment, Thy verdict justified I know.
Take hyssop, sprinkle me and wash me, that I appear as new as snow.
I will teach the transgressors of the way that leads to Thee.
And sinners will again return, if only Thou deliver me.
Let me hear the sounds of gladness, let my broken bones rejoice.
O Lord God, open Thou my lips, that I may praise Thee with my voice
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PUT YOUR EAR TO THE GROUND

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Put your ear to the ground.
Near the pains and the joys
Of a new human world
A-coming to be.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Put your ear to the ground.
O'er the rumble of wars
Lifts a melody.
A new harmony.
Put your 'ear to the ground.
Let the druaners of fear
Stir your voices to rise
In a chorus of Cheer.
Put your arcs 'round the earth,
A gesture of care.
Sing out your hope.
The courage to care.
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RAGHUPATI RAGHAVA
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Refrain:

Comment:

Raghupati Raghava Rajaram,
Patita pavarla Seetaram. (Repeat couplet)
Seetaram. Seetaram.
Sabhuko Sanmati de Bhagawan. (Repeat couplet)
Raghupati Raghava Rajaram,
Patita pavane Seetaram. (Repeat couplet)
Ishwar' Allah tere nuam,
Sabhuko sanmati de Bhagawan. (Repeat verse)
Refrain
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RAINBOW TRAIL

Show
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Title:
Keywords 1:

We are the MUSIC MAKERS
Dreamers of dreams
We are the earth builders and
Movers' it seems

RAINBOW TRAIL

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Refrain
Walk on the Rainbow Trail
Our song will never fail
Dance in the sun
Dance in the rain
Where the four winds sail

Phase One - You

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

We are the RAINBOW MAKERS
Unexpectedly
Unveiling fearfully
Life's great Mystery
Refrain

Comment:

We are the SYMBOL MAKERS
Shaping history
Beckoning global souls to live in
Freedom’s unity.
Refrain
We are the MAP MAKERS
Forging destiny
We are the pioneers of
New Community
Refrain
We are the CARETAKERS
Of Maplewood, you see
Calling each other
To live responsibly
Refrain
We are the DANCE MAKERS
Clowns of history
Beckoning everyone to
Strange tranquillity
Refrain
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RAINDROPS KEEP FALLIN'’ ON MY HEAD

Title:

RAINDROPS KEEP

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Raindrops keep fallin' on my head,
And just like the guy whose feet are too big for his bed,
Nothin' seems to fit.
Those raindrops are fallin' on my head, they keep fallin',
So I just did me some talkin' to the sun,
And I said I didn't like the way he got things done'
Sleepin' on the job.
Those raindrops are fallin' on my head, they keep fallin'.
But there's one thing I know,
The blues they send to meet me won't defeat me,
It won't be long till happiness steps up to greet me.
Raindrops keep fallin' on my head,
But that doesn't mean my eyes will soon be turnin' red.
Cryin's not for me.
'Cause I'm never gonna stop the rain by complainin'
Because I'm free nothin's worryin' me.
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RALIK RATAK

Title:

RALIK RATAK

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Sailing their ships upon the water, into a future in the blue.
Strong men and women rode the current, moved by a power they knew.
How did they set upon these islands? How did the! know when they were home?
Was it the ocean wind whispering. “Raise your children strong.”
Refrain:
Ralik. Ratak. Ralik Ratak. Brave people born of the sea.
This is the time to sail forth now. Winds of the future calling me.
West winds brought strangers to our shoreline. following the golden sunset here.
Traders in search of precious oil, bringing a far world near.
Missions were built upon the coral: songs of the church filled the air.
Trumpets of war sounded o'er us, weakened yet strengthened our care.
The world is sailing by our door now. Some stop to linger, then move on.
The force that held us on the journey, tells us the future is born.
Once more we walk down to the shoreline, asking the waves which way to go.
Dreams of a life once far beyond us, dreams of a future we know.
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RAUSHANI WALE
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Chorus:
Raushani wale Raushani bata (3x)
Sare Yuvako ko ab
Kaleja mil gaya
Sare dil tadpe Arma ye roye
Pichhe na koi ane wala
Leharata dil ye jami se Piyara
Asma se milne wala—hai-hai
Jagat ke wafa ki ye churcha hai kaisi
Wafa se Jagane Wala.
Bujhne Lagi hai chand ki rangat
Nava gram prayas ane se
Husne lagi hai suraji ki kirne
Manvi vikas ane se—hai-hai
Mitti mein sona sone ki gunga
Chandi yuva ki yamuna.
Senapati hum sare jagat ke
Hum chinta karne wale
Dekho to logo zara to socho
Kranti hum karne wale—hai-hai
Gudiyo ka kangna ghar glai angna
Sara zamana Apna.
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RED CLOUD APPEARED IN A DREAM
Red Cloud appeared in a dream—
no warning, no words,
head unbowed, spirit free,
crying out, silently.
“Creatures beware!
What was done to my people
is turning back on your league.”

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Red Cloud appeared in a dream—
defender, protector of
life, land, and liberty.
Prophesy, warrior chief,
bold truth declare
midst treaties broken and breached,
victories and tragic defeats!

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Red Cloud appeared in a dream—
same vision for Earth,
for its fate, flowing tears:
mountains gone, rising seas—
critters take care—
dying rivers, chopped down trees,
lands grabbed by power’s rampant greed.
Red Cloud appeared in a dream—
eyes open and wise—
lasering poverty,
violence and disease,
heartbreak’s despair,
shattered lives and families.
Is this how Life is to be?
Red Cloud disappeared from a dream—
his wisdom still heard,
his presence lingering,
call for justice and peace—
no time to spare—
seventh generation to reach
to build Earth’s new community.
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RENDEZ VOUS QUEBEC

Title:

RENDEZ VOUS QU

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Nous sommes les generaux d'espoir, de l'espoir,
Qui gagnent les victoires du Mystere.
Nous sommes les generaux d'espoir, de l'espoir,
Que gagnent les victoires du Mystere.
Chorus:
Au Rendez-Vous: Quebec, au Rendez-Vous: Quebec,
Au Rendez-Vous: Quebec.
Nous sommes les yens de saintete, saintete,
Qui vivent la plenitude de nos jours,
Nous sommes les yens de saintete, saintete,
Qui vivent la plenitude do nos jours.
Nous sommes les gardiens de sagesse, de sagesse,
Qui veillent sur la conscience de l'homme,
Nous sommes les gardiens de sagesse, de sagesse,
Qui veillent sur las conscience de l'homme.
Nous sommes les yens de poesie, poesie.
Qui chantent. qui pleurent, qui valorisent la vie,
Nous sommes les yens de poesie, poesie,
Qui chantent, qui pleurent, qui valorisent la vie.
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Chorus:	
  
	
  
Demonstration	
  is	
  the	
  sign	
  for	
  all	
  the	
  earth	
  
Replication	
  moves	
  it	
  on	
  to	
  mass	
  rebirth	
  
So	
  now	
  awaken	
  and	
  engage	
  for	
  this	
  we	
  stand	
  
250	
  replicate	
  across	
  the	
  land.	
  
	
  
Chorus:	
  
	
  
Local	
  man	
  is	
  now	
  awaiting	
  for	
  the	
  call	
  
And	
  Gram	
  Sabha	
  becomes	
  the	
  time	
  for	
  standing	
  tall	
  
So	
  forge	
  the	
  vision	
  put	
  the	
  future	
  in	
  their	
  hands	
  
250	
  replicate	
  across	
  the	
  land.	
  
	
  
Chorus:	
  
	
  
Move	
  in	
  he	
  troops	
  and	
  now	
  their	
  presence	
  is	
  the	
  time	
  
To	
  build	
  anew	
  the	
  village	
  too	
  becomes	
  a	
  sign.	
  
The	
  battle	
  won,	
  but	
  just	
  begun,	
  the	
  Iron	
  man,	
  
259	
  replicate	
  across	
  the	
  land.	
  
	
  
Chorus:	
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RESPONSIBILITY

Title:

RESPONSIBILITY

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 3:

Transparency

Tune:

Yellow Submarin

Speaker:
Type:

Refrain:
Free men live in responsibility, duty bound and free in relativity.
Free men live in responsibility, whoever they may be, their deeds are history.
Observe and judge the given facts. Weigh up the values; decide and act.
You're alone, completely free, leave the judgment to history.
To no principle, no law, to no authority can you withdraw.
You decide it all alone, right from right and wrong from wrong.
Obligation is the call; to God and neighbor surrender all.
The free venture is the deed rendered up to meet the need.
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RESURGENCE
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Resurgence, life comes anew.
Now there is hope,
A vision to struggle for.
Now there is resolve
To give my life
On behalf of everyman.

RESURGENCE

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Resurgence, life comes anew.
The problems of life
Are suddenly transformed.
My own problems fade,
My life's not my own
But given for everyman.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Chorus:
We are called by our brothers
To give them a hope.
We can live our lives for everyman.
We are called by our vision
To give it a form.
We can give our lives for everyman.
Resurgence, life comes anew.
All is allowed,
Life's cut wide open.
All history awaits,
The advent of life,
The freeing of everyman
Resurgence, life comes anew.
Our's is the task,
Our's is the burden.
We own all the future,
The destiny,
The life, of everyman.
Chorus:
(Then repeat first verse to "…on behalf of everyman.")
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RICHGROVE IS ON THE MOVE

Title:

RICHGROVE IS ON

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

In the little town of Richgrove
Where the people work long days
We produce food to feed the hungry
And we're proud to serve the world.

Speaker:
Type:

Refrain
"Richgrove is on the Move!"
We've found our place in the sun.
"Richgrove is on the Move!"
Moving together as one Yes, no one can take our freedom away.
Once we lived in fear and darkness:
Once we fought among ourselves.
Now we share a great new vision
Of abundant life for all.
Refrain
We can feel the morning sunlight
We can sense a brand new day.
There's a new determination
To travel on the future's way.
Refrain
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RIDE THE WHIRLWIND
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RIDE THE WHIRLW

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
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Keywords 3:

We came upon a world we did not know
Filled with pain, yet not in vain
Born of innocence.
The awesome scope of power is in our hands
To create, or finally devastate
The choice is ours.
Forever ours.
Refrain:
We hear the thunder, see the sun
That will shine on everyone.
The whirlwind carries us along
It will not stop
'Til we are done
New World begun.
To ride the whirlwind 'round the planet earth
Releasing hope to celebrate
The great new birth.
The winds of time are blowing fiercely now
Calling forth new resolve
To care for all
A common earth.
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RISE UP AFRICA
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Tune:

Refrain:
Rise up, rise up, rise up,
Africa' the great land
Embrace the dawn of the new era.

Speaker:
Type:

Yoke off the burden
Untie the shackles
That hold you captive
O giant land. Rise up, rise up

Comment:

From in the East
The cock crows
To herald
Your day of glory. Rise up, rise up . . .
Harness your power
Engage your children
To meet the challenge
Of the future. Rise up, rise up . . .
Land of bright sunshine
Land of great jungles
Create Africa
O land of mystery. Rise up. rise up . . .
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RISE UP, O MEN OF GOD

Title:
Keywords 1:

RISE UP, O MEN

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Rise up, O men of God! Have done with lesser things;
Give heart and mind and soul and strength to serve the King of Kings.
Rise up, O men of God! His Kingdom tarries long;
Bring in the day of brotherhood and end the night of wrong.
Rise up, O men of God! The Church for you doth wait;
Her strength unequal to her task; rise up and make her great.
Lift high the cross of Christ! Tread where his feet have trod;
As brothers of the Son of Man, rise up, O men of God!
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RISK TO WRITE THE TUNE
Chorus:
(with beats)
People aware—join in the making. (1,2,3,4)
People who care—history is breaking.
(1,2,3,4)
We are one
Though many songs are sung
The mystery calls us on
Listen!
People aware—join in the making. (1,2,3,4)
People aware.
(1,2,3,4)
(1) Breathe in an era's giving,
(1) Search for the flame in living.
(1) Passion grows
(1) Vision shows
Fire is lit again.
Flame in the night, but the wind's blowing strong,
Longing for right, when there's no right or wrong.
Risking to write the tune
That could be the future's song.
Chorus
(1) And in the song we sing
(1) The melody we bring.
(1) Find the words,
(1) Make them rhyme,
(1) This is the style to be.
Rhythm of our time.
Flame in the night, but the wind's blowing strong,
Longing for right, when there's no right or wrong.
Risking to write the tune
That could be the future's song.
Chorus
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RITUALS
RITUALS	
  
	
  
Wake	
  Up	
   L	
   Run	
  into	
  the	
  future	
  run.	
  
	
  
	
  
C.	
   Run	
  into	
  the	
  rising	
  sun.	
  
	
  
	
  
L.	
   Men	
  who	
  run	
  create	
  the	
  world.	
  
	
  
	
  
C.	
   So	
  be	
  it!	
  
	
  
Wake	
  up	
  	
   L.	
   Dawn	
  the	
  world	
  of	
  joyful	
  living	
  
	
  
	
  
C.	
   Wondrous	
  deeds	
  are	
  done	
  through	
  me.	
  
	
  
Breakfast	
   L.	
   Run	
  into	
  the	
  future	
  run.	
  
	
  
	
  
C.	
   Run	
  into	
  the	
  rising	
  sun.	
  
	
  
	
  
L.	
   Men	
  who	
  run	
  create	
  the	
  world.	
  
	
  
	
  
C.	
  	
   Be	
  it	
  so!	
  
	
  
Lunch	
  
L.	
   We	
  are	
  the	
  ones	
  set	
  free	
  to	
  embrace	
  the	
  world.	
  
	
  
	
  
C.	
   We	
  are	
  the	
  ones	
  compelled	
  all	
  to	
  give.	
  
	
  
	
  
L.	
   Right?	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  C.	
   Right!	
  
	
  
Dinner	
   L.	
   Men	
  of	
  the	
  spirit	
  march	
  on	
  to	
  build	
  the	
  new	
  tomorrow.	
  
	
  
	
  
C.	
   Theirs	
  is	
  the	
  mission	
  never	
  done.	
  
	
  
	
  
L.	
   Right?	
  
	
  
	
  
C.	
   Right!	
  
	
  
Sendout	
   L.	
   March	
  into	
  the	
  future,	
  march.	
  
	
  
	
  
C.	
   Dance	
  over	
  the	
  dark	
  abyss.	
  
	
  
	
  
L.	
   Iron	
  men	
  create	
  the	
  world.	
  
	
  
	
  
C.	
   Be	
  it	
  so!	
  
	
  
End	
  of	
  
L.	
   Sharat	
  ke	
  gaon	
  age	
  bardange!	
  
Meeting	
   	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (Rural	
  India	
  is	
  on	
  the	
  move!)	
  
	
  
	
  
C.	
   Maliwada	
  uska	
  chin	
  hai!	
  	
  X3	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
(Maliwasa	
  is	
  the	
  sign!)	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Kendur	
  uska	
  chin	
  hai!	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Yaviharsh	
  uska	
  chin	
  hai!	
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RIVER OF OUR SOUL
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RIVER OF OUR SO
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Tune:

Dancing River of our Soul
Surging currents of joy unfold
Fountain light
Splashing night
Cascading through the world

Speaker:
Type:

Silent River of our Soul
Undercurrents of tales untold
Secret streamlets
Shadow inlets
Merging in a spiral hold

Comment:

Raging River of our Soul
Rocky currents take pain’s toll
Darkness keeping
Suffering weeping
Flooding hearts in numbing cold
Healing River of our Soul
Mirror currents dare be bold
Reflections true
Confessions new
Cleansing, surrendering, grace remolds
Gentle River of our Soul
Endless currents of love cajole
Converging waters
Life’s sons and daughters
Blessing, honoring, making whole
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RIVER OF TOMORROW
With each morning's rising sun,
Starks awakens now to see,
The rural come alive,
With new vitality.
Deciding as the ones who care,
To shape our destiny,
Together we'll create.
A new community
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RIVER OF TOMOR
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Tune:

If

Speaker:

And all the joy and pain it will take
We'll gladly give . . new life to see.
Precious moments of a life,
Time so quickly passes by,
Generations of great wisdom.
A story that won't die.

Type:

Comment:

We offer you our heritage.
Declaring once again.
That Starks demands our efforts,
Together we extend . . .
The hope that there's a future yet to build
new, New England waiting here
When the old brick steamer rounds the bend,
We'll all stand up and cheer,
And tell our friends and neighbors
A brand new day is here.
The Sandy River lighthouse.
Will beckon once again
A river of tomorrow
A future that won't end.
And all the joy and pain it will take,
We'll gladly give . . . new life this world will see.
It's for everyone
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ROLES
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ROLES

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Called to be Intellectual struggler,
Called to teach
the wisdom of life;
Called to be a RABBI
On behalf of all men
Called to be Intentional distance,
Called to preach the word of God;
Called to be an EVANGELIST On behalf of all men.
Called to be Enigmatic presence
Called to evoke experiences of being;
Called to be a GURU
On behalf of all men.
Called to be Wise guidance
Called to lead
the rational task;
Called to be an ELDER
On behalf of ail men.
Called to be Historical signal,
Called to forge
representational deed;
Called to be a PROPHET
On behalf of all men.
Called to be Battlefield nurture,
Called to rehearse the intentional deeps;
Called to be a PRIEST
On behalf of all men.
Called to be Corporate discipline,
Called to enable colleagues be strong;
Called to be a PRIOR
On behalf of all men.
Called to be Compassionate council,
Called to sustain the hope of life;
Called to be a PASTOR
On behalf of all men.
Called to be Human example,
Called to show
the demanded style
Called to be the RELIGIOUS
On behalf of all men.
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RUDOLPH THE RED NOSED REINDEER
You know Dasher and Dancer and Prancer and Vixen,
Comet and Cupid and Donner and Blitzen.,
But do you recall?
The most famous reindeer of all?
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer (reindeer)
Had a very shiny nose
And if you ever saw it
You would even say it glows
And all of the other reindeer (reindeer)
Used to laugh and call him names
They never let poor Rudolph (Rudolph)
Join in any reindeer games
Then one foggy Christmas Eve,
Santa came to say,
Rudolph with your nose so bright,
Won't you guide my sleigh tonight?
Then all the other reindeer loved him,
And shouted out with glee,
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer (reindeer)
You'll go down in history
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer (reindeer)
Had a very shiny nose,
And if you ever saw it,
You would even say it glows,
And all of the other reindeer (reindeer)
Used to laugh and call him names,
They never let poor Rudolph
Join in any reindeer games,
Then one foggy Christmas Eve,
Santa came to say,
Rudolph with your nose so bright,
Won't you guide my sleigh tonight?
Then all the other reindeer loved him,
And shouted out with glee,
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer,
You'll go down in history
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RUN INTO THE FUTURE RUN

Title:
Keywords 1:

RUN INTO THE FU

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
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Tune:

Phase One - You

Parsonage

Speaker:
Type:

Refrain:
Run into the future. run. Run into the rising sun.
Run into the future, run. Men who run create the world.
Men of ages share the wisdom: Men of ages bear the Word.
Live the story, see the vision, bringing forth the dawning world.
Men of ages bear the burden of the suffering of Mankind.
Men of ages start the journey, mighty people made from God.
Men of ages greet the secret, fills the future of the now.
With our knowing from past ages, with the singing of our lives.
The day is come, my ancient people: now we run to meet the sun.
Born of pain beyond all suffering. now the day of wonder comes
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RUN TO MEET THE SUN
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Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Run, run, run, run, to meet the sun.
Our ancestors have wisdom we must share.
The people of the world will know we care
To run, run, run, run, to meet the sun.
For we are black and beautiful
And we have gifts to give.
To all the future and to all.
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SACHSENHAUSEN
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Tune:

Gestern gab es hier viel
Gemütlichkeit;

Speaker:
Type:

aber heut findet man auch sehr viel
Einsamkeit,
doch die Zukunft ist jetzt in unserer
Hand,
seht euch um, uberlegt was da fist!

Da ist Applewoi and doch
Einsamkeit,
da sind Leute die sich wundern wo
das Alte bleibt.
Da ist Jung and Alt, doch sie sind
sich fremd; s
soll das auch in der Zukunft so sein?
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SANCTIFIED MAN
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SANCTIFIED MAN
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Phase One - You

Tune:

We love the world in every moment
We love the world in every day.
We have no personal problems
We live our lives the global way.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Chorus:
‘Cause we’re the Sanctified Man, Sanctified Woman
The Word’s demand we now obey
Living as dead men, breathing the new life
We build the earth in every way
We style ourselves as global beings
Respecting all men's way of life.
We see the task that lies before us
As showing all the global way.
Each situation always finds us
As humble servants ready to obey.
The great demands the Lord has placed upon us
We take with joyous dancing fill with praise.
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SANTA CLAUSE IS COMING TO TOWN
You better watch out
You better not cry
You better not pout
I'm telling you why

Title:

SANTA CLAUSE IS

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Christmas Carol

Keywords 3:

Santa claus is comin' to town
Santa claus is comin' to town
Santa claus is comin' to town

Tune:

He's making a list
He's checking it twice
He's gonna find out
Who's naughty or nice

Speaker:
Type:

Santa claus is comin' to town
Santa claus is comin' to town
Santa claus is comin' to town

Comment:

He sees you when you're sleeping
He knows when you're awake
He knows if you've been bad or good
So be good for goodness sake
So you better watch out
You better not cry
You better not pout
I'm telling you why
Santa claus is comin' to town
Santa claus is comin' to town
Santa claus is comin' to town
The kids in girl and boyland
Will have a jubilee
They're gonna build a toyland
All around the christmas tree
So you better watch out
You better not cry
You better not pout
I'm telling you why
Santa claus (is comin' to town)
Santa claus (is comin' to town)
Santa claus is comin'
Santa claus is comin'
Santa claus is comin'
To town
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SARGEANT KRUPKE
Dear kindly, Sergeant Krupke
You got to understand,
It’s just my bringing upke
That gets us out of hand.
Our mothers all are junkies,
Our fathers are all drunks,
Golly Moses, naturally we are punks.

So take him to a head shrinker...

There are more lines

Officer Krupke, we’re very upset
We never had the love that every child
ought to get,
We ain’t no delinquents, just
misunderstood,
Deep down inside us there is good
There is good (2), there is untapped good,
Like inside the worst of us is good.
That’s a touchin’ good story,
Let me tell it to the world,
Just tell it to the judge,
Where’s the judge - over here
Dear kindly judge, your honour,
My parents treat me rough,
With all the marijuana, they won’t give
me a puff,
They didn’t want to have me, but
somehow I was had,
Leapin’ lizards, that’s why I’m so bad.
Officer Krupke, you’re really a square
This judge don’t need a judge, he needs an
analyst’s care.
It’s just his neurosis, that ought to be
coibed,
He’s psychologically distoibed.
I’m distoibed, You’re distoibed (2x),
You’re the most distoibed,
like we’re psychologically distoibed.
Hear ye (2x), in the opinion of this court
This child is depraved, on account he ain’t
had a normal home,
Hey, I’m depraved, on account I’m
deprived.
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SAVIOUR, LIKE A SHEPHERD LEAD US

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:

Saviour, like a shepherd lead us,
Much we need Thy tender care;
In Thy pleasant pastures feed us,
For our use Thy folds prepare:
Blessed Jesus, Blessed Jesus!
Thou has bought us, Thine we are,
Blessed Jesus, Blessed Jesus!
Thou hast bought us, Thine we are.

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

We are Thine, do Thou befriend us,
Be the guardian of our way;
Keep Thy flock, from sin defend us,
Seek us when we go astray:
Blessed Jesus, Blessed Jesus!
Hear, O hear us, when we pray,
Blessed Jesus, Blessed Jesus!
We will early turn to Thee.

Comment:

Thou hast promised to receive us,
Poor and sinful tho’ we be;
Thou hast mercy to relieve us,
Grace to cleanse, and power to free:
Blessed Jesus, Blessed Jesus!
We will early turn to Thee,
Blessed Jesus, Blessed Jesus!
We will early turn to Thee.
Early let us seek Thy favor,
Early let us do Thy will;
Blessed Lord and only Saviour,
With Thy love our bosoms fill:
Blessed Jesus, Blessed Jesus!
Thou hast loved us, love us still,
Blessed Jesus, Blessed Jesus!
Though hast loved us, love us still.
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SEE THE LOCAL PEOPLE

There's a great resurgence going on throughout the human race
In communities across this earth, our common human place,
There's a mighty declaration: All the earth belongs to all,
And out of every nation there are those who've heard that call.
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Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Transparency

Tune:

Speaker:

Chorus:
See the local people rise,
The local people rise,
From the pain of our planet
See the local people rise.

Type:

Comment:

They began to work together to do the job at hand
All ages and all races, together they did stand
Brought streams of water gushing forth upon the desert floor
And in each heart hope bubbled up where none had been before.
Chorus
At times the way was dark and hard, the vision almost gone
At times there were no colleagues, so they marched on all alone
They're a quiet sort of hero with a quiet sort of care
And yet their courage gives us all a future we can share.
Chorus
And when they share together the victories they've won
They see the task they've been about has only just begun
For until in each community, each daughter, every son,
Can live in human dignity, the task is still undone.
Chorus
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SEED OF LIFE, THE
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Tune:

The seed that has been sown
Was tender, brown and small
With it the power for life
Was hidden in the fall
The roots were struggling forth
There greenness reaching out
New life was in our midst
Community the shout:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Community
Community
With earth so strong and firm
We molded and we card
Now struggling to be born
A people who could dare
Man’s city here we love
Our joys and all our pain
Are planted in this soil
A vision not to wane.
Community
Community
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SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY
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Keywords 2:

Pop Folk
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Tune:

Ev'ry rolling stone gets to feel alone
When home, sweet home is far away.
I'm a rolling stone who's been so alone
Until today.
Chorus:
Gonna take a sentimental journey
Gonna set my heart at ease,
Gonna make a sentimental journey
To renew old memories.
Got my bag, I got my reservation,
Spent each dime I could afford.
Like a child in wild anticipation,
Long to hear that "All Aboard."
Seven, that's the time we leave, at seven.
I'll be waiting up for Heaven,
Countin' ev'ry mile of railroad track that takes me back.
Never thought my heart could be so "yearny."
Why did I decide to roam?
Gotta take this sentimental journey,
Sentimental journey home
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SHANTUMBU
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Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Oh,	
  the	
  green	
  hills,	
  oh	
  the	
  green	
  hills	
  of	
  Shantumbu.	
  
Where	
  the	
  purple	
  mountains	
  edge	
  	
  the	
  fields	
  of	
  maize,	
  
And	
  the	
  people,	
  village	
  people,	
  stop	
  the	
  greet	
  you.	
  
While	
  the	
  children	
  run	
  to	
  school	
  to	
  start	
  the	
  day.	
  
	
  
Oh,	
  Shantumbu,	
  Oh	
  Shantumbu,	
  how	
  we	
  love	
  you,	
  
Sound	
  of	
  drums	
  beneath	
  the	
  velvet,	
  diamond	
  sky.	
  
Beat	
  of	
  life,	
  dance	
  of	
  joy,	
  human	
  village,	
  
Sound	
  of	
  	
  new	
  earth.	
  
Place	
  of	
  re-‐birth,	
  
Call	
  to	
  us.	
  Call	
  to	
  all	
  those	
  who	
  care,	
  
To	
  give	
  our	
  lives	
  to	
  you	
  until	
  the	
  day	
  we	
  die.	
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SHIKI NO UTA
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SHIKI NO UTA
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Tune:

Haru o aisuru hito wa
Kokoro kiyoki hito
Sumire no hana no yoona
Boku no tomodachi.

Speaker:
Type:

Natsu o aisuru hito wa
Kokoro tsuuoki hito
Iwa o Kudaku nami no yoona
boku no chi-chi-oya
Aki o aisuru hito wa
Kokoro fukaki hito
Ai o kataru Haine no yoona
Boku no koibito
Fuyu o aisuru hito wa
Kokoro hiroki hito
Yuki o tokasu daichi no yoona
boku no ha-ha-oya
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Don’t	
  talk	
  of	
  Stars	
  burning	
  above.	
  
If	
  you’re	
  in	
  love,	
  show	
  me!	
  
Tell	
  me	
  no	
  dreams	
  filled	
  with	
  desire.	
  
If	
  you’re	
  on	
  fire,	
  show	
  me!	
  
	
  
Here	
  we	
  are	
  together	
  in	
  the	
  middle	
  of	
  the	
  night!	
  
Don’t	
  talk	
  of	
  Spring!	
  Just	
  hold	
  me	
  tight!	
  
Anyone	
  who’s	
  ever	
  been	
  in	
  love’ll	
  tell	
  you	
  that	
  
This	
  is	
  no	
  time	
  for	
  a	
  chat!	
  
	
  
Haven’t	
  your	
  lips	
  longed	
  for	
  my	
  touch?	
  
Don’t	
  say	
  how	
  much:	
  
Show	
  me!	
  
Show	
  me!	
  
	
  
Don’t	
  talk	
  of	
  love	
  lasting	
  through	
  time.	
  
Make	
  me	
  no	
  undying	
  vow.	
  
Show	
  me	
  now!	
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Silent night, Holy night
All is calm, all is bright
Round young virgin , mother and child
Holy infant so, tender and mild
Sleep in heavenly peace,
Sleep in heavenly peace.
Silent night, Holy night
Shepherds quake, at the sight
Glorious streams from heaven above
Heavenly hosts sings Hallelujah.
Christ the savior is born,
Christ the savior is born.
Silent night, Holy night
Son of God, love's pure light
Radiant beams from thy holy face
With the dawn of redeeming grace,
Jesus, Lord at thy birth,
Jesus, Lord at thy birth.
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SILVER BELLS
Silver bells silver bells
It's Christmas time in the city
Ring a ling, hear them sing
Soon it will be Christmas day
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City sidewalks busy sidewalks .
Dressed in holiday style
In the air
There's a feeling
of Christmas
Children laughing
People passing
Meeting smile after smile
And on every street corner you'll hear
Silver bells silver bells
It's Christmas time in the city
Ring a ling, hear them ring
Soon it will be Christmas day
Strings of street lights
Even stop lights
Blink a bright red and green
As the shoppers rush
home with their treasures
Hear the snow crunch
See the kids bunch
This is Santa's big scene
And above all this bustle
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SIM MATANGI!

Title:
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Malo, to you our voices sing from Area Suva
In unison we dance and sing rom Royal Tonga
When we raise the sun to shine till day is over
Serving all in regal style —Region apia.
Chorus:
From the palm trees of the Isles of Polynesia
To the wooded shores of mighty Melanesia
We celebrate, we navigate
To the large lagoons of distant Micronesia.
O Pacifica, our home, the tranquil ocean
The mystery sustains our land of fascination.
The rivers brook the march of time, the Future’s open
And the mountains of our care we show it often.
English Chorus
Si’i matangi kuo ma’ili noa
Hoto loto taukei ne ‘iloa
To’onga ‘o loto Nuku’alofa
‘Uta’anga si’a fine leiola
Chorus:
Pe’tau ‘eva ‘oka Malu efiafi
‘O fanongo he hua felafoaki
‘Oiaue, lau mai e
He mokomoko e ‘Otu Felenite.
‘Oka li si’o lei ka ke’alu
Kae tuku mai si’o manatu
Ke fe’ao mo si’oto salusalu
Na’e tuku ko e talitali atu.
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‘Tis the gift to be simple, ‘tis the gift to be free,
‘tis a gift to come down where we ought to be,
And when we find ourselves in the place just right,
‘twill be in the valley of love and delight.
When true simplicity is gained,
to bow and to bend we shan’t be ashamed.
To turn, turn will be our delight,
‘til by turning, turning we come ‘round right.
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SIMPLY SONGS
ENOUGH’S ENOUGH
Tune: 12th of Never

WE’VE GOT PLENTY
Tune: I’ve Got Plenty of Nothing

The Earth is given sunshine
by which things grow
The Earth is given rhythms
that ebb and flow
The Earth is given species
that have no end
The Earth is given humans
yes, yes, my friend

I’ve got plenty of something
And something’s plenty for me
Got my joy
Got my pals
Know just what I need.

I grant myself some balance
within, without
I grant my friends their silence
and joyful shouts
I grant my neighbors safety
and welcome home
I grant the world its beauty
and space to grow
We’re groaning with imbalance
and life style shock
We’re cluttered with possessions
we’re way in hock
But inwardly we’re smiling
because we know
A complex, simple lifestyle
is the way to go
I told my boss to screw it
there’s too much stress
She said she had a vision
of new success
Instead of reaping profits
through short term gains
Create value for grandchildren
so all will gain.
We have to spread the message,
enough’s enough
We have to look more deeply
past all our stuff
There is a central question
which we all share
How can we live more lightly
and show our care?

Stuff
Interrupts
My
Positive
Life
Experience

Folks with plenty of too much
Got a lot to protect
Can’t be free
Can’t be me
Consuming night and day
There’s a way
We’ve got plenty of something
And something’s plenty, you see.

SIMPLI-CITY
Tune: Sentimental Journey
Gonna make a move to simpli-city
Gonna try to simplify
Never thought my wants could be so burning
How can expectations be so high?
Filled myself with deep desire and yearning
Why did I decide to change?
Never thought my life would turn so churning
Why is it I feel so strange?
Being—that’s what we are call—to Being
Changing—that’s the way to do it
Changing every aspect of enough
Away from stuff
Gonna make a move to simpli-city
End this long depressive roam
Silence is the way to be compassion
That’s the way to journey home.
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SING FOR THE CLIMATE
The tune “Bella Ciao”, a song sung by the Italian anti-fascist resistance movement between
1943 and 1945. In September 2012, 80,000 Belgians sang it in 180 town squares: in October
725 schools organized a Sing@School, with 300,000 children singing it. In December 2012 a
video of the song was shown at the COP18 climate talks in Qatar. It is the anthem of the
Sing for the Climate Project calling for meaningful action on issues of climate change. This
version includes edits made by Accelerate 77 singers November 2013.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XGgBtHoIO4g. For full song go to
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64Py3TGwstg.

Title:
Keywords 1:

We’re on a planet
That has a problem
Time to solve it, get involved and do it
NOW, NOW, NOW
We’re out to build a better future
And we’re on the march right now.
Make it greener
Make it cleaner
Make it last, make it fast, and do it
NOW, NOW, NOW
We’re out to build a better future
And we’re on the march right now.
No point in waiting
Or hesitating
Let’s be wise, no more lies and do it
NOW, NOW, NOW
We’re out to build a better future
And we’re on the march right now.
We’re out to build a better future
And we’re on the march right now.
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The Earth says wake up
It’s time to wise up
It’s time to open our eyes and do it
NOW, NOW, NOW
We’re out to build a better future
And we’re on the march right now.
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Sing out Maplewood
Sing to the world
Bring together dreams
Give birth to miracles
Come pioneer grassroots community
Hear the cry of earth to forge new possibility
So let us all join together
Everyone take part
The struggle is calling
To care, not losing heart
So come walk with Washington, Lincoln—
A new neighborhood you’ll see
We’re new “Sons of Liberty.”
Sing out Maplewood
Sing to the world
Bring together dreams
Give birth to miracles
Everyday an adventure, every month a sign
To proudly tell we’re alive and well and living in Maplewood
Oh look for work days and cabarets
School curriculum,
Welcome signs and marching bands
Décor and garden clubs
Symbols, festivals, town meetings, media, cultural happenings,
Oh look out world
Here we are world
New “Sons of Liberty.”
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Singing in the rain, just singing in the rain.
What a glorious feeling, I'm happy again.
I'm laughing at clouds, so dark up above,
The sun's in my heart and I'm ready for love.
Let the stormy clouds chase ev'ry one from the place,
Come on with the rain, I've a smile on my face.
I'll walk down the lane with a happy refrain
And singing, just singing in the rain.
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Sisi Ulutya, sisi Ulutya tushikane (2x)
Tujenge shule
Tujenge shule ya kulala
Tujenge shule ya ufundi wa mikono
Na hospitali
Na posita ya barua
Na mabawa na barabara za lami
Summary in English:
We of Ulutya unite together
To build schools, boarding and technical schools
And hospitals, post offices. water dams and tarmac road.
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Chorus:
"Speed bonnie boat, like a bird on the wing,
Onward," the sailors cry!
“Carry the lad that's born to be king,
Over the sea to Skye!"
Loud the winds howl, loud the waves roar,
Thunder clouds rend the air;
Baffled our foes stand on the shore,
Follow they will not dare.
Through the waves leap, soft shall ye sleep,
Ocean's a royal bed;
Rocked in the deep, Flora will keep
Watch by your weary head.
Many's the lad fought on that day,
Well the day more could wield,
When the night came, silently lay
Dead on Culioden's field.
Burned are our homes, exile and death
Scatter the loyal men;
Yet, e'er the sword cool in the sheath
Charlie will come again.
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Less can be more, and small can be beautiful
Life isn't all just big and wonderful
What do I need when you get right down to it
All my cares come from greed, and it's time that I know it
Things I can't do without
Are the small things that life is all about.
Less can be more, and small can be beautiful
I don't want it all—just part of wonderful
For what do I need when you get right down to it
Just a garden and seed, and the love to pursue it
Things I can't do without
Are the small things that life is all about.
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There are smiles that make us happy
There are smiles that make us blue
There are smiles that steal away the tear
drops
As the sun beams steal away the dew
There are smiles that have a tender
meaning
That the eyes of love alone can see
And the smiles that fill my heart with
sunshine
Are the smiles that you give to me.
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SMOKE GETS IN YOUR EYES
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They asked me how I knew
My true love was true
I of course replied
Something here inside
Can not be denied
They, said some day you'll find
All who love are blind
When you heart's on fire
You must realize
Smoke gets in your eyes
So I chaffed them, and I gaily laughed
To think they would doubt our love
And yet today, my love has gone away
I am without my love
Now laughing friends deride
Tears I cannot hide
So I smile and say
When a lovely flame dies
Smoke gets in your eyes
Smoke gets in your eyes
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SO IN LOVE
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Strange, dear but true dear, when I’m close to you dear.
The stars fill the sky, so in love with you am I.
Even without you, my arms fold about you
You know, darling, why. So in love with you am I.
In love with the night mysterious, the night when you first were
there
In love with my joy delirious, when I knew that you could care.
So taunt me and hurt me, deceive me, desert me, I’m yours till I die
So in love, so in love, so in love with you, my love am I.
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SO LOOKOUT WORLD HERE WE COME
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Come, build a future,
Caring and free,
Working together, to build community.
Just as the farm land is planted each year,
We claim our pride and we decide to make it very clear,
That those who lead us can come from here in our fold
To further make Bay County as precious as pure gold.
Our Bay County can be a great sign to see
Of things that can be done,
Bay Area Town Meeting
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SOCIAL DEMONSTRATION LOVE SONG
The Land lies dark and shrouded in the Mystery,
Of brokenness and pain of all Mankind.
The consciousness flows forth from every human
A River of Hope begins to wind.
And in the midst of innocent human suffering,
A Mountain of Care begins to swell.
The Sea lies tranquil,
For I have been loved dearly More dearly than the spoken word can tell.
Fifth City, Majuro and Oombulgurri,
Held up a sign of hope for Local Man.
Kawangware, Isle of Dogs and Maliwada,
Changed the story from we can't into we can.
Sudtonggan, Kwangyung Il, became a symbol,
Of possibility for all to tell, That Life is beautiful,
For they have been loved dearly,
More dearly than the spoken word can tell.
El Bayad, Termine and Cano Negro,
Stand now to claim their future destiny.
Kreuz.berg Ost, Sungai Lui and Ivy City,
Found life where none had been for all to see.
Kapini and Hai Ou were added symbols
Of possibility for all to tell,
That Life is beautiful,
For they have been loved dearly,
More dearly than the spoken word can tell.
Lorne de l'Acadie, Nam Wai, Kelapa Dua,
Declared themselves as new communities.
Ijede, Delta Pace, Inyan Wakagapi,
Foretold a world of fresh vitality.
Vogar and Oyubari fill the circle,
Of demonstration signs for all to tell,
That Life is beautiful,
For ALL have been loved dearly,
More dearly than the spoken word can tell.
That Life is beautiful,
For all have been loved dearly,
More dearly than the spoken world can tell.
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SOME ENCHANTED EVENING
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Some enchanted evening, you may see a stranger
You may see a stranger, across a crowded room.
And somehow you know, you know even then
That somewhere you'll see her again and again.
Some enchanted evening, someone may be laughing,
You may hear her laughing across a crowded room,
And night after night, as strange as it seems,
The sound of her laughter will sing in your dreams.
Who can explain it? Who can tell you why?
Fools give you reasons, wise men never try.
Some enchanted evening, when you find your true love,
When you hear her call you across a crowded room.
Then fly to her side, and make her your own,
Or all through your life you may dream all alone.
Once you have found her, never let her go.
Once you have found her, never let her go.
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SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT

I have walked 'cross the sand on the
Grand Banks of Newfoundland
Gazed on the ridge of the Miramichi,
Seen the waves tear and roar at the storm coast of Labrador,
Watched them roll back to the great northern sea.
Refrain:
From the Vancouver Island to the Alberta Highland,
'Cross the prairie and the lakes to Ontario's towers,
From the sound of Mount Royal's chimes out to the Maritimes,
Something to sing about, this land of ours.
I have welcomed the dawn from the fields of Saskatchewan.
Followed the sun to the Vancouver shore.
Watched it climb shiny new to the snow peaks of Caribou.
Up to the clouds where the wild Rockies soar.
I have heard the wild wind sing the places that I have been,
Bay Bulls and Red Deer and Strait of Belle Isle,
Names like Grand 'Mere and Silverthrone. Moose Jaw and Marrowbone
Trails of the pioneer, named with a smile.
I have wandered my way to the wild wood of Hudson Bay,
Treated my toes to Quebec's morning dew.
Where the sweet summer breeze kissed the leaves of the maple trees,
Sharing this song that I'm singing to you.
Yes, there's something to sing about, tune up a string about.
Call out in chorus or quietly hum,
Of a land that's still young with a ballad that's still unsung,
Telling the promise of great things to come.
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SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE A MOTHERLESS CHILD
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SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE A MOTHERLESS CHILD
Sometimes I fell like a motherless child.
Sometimes I fell like a motherless child.
Sometimes I fell like a motherless child.
A long way from home,
A long way from home.
Sometimes I feel like I’m almost gone…
Sometimes I feel like a feather in the air…
Sometimes I feel like a morning star…
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SOMEWHERE OVER THE RAINBOW
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Somewhere over the rainbow
Way up high
There's a land that I heard of
Once in a lullaby.

Speaker:
Type:

Somewhere over the rainbow
Skies are blue,
And the dreams that you dare
To dream really do come true.

Comment:

Someday I'll wish upon a star
And wake up where the clouds are far behind me.
Where troubles melt like lemon drops
Away above the chimney tops
That's where you'll find me.
Somewhere over the rainbow Bluebirds fly.
Birds fly over the rainbow,
Why then, oh, why can't 1?
If happy little bluebirds
Fly above the rainbow
Why, oh, why can't 1?
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Hum premah hain premah jaghate train
Auralt premah sc kaamah dikhate hain, hum prem
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Maliwada ke jo rahne wale (repeat)
Hum aapah kay gaon mein aaye train, hum prem.
Mayusah na ho bczaarah na ho (repeat)
Nava,eramah prayasah hum laen train. hum prem.
Ekata hayt balase barahte train (repeat)
Aurah prem se jyoti jalate train, hum prem.
Sabah milia julah harah humah kaama karem (repeat)
Bharatyhah key bhagya badathe train hum prem.
Bharathah ke gaon aage bahe (repeat)
Maliwada usaka chine train, hum prem.
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I’d Like to Teach
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We’ve gathered our community,
We’re people who understood,
We’ve come together to create
A lasting neighborhood.

Comment:

We’re here to learn, to think and plan,
To meet our neighbors too.
We’d like to leave this place today,
With dreams that will come true.
We’d like to bring back friends who care,
About where they all live,
And teach them that to live in peace,
Means of themselves they give.
That’s the song we sing,
Hoping that we’ll be heard,
A song to help us create,
THE NEW MAPLEWOOD.
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SONG OF FESTIVA

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

76 Trombones

Speaker:
Type:

This is the time for people to celebrate
This is the time to all come alive
This is the year to honor the record of our past
And to know that Maplewood’s arrived.
We have a great parade for us all to see
We have a fair that promises fun
We have a dance that no one would ever want to miss
As we move our Maplewood along.
The miracles have given us the vision
Knowing, doing, giving of our all
Setting up the signs of all our future goals
And the plan that is for all to see.
The Festival that honors what our country is
Creating, building, always on the move
The Festival to set the pace, to show the world a brand new face,
And demonstrates the new society.
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SONG OF SERVANT

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

There's a secret
Mysterious but true,
That when your life is turned to serving
Life bursts forth anew.
When life is destined
To care for all the earth,
You will find courageous living,
Yields again new birth.
Then your whole life long is found to be
Uncertainty
Though your life intends to be creating
History.
To be of service,
With those upon the Way,
Create the story, tell the promise
Of the new found day.
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SONG OF THE PROPHETS

Title:

SONG OF THE PRO

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Phase One - You

Tune:

Chorus
Out of the depths of history The Cry! The Cry!
Calls forth the prophets of the time to build the new.
We are the ones who see the vision.
Struggle to bring new life to men,
And we know we carry the future of every man.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

It called to Jeremiah The Cry! The Cry!
"I send you out to speak the Word and build the New."
He said, "Oh Lord. I am too young, I am too young to do this deed."
But the Lord said, "Jeremiah. I'll give you the strength."
Chorus
Isaiah heard within his heart The Cry! The Cry!
"Whom shall I send and who will go to build the New?"
"I am the one who must decide to breathe new spirit into the hearts of men."
I decide to live on behalf of all.
Chorus
Demanding of Ezekiel The Cry! The Cry!
"Go to my children, sad and tired and build the New.
They have forgotten the vision they saw, the promise of all history
Is theirs to have is only they hear my call."
Chorus
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Keywords 1:
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Tune:

“Love of my life,” I am crying;
I am not dying: I am dancing,
dancing along in the madness;
there is no sadness, only a song of the soul.
Chorus:
And we’ll sing this song;
Why don’t you sing along?
and we can sing for a long, long time.
Why don’t you sing this song,
why don’t you sing along?
and we can sing for a long, long time.
What do you do for your living?
Are you forgiving, giving shelter?
Follow your heart; love will find you;
Truth will unbind you; sing out a song of the soul.
Chorus
Come, to your life like a warrior;
Nothin’ will bore yer; You can be happy.
Let in the light; It will heal you;
And you can feel you sing out a song of the soul.
Chorus
[Repeat 1st verse, chorus]
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Keywords 1:
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The people of this world can see
That they can plan their destiny,
The time has come for unity,
The future's in their hands.

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

The tear of fear we have denied,
Terror, war and want defied,
On local strength we have relied,
One globe of many lands . . .

Comment:

Chorus:
Knowing each one's got their chance,
Creation building, life enhance
To be the ones who care within
Our turning, spiraling, whirling world.
We've seen the earth from way out there,
It's filled us with the power to care,
This century calls to risk and share
To be the sign of love;
Now we see the earth as one
No limits block what has begun,
There's time to build for everyone
Create the earth anew . . .
Chorus
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SONG SUNG BLUE

Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Song sung blue - everybody knows one
Song sung blue - every garden grows one
Me and you are subject to the blues now and then
But when you take the blues and make a song,
You sing them out again, sing them out again.
Song sung blue - weepin' like a willow
Song sung blue - sleepin' on my pillow
Funny thing but you can sing it with a cry in your voice
And before you know it start to feelin good
You simply got no choice, simply got no choice.
Song sung blue - everybody knows one.
Song sung blue - every garden grows one.
Me and you are subject to the blues now and then
But when you take the blues and make a song
You sing them out again, sing them out again,
Sing them out again.
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SONG TO MY COLLEAGUES
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Keywords 2:
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Tune:

Remember the times we walked in shadows
Together we reached to find the sun,
Trying to make a difference in our world,
Trying to care for ev’ry one.
O we never felt we needed glory
Sustained by the hope that things could change,
Yet I never said how much you meant to my life,
You helped me overcome the pain.
Refrain:
Did you ever now that you’re my hero?
You’re everything I would like to be.
I could fly higher than an eagle
For you are the wind beneath my wings.
Remember the sparks of hope we cherished
Together we fanned them into flame,
‘Til even the dimmest eye could see a new world,
Which even the faintest heart could claim.
It might have appeared to go unnoticed
But I’ve got it all here in my heart,
I want you to know I know the truth, of course, I know it,
I would be nothing without you.
Refrain
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SOUND OFF

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Verses:
1. All the past is now approved.

Speaker:
Type:

2. All that is has been received.
3. The Church of God has been renewed.
4. We are free to die our deaths.
5. The men of God are-merry men.
6. We will create a human world.
Chorus:
Leader:
Group:
Leader:
Group:
Leader:
Group.

Praise God!
Amen!
Praise God!
Amen!
Glory be!
Amen, Amen Amen!
Praise God!
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SOUTHWEST SINGS OUT

We saw them coming in the past
Trading furs and building farms,
Railroads moved across this land,
Towns sprang up along the way,
Cities mushroomed, buildings loomed,
Oil was found and business boomed,
Schools of learning filled the need
For this new society.
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Tune:
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Type:

Comment:

Since John Walters found the place
He could start his life anew
Industries supply the world,
Airlines opening up the North,
Southwest citizens step forth
To build a new community
Speaking out with common voice:
We will make our future great.
Let's all get together now
Build a place for you and me,
A place where we can live and learn,
Sharing all there is to be,
Helping one another grow,
Band together, young and old;
We can hear the future call:
Get together one and all.
Southwest Edmonton Forum
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Keywords 1:

Lonely the road
Homeland is gone
Deafened by silence—
We travel on.
People who care

SPIRIT OF CARE

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Over the world
Strange shadows form
Villages standing as one
Through raging storms
People who care
Spirit of care

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

No one to hate
Cleanly restored
Finally moving as one spirit
dancing through doors
Surrounded by harmony
echoing two million songs
Earth rise alive
New age belongs
Hope beyond hope
Sacred intent
Ceaselessly suffering
Never relent
People who care
Spirit of care
Triumphantly won
Carried by waves
Lives ever claimed
Nothing compels us to love
Always unnamed
People who care
Spirit of care
Eternally one
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STANDING ON THE PROMISES

Title:

STANDING ON THE

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Standing on the promises of Christ my King,
Through eternal ages let his praises ring.
Glory in the highest, I will shout and sing,
Standing on the promises of God

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Refrain:
Standing, standing,
Standing on the promises of God my Savior,
Standing, standing,
I'm standing on the promises of God
Standing on the promises that cannot fail,
When the howling storms of doubt and fear assail
By the living word of God I shall prevail,
Standing on the promises of God.
Standing on the promises I cannot fall,
Listening every moment to the Spirit's call,
Resting in my Savior, as my all in all,
Standing on the promises of God.
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STILLNESS LINGERS IN MY SOUL

I've journeyed on since the world began,
I'll journey on till it ends.
Everyday the same, the Mystery gives no name,
I live each day in wonder.
Refrain:
Stillness lingers in my soul. dark night seems so very long.
All hopes are gone, the restless march moves on.
Silence is my song.
I see my death laughing at me
I see the call to be free.
Tears of joy and pain never explain.
I play life's game in terror.
I hear the suffering calling to me,
I hear the innocent weep.
Care knows no fame there's no thing to gain,
I build the earth in fervor.
I feel a strange power emerging in me.
I feel the pulsebeat of new community
Joy fills my brain, peace now remains
I dance again in rapture.
Last refrain Only:
Stillness lingers in my soul.
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STORIES OF NEW L
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Stories of new life
Of people who have willed to do
Together what creates anew
In villages so visions can come true.

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Stories of new life,
Fallow fields come into bloom,
Endeavors out of brick and loom
Raise up the poor from centuries' heavy gloom.
Chorus:
The stories must be told,
New signs for all the world to see,
From the pains of hard won victory
The future's breaking free,
We're given back our life in many ways
And grateful for these days.
Stories of new life,
In summer's sun and winter's snow
The working faces beam and glow,
Prepare the road for those they'll never know.
Stories of new life,
A painted wall with rising sun
Where healthy children learn and run,
Clear water flowing—hope and selfhood won.
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Don't know why there's no sun up in the sky, stormy weather.
Since my man and I ain't together,
Keeps rainin’ all the time.
Life is bare. gloom and misery everywhere. stormy weather,
Just can't get my poor self together,
I'm weary all the time.
When he went away the blues walked in and met me
If he stays away old rockin' chair will get me
All I do is pray the Lord above will let me
Walk in the sun once more.
Can't go on. everything I had is gone, stormy weather.
Since my man and I ain't together
Keeps rainin' all the time.
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Give me some men who are stout-hearted men
Who will fight for the right they adore.
Start me with ten who are stout-hearted men
And I'll soon give you ten thousand more.
Shoulder to shoulder and bolder and bolder
They grow as they go to the foe
Then, there’s nothing in the world can halt or mar our plan.
When stout-hearted men, can get together man to man.
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Strange music in my ears
Only now as you spoke did it start
Strange music of the sphere
Could its lovely hum be coming from my heart
You appear and I hear song sublime
Song that I'm incapable of
So dear, let me hold you near
While we treasure every measure
So that time can never change
The strange new music of love
You appear and I hear song sublime
Song that I'm incapable of
So dear, let me hold you near
While we treasure every measure
So that time can never change
The strange new music of love
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Take my hand, I'm a stranger in paradise.
All lost in a wonderland, a stranger in paradise.
If I stand starry-eyed, that's a danger in paradise,
For mortals who stand beside an angel like you.
I saw your face and I ascended
Out of the commonplace into the rare!
Somewhere in space I hang suspended
Until I know there's a chance that you care.
Won't you answer the fervent prayer of a stranger in paradise?
Don't send me in dark despair from all that I hunger for,
But open your angel arms to a stranger in paradise,
And tell me that I need be a stranger no more.
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Tune:
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Something in your eves
Was so inviting,
Something in your smile
Was so exciting
Something in my heart
Told me I must have you.
Strangers in the Night
Two lonely people we were,
Strangers in the Night
Up to the moment when we
Said our first hello,
Little did we know
Love was just a glance away,
A warm embracing dance away and

Comment:

~

Ever since that Night
We've been together,
Lovers at first sight
In love forever,
It turned out so right
For strangers in the Night.
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Strangers in the Night
Exchanging glances,
Wondering in the Night
What were the chances
We'd be sharing, love
Before the Night was through.
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Tune:
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Comment:

Suddenly light crosses the surging sea; shadows foretell voyage of destiny.
Suddenly peace dawns in dark tragedy; enemies fade fearless in ecstasy.
Vict'ry: to battle in life's true fight. Vict'ry: life's bursting through death's dark night.
Suddenly joy breaks on the troubled sea; strange rapture swells, captures death's agony.
Suddenly life floods through death's boundary' seized by the storm safe in eternity.
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Tune:
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Sudtonggan, the breeze sings through the palms above,
Sudtonggan, it’s singing out my song of love;
I laud you, applaud you, and bless the day you taught me to care
To always remember the dancing eyes that live with you there.
Sudtonggan, across the world I hear you call,
Sudtonggan, you’re always near when nighttimes fall;
I dread a dawn should I awake to find you gone,
Sudtonggan, I give you my own.
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Tune:

Silayan

Speaker:
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Sudtonggan hataas ang pag-la-um
Ki-na-i-ya-han napuno sa gugma
Tu-go-ti ang iyang mange damgo
Ma-ka-ba-ton-sa ka-tu-man ang dayon.
Taliwala sa iyang kalisdanan
Pangandoy: iyang kasulbaran
Paglaum sa iyang lomolupyo
Ma-sak-si-han iyang ka-us-wa-gan.
Repeat second verse
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Comment:

Sudtonggan	
  has	
  very	
  high	
  hope	
  
By	
  nature	
  she	
  is	
  filled	
  with	
  love.	
  
Allow	
  her	
  dreams	
  to	
  happen	
  
She	
  will	
  accomplish	
  great	
  things.	
  
	
  
In	
  the	
  midst	
  of	
  her	
  struggles	
  
She	
  desires	
  solutions	
  
The	
  hope	
  of	
  the	
  villagers	
  
Is	
  to	
  witness	
  great	
  progress.	
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Title:
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Tune:

Refrain:
Suriram ram suriram ram ram
Suriram anak yang mams
Anak mams ianganlah dicium sayang
Kalau dicium marahlah bapanya.

Suriram

Speaker:
Type:

Kampung Serusup kampung yang indah
Letaknva iauh darilah kota
Marilah kita bekerja sama kawan
Ma jukan kampun kita yang tercinta
Kampung Serusup kampung nelayan
kampung nelayuan suku kaum Bajau
Masvarakat bergiat mehangun desa
Mencapai masa hadapan berjaya
Kampung Serusup indah letaknya
Ditepi laut dibawah gunong
Banyak hutan padang yang luas-membentang
Tempat tinggal amat menbenangkan
Menangkap ikan ditengah lautan
Lengkap jala pancing dan sampan
Ombak hadai dirasa sebagaikawan
Tak kenal waktu siang dan malam
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Tune:

When the Saints G
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Comment:

Sungai	
  Lui	
  Kampung	
  Indah	
  
Penduduknya	
  Ramah-‐Tamah	
  
Memikat	
  Dan	
  Memawan	
  Hati	
  
Tidak	
  Akan	
  Di	
  Lupakan	
  
	
  
	
  
Muda-‐mudi	
  Maju	
  Terus	
  
	
  
Capai	
  Mesa	
  Depan	
  Jaya	
  
	
  
Pantange	
  Mundur	
  Sampai	
  Dapat	
  
	
  
Itulah	
  Harapan	
  Kita	
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Title:
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Sustainability (n

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Grab your coat and get your hat,
Leave your worries on the doorstep
Just direct your feet
To the sunny side of the street.
Can’t you hear that pitter pat?
And that happy tune is your step.
Life can be so sweet
On the sunny side of the street.
I used to walk in the shade
With those blues on parade.
But I’m not afraid, this rover crossed over.
If I never have a cent,
I’ll be rich as Rockefeller,
Gold dust at my feet
On the sunny side of the street.
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Tune:

No longer lost on some forgotten highway,
Traveled by many, remembered by few,
Looking for something that I could believe in
Looking for something that I'd like to do
With my life.
There's plenty behind me
But nothing to bind me
And right now it seems to be more than enough
To delight in today.
We don't know what the future is holding in store
But know where we're going
We've seen the Star of Hope
There's a spirit that guides us,
A light that shines for us,
Life is worth living, we don't need to see the end.
Sweet, sweet surrender
Live, live with your care
Be like fish in the water
Be like birds of the air.
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TAIRGWAIYH’S NEW VISION

Title:
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Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:
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Keywords 3:

There	
  once	
  were	
  three	
  pits	
  in	
  the	
  Village	
  
With	
  coal	
  shafts	
  of	
  Macrdy,	
  East	
  and	
  Steer.	
  
Great	
  singing	
  in	
  the	
  church	
  every	
  Sunday;	
  
A	
  two	
  mile	
  walk	
  three	
  times	
  a	
  day.	
  
	
  
Then	
  came	
  the	
  War,	
  with	
  children	
  sheltered	
  here;	
  
The	
  welcome	
  in	
  the	
  Valley	
  helped	
  them	
  through	
  the	
  years	
  
Tairgwaith	
  showed	
  new	
  visions	
  for	
  the	
  world.	
  
	
  
People	
  say	
  Tairgwaith	
  is	
  dead	
  end	
  
With	
  the	
  coal	
  tips	
  ever	
  present	
  here.	
  
But	
  the	
  Dragon	
  stole	
  the	
  Triple	
  Crown	
  and	
  Grand	
  Slam	
  
Great	
  celebration	
  at	
  the	
  club	
  with	
  beer.	
  
	
  
Daffodils	
  in	
  bloom,	
  our	
  emblem	
  is	
  a	
  plume.	
  
The	
  houses	
  of	
  the	
  Works,	
  coal	
  is	
  our	
  perks.	
  
Tairgwaith	
  hopes	
  new	
  visions	
  for	
  the	
  world.	
  
	
  
Creating	
  a	
  new	
  face	
  of	
  the	
  Village,	
  
A	
  warm	
  welcome	
  as	
  you	
  enter	
  here,	
  
Great	
  singing	
  once	
  again	
  in	
  the	
  Village,	
  
A	
  new	
  way	
  of	
  life	
  has	
  now	
  appeared.	
  
	
  
People	
  assemble	
  young	
  and	
  old	
  alike;	
  
Decisions	
  being	
  made	
  for	
  our	
  future	
  life.	
  
Tairgwaith	
  lives	
  new	
  vision	
  for	
  the	
  world.	
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TAKE CARE AND BUILD THE EARTH

Title:
Keywords 1:

TAKE CARE AND B

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Do not go gentle into that good night
Souls should burn at close of day
Rage against the dying light
Against the darkened maze
Warriors wounded and worn
Yet trusting and unalarmed
Wink at the moon
Though it smile too soon
In silence sing rebirth
Take care and build the earth

Global Moveme

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Do not go gentle into that good march
Souls should burn at resting’s end
Rage against the journey’s arc
Against life’s chosen bend
Warriors attentive and armed
Yet vulnerable and scarred
Tip toe to stars
Though they beckon too far
In stillness dance clown’s mirth
Take care and build the earth
Do not go gentle into that good life
Souls should burn at hopeless days
Rage against the endless strife
Against the Mystery’s Way
Warriors filled with dreams
Of victories unseen
Embrace lightning’s touch
Though consuming too much
Beloved ones endure
Take care, and build the earth
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TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF
Go to daily office still be sure to chart your day
Take good care of yourself, face the Mystery
Rehearse the Word continually or you'll lose your way
Take good care of yourself, belong to history.
Be careful spotting ghosts, mmm, mmm
Move it the most, mmm, mmm
Guard your post, mmm, mmm
Or you'll pack your bag
And be on the run, chum
Give your penny every day, get out of bed by four
Take good care of yourself, you're needed more and more.
Do each programme ev'ry day, spinning tactics through
Take good care of yourself, always wear the blue
Hit the road by eight o'clock, set a date by two
Take good care of yourself, it depends on you
Be quick in moving troops, mmm, mmm
Do circuit loops, mmm, mmm face your bloops, mmm, mmm
Or you'll pack your bag
And be on the run, chum
Be like Jesus all the time, don't go to bed till three
Take good care of yourself, You're TWC.
Catalyze your metro troops, work with local man
Take good care of yourself, build a battle plan
Use your network for the task, trust the global band
Take good care of yourself, as a general can
Be bold in naming blocks, mmm, mmm Stay out of a box, mmm, mmm
Heal your knocks, mmm, mmm
Or you'll pack your bag
And be on the run, chum.
Change a person's life each day, do more than you can bear
Take good care of yourself, you are those who care.
Step outside your theory boat, act to win the day
Take good care of yourself, risk your life today
Bracket all extraneous cares, hold your foes at bay
Take good care of yourself, and create the Way
Set up a funding call, mmm, mmm
Don't think small, mmm, mmm
Have a ball, mmm, mmm
Or you'll pack your bag
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TARGWAITH’S NEW VISION

Title:

TARGWAITH’S NE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

There once were three pits in the Village
With coal shafts of Maerdv, East and West.
Great singing in the church every Sunday;
A two mile walk three times a day.

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Then came the War, with children sheltered here.
The welcome in the Valley helped them through
The years.
Tai'rgwaith showed new visions for the world.
People say Tai’rgwaith is dead end
With the coal tips ever present here.
But the Dragon stole the Triple Crown and Grand Slam
Great celebration at the club with beer.
Daffodils in bloom, our emblem is a plume.
The houses of the Work, coal is our perks.
Tai'rgwaith hopes new visions for the world.
Creating a new face of the Village
A warm welcome as you enter here
Great singing once again in the Village
A new way of life has now appeared.
People assemble young and old alike:
Decisions being made for our future life
Tai'rgwaith lives new vision for the world.
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TEN MOVE AS ONE
Say to the world that the time has come
When the ten will build as one
And be a sign for all the world
A vision that the earth belongs to all
We will build as one.
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Title:

TEN MOVE AS ON

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

We are people in community
We're bringing forth the ones who will stand
Equip them for the task at hand
Releasing hope in nations to flow
And share their goods and gifts with all
Our resolve that the ten
Shall move as one.
Share with the world approaches that work
Local people point the way
Fifty nations join as one
An event of declaration
We will build as one
Local people meeting face to face
And their wisdom is in demand
Share it, travel throughout the land
Create directions for local care
Communicate them to the world
lt's our cry that the ten
Shall move as one.
Be for the world the people who dare
To live forming zones of care
Primal community revealed
The signals of a new society
We will build as one
Our presence at the centre be
Manifesting global unity
The coalition now is the sign
New spirit forms across the world
All with the Mystery reconciled
It’s a sign that the ten
Shall move as one.
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TERLANEN (BELGIAN TOWN MEETING SONG)

Title:

TERLANEN (BEL

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Asn	
  de	
  oevers	
  de	
  Lane	
  
Kon	
  men	
  vroeger	
  zwemmen	
  gaan	
  
Maar	
  nu	
  stinkt	
  diezelfde	
  Lane	
  
En	
  drift	
  het	
  schuim	
  er	
  bovenan.	
  
	
  
Vroeger	
  plukte	
  kinderen	
  blowcn	
  
Langs	
  de	
  molen	
  in	
  het	
  graan	
  
How	
  is	
  het	
  grondbeleid	
  geworden	
  
Onze	
  kinderen	
  moeten	
  gaan	
  
	
  
Mannen	
  vrouwen	
  van	
  Terlanen	
  
Laat	
  one	
  samen	
  hand	
  in	
  hand	
  
Voor	
  het	
  dorp	
  waarin	
  wij	
  wonen	
  
Stijden	
  voor	
  een	
  hechte	
  band.	
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TERMINE
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Title:

TERMINE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Termine old mountain village.
Born to forge a new direction.
Your people strong their spirit gentle.
The world awaits your glory.
Sing of hope and future.
Termine transformed by being.
Living now the needed dreaming
Called to serve you're standing tall
Reborn community
Guiding men to freedom.
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THANK GOD, I’M A LOCAL MAN
1
Well, I came to a town
And travelled around
Searched for a job
Then settled down
‘Til along came a circus
With strange spirit clowns
Branding wedgeblades on my crown
They had their grids
They had had their papers and
Plane reservations for
Cosmic capers
Symbols and manuals for global gapers
Good God, they were global men
2
My eyes grew big
My mind was blown
How could this be
This earth’s not my home
I looked at my house
And felt all alone
A new seed had been sewn
I looked at those grids
I looked at those papers and
Plane reservations for
Cosmic capers
Symbols and manuals for global gapers
Good God, I’m a global man
3
I looked at my past
I looked ahead
Saw lives like mine
Waiting to be fed
It can’t be done
Is what I said
Then I crawled back to my bed
I hid from the grids
I hid from the papers and
Plane reservations for
Cosmic capers,
Symbols and manuals for global gapers
No way, I’m just a local man

Title:

THANK GOD, I’M

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

Thank God, I’m a C

Speaker:
Type:

4
I felt so weak
My spirits were low
I resented my life
And the world’s weary load
I looked at my community
And stared at the globe
But saw faith, love, and hope
So I got my grids and
I got my papers and
Plane reservations for
Cosmic capers
Symbols and manuals for
global gapers
Thank God, I’m a global man
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Yes, I got my grids and
I got my papers and
Plane reservations for
Cosmic capers
Symbols and manuals for
global gapers
Thank God, I’m a local man
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THAT HE REIGN

Title:
Keywords 1:

THAT HE REIGN

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Hymns

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Slaves of Christ, his mercy we remember, and his will that our lands for him we win,
That he reign—our witness we shall bear, for all his brethren care,
And his communion share in all our work and prayer.
Refrain:
Slaves of Christ, his mercy we remember, and His will that our lands for Him we
win.
Calling men, the laboring and the laden, to his feet that their burdens He may lift.
At his work—their sorrows fully past, their troubles on him cast,
Their sickness healed at last, will men to him hold fast.
Bringing him, our Master and our Savior, where his sword must all false pretenses slay.
That his peace—may shatter human pride, the right from wrong divide,
The widow's cause decide, injustice set aside.
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THAT OLD BLACK MAGIC
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Title:

THAT OLD BLACK

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

That old black magic has me in its spell.
That old black magic that you weave so well
Those icy fingers up and down my spine,
The same old witchcraft when your eyes meet mine.
The same old tingle that I feel inside.
And then that elevator starts its ride,
And down and down I go, ‘round and ‘roud I go.
Like a leaf that’s caught in the tide.
I should stay away, but what can I do?
I hear your name, and I’m aflame.
Aflame with such a burning desire.
That only your kiss can put out the fire.
For you’re the lover I have waited for,
The mate that fate had me created for.
And every time your lips meet mine,
Darling, down and down I go,
‘Round and ‘round I go
In a spin.
Loving the spin I’m in
Under that old black magic called love.
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THE CRYING
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Title:
Keywords 1:

THE CRYING

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Oh, I'm a lost and lonely soul; my heart is full of cryin'.
The cry is not for pain of me—it is my God a-dyin'.
He calls to me to give him aid, to help him go on livin'.
He bids me smash my house and brain: my life for him be given.
Refrain:
The Cryin', The Cryin', it calls me to my dyin'.
I say, "O Lord, if that be you, I really must be certain.
Pull back the veil and show your face. What lies behind the curtain?"
The Cry responds in anguished tone, "There is no time for showing.
The past and future wait on you, to die your death not knowing."
It's then I feel the pangs of love for earth and men and heaven.
"I'll save these for you Lord." I cry. "And this can be your leaven."
The Cry responds. "It's not for me; you save what you inherit.
For I must crush your world to bones. and grind it into spirit."
"I'm not a God of virtue now, of peace, or of refinement.
It's war against the infidel-—and that's your one assignment!
The infidel who's satisfied, whose world is staid and stableBring that fat beast before my throne and slay him on my table!"
It's then I know what I had known before the world began;
The infidel, the satisfied, 'tis I who am that man!
Oh, I'm a lost and lonely soul; my heart is full of cryin'.
The Cry is now for pain of me—my God and I are dyin'.
Final Refrain:
The Cryin', the Cryin', new life will come from dyin'.
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THE WAY OF THE CROSS LEADS HOME

Title:

THE WAY OF THE

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

I must needs go home by the way of the cross, there's no other way but this.
I shall ne'er get sight of the gates of light, if the way of the cross I miss.
Chorus:
The way of the cross leads home; the way of the cross leads home.
It is sweet to know, as I onward go, the way of the cross leads home.
I must needs go on in the blood-sprinkled way, the path that the Savior trod,
If I ever climb to the heights sublime, where the soul is at home with God.
Then I bid farewell to the way of the world, to walk in it never more.
For my Lord says, "Come," and I seek my home where he waits at the open door.
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Title:

THE ANCIENT ON

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

We are the Ancient ones of all History
We rush to meet the newly dawning day
With wisdom past and the Secret of the future
We'll dance the way of life with the World.
We are the Ancient ones of all History
Our people are the oldest of them all
We'll take the pain and the tragedies of man
We'll live the suffering that none should bear
We are the Ancient ones of all History
We recreate the hope of giving life
We'll share the dreamtime uttered long ago
We'll sing the wonder of the rising sun.
We are the Ancient ones of all History
We have a sign—our people move once more
We're going to hold up the wisdom of the ages
We're going to hold it up for all time
We are the Ancient ones of all History
The day is come to run and meet the sun
The way is long but the vision travels with us
We'll fill the future with the wonder of it all.
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THE APOSTLE'S CREED
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Title:
Keywords 1:

THE APOSTLE'S C

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

I believe in God
The Father Almighty;
Maker of heaven and earth.
And in Jesus Christ,
His only Son, our Lord.
Who was conceived by the Holy Ghost.
Born of the Virgin Mary;
Suffered under Pontius Pilate;
Was crucified, dead and buried.
He descended into Hell,
On the third day He arose again from the dead.
He ascended
Into Heaven;
And sitteth on the right hand of God,
The Father, Almighty.
From thence He shall come to judge,
The quick and the dead.
I believe in the Holy Ghost,
The Holy Catholic Church,
The communion of saints,
The forgiveness of sins,
The resurrection of the body,
And the life everlasting.
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THE AWAKENING

Title:

THE AWAKENING

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Yellow Rose of Te

Speaker:
Type:

There's a fresh new wind of future blowing hopes and blowing dreams;
It brings a local dawning for those who dare to see.
There's the challenge of engaging toward a local unity;
Down the country roads Town Meeting brings a new community.
Chorus:
It's awakening the people from the mountains to the sea,
From coast to coast their story is filled with destiny.
They will talk of their new visions and a new humanity;
Community resurgence is the global victory.
In the towns of every nation there are those who wait to sing;
Of the promise of tomorrow, the hope that it may bring.
'Cross the world there is a future toward a global unity;
Down the country roads Town Meeting brings a new society.
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Title:

THE BENELUX W

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

We are standing at the crossroads, in the Benelux
Where the cultures come together, in the Benelux
Giving hope to common man Wake up villages, make a plan.
Refrain:
Awakening villages,
towns and neighbourhoods,
in the Benelux
Autrefois, emprise romaine, dans le Benelux
Charles quint y vecu son regne, dans le Benelux
Bois sauvages et abondance
Mines profondes, c'est la romance.
Village people work together, in the Benelux
Youth and elders build the future, in the Benelux
Benelux, how good the light
New communities use their might
Land van dorpen en van di jken. in de Benelux
Druk met handel en wandtapi jtn, in de Benelux
Met een pintie in de hand
En een tual voor ieder land
New communities decide, in the Benelux
How to meet their local needs, in the Benelux.
See the youth, their care unfurled
Looking out to serve the world
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THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

THE	
  BEST	
  THINGS	
  IN	
  LIFE	
  ARE	
  FREE	
  
	
  
The	
  moon	
  belongs	
  to	
  everyone,	
  
The	
  best	
  things	
  in	
  life	
  are	
  free.	
  
The	
  stars	
  belong	
  to	
  everyone,	
  
They	
  gleam	
  thre	
  for	
  you	
  and	
  me.	
  
The	
  flowers	
  in	
  spring	
  
The	
  robins	
  that	
  sing	
  
The	
  sunbeams	
  that	
  shine,	
  
They’re	
  yours,	
  there’re	
  mine.	
  
An	
  d	
  love	
  can	
  come	
  to	
  everyone,	
  
The	
  best	
  things	
  in	
  life	
  are	
  free.	
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THE CADENCE COUNT

Response:
Praise God, Glory Be
Amen, Amen, Amen, Praise God!
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

Into the Land of Mystery
The meaning of Final Reality
Death awaits.
No escape.
Power is born.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

River of Consciousness now is found
Free to Decide the moral ground
Create the self.
Election absurd.
Painful relief.
Consuming mission, Mountain of Care
Election to life the burden you bear
Freely bound.
Never look back.
Pillar of iron.
Tranquility's rapture walks with woe
The hope of no hope defeating the foe
Awful truth
Fitful dance.
Teeming life.
One, Two, Three, Four
the other world
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THE CHARTING SONG

THE CHARTING SONG
Tune: O Holy Night

First find the parts, relate them to each other
And then relate all the parts to the whole.

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Number the paragraphs that you are reading
Then turn your paper on its side and draw a line
Divide up the line with one space per paragraph
Look quickly for the key words that catch your eye
Write them on your chart beneath their number
Choose 2 or 3 more to help your memory
Which group together??
What are these groups about?
Divide these into 2
or more parts and title them
Give a title to the whole paper
What is this all about?
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THE CHRISTIAN WARRIOR

Show
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Title:
Keywords 1:

WARRIOR'S CHANT: Praise Father, Son, and Holy Spirit!
(Repeat 24 times)
Praise Father, Son. and Holy Ghost!

THE CHRISTIAN W

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

WARRIOR'S HYMN:
(Begin on 3rd repeat of Warrior's Chant)
See him there, the Christian warrior!
See him there, the man of black, black, blackl

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

See him there, the Christian warrior!
See him there, the man of brown, brown, brownl
Comment:

See him there, the Christian warrior!
See him there, the man of tan, tan, tan!
See him there, the Christian warrior!
See him there, the man of yellow, yellow. Yellow!
See him there, the Christian warrior!
See him there, the man of white, white, white!
See him there, the Christian warrior!
See him there, the man of red, red, red!
See him there, the Christian warrior!
See him there, the global man, man, man!
See him there, the Christian warrior!
See him there, the man of God, God. Godl
See him there, the Christian warrior!
See him there, the iron man, man, manl
See him there, the Christian warrior!
See him there. the man who's free, free, free!
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THE CHURCH

Title:

THE CHURCH

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

Theme from “Exo

Speaker:
Type:

The Church of God is like the pioneer. the sensitive, responsive one.
Who hears the Word of God and sees His judgements.
And has the vision of the resurrection.
The Church of God is like the Israelite, whose voice denounced idolatry.
Who lived in brother-love, the law responsible.
And thus eventually all nations would be blessed.
The Church of God is like the Nazarene. first risen in obedience.
Who on behalf of all, showed what all men might do.
Who in God's mercy lived and gave that gift to man.
The Church of God, the world-society, to God-in-Christ and Christ-in-God
Responds in hope and trust, repents for all Mankind.
And so reduplicates the deed of Jesus Christ.
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THE CORPORATES,
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Title:
Keywords 1:

THE CORPORATES

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Hey, Mr. Tambo

Speaker:
Type:

Come, Brother Poverty, come and dance for me.
Affirm contingency, and disengage your life from all that binds it.
Chorus:
Oh, Mr. Corporate Man, create the sign for me,
Transform community, in freedom give your life to him who gave it.
Come, Friend Obedience, submit your life to me.
And love humanity; engage your life where history demands it.
Come, Sister Chastity, will one thing for me.
Let go and nothing be: transcend your life as mystery consumes it.
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THE COST OF MY

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
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Global Moveme

Tune:

Anniversary Wal

Speaker:
Type:

Given the chance to do life in the deeps, to serve all mankind is the gift that I be
To care for the world is the burden I bear, invent with my life, 'tis the cost of my care.
Chorus:
Strange aweful power is dancing through me, buoyantly forging impossible be
With all my heart I'm poured out endlessly; I'm burdened eternally.
Wholly engulfed in unbounded rapport, doomed for the world, my life wholly outpoured
Always encumbered, tomorrow is here, molding the future the cost of my care.
Burning with wisdom, empowered to do: the weight of the world for all men everywhere
Guardian of all, to all history an heir: absurdly in charge, 'tis the cost of my care.
Repeat first verse without the chorus.
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Keywords 1:

THE COURAGE TO

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

This world in transition, old 'orms lorn apart;
Creates a new mission, demands a new heart.
The new world is crushing the one that we knew.
Our minds barely touching the change rushing through.
Chorus:
But ours is a dream that gives the world
A vision to share
And ours is the hope that gives the people
Courage to care.
The globe is a village some 4 billion strong.
We're building the home where each one can belong
The cry is beyond us, it beckons us on.
Our passion upon us. eternity-long.
Chorus
If ever a singer were needed to sing
If ever a dreamer were needed to dream,
If ever a people were called to stand,
It's surely this moment, it's surely this land.
Chorus:
Hold on to the dream that gives the world
A vision to share
And cherish the hope that gives the people
Courage to care.
(Repeat last chorus)
. . . a vision to share . . . the courage to care.
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THE CROWDED WAYS OF LIFE

Title:
Keywords 1:

THE CROWDED W

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Where	
  cross	
  the	
  crowded	
  ways	
  of	
  life,	
  
Where	
  sounds	
  the	
  cries	
  of	
  race	
  and	
  clan,	
  
Above	
  the	
  noise	
  of	
  selfish	
  strife,	
  
We	
  hear	
  Thy	
  voice,	
  O	
  Son	
  of	
  man!	
  
	
  
In	
  haunts	
  of	
  wretchedness	
  and	
  need,	
  
On	
  shadowed	
  threshold	
  dark	
  with	
  fears,	
  
From	
  paths	
  where	
  hide	
  the	
  lures	
  of	
  greed,	
  
We	
  catch	
  the	
  vision	
  of	
  thy	
  tears.	
  
	
  
From	
  tender	
  childhood’s	
  helplessness,	
  
From	
  woman’s	
  grief,	
  man’s	
  burdened	
  toil,	
  
From	
  famished	
  souls,	
  from	
  sorrow’s	
  stress	
  
Thy	
  heart	
  has	
  never	
  known	
  recoil.	
  
	
  
The	
  cup	
  of	
  water	
  given	
  for	
  thee	
  
Still	
  holds	
  the	
  freshness	
  of	
  thy	
  grace;	
  
Yet	
  long	
  these	
  multitudes	
  to	
  see	
  
The	
  sweet	
  compassion	
  of	
  thy	
  face.	
  
	
  
O	
  Master,	
  from	
  the	
  mountainside,	
  
Make	
  haste	
  to	
  heal	
  these	
  hearts	
  of	
  pain;	
  
Among	
  these	
  restless	
  throng	
  abide,	
  
O	
  tread	
  the	
  city’s	
  streets	
  again.	
  
	
  
‘Til	
  sons	
  of	
  men	
  shall	
  learn	
  Thy	
  love	
  
And	
  follow	
  where	
  thy	
  feet	
  have	
  trod;	
  
‘Til,	
  glorious	
  from	
  thy	
  heaven	
  above,	
  
Shall	
  come	
  the	
  city	
  of	
  our	
  God!	
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THE CRY THAT’S ARISING
In the day that's so painfully dawning
'Cross the earth
'Cross the earth.
There's a local resurgence a-borning
Strange new birth
Strange new birth.
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Title:

THE CRY THAT’S

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Chorus:
Come on, join in the journey,
Come on, walk in the way,
Come on, give up your life to the call,
To the cry that's a-rising from all people
everywhere
That all the earth does now belong to all
In the midst of each struggle and sorrow
Comes the call
Comes the call.
Everybody’s a-building tomorrow
For us all
For us all.
Now it seems that this new world’s appearing
Much too fast
Much too fast.
And the signs of your care, you start a-fearing,
Just won’t last
Just won’t last.
Now it’s hard, it’s confusing and lonely,
Want to rest
Stop and rest.
But the Way, it has chosen you only
You are blessed
Greatly blessed.
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THE CRYIN’
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THE CRYIN’
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Oh, I'm a lost and lonely soul; my heart is full of cryin'.
The cry is not for pain of me—it is my God a-dyin'.
He calls to me to give him aid, to help him go on livin'.
He bids me smash my house and brain: my life for him be given.
Refrain:
The Cryin', The Cryin', it calls me to my dyin'.
I say, "O Lord, if that be you, I really must be certain.
Pull back the veil and show your face. What lies behind the curtain?"
The Cry responds in anguished tone, "There is no time for showing.
The past and future wait on you, to die your death not knowing."
It's then I feel the pangs of love for earth and men and heaven.
"I'll save these for you Lord." I cry. "And this can be your leaven."
The Cry responds. "It's not for me; you save what you inherit.
For I must crush your world to bones. and grind it into spirit."
"I'm not a God of virtue now, of peace, or of refinement.
It's war against the infidel-—and that's your one assignment!
The infidel who's satisfied, whose world is staid and stableBring that fat beast before my throne and slay him on my table!"
It's then I know what I had known before the world began;
The infidel, the satisfied, 'tis I who am that man!
Oh, I'm a lost and lonely soul; my heart is full of cryin'.
The Cry is now for pain of me—my God and I are dyin'.
Final Refrain:
The Cryin', the Cryin', new life will come from dyin'.
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THE DRAMA OF HUMANNESS

Title:

THE DRAMA OF H
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Phase I - Youth

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Human Journey, we are on the way
Human Journey, it's a glorious day
Nudging the edge of the whole human race
To force the consciousness to greet the age of space—It's here
Human Drama, we are in the play
Human Drama, let's decide to stay
The past and the present. it's glory and strife
Create the odyssey that gives the fulfilled life—It's ours
Human Voyage, we are Global Man,
Human Voyage, it's our time to stand
Profoundly engaged in preserving the earth
And looking for the dawning of its new rebirth—It's now.
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THE EARTH BELONGS TO ALL

Title:
Keywords 1:

THE EARTH BELO
Secular - Other

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Global Moveme

The Future Belon

Speaker:

The flowers of the meadow are greeting the sun; the trees in the forest stand tall.
But gather together to march as one: the earth belongs to all.
Chorus:
All of the goods of the earth and all decisions of history,
And all the inventions of humanness belong to all men through me.
The branch of the linden is leafy and green; the maples are golden in fall.
But somewhere a glory awaits unseen: the earth belongs to all.
The cries of the innocent sound in their pain, the tyrant has vanquished the small.
A powerful ruler lies bound in chains, till earth belongs to all.
A dream of the future is beckoning me. Like waltz music heard at a ball.
The morning will come when all men shall see: the earth belongs to all.
Oh Father, Oh Father, Mysterious Power, your children are gathered to call:
Use us as thy servants to haste the hour the earth belongs to all.
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THE EARTH IS NOT MY HOME

Title:
Keywords 1:

THE EARTH IS NO

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

This earth is not my home
I am a stranger here
I saw around the globe
A mighty word appear.
It seized my deepest soul
And made me realize
The world's a mystery
It rings with ancient cries

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

The Mystery
The Mystery
It flashed before by eyes
And then it went away
I seek it constantly
But lose it every day
I trust it to my death
It carries all my dreams
Its wholeness fills my life,
My brokenness redeemed.
The Mystery
The Mystery
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Tune:

Hark we hear the future shaking.
Humanness is in the making.
Ancient powers that bind are breaking
Rending all the earth.
'Cross the land the fire is burning.
Every human heart is yearning
Fate to destiny is turning
Calling forth new birth.
See the fallen standing,
Victory demanding;
Summon all to serve the call
Defeat of the foe commanding.
March ye generals on to glory.
Vision pain proclaim the story.
Death's fair banner waving o'er ye
Claiming victory!
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THE FIRE ACROSS THE SNOW

Title:

THE FIRE ACROS
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Tune:
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Comment:

Like an all-consuming fire ‘cross the silent sea of snow
Like the dying of the sun that sets the mountains all aglow,
Men of spirit call forth vision of the new community
From the spark of new decision blazes possibility
And the methods show the way to victoriously care
And the land awaits the signal of the chosen ones who dare
All of history laid bare, illumination being there.
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THE FIRST GENERATION

Title:
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Spirit Movemen
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Phase I - Youth

Keywords 3:

Tune:
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Type:

We're the first generation of the new earth coming fast.
We're the first generation of the new earth our fate is cast.
Born into dark mystery, a turning point in history. We see the task, we are the ones.
We're the new men and new women, all that we are is for global change.
We're the new men and new women in the midst of a world where we seem so strange.
Showing all the radical style, picking up that extra mile.
We see the task, we are the one.
We see our lives as lonely stars within a vast black void.
We see our lives as intense fire eternally deployed.
Every move is filled with fright, yet shines through in the black of night.
We see the task, we are the ones.
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THE FIRST NOEL
The first Noel the angel did say
Was to certain poor shepards in fields as they lay:
In fields where they lay a keeping their sheep
On a cold winter's night that was so deep.
Noel Noel Noel Noel
Born is the King of Israel.

Title:
Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

Christmas Carol

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

They looked up and saw a star
Shining in the east beyond them far:
And to the earth it gave great light
And so it continued both day and night.
Noel Noel Noel Noel
Born is the King of Israel.
And by the light of that same star
Three wise men came from the country far;
To seek for a King was their intent,
And to follow the star wherever it went.
Noel, Noel, Noel, Noel,
Born is the King of Israel.
This star drew nigh to the north-west;
O'er Bethlehem it took it's rest,
And there it did both stop and stay,
Right over the place where Jesus lay.
Noel, Noel, Noel, Noel,
Born is the King of Israel.
Then entered in those wise men three,
Fell reverently upon their knee,
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THE FIRST TIME
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THE FIRST TIME
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Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

The first time, ever I saw your face
I thought the sun rose in your eyes
And the moon and stars were the gifts you
gave
To the dark and the empty skies, my love
To the dark and the empty skies.
The first time, ever I kissed your lips
I felt the earth move in my hand
Like the trembling heart of a captive bird
That was there at my command, my love
That was there at my command.
The first time, ever I held you near
And felt your heart beat close to mine
I knew our joy would fill the earth
And last to the end of time, my love
And last to the end of time
The first time, ever I saw your face
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Tune:

Speaker:

The flowers of the meadow are greeting the sun; the trees in the forest stand tall.
But gather together to march as one: the earth belongs to all.
Chorus:
All of the goods of the earth and all decisions of history,
And all the inventions of humanness belong to all men through me.
The branch of the linden is leafy and green; the maples are golden in fall.
But somewhere a glory awaits unseen: the earth belongs to all.
The cries of the innocent sound in their pain, the tyrant has vanquished the small.
A powerful ruler lies bound in chains, till earth belongs to all.
A dream of the future is beckoning me. Like waltz music heard at a ball.
The morning will come when all men shall see: the earth belongs to all.
Oh Father, Oh Father, Mysterious Power, your children are gathered to call:
Use us as thy servants to haste the hour the earth belongs to all.
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THE FUTURE AWAITS
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THE FUTURE AWA
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Cries of the earth come crashing upon me
The wanting, the striving, the search for the way.
So many dreams were locked deep inside me.
At last we unite in one common quest.
Over the earth people awaken
Claiming the cause--a new world for all.
So many dreams are waiting to happen
We're linked as one with one destiny.
Facing the future with mixed fear and gladness
Forging the courage to stand to the end.
So many dreams! A global resurgence
With passion for all we summon the new.
Chorus:
Now, now is the time
Now is our chance
To care for all
The future awaits for us
To build with hope.
Coda:
Now is our time, the future awaits
And we'll build a new day.
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THE FUTURE OF KINNY
Beneath the swirl of dust and sand,
The Iron formation once began.
Centuries, creation of the Iron.
A lighting bolt that scorched the land.
A deep red vein that ran and ran
The Giant lay sleeping on and on.
Refrain:
Made from the swirl of many centuries
The Lightning Bolt of Iron.
Called from the towns of many nations,
The people made of Iron.
Gathered in service to the whole world,
Kinney will mark her fame.
The Iron Range.
Sign to the World,
A future to be claimed.
Called from the towns of foreign lands,
The miners came in family bands,
Iron Men, they battled with the ore.
They dug the pits so vast and deep.
The Iron awoke from ancient sleep,
The ore that built our century.
Refrain
Today the stories still are told,
Of mighty Iron Men of old,
Who dreamed of new communities.
The Dream remembered from a few
That Iron Men will start anew,
With visions of new vitality.
Refrain
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THE GAMBLER
On a warm summer’s evening on a train bound for nowhere
I met up with a gambler.
We were both too tired to sleep
So we took turns a-starin’ out the window at the darkness
Till boredom overtook us and he began to speak.
He said, “Son, I’ve made a life out of readin’ people’s faces
And knowin’ what their cards were by the way they hold their eyes.
So if you don’t mind my sayin’ I can see you’re out of aces;
For a taste of your whiskey I’ll give you some advice.
Chorus:
“You got to know when to hold ‘em,
Know when to fold ‘em,
Know when to walk away and know when to run.
You never count your money when you’re sittin’ at the table;
There’ll be time enough for countin’ when the dealin’s done.”
So I handed him my bottle
And he drank down my last swallow.
Then he bummed a cigarette and
Asked for a light.
And the night got deathly quiet and
His face lost all expression.
Said, “If you’re gonna play the game,
Boy, you gotta learn to play it right.”
Chorus
“Ev’ry gambler knows that the secret to survivin’
Is knowin’ what to throw away and
Knowin’ what to keep.
‘Cause ev’ry hand’s a winner and
Every hand’s a loser.
And the best that you can hope for
Is to die in your sleep.” And
Chorus
When he’d finished speakin’
He turned back toward the window,
Crushed out his cigarette and
Faded off to sleep.
And somewhere in the darkness
The gambler he broke even,
But in his final words I found
An ace that I could keep.
Chorus
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THE GIFT
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The way has found you, the world around you,
Responding rhythm to something new,
A path of light of hope shines through the clouds
And darkness melts away,
For never could there be another one like you.
A heart is burdened, a shadow darkened,
A lone reflection of something true,
But then a glory glows in emptiness
And shadows pass away,
For never could there be another one like you.
A gift is given, a vision hidden,
The Mystery will await for you,
For nevermore afraid will life awake
To emptiness and pain,
For never will there be another one like you.
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The God of Abraham praise, all praised be his Name,
Who was, and is, and is to be, and still the same!
The one eternal God, ere aught that now appears;
The First, the Last; beyond all thought his timeless years!
His spirit floweth free, high surging where it will;
In prophet's word he spoke of old-- he speaketh still.
Established is his law, and changeless it shall stand,
Deep writ upon the human heart, on sea, or land.
He hath eternal life, implanted in the soul;
His love shall be our strength and stay, while ages roll.
Praise to the living God! All praised be his Name,
Who was, and is and is to be, and still the same!
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THE GUILDSMAN CALL TO ARMS
Guildsmen call forth human
passion

Fighting knights who give to all
men
Authentic life.

Be resurgent life
Build the Earth and be the
craftsmen

Did you call for miracles?

Be resurgent life

For dedicated global men?

Did you call for guildsmen true

We have come to beckon you
Resurgent times are here

Title:
Keywords 1:

Enable man's globality
Visioning communities
Engaging in resurgent life
Serving parish needs
To bring it humanising change
On behalf of all mankind
Healing suffering
And giving life to local man.
Guildsmen sound the call to bring
The cabaret of life to all
In the day to day of life
A joyous dance, a waltz, a ball

Standing in the sweep of time
Creating bold new humanness
Celebrating life
Courageous clowns of history
Revealing fate as destiny
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For servant soldiers of the league
Launching global tactics to
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THE HOW AND THE NOW
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We have confusion of our values
We need the way to tell us how
What we'll have is an awareness
To reach out within the now
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To dream the impossible dream, to fight the unbeatable foe,
To bear with unbearable sorrow, to run where the brave dare not go.
To right the unrightable wrong, to love pure and chaste from afar,
To try when your arms are too weary, to reach the unreachable star.
This is my quest, to follow that star,
No matter how hopeless, no matter how far,
To fight for the right without question or pause
To be willing to march into hell for a heavenly cause.
And I know if I'll only be true to this glorious quest
That my heart will lie peaceful and calm when I'm laid to my rest.
And the world will be better for this,
that one man scorned and covered with scars
Still strove with his last ounce of courage, to reach the unreachable star
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THE INVITATION
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Tune:

Bye, Bye, Love
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Refrain:
Come to me, all you who labor, and are heavy laden'
And I will give you rest. And I will give you rest.
You are invited to be set free. Be not offended, attend to me.
Lay down your burden, pick up your life: the one solution for all your strife.
The call comes daily. confronting me: all former patterns are shaken free.
The man exalted, the God brought low: behind this offense, my death I know.
I'm at the crossroads, I must decide to live offended or faith confide.
There is no reason, the cross to choose: it's my election' my life to lose.
The Church triumphant is yet to be, always becoming in history.
The one salvation, severity: the Church's task is to set men free.
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Refrain:
Launched into the new century
Girded by Courage
Risen to Care
Called by four billion people
Building with new Hope
Living a prayer.

Keywords 3:
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Cries of forgotten ones have rung since the stars were born;
Our ancestors call us through the Yearning.
Cries of forgotten ones will ring 'til the stars grow cold,
The Entry to The Way is pain-filled turning.
Two million villages are stretched out before our eyes;
In the dance of life and death they glory.
Their ecstasy sings out the thrill of the earth fulfilled;
The Vision of The Way is now their Story.
New rays of Faith and power stream through the universe;
Our unborn inherit the new Mission.
A League of daring heroes travel beyond the earth:
The Journey of The Way is endless Vision.
Final Refrain:
Launched into the new century
Creative in Freedom
Corporately blessed
Sign of four billion people
Being the great dream
Loving the quest.
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THE JOURNEY OF YOUR SERVING

Title:

THE JOURNEY OF

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

And the journey of your serving starts with seeing human pain,
When your caring shocks your consciousness, you know you're not the same,
For who you always thought you were turns meaningless and vain,
The journey calls you to the Mystery's claim.
And the journey of your serving shows the suffering of all,
And your strength turns into weakness, and your courage is too small,
And yet the hopes of all the earth without your life will fall,
The journey makes expenditure the call.
The journey then assaults you with life's absurdity,
Each sacrifice seems futile, each sign, a mockery,
You want to turn away from care, to live apostasy,
And yet the journey's chosen you, your life's humility.
And the journey of your serving engulfs you with demand,
Though unworthy, you submit yourself to Mystery's command,
And though you long for just one sign that history understands,
In Being's trust the journey lets you stand.
In the journey of your serving you are always on the Way,
Though despair is your companion, though you're tempted to betray,
And even if you wander far and all your hope is gone,
The journey of your serving journeys on.
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THE JOURNEY’S END
Sent forth to journey
Sent forth to service
Sent forth in caring for this one planet.
this suffering world.
I give my all.
This is my call.
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Refrain:
Dark is the Night,
Glorious the fight,
Long is the March,
Fullness my plight,
Mystery!

Keywords 3:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Future it beckons
An endless pathway
The world now leads me to total giving;
the burden bear.
It's a new day.
I've seen the Way.
Faith is renewed.
My journey empowered.
Darkness illumined by ceaseless serving
of Humankind.
The Journey's end.
My care is friend.
Refrain
Final verse:
Trusting the final One
Loving the Journey
Obey the Election and love the All
with your heart and soul.
The Silence know.
The Stillness grows.
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Wonder of service,
And strength of vision,
A Hope is surging beyond all hopes
of this temporal frame
The Quest is o'er.
I want no more
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THE KING’S BUSINESS
I am a stranger here within a foreign land.
My home is far away upon a golden strand.
Ambassador to be to realms beyond the sea.
I'm here on business for my king.
Refrain:
This is the message that I bring,
A message angels fain would sing.
Oh. be ye reconciled,
Thus saith my Lord and King.
Oh, be ye reconciled to God.
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Tune:

The King;s Busin

Speaker:
Type:

There is a desert there that breaks the surest soul.
All meaning seared away makes life an empty role.
Yet on that arid plain there falls eternal rain
And that’s the pause in our return.
There is a darkness there, profound as death’s domain
The mortal blow to sight leaves hopelessness and pain.
Yet in that pitchest night there shines the glory light.
And that’s the pause in my return.
There is a burning there that’s like the flame of hell.
It’s an apostasy beyond man’s power to quell.
Yet in that aweful fire there sings a holy choir,
And that’s the pause in my return.
Refrain:
There is a stillness there that’s like a violent gale.
And in that ecstasy I know my native vale.
’Tis then I hear the cry of brothers doomed to die.
And that’s the cause of my return.
Refrain:
I am a stranger here, within a foreign land.
My home is far away upon a golden strand,
Ambassador to be to realms beyond the sea.
I’m here on business for my king.
Refrain
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When the world begins its breaking
and the past is all undone
And when justice is forsaken
and the battle's far from won,
Then there comes a new awakening,
a vision like the sun.
When faith remains unshaken
It is then the kingdom comes.
When the world seems filled with darkness
and our dreams are smashed and torn,
When we fly from our own weakness
Taking refuge from the storm
Then a care comes to engage us
like the dawn of a new morn
When love has overcome us,
It is then the power is born.
And when life seems dead and empty
like a dry and dusty plain,
When the wish for peace and plenty
enlarges all our pain,
Then serving takes our safety
yet fullness still remains.
When hope comes from the mystery
It is then that glory reigns
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THE LAND OF THE PAPAGO
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THE LAND OF THE
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In the desert, north of Mexico
Is the district Pisinemo
Distant mountains mark this wide expanse:
Baboquivari stands guarding all.
Refrain:
Now the sun is setting:
The sky is all aglow
Saguaro standing straight and tall
In the land of the Papago
From the earth we build our villages;
Adobe bricks keep our houses cool.
Fences built of ocotilla.
Saguaro ribs shield us from the sun.
Three communities band together,
Reuniting all families;
San Simon and also Santa Cruz
Join along with Pisinemo.
Solemn strength that stands forever
Can create future history.
This the quality that the Papago
Demonstrate for the world to see.
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THE LOCAL VISION
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THE LOCAL VISIO
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Town Meeting

Tune:

Speaker:

We're looking over the town of Plainview
And these are the things we see:
First, are the paved streets, the second the store,
Third, are the schools and the farms by the score.
No more explaining the dreams remaining—
The millions to stilt explore:
Great recreation, participation
Is what we're all hoping for.
We're looking over the town of Plainview,
The future looks bright for all.
Worries and cares will soon fall by the way,
Right up ahead glows a much brighter day.
Working together toward peace forever,
Takes faith and courageous pride,
Plainview the city, of pioneering ,
Will move on with God our guide.
Plainview Town Meeting
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THE LORD’ PRAYER
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THE LORD’ PRAY
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Tune:

Midnight in Mos

Speaker:
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Our Father, who art in heaven,
Hallowed be Thy name;
Thy kingdom come,
Thy will be done
On earth as it is in heaven.
Give to us this day our daily bread,
And forgive us our debts.
As we forgive our debtors,
Lead us not into temptation.
But deliver us from all evil;
For Thine is the kingdom.
The power, and the glory,
Forever and ever, Amen.
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THE LORD’S RESURGENCE OF NORTHUMBRIA

Title:

THE LORD’S RES

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

O the wonder and the pain have come to us again
Like the old saints who've gone on before us.
And our death is made real by the awe that we do feel,
And we join in the everlasting chorus:
Chorus:
You have been called and I have been called,
To the point where history's upon us;
And we dance to that call and we welcome one and all
To the Lord's Resurgence of Northumbria.
The freedom's been given to create a great new Heaven,
And this world stands open before us.
And all that we do see is beyond morality.
And we join in the everlasting chorus:
Our lives are filled with praise as upon this globe we gaze
And the burden of its care stands o'er us.
For it's then we hear the cry of our brothers doomed to die.
And we join in the everlasting chorus:
Now it's all come so clear as we rest beyond all tear.
And Satan is the only foe before us.
And the joy that we've found is beyond all human ground.
As we join in the everlasting chorus:
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When in the past the future beckoned on,
Calling for hope, calling the strong~
Some who dared and rose to do the task
Shaped our future with their past.
Now is our time to rise
To live our deed
Full humanness for all.

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

The March of the

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Far in the future people will behold
One planet earth, one human mold
Daring, engaging all to build the day ..
Alive to the glory of the Way.
Here is our mandate firm
To build for them ..
To build for all the earth.
Hope is our colleague, as we travel on.
Hope beyond hope .. we'll find we're strong.
Not our strength, the Mandate creates more
Than we experienced before.
Now is our time to rise
To live our deeds
Full humanness for all!
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THE MARCH IN THE NOW AND THEN
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Keywords 1:
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Keywords 2:
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

March on, toward a bright new day
Move on, together build the way
Live on, Oh, Suba Panas
Tomorrow's waiting, inviting us NOW.
Dance on. in step we move ahead
Sing on, our voices to be heard
Right on, Oh, Suba Panas
Our lives rejoicing, creating, right NOW.
Today begins a brand new day
Of the march in the NOW and THEN
Come on, together we march again
For Suba Panas is moving on.
March on, toward a bright new day
Move on, together build the way
Live on, Oh, Suba Panas
Tomorrow's waiting, inviting us NOW.
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THE MARCH OF MANKIND
The snout came slithering out of the mud
ADVANCE
ADVANCE
Waiting for arms and feet to bud
ADVANCE
ADVANCE
The dings and lizards ruled all the land
The planet's formation was ready for man
Refrain:
And the march of mankind
Rose from the swamp
Into the air
Up the stream
Daring the dare.
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It was after this an ape sat there
ADVANCE
ADVANCE
His tiny pea brain all covered with hair
ADVANCE
ADVANCE
He found a stick and started a fire
Doing the deed that history required
Refrain
Breaking all barriers, man stepped out
BEGIN BEGIN
He started the nations and made them strong
TO WIN TO WIN
We're the first generation to know we know
Our planet is conquered, we're ready to go.
Refrain
Technology's age is where we're at
MARCH ON
MARCH ON
Exploring the new and coming back
MARCH ON
MARCH ON
It’s now our turn to start afresh
The incredible voyage of consciousness.
Refrain
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Chorus:
March on through the 2-3-2
It's the only task for you
With the twenty-five as the district signs
Then saturation sweeps through the six
And those districts are never the same
Now all the rest, those talukas left,
Bring us home to the two thirty two.
We see industries in the twenty-five each
at twenty people strong
And with district schemes for each HDP
Visibility can't go wrong.
But for those who may have doubts
The village jewels shine out.
There are circuits strong that we're marching on
Circuit meetings mark the way
With the guardians always on our side
At the flanks they always will stay
In the lead who'd ask for more
Then the village leaders core.
Marching troops arrive from across the land
Gram Sabha it sounds the call.
With our leaders trained in most every way.
We are full-rank generals all
And to armies lying low HDTI will go.
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THE MYSTERY IS EVERYWHERE
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Other World
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Other World

Tune:

The Myst'ry is everywhere: I'm trapped in awe for e'er and e'er!
And I must roam through life with all its care, grasping nought for certain except my
dying.
Why should I so driven be to bear with such absurdity?
Still I shall die yearning, lost in the wonder of mystery.
The Myst'ry is everywhere: I'll ne’er escape its awful stare!
Destroyed, unveiled, within a searing glare, doomed to live transparent within my dying.
Why am I condemned to see the pow'r of this finality?
Still I shall die yearning, lost in the wonder of mystery.
The Myst'ry is everywhere: and changes all beyond compare.
It runs to breathe surprise into the air and I find a strange new life in my dying.
Why should I the chosen be to dance with this vitality?
Still I shall die yearning, lost in the wonder of mystery.
The Myst'ry is everywhere: yet I must doubt this one so fair,
For none can ever know its secrets rare and I'll ever be lonely in my dying.
Why's this awful love in me become my sole reality?
Still I shall die yearning, lost in the wonder of mystery.
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The Myst'ry is everywhere: I'm trapped in awe for e'er and e'er!
And I must roam through life with all its care, grasping nought for certain except my
dying.
Why should I so driven be to bear with such absurdity?
Still I shall die yearning, lost in the wonder of mystery.
The Myst'ry is everywhere: I'll ne’er escape its awful stare!
Destroyed, unveiled, within a searing glare, doomed to live transparent within my dying.
Why am I condemned to see the pow'r of this finality?
Still I shall die yearning, lost in the wonder of mystery.
The Myst'ry is everywhere: and changes all beyond compare.
It runs to breathe surprise into the air and I find a strange new life in my dying.
Why should I the chosen be to dance with this vitality?
Still I shall die yearning, lost in the wonder of mystery.
The Myst'ry is everywhere: yet I must doubt this one so fair,
For none can ever know its secrets rare and I'll ever be lonely in my dying.
Why's this awful love in me become my sole reality?
Still I shall die yearning, lost in the wonder of mystery.
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Tune:

New U Community
Come forth with me.
We will all strive together
To shape our destiny.

Speaker:
Type:

Chorus.
New U Street
Is a new street
And the nation,
As a whole,
Builds new communities
Around the globe,
New U Communities
Around the globe.

Comment:

New U Community
Rising anew
From the ruins and the ashes
We can see, we can care,
We can do.
New U Street Town Meeting
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THE NEW MAN
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THE NEW MAN
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Tune:

Speaker:

The	
  world	
  is	
  on	
  my	
  shoulders,	
  it	
  weighs	
  too	
  much	
  to	
  bear.	
  
Still,	
  cries	
  of	
  suffering	
  expose	
  my	
  sounded	
  care.	
  
Boundlessly	
  claiming	
  from	
  me,	
  taking	
  more	
  than	
  I	
  had	
  offered.	
  
	
  
Chorus:	
   Spinning	
  my	
  life	
  a	
  new	
  story,	
  giving	
  a	
  face	
  to	
  the	
  pain	
  
	
  
	
  
Seeing	
  through	
  all	
  of	
  the	
  weakness,	
  filling	
  my	
  whole	
  life	
  with	
  passion	
  
	
  
	
  
Filling	
  the	
  future	
  with	
  glory,	
  surging	
  within	
  me—the	
  new	
  man.	
  
	
  
Life’s	
  complications	
  plague	
  me,	
  nothing	
  is	
  easily	
  dne,	
  
Each	
  new	
  frustration	
  driving	
  deeper	
  the	
  resolve,	
  
So	
  easy	
  to	
  give	
  up,	
  but	
  only	
  over	
  my	
  dead	
  body.	
  
	
  
My	
  life	
  slips	
  through	
  my	
  fingers,	
  I	
  share	
  the	
  sense	
  of	
  doom,	
  
My	
  longing	
  finds	
  a	
  home	
  in	
  setting	
  all	
  men	
  free,	
  
Living	
  beyond	
  the	
  border,	
  meaning	
  bleeding	
  from	
  each	
  moment.	
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Tune:

When the Saints G

Speaker:

Into this land so vast and green
Our fathers came to build a dream.

Type:

Through war and peace they worked together
It was a great 200 years.
Oh, we are now in times of strife
We're at the crossroads of our life.
It's time to make that great decision
To shape the next 200 years.
Oh, we are one, we share the earth,
We give our lives for its rebirth.
We'll be a sign to all the nations
For the next 200 years.
Clarksburg Town Meeting
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THE OTHER WORLD

Title:

THE OTHER WOR

Keywords 1:
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Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

The Blue Danube

Speaker:
Type:

In mystery strange new land I see, the river of consciousness flows free
A mountain of care this world for me, and tranquil like sea within there be.
Comment:

My life is transformed, now wonder-filled, no more shall I live as once I lived,
The other world here in this world is the world that all shall see.
A land strange and vast, an endless plain, the awe-filling meadow lost in rain,
The rocks and the trees on magic ground, entrapped in the mystery I'm found.
The river that wanders ceaselessly, with consciousness wild, the rapids, free.
From spring to the sea, a wide expanse, submissive awareness, endless dance.
A mountain there looms with crags so high, a path winding upward toward the sky,
Upon boulders etched with lines of care, o'ershadowed by worlds my strength so rare.
The sea whisp'ring waves encompass all, e'er beckons with endless rolling call,
Implosion in vibrant silent deeps, unspeakable joy within me leaps.
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Tune:

Chorus:
Come with me, we will be fire 'cross the snow
Exploding the moment wherever we go
Calling forth selfhood, deciding to win
Methods and spirit are what we can bring.
This is the season of cold wind and snow
Nature lies shrouded, the land waits to grow
Down the long highways the circuiters go
Drawn by the trends of the future that blow.
Streets full of people with so much to do
Planning, expending, creating the new,
Working together where once there were few
Showing the world that the dream can come true.
O what a myst'ry to finally care
To lay down your life and to conquer despair;
O what a richness the world has to share
Global communities rise everywhere.
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THE POSSIBLE NOW

Title:

THE POSSIBLE N
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Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

The signs of the times are so clearly defined—Nationwide, world around and locally,
They demand a response to the needs of Mankind with . . .
Comment:

Refrain:
Past sharing—Now caring—Future bending—Life expending
Work demanding—Time to see—The possible now that can be.
The possible now that can be.
The problems that face every one in his life—Nationwide, world around and locally,
Bring cries for relief from the tension and strife with . . .
The path stretched before us is no easy road—Nationwide, world around and locally,
But corporate spirit will lighten the load with . . .
We know that the task will have no final end—Nationwide, world around and locally,
But success will demand that once more we extend our . . .
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Tune:

Parsley, Sage, Ro

Speaker:
Type:

Free yourself from the mind—seeks to order all that is,
And free yourself from the heart's terror, that seeks essence in all things.
Sail calmly toward the abyss, learn to say that nothing exists,
So conquer hope, the greatest temptation, find the freedom you have sought.
Then at time of great happiness, time of virtue or despair,
Someone within will cry out, "Oh, help me!" as he struggles to be free
If you do not hear this voice, do not set out on the march;
You must continue to prepare, till within you hear this cry:
"I, the Cry, am the Lord your God! Not a hope or a home,
I am your general, we are not friends; you are my comrades in arms."
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Tune:

Canada, the land of endless promise.
Of lakes and rivers, open skies and trees
A country owning all horizon's vastness,
Of mountains, plains and silent inland seas.
Refrain:
And the people are waiting for
Vision that calls forth more
Than all the past could ever dream to be,
A present time that holds the sign of new community,
And will be the future gift for all to see.
A fishing fleet that sails three open oceans,
A rocky shield, a mine of wealth untold.
Granaries and factories in motion'
Rising towers, a future to behold.
Winter's wind turns night to freezing shadows,
Summer sun creates an endless day.
People of the world in every window'
Two nations share the light of a new day.
Ancient ones who roamed the country's wonder,
Still live to see what each tomorrow brings.
Behind the land there rolls a mighty thunder
That Canada and all the future sings.
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THE REHEARSAL
Out of Egypt God called a people
Led them through the troubled sea.
Forty years of wandering in the desert
Faithless yet sustained mysteriously,
Land of milk and honey was their vision,
Destined to create history.
Out of Israel God called his prophets
Gave to them the power to be bold.
Ordained to proclaim the word of judgment
And mercy in the covenant of old.
A world of brotherhood, of no idolatry,
Was the promised future that they told.
Like a dove the spirit descended,
Calling forth the carpenter’s son.
Forty days abandoned in the desert
Tempted, he rebuked the evil one.
He went forth to preach and heal his brothers,
The style of cruciformity begun.
The son of man was destined to suffer
All alone he faced that dreadful day.
When the crowd dried out, Crucify him,
Willingly he gave his life away.
The bleeding broken man came leaping from the tomb,
Showing all the resurrection way.
Like flaming tongues the spirit descended
The Church of Jesus birthed in history.
Tried in desert tombs and persecuted
Raised from ruins a new society.
When perversions came and mission was lost
Bold new voices cried to set her free
These are the times and we the people
Led forth in fascinating fears
All the earth belongs to all the people
Is the vision of our forty years,
Cadre, congregation, parish is our prayer.
From death the resurrected life appears.
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THE REPLICATION PROMOTION SONG
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Tune:

Chorus:
Demonstration is the sign for all the earth
Replication moves it on to mass rebirth
So now awaken and engage for this we stand
250 replicate across the land.
Site selection is the sign for victory
Indirection in maneuvering the key
Get out your tools and make your grid the winning
250 replicate across the land.
Chorus:
Local man is now awaiting for the call
And Gram Sabha becomes the time for standing tall
So forge the vision put the future in their hands
250 replicate across the land.
Chorus
Move in the troops and now their presence is the time
To build anew the village too becomes a sign.
The battle won. but just begun. the Iron Man,
250 replicate across the land.
Chorus:
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Some say love it is a river
That drowns the tender reed.
Some say love it is a razor
That leaves your soul to bleed.

Tune:

Speaker:

Some say love it is a hunger
An endless aching need.
I say love it is a flower
And you its only seed.

Type:

Comment:

It's the heart afraid of breaking
That never learns to dance
It's the dream afraid of waking
That never takes the chance.
It's the one who won't be taken
Who cannot seem to give
And the soul afraid of dyin'
That never learns to live.
When the night has been too lonely
And the road has been too long
And you think that love is only
For the lucky and the strong.
Just remember in the winter
Far beneath the bitter snows
Lies the seed that with the sun’s love
In the spring becomes the rose.
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One day we walked along the sand, one day in early spring
You held a piper in your hand to mend its broken wing
Now I'll remember many a day and many a lonely mile
The echo of a piper's song, the shadow of her smile
The shadow of your smile, when you are gone
Will color all my dreams and light the dawn
Look into my eyes my love and see
All the lovely things you are to me
Our wistful little star was far too high
A teardrop kissed your lips and so did I
Now when I remember spring, all the joy that love can bring
I will be remembering the shadow of your smile
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The shadow of your smile when you are gone
Will color all my dreams and light the dawn.
Look into my eyes my love and see
All the lovely things you are to me.
Our wistful little star was far too high,
A teardrop kissed your lips and so did I.
Now when I remember Spring.
All the joy that love can bring,
I will be remembering
The shadow of your smile
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Born to forge, out of the darkest night, the sign of abundant life.
In the midst of strife, struggling, suffering, consuming awe.
Born to join in the long march with those who love the shattered earth.
Calling forth new birth, loving all, serving all, unto death.
Refrain:
The silence has deafened them, the stillness enlivened them.
The future has chosen them to give their lives …
Go forth in love for the mystery, beloved of history;
Blessed in the call, sign of faith, sign of hope, signal of love.
The cry to build the vision of common earth resounds in the heart of men.
Across the sweep of time, echoing, echoing human need.
And hist’r’s saints with ageless voices claim the promise of mystery’s love
Laying down their lives, following, following, giving all.
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Refrain:
Obedience the armor, our poverty the sign,
Our chastity the battle to create the single mind.
The journey of the spirit demands full heart and mind;
To forge the universal on behalf of all Mankind.
To sacrifice as mission, take up your shield and rod;
March on the road, true comrades, of obedience to God.
True poverty in spirit your style and symbol be;
That all Mankind may follow the call to set God free.
Come colleagues of the journey, give up your will to God's,
Become the bloody footsteps on the road our fathers trod.
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The GCF's in town, it is the best around
For waking people up to what can happen in their town.
They laugh, they sing they talk about most everything.
The past they view, the future lies before them new.
Nearby's a GSD there's such a lot to see.
People living working, being new community.
They build, they guild, the village life is ever filled.
With hope. the hope of every village soon renewed.
The GSF steps in, you know they're here to win.
The serving. giving. hoping, working way is where they've been.
They know, they do, they be the presence of the blue.
In youth, in age, they take the lead on history's stage.
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THE SONG OF THE REAPER
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The seed I have scattered in springtime with weeping,
And watered with tears and with dews from on high;
Another may shout when the harvester’s reaping,
Shall gather my grain in the “sweet by and by.”
Refrain

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Over and over, yes, deeper and deeper
My heart is pierced through with life’s sorrowing cry,
But the tears of the sower and songs of the reaper
Shall mingle together in joy by and by.
By and by, by and by,
By and by, by and by,
Yes, the tears of the sower and songs of the reaper
Shall mingle together in joy by and by.
Another may reap what in springtime I’ve planted,
Another rejoice in the fruit of my pain,
Not knowing my tears when in summer I fainted
While toiling sad-hearted in the sunshine and rain.
Refrain
The thorns will have choked and the summers suns blasted
The most of the seed which in springtime I’ve sown;
But the Lord Who has watched while my weary toil lasted
Will give me a harvest for what I have done.
Refrain
"And crowns of victory, crowns of glory, crowns of victory I shall wear!"
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THE SPIRIT

To prophesy that all the earth
Belongs to every man
One must behold a thousand years
And thus unceasing stand.
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Tune:

Chorus:
Our eyes nave seen a thousand years;
We must unceasing stand
And prophesy that all the earth
Belongs to every man.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

We're on the edge for all mankind
We hear the human cry
We point to possibility
In the struggle of our time.
Life is a resurrected deed
Lived that all men be free,
Responding to the global need
In particularity.
Within the painful fire of change
the spirit era sign,
The style through which the depths of life
Are lived for all mankind.
Coda:
I am bound for the promised land,
I am bound for the promised land.
Oh, who will come and go with me?
I am bound for the promised land.
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THE STORY OF WIDEN
Once in Widen, people dreamed
Of the past and all the things they had;
Women’s club, the school, and Poplar Lodge
These made Widen, just the place to be.
Chorus:
Pull together, one and all,
As the past we now recall;
All our greatness still to come,
Now that Widen’s moving on.
Still in Widen, people dream
Of the future, and the hopes they share;
Peace and order must be there for all;
Paving streets, and something for the teens.
Chorus:
Pull together, one and all,
Toward the future we stand tall;
All our greatness still to come,
Now that Widen’s moving on.
Here in Widen we’ve begun
To create the town that’s in our hands
No more waiting for the time to come;
Widen stands a sign for everyone.
Chorus:
Pull together, one and all,
We of Widen sound the call;
All our greatness now has come,
Now that Widen’s moving on.
Come tomorrow Widen stands
Beaming brightly pointing out the way;
Towns and cities looking for a sign;
These made Widen just the place to see
Chorus:
Pull together, one and all,
West Virginia, world and all;
All our greatness now has come,
Now that Widen’s moving on.
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THE TARTAN TREE
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There are pipers wailing in Glasgow town
They're calling for new hope to abound.
And the people gathered will let resound
A great new future for Scotland.
Chorus:
And the cold grey sandstone of Glasgow
town
Will hum again with the young around.
Then the care for all of the world to see
Will emerge from out of the Tartan Tree.
All the rugged highlands of Scotland toil
With people ready to claim their soil.
And the world starts singing of stories told
By the pipers playing in Glasgow.
Now the song of hope will be heard by all
Resounding from the dark city walls
As the lads and lassies again join hands
To dance together 'cross Scotland.
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THE TEN MOVE AS ONE
Say to the world that the time has come
When the ten will build as one
And be a sign for all the world
A vision that the earth belongs to all
We will build as one.
We are people in community
We're bringing forth the ones who will stand
Equip them for the task at hand
Releasing hope in nations to flow
And share their goods and gifts with all
Our resolve that the ten
Shall move as one.
Share with the world approaches that work
Local people point the way
Fifty nations join as one
An event of declaration
We will build as one
Local people meeting face to face
And their wisdom is in demand
Share it, travel throughout the land
Create directions for local care
Communicate them to the world
It's our cry that the ten
Shall move as one.
Be for the world the people who dare
To live forming zones of care
Primal community revealed
The signals of a new society
We will build as one.
Our presence at the centre be
Manifesting global unity
The coalition now is the sign
New spirit forms across the world
All with the Mystery reconciled
It's a sign that the ten
Shall move as one.
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THE TIME IS SURLY COMING
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In the hamlets by the rivers the spirit sleeps.
The cities' streets are dark with tear.
An elder waits, his wisdom stanched.
While children sit with suff’ring eyes, no vision clear.
Refrain:
For the day is surely coming. and soon shall be,
When this falt'ring globe again shall see.
The power and the glory alive and free.
Of local people wakened in community.
Through the stifled sobs of anguish for human lives,
Waste in pointless search' no meaning see.
Amidst the pain-tilled silence we hear the cry,
"Oh, who will venture now to set my people free?"
Refrain:
And around the world responding, a varied band
Those Who Care called out by love to be.
Proclamation of the world, showing life abundant now,
Leading Mankind to the vision given all to see.
Refrain:
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THE TOWNS OF THE NORTH

Refrain:
Towns of the North
With new hopes and dreams there.
To rise to a call of Wales
Freshly wakening.
Oh Towns of the North!
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Tune:

Speaker:

Tywvn (Tahwin) my friend, you got all that you need
Take those who love you and nurture this seed.
Long nights and days of your endlessly caring
Can bring back the fire to The Towns of the North!
Pwlheli (Pothelli), I hear that you had a great day.
Those who were present will ere with you stay.
Now lies before you more life than you know
To again be a diamond of the Towns of the North!
Machynlleth (McKuntleth), your beauty is there to behold
And now a new spirit to care for the whole.
Be brave and be bold for the future is yours.
And your destiny lies with The Towns of the North!
Rhayader (Raider), your passion. so deep and so rare.
To care for tomorrow, for the valley so fair:
Now stand with others who love as you do.
And build for the future The Towns of' the North!
Cerrig (Karrig), your past, a story of strength.
Vow stands at crossroads the future to link.
'The villages like you will soon follow on.
For the sign is so clear for The Towns of the .North!
Sing refrain twice
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The trumpets are sounding announcing a new day
Souls are re-aligning, the remnant greets the Way
Once dead—I wake
We scatter across the globe and meet some day.
The trumpets are sounding, announcing a new way
The vision is unfolding and light now paves the way
Struck blind—I see
There's no one else to build the earth but me.
The trumpets are sounding announcing a new Man
Community's emerging, we march from land to land
Once deaf—I hear
The beat of life and feel no thing to fear.
The trumpets are sounding proclaiming a new world
New castles are rising, their spires like flags unfurled.
Once weak—I'm strong
I leave the past behind and march along.
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THE VICTORY CIRCLE
Storm clouds were threatening o’er the earth,
Mankind denying his human worth.
Generals appointed as those who care,
Now answer the cries,
Respond to the sighs,
The tyranny dare.
Fifth City gave us the global sign,
New possibility for Mankind.
Human resources so long abused,
Are given the chance
Their cause to advance,
No longer refused.
Town Meeting in every county done,
Vic’try, awakenment has begun.
Primal community realized,
The circuiters start
A change in the heart,
And local men rise.
Lightning advance of the servant force,
Striking new hope from its primal source.
Combat engaged with a common mind,
That blasted the gate,
Exploding the fate,
Of all of Mankind.
Thundering hearts beating forth as one,
Earth-shaking rhythm of victory done,
Marking the time of the Kingdom come,
That ushers the day,
The suffering say,
Our destiny won.
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If you would a winner be in making trends reality,
Join the surging local will to build the new community.
We can seize the victory' awaking and engaging all;
Across this land the future calls
To meet the challenge of our day in determining the way,
And with Town Meeting we'll become this history.
If you would a winner be in making trends reality,
Serve the hope of everyone to shape the new society.
We can build a unity where all the earth belongs to all;
Across this world the future calls.
To meet the challenge of our day in determining the way.
And with Town Meeting we'll fulfill this destiny.
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We heard the cry from the past, we heard the cry set forth at last;
Our ancestors plead to live our time,
The crimson line their only awesome sign.
Now all the earth cries out within our hearts: agony.
Comes the dawn of silence.
Beyond the wanderings of time, beyond the race of all Mankind;
I see living bodies torn and crushed,
Life emerging from the arid dust.
Now the face I see is dark beyond all hope: mystery.
Comes the dawn of silence.
Pain and joy and hope unfold, pain and joy and hope untold;
We cannot contain ascending life,
Nor escape the chaos and the strife.
Now the wonder of our God is struggle and love: eternally.
Comes the dawn of silence.
Lightning moment blazing spark, lightning moment in our dark;
The birth and death of every star and tree,
The dread assault of spirit within me.
Then God confronts me with terror and with love: ecstasy.
Comes the dawn of silence.
Burning flame and life is born, burning flame and all is gone;
Trembling and afraid above the abyss,
Grasping now that only nothing exists.
Then I plumb the abyss, my life becomes new birth, ceaselessly.
Comes the dawn of silence.
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THE VOICE OF GOD IS CALLING

Title:
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The voice of God is calling
It summons unto men;
As once He spake in Zion,
So now He speaks again.
Whom shall I send to succor
My people in their need?
Whom shall I send to loosen,
The bonds of shame and greed?

THE VOICE OF GO

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:
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Type:

I hear my people crying
In cot and mine and slum;
No field or mart is silent,
No city street is dumb.
I see my people falling
In darkness and despair.
Whom shall I send to shatter
The fetters which they bear?

Comment:

We heed, O Lord, thy summons,
And answer: Here are we!
Send us upon thine errand,
Let us thy servants be.
Our strength is dust and ashes,
Our years a passing hour;
But thou canst use our weakness
To magnify thy power.
From ease and plenty save us;
From pride of place absolve;
Purge us of low desire;
Lift us to high resolve.
Take us, and make us holy;
Teach us Thy will and way.
Speak and behold! we answer!
Command, and we obey!
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THE WALES SONG
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We	
  are	
  building	
  on	
  the	
  Ferndale	
  dream,	
  
From	
  the	
  Rhjondda	
  to	
  all	
  Wales	
  we	
  stream;	
  
To	
  awaken	
  every	
  district	
  town	
  
Wand	
  turn	
  this	
  nation	
  around.	
  
	
  
	
  
So	
  leave	
  your	
  fears	
  and	
  doubts	
  behind,	
  
	
  
For	
  tomorrow	
  Wales	
  belngs	
  to	
  you	
  and	
  me.	
  
	
  
We’re	
  on	
  the	
  road	
  to	
  victory,	
  a	
  sign	
  to	
  see	
  
	
  
Of	
  a	
  nation	
  standing	
  proud	
  and	
  free.	
  
	
  
From	
  Glamorgan	
  to	
  Mount	
  Snowdon’s	
  peak	
  
From	
  St.	
  David’s	
  to	
  Wrexham	
  town;	
  
From	
  the	
  Powys	
  hills	
  to	
  Aberystwyth’s	
  shore,	
  
You	
  will	
  hear	
  the	
  dragon’s	
  mighty	
  roar.	
  
	
  
Chorus:	
  
	
  
2nd	
  Chorus:	
  
	
  
Come	
  along	
  with	
  me	
  and	
  claim	
  the	
  victory	
  
Of	
  the	
  hope	
  that	
  lies	
  in	
  new	
  community.	
  
We’re	
  on	
  the	
  road	
  to	
  victory,	
  a	
  sign	
  to	
  see	
  
Of	
  a	
  nation	
  standing	
  proud	
  and	
  free.	
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Comment:

In the way tranquil struggle harmoniously
All living together hopefully
In this mystery a new life is given
Brother and sisters are walking in the way.
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Oh we have traveled many miles, ‘cross golden hills, ‘long riversides
And we have lived with hope and pain, where many men have lived and died.
High mountains holding up the sky, snow-covered plains as we go by,
So many folk just yearning to share their tales of yore, their local care.
Strong gusts of wind, clouds hovering o’er, the land awaits from shore to shore.
Make way, the New is here at hand, tomorrow rests with local man.
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Tune:

Local men now awaken
New humanity;
On the farms, in the city,
New society;
Marching forth to the new beat,
Declaring hope for all.
We are they, the caring servants;
Tomorrow is today.

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Chorus:
Now join the endless journey
And walk in the way
Let life go; do the one deed;
And be then filled full.
Future earth now arises,
New globality;
By our hands, with our spirit
New community;
Building now with a new will,
Engaging every gift
We are they, the spirit people;
Tomorrow is today.
Chorus
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THE WAY TO THE FUTURE
Refrain.
We are building the way to the future
With a burning love inside.
We are building the way to the future
In a rolling, swelling tide.
Come and build the way . . .
Each and every day.
The globe is spinning fervently,
Care is calling endlessly,
The world has seized us in its crying need
To be engagers in the deed.
Now we can forge the face of tomorrow,
The joy and the terror surround us.
Every day, the future calls
To risk the new, for a brand new day.
Refrain
The task of greatness brings such awful shame,
Someone else should take this claim,
But though despair exposes all our fear,
We serve the Mystery's call to hear
That we can forge the face of tomorrow,
The joy and the terror surround us.
Every day, the future calls
To risk the new, for a brand new day.
Refrain
We know our passion is not ours alone,
We're given to a vast unknown.
Creation is compassion, we are care,
Entrusted to be those who dare.
And we will forge the face of tomorrow,
The joy and the terror surround us.
Every day, the future calls
Risk the new——A brand new day—
Yes, every day the future calls
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THE WORLD IS ALWAYS WAITING

Title:

THE WORLD IS A

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

The world is always waiting
For a new inspiration
To believe, really believe
That each brand new birth,
Upon the earth
Has one great life to live
And death to give.

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

The world is always waiting
For a new demonstration
That it can, it really can
Forge a brand new path,
Straight through the ash
Of what has died and gone,
And carry on.

Comment:

It doesn't matter now
How you came to know
But if you're the one
You have to let it show.
So take this task to be your own
Prepare to stand alone.
The world is always waiting
For a new invitation
To decide, finally decide
To hear the call, to give it all
Though broken, tired and torn,
And be reborn.
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THE WORLD OF RESURGENCE

Title:
Keywords 1:

THE WORLD OF R

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

The world of resurgence surprises my yearning
For all that I care for and all that I know,
And in the rebirthing and building of spirit
The pain of the struggle becomes my own life,
Where moving it onward will build the new day.
The social forgiveness that spawns a new movement
Lies waiting for calling and coming of age,
And signs of its coming are borning and growing
With power that is hidden and changing in form,
And peoples are following and paving the way.
The city lies open, the village stands ready;
The times move us onward to forge out new men.
The wedge of the mission draws endlessly finer,
Engulfing our passion and claiming our power;
And in all and through all the victory is won.
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THERE IS A TAVERN IN THE TOWN

There is a tavern in the town, in the town,
And there my dear love sits him down, sits him down,
And drinks his wine 'mid laughter free,
And never, never thinks of me.

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Chorus:
Fare thee well, for I must leave thee,
Do not let the parting grieve thee,
And remember that the best of friends must part, must part
Adieu, adieu, kind friends adieu, adieu, adieu,
I can no longer stay with you, stay with you,
I'll hang my harp on a weeping willow tree,
And may the world go well with thee.
He left me for a damsel dark, damsel dark,
Each Friday night they used to spark, used to spark,
And now my love once true to me,
Takes that dark damsel on his knee.
Chorus:
Oh! dig my grave both wide and deep, wide and deep,
Put tombstones at my head and feet, head and feet,
And on my breast carve a turtle dove,
To signify I died of love.
Chorus:
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THERE’S A WIDENESS IN GOD’S MERCY

Title:

THERE’S A WIDEN

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

There’s a wideness in God’s mercy
Like the wideness of the sea,
There’s a kindness in His justice
Which is more than liberty.
There is welcome for the sinner
And more graces for the good,
There is mercy with the Saviour,
There is healing in His blood.

Comment:

For the love of God is broader
Than the measure of the man’s mid,
And the heart of the Eternal
Is most wonderfully kind.
If our love were but more simple
We should take Him at His word,
And our lives would be all sunshine
In the sweetness of our Lord.
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THERE’S NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS
There's no business like show business
Like no business I know
Everything about it is appealing
Everything that traffic will allow
Nowhere could you get that happy feeling
When you are stealing that extra bow

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

There's no people like show people
They smile when they are low
Even with a turkey that you know will fold
You may be stranded out in the cold
Still you wouldn't change it for a sack of gold
Let's go on with the show
The butcher, the baker, the grocer, the clerk
Are secretly unhappy men because
The butcher, the baker, the grocer, the clerk
Get paid for what they do but no applause
They'd gladly bid their dreary jobs
Goodbye for anything theatrical and why
There's no business like show business
And I tell you it's so
Traveling through the country is so thrilling
Standing out in front on opening nights
Smiling as you watch the theater filling
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THIS EARTH IS NOT MY HOME

Title:

THIS EARTH IS NO

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

Tradition

Speaker:
Type:

This earth is not my home, I am a stranger here.
I saw around the globe a mighty word appear.
It seized my deepest soul and make me realize
The world's a mystery: it rings with ancient cries.
The Mystery! The Mystery!
It flashed before my eyes, and then it went away.
I seek it constantly, but lose it every day.
I trust it to my death: it carries all my dreams:
Its wholeness fills my life, my brokenness redeemed.
The Mystery! The Mystery!
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THIS IS CHARLOTTEVILLE

Have you ever seen a land like this,
Where the gentle heart of nature’s left its mark,
From the loveliest of valleys, over endless rolling hills,
Where the summer’s rich with blessings from the earth?

Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Sunlight burns, and rain comes streaming down,
As we work the earth, our temperamental friend,
Comes the evening of the year, golden light, the land lies still,
In our hands we hold the harvest of our lives.

Swirling snows set in, the cold lies deep,
By the fire’s warmth we settle down to dream,
What will come with the dawn; the future’s soon to be ours.
We will shape it with our wisdom flowing free.
When each challenge comes to block our road,
We’ll remind ourselves that spring is winter’s end.
Where there’s new life a’bloomin’, all the world is ours to share.
Come, my brothers, come my sister, let us care.
Refrain (sing twice)
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Comment:

Refrain:
Yes, this is Charlotteville
Let the whole world know
We’re alive and going where we want to go,
Toward a future full of promise,
Freedom, hope, tranquility,
We will sing its story, working side by side.
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THIS IS OUR TASK
To care the uncareable care,
To see the unseeable claim,
To do the undoable wonder,
To speak the unceasing demand.
To call the unfaceable call
To love the unloveable past,
To will unalternable vision,
To rule the insuferable pain.
Refrain
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Title:

THIS IS OUR TASK

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

To hope unendurable hope.
To hear the unhearable cry.
To trust the encounterable passion.
To free the obedient path
To dance discontinuous dance,
To choose the unchoosable way.
To style the unstrustable silence
To reach the incrutable face.
Refrain

Comment:

To pray the unspeakable prayer
To lose the invaluable worth
Top bear the unbearable burden
To leap the indifferent Abyss
To risk unforseeable risk
To be the unbeatable sign
To join insurmountable mystery
To burn in unquenchable flame.
This is our Task
To conquer the mode
A body of power
A body that dies
Never to rest
But to follow the cry
To whatever it leads
To walk the unceaseable walk
To follow the cry
This journey of our God
This death we must die
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THIS IS RICHGROVE
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THIS IS RICHGROV

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

De Colores

Speaker:

This is Richgrove
This is Richgrove,
A community of people and
flowers and vegetable gardens.

Type:

Comment:

[Richgrove, CA]

It’s a great place,
It’s a great place,
It’s a great place to hope and to
Dream and to plan for the future.
It’s a new sign,
It’s a new sign,
It’s a new sign of care and of
trust and co-operation.
It’s a place of many colors and cultures
with riches of people and ranches and skills.
And the future of Richgrove is open and bright
as the blue of the sky and the hills.
And the future of Richgrove is open and bright
as the blue of the sky and the hills.
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THIS IS THE YEAR
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THIS IS THE YEAR

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

We're doing it here
And saying it now.
It's time to make a start of it,
This is the year.

Speaker:
Type:

Historically clear.
And shouting it out loud.
Get to the very heart of it.
This is the year.

Comment:

We're going to make it for the future through the past.
Pull it together for now, and make it last.
We're building the base
To carry us through.
And doing more than stating it
This is the year.
We're finding new ways
Of being the blue.
Hammer and nails creating it,
This is the year.
We're going to do it so the whole wide world will know
If these are the times, this is the year!
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THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND

Chorus:
This land is your land, this land is my land.
From California to the New York Islands,
From the Redwood Forest
To the Gulf Stream waters.
This land was made for you and me.
As I was walkin' that ribbon of highway,
I saw above me that endless skyway,
I saw below me that golden valley,
This land was made for you and me.
Chorus:
I've roamed and rambled.
And I've followed my footsteps,
To the sparkling sands of her diamond deserts,
And all around me a voice is sounding,
This land was made for you and me.
Chorus:
When the sun comes shining,
And I was strolling,
And the wheat fields waving
And the dust clouds rolling,
As the fog was lifting a voice was chanting,
This land was made for you and me.
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THOSE WHO CARE
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

5th City

Keywords 3:

Human Develop

Tune:

We	
  know	
  we	
  are	
  chosen,	
  to	
  be	
  those	
  who	
  care.	
  
To	
  know	
  our	
  election,	
  and	
  be	
  those	
  who	
  dare	
  
	
  
Refrain:	
  
	
  
We	
  cannot	
  turn	
  back	
  now,	
  our	
  future	
  is	
  clear	
  
	
  
To	
  claim	
  our	
  election—to	
  be	
  those	
  who	
  care.	
  
	
  
To	
  lay	
  new	
  foundations,	
  that	
  care	
  for	
  mankind.	
  
In	
  building	
  5th	
  City,	
  a	
  new	
  social	
  sign.	
  
	
  
A	
  people	
  of	
  memories,	
  30,000	
  years	
  long.	
  
Telling	
  the	
  wonders,	
  to	
  the	
  land	
  they	
  belong.	
  
	
  
In	
  the	
  midst	
  of	
  the	
  waters,	
  a	
  people	
  alive.	
  
Building	
  a	
  nation,	
  as	
  the	
  third	
  time	
  arrives.	
  
	
  
A	
  nation	
  at	
  crossroads,	
  200	
  years	
  old.	
  
A	
  past	
  to	
  remember,	
  a	
  future	
  to	
  mold.	
  
	
  
Tomorrow’s	
  upon	
  us,	
  it’s	
  urgent	
  to	
  share.	
  
The	
  call	
  to	
  all	
  people,	
  to	
  be	
  those	
  who	
  care.	
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THOSE WHO WAIT ON THE LORD

Title:

THOSE WHO WA

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Those who wait on the Lord shall renew their strength.
They shall mount up on wings as eagles.
They shall run and not be weary, they shall walk and not faint,
Help us, Lord, help us, Lord, in Thy way.
Those who love the Mystery . . .
Those who live the risen life . . .
Those who serve the suffering world . . .
Those who die on the march . . .
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THROUGH HUMBLE SERVICE
Lord,	
  whose	
  love	
  through	
  humble	
  service	
  
Bore	
  the	
  weight	
  of	
  human	
  need,	
  
Who	
  didst	
  on	
  the	
  cross,	
  forsaken,	
  
Work	
  thy	
  mercy’s	
  perfect	
  deed?	
  
	
  
We,	
  thy	
  servants,	
  bring	
  the	
  worship	
  
Not	
  of	
  voice	
  alone,	
  but	
  heart,	
  
Consecrating	
  to	
  thy	
  purpose,	
  
Every	
  gift	
  thou	
  dost	
  impart.	
  
	
  
Still	
  the	
  children	
  wander	
  homeless;	
  
Still	
  the	
  hungry	
  cry	
  for	
  bread;	
  
Still	
  the	
  captives	
  long	
  for	
  freedom;	
  
Still	
  in	
  grief	
  men	
  mourn	
  their	
  dead.	
  
	
  
As,	
  O	
  Lord,	
  thy	
  deep	
  compassion	
  
Healed	
  the	
  sick	
  and	
  freed	
  the	
  soul,	
  
Use	
  the	
  love	
  thy	
  spirit	
  kindles	
  
Still	
  to	
  save	
  and	
  make	
  men	
  whole.	
  
	
  
As	
  we	
  worship,	
  grant	
  us	
  vision	
  
‘Til	
  thy	
  love’s	
  revealing	
  light	
  
In	
  its	
  height	
  and	
  depth	
  and	
  greatness	
  
Dawns	
  upon	
  our	
  quickened	
  sight,	
  
	
  
Making	
  known	
  the	
  needs	
  and	
  burdens	
  
Thy	
  compassion	
  bids	
  us	
  bear,	
  
Stirring	
  us	
  to	
  tireless	
  striving	
  
Thine	
  abundant	
  life	
  to	
  share.	
  
	
  
Called	
  from	
  worship	
  unto	
  service,	
  
Forth	
  in	
  thy	
  dear	
  name	
  we	
  go	
  
To	
  the	
  child,	
  the	
  youth,	
  the	
  aged,	
  
Love	
  in	
  living	
  deeds	
  to	
  show.	
  
	
  
Hope	
  and	
  health,	
  goodwill	
  and	
  comfort,	
  
Witness,	
  aid,	
  and	
  peace	
  we	
  give,	
  
That	
  thy	
  children,	
  Lord,	
  in	
  freedom,	
  
May	
  thy	
  mercy	
  know,	
  and	
  live.	
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THROUGH THE MEDICINE WHEEL

Title:
Keywords 1:

THROUGH THE ME

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Sustainability (n

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Friend, I send a voice, now hear me,
Friend, I send a voice, now hear me.
From the South I call for innocence,
From the West interior seeing.
From the North I call for wisdom,
From the East illumination.
Deep, deep wisdom within,
Whispers of ancestors old.
Deep, deep longing to find,
Healing and wholeness and home.
Caring for the planet, troubled fragile planet,
Courage to create when no one knows the way,
Dance the pain of knowing, live the pain of growing,
Spirit-filled the journey; Oneness is our home.
Friend, I send a voice, now hear me,
Friend, I send a voice, now hear me.
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THU CHAL CHAL RAY (NAVA GRAM PRAYAS SONG)

Title:

THU CHAL CHAL

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Refrain:
Thu chal chal chal chal chal ray
Thu chal chal chal chal chal ray
Thujeko banana hai
Ek naya kal ray
Thu chal chal chal chal chal ray

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Jo jagega woh payega
Jo soyega woh khoyega
Ye bat kai such ye bat atal
Tujh ko banana hai
Ek naya kal ray
Yeh duniya himat walon ki
Yeh duniya meherat walon ki
Thune khoya bahu kuch abto sambhal
Tujh ko banana hai
Ek naya kal ray
Kismat ka rona royega
Sukha jiwan ka woh khoyega
Anmolye din anmol ye pal
Tujh ko banana hai
Ek naya kal ray
Woh chinta kya jo naam na ho
Hai chinta magar jo kaam no ho
Hai kaam hi naam hai kaam hi dhaam
Tujh ko banana hai
Ek naya kal ray
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THUNDERATION
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Phase I - Youth

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Thunder, thunder, thunderation,
We're the present generation—
We can change the situation—
We can move with determination—
Thunder, thunder, thunderation (3 times)
Thunder, thunder, thunderation
We're the future generation—
We can change the situation—
We can move with determination—
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TIENDE PAMOZI (A NATIONAL SONG OF ZAMBIA)

Title:

TIENDE PAMOZI (A

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

L.	
  
	
  
	
  
C:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
L:	
  
C:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Tiende	
  pamozi	
   	
  
Ndimtima	
  umo	
   	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

L	
  
	
  

Tuwuluke	
  Kayosha	
  
Ndimtima	
  umo	
  

Tiende	
  pamozi	
   	
  
Ndimtima	
  umo	
   	
  
	
  
(Repeat)	
   	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

C:	
  
	
  
	
  

Tuwuluke	
  Kayosha	
  
Ndimtima	
  umo	
  
	
  
(Repeat)	
  

Kapini	
  tiye	
  
	
  
Tuli	
  pamozi	
  tiye	
  
Tulli	
  pamozi	
   	
  
Tiende	
  pamozi	
   	
  
Ndimtima	
  umo	
   	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

L:	
  
C:	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Atata	
  tiye	
  
Tuli	
  pamozi	
  tiye	
  
Tulli	
  pamozi	
  
Tiende	
  pamozi	
  
Ndimtima	
  umo	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

(Repeat	
  first	
  column)	
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Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Till the moon deserts the sky,
Till all the seas run dry
Till then I'll worship you.
Till the tropic sun grows cold,
Till this young world grows old
My darling I'll adore you.
You are my reason to live:
All I own I would give
Just to have you adore me.
Till the rivers flow upstream,
Till lovers cease to dream
Till then, I'm yours, be mine
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TILL THERE WAS YOU
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Title:

TILL THERE WAS

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

There were bells on the hill, but I never heard them ringing,
No. I never heard them at all, till there was you.
There were birds in the sky, but I never saw them winging,
No. I never saw them at all, till there was you.
And there was music, and there were wonderful roses, they tell me.
In sweet fragrant meadows of dawn and dew,
There was love all around, but I never heard it singing,
No, I never heard it at all, till there was you
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TIYENDE PAMODZI
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Title:

TIYENDE PAMODZ

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

L: Tiyende pamodzi
Ndimtima umodzi
C: Tiyendi pamodzi
Ndimtima umodzi
(Repeat)
L: Kapini tiye
C: Tuli pamodzi
L: Tiye
C: Tuli pamodzi
Tiyende pamodz.i
Ndimtima umodzi

L: Tuwuluke Kayosil.
Ndimtima umodzi
C: Tuwuluki Kayosha
Ndimtima umodzi
(Repeat)
L: Atata tiye
C: Tuli pamodzi
L: Tiye
C: Tuli pamodzi
Tiyende pamodzi
Ndimtima umodzi
(Repeat first columm)
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Title:

TO BUILD A FUTU

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

We were a mixture of many peoples.
We came to claim the right to live.
We found each other.
We worked together.
We became the envy of all.

Comment:

Today we wonder where we are going.
We fight and fatter, we lose our way.
We now are asking what is of value,
For the future's fresh dawning day.
To build a future for every neighbor,
To see ourselves as friend to aft,
To love the tend and share it wisely,
Will make the whose world very small.
Lacey Town Meeting
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TO CARE FOR ALL
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Keywords 1:

TO CARE FOR AL

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

To care for all, I seek to know what history
Has called for me to bring to be
The mystery consumes my vision constantly,
Yet finally, no end I see.

Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

I Won’t Live a D

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Refrain
When there's no getting over that rainbow;
When my smallest of dreams won't come true
I can take all the madness the world has to give
But I won't last a day without you.
For All in All, I strive to serve with miracles,
Which freedom gives, for all to live.
Though passion dies, and loneliness is never filled,
Creation cries, compassion give.
Burdened with All, I am the one who suffers so
Beloved still, a sign that calls
For others who with ceaseless love for this whole world
Would bend their will, to care for all.
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TO LIVE A DAY
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Keywords 1:

TO LIVE A DAY

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Refrain:
When there's no getting over that rainbow
When my smallest of dreams won't come true
I can take all the madness the world has to give
But I won't last a day without you.
To care for all I seek to know what history
Has called for me, to bring to be
The mystery consumes my vision constantly
Yet finally, no end I see.
For All in All
I strive to serve with miracles
Which freedom gives, for men to live.
Though passion dies
And loneliness is never filled
Creation cries, compassion gives.
Burdened with All
I am a man who suffers so
Beloved still, a sign that calls.
For others who with ceaseless love for this whole world
Would bend their will, to care for all.
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TOMORROWS WHERE WE ARE

Chorus:
Would you like to build on your dreams?
Fill the world with all of your schemes?
West Covina's where you should be.
Come on along and join with me.
The Ranchos of yesteryear, with folks roaming free.
Orange groves as far as you could see.
Our rugged people had a job to do.
They made a beginning here for me and you.
So if we just take a lesson from the past
Roll up your sleeves and build to last!
Chorus
The progress we've made today is wondrous to see
Involvement is how it's come to be.
"Cross the Valley to the Hills" we have found the way
To meet the challenges we face today.
So if you think you would like to lend a hand,
The future here is really grand!
Chorus
Building on yesterday, we move out all fear.
We look straight ahead and see for years.
Our town that's growing has a place for all,
The young and old can joh1 this call.
So if you help us we're sure to reach a star
Because tomorrow's where we are!
Chorus
West Covina Town Meeting
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TONIGHT

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other
Pop Folk

Only you, you’re the only thing I
see, forever,

Good night, good night, sleep well,

Keywords 2:

In my eyes, in my words, in
everything I do,

And when you dream, dream of me
tonight.

Keywords 3:

Nothing else but you, ever.

Tune:

(Tonight, tonight, won’t be just any
night,
tonight there will be no morning star)

Tony, Tony.

Speaker:
Type:

All the world is only you and me
Tonight, tonight it all began tonight
I saw you and the world went away,
Tonight, tonight, there’s only you
tonight,
What you are, what you do, what
you say.
For here you are and what was just
a world
Is a star tonight, tonight.

Tonight, tonight, the world is full of
light
With suns and moons all over the
place.
Tonight, tonight, the world is wild
and bright
Going mad, shooting sparks, into
space.
Today the world was just an
address,
A place for me to live in, no better
than alright
But here you are, and what was just
a world is a star- tonight.
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TONY’S SONG
Could be, who knows
There’s something due any day
I will know right away
Soon as it shows
It may come cannon balling down from
the sky
Bright as a rose,
Who knows,
It’s only just out of reach
Down the block on the beach,
Under a tree,
I’ve got a feeling there is a miracle due
Coming to me
Could it be, yes it could,
Somethin’s comin’, somethin’ could
If I can wait, somethin’s coming
I don’t know what it is, but it is
Gonna be great
With a click with a shock
Door’ll jiggle, door’ll knock,
Open the latch, somethin’s coming,
Don’t know when, but it’s soon
Catch the moon,
One-handed catch
Around the corner
Or whistling down the river
Come on deliver -- to me.
Will it be, yes it could
Maybe just by holding still,
It will be there,
Come on somethin’, come on in,
Don’t be shy, meet a guy
Pull up a chair,
the air is humming
and somethin’ great is coming.
Who knows, it’s only just out of reach,
down the block on the beach
Maybe tonight (3x).
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TOP OF THE WORLD

Title:

TOP OF THE WOR

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Such a feeling's coming over me.
There is wonder in most everything I see,
Not a cloud in the sky, got the sun in my eyes,
And I won't be surprised if it's a dream.
Everything I want the world to be
Is now coming true especially for me,
And the reason is clear, it's because you are here;
You're the nearest thing to heaven that I see.
Chorus:
I'm on the top of the world lookin' down on creation,
And the only explanation I can find,
Is the love that I've found ever since you've been around,
Your love's put me at the top of the world.
Something in the wind just learned my name,
And it's telling me that things are not the same,
1n the leaves on the trees and the touch of the breeze,
There's a pleasing sense ot happiness for me.
There is only one wish on my mind;
When this day is through I hope that I will find,
That tomorrow will be just the same for you and me
All I need will be mine if you are here.
(Repeat chorus twice.)
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TRAEUME WERDEN WAHR
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TRAEUME WERDE

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Es ist die Zeit gekolilnien.
Mch1 Denken muss ein andres sein.
Ich hah mir's vorgenommen.
Ein ncues soil es sein
In meinen Traeulilel1 sche ich.
Em neues Kreuzberg Ost
Mit schoencn grunel1 Strassen.
Und wohnlichen Haeusern.
Auch Menschen aus de gan~en Weh,
Seh'lcn m meinen raeumen,
Sie wollen alle Freunde sein.
Um unserer Zukunh will'n
Wir sind schon ein puar Leute.
Die alle gleiche Traeume hab'n
Wir wollen tun und schaffen,
Dass unser Traum wird wahr.
Ich weiss is ist nicht einfach,
Den Weg zusamm su geh'n.
Doch halten wir zusammen.
Wird unser Traum erfullt!
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TRUMPETS ARE SOUNDING, THE

Title:

TRUMPETS ARE S

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Global Moveme

Tune:

The	
  trumpets	
  are	
  sounding	
  announcing	
  a	
  new	
  day	
  
Souls	
  are	
  re-‐aligning,	
  the	
  remnant	
  greets	
  the	
  way	
  
Once	
  dead—I	
  wake	
  
We	
  scatter	
  across	
  the	
  globe	
  and	
  meet	
  some	
  day.	
  
	
  
The	
  trumpets	
  are	
  sounding	
  announcing	
  a	
  new	
  way	
  
The	
  vision	
  is	
  unfolding	
  and	
  light	
  now	
  paves	
  the	
  way	
  
Struck	
  blind—I	
  see	
  
There’s	
  no	
  one	
  else	
  to	
  build	
  the	
  earth	
  but	
  me.	
  
	
  
The	
  trumpets	
  are	
  sounding	
  announcing	
  a	
  new	
  man	
  
Community’s	
  emerging,	
  we	
  march	
  from	
  land	
  to	
  land	
  
Once	
  deaf—I	
  hear	
  
The	
  beat	
  of	
  life	
  and	
  feel	
  no	
  thing	
  to	
  fear.	
  
	
  
The	
  trumpets	
  are	
  sounding	
  proclaiming	
  a	
  new	
  world	
  
New	
  castles	
  are	
  rising,	
  their	
  spires	
  like	
  flags	
  unfurled	
  
One	
  weak—I’m	
  strong	
  
I	
  have	
  the	
  past	
  behind	
  and	
  march	
  along.	
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TURN BACK, O MAN
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Keywords 1:

TURN BACK, O M

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Turn back, O man, forswear thy foolish ways.
Old now is earth, and none may count her days,
Yet thou, her child, whose head is crowned with flame,
Still wilt not hear thine inner God proclaim,
‘Turn back, O man, forswear thy foolish ways.’
Earth might be fair, and all men glad and wise.
Age after age their tragic empires rise,
Built while they dream, and in that dreaming weep:
Would man but wake from out his haunted sleep,
Earth might be fair, and all men glad and wise.
Earth shall be fair, and all her people one;
Nor till that hour shall God’s whole will be done.
Now, even now, once more from earth to sky,
Peals forth in joy man’s old, undaunted cry,
‘Earth shall be fair, and all her folk be one!’
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TURN OF THE SUN
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Keywords 1:

Turn on the Sun; turn on the Sun
Light up the world, come everyone
Turn off the wind, thunder and rain
Turn on the Sun, let’s smile again
Turn on the Sun; turn on the Sun
Light up the world, come everyone
Turn off the wind, thunder and rain
Turn on the Sun, let’s smile again

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Tinker, tailor man,
Radiate all the love you can
Lawyer, engineer,
Let your heart be a pioneer

Comment:

Turn on the Sun, Turn on the Sun
Open the doors, tell everyone
Bad times are out, Good times are in
Turn on the Sun, let’s smile again
Miner, Steeplejack,
Warm emotions are coming back
Sailor, Stevedore
Here’s a message you can’t ignore
Turn on the Sun, Turn on the Sun
Light up the world, come everyone
Turn off the wind, thunder and rain
Turn on the Sun, let’s smile again
Gather up all the goodness in you
Turn on the sun, Turn on the sun
Love the world like we all can do
Turn on the sun, Turn on the sun
La, la, la …..
Turn on the Sun, Turn on the Sun
Open the doors, tell everyone
Bad times are out, Good times are in
Turn on the Sun, let’s smile again
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TURN THE WORLD AROUND
from a storyteller in Guinea in West Africa; made popular by Harry Belafonte
In 1979 Harry Belafonte explained this song’s inspiration. "I discovered this song in
a small village in Guinea. There I met with a storyteller who went back in African
tradition to tell this story about the fire, sun, water, and earth. He pointed out that
all of us are here for a very, very short time. In that time that we're here, there
really isn't any difference in any of us, if we take time out to understand each
other. The question is: Do I know who you are, or who I am? Do we care about
each other? Because if we do, together we can turn the world around." To sing
along, go to http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yIOSKFNUxRg.

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Sustainability (n

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

We come from the fire
Livin' in the fire
Go back to the fire
Turn the world around (3 x)

Water make the river
River wash the mountain
Fire make the sunlight
Turn the world around

We come from the water
Livin' in the water
Go back to the water
Turn the world around (3 x)

Heart is of the river
Body is the mountain
Spirit is the sunlight
Turn the world around

We come from the mountain
Livin' on the mountain
Go back to the mountain
Turn the world around (3x)

We are of the spirit
Truly of the spirit
Only can the spirit
Turn the world around

Oh, oh so is life
Ah, hah so is life
Oh, oh so is life
Ah, hah so is life

We are of the spirit
Truly of the spirit
Only can the spirit
Turn the world around

Do you know who I am
Do I know who you are
See we one another clearly
Do we know who we are (3 x)

Do you know who I am
Do I know who you are
See we one another clearly
Do we know who we are (3 x)

Oh, oh so is life
A ba tee wah ha so is life
Oh, oh so is life
A ba tee wah ha so is life

Oh, oh so is life
A ba tee wah ha so is life
Oh, oh so is life
A ba tee wah ha so is life (6 x)
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Ithyi	
  Ulutya,	
  Ithyi	
  Ulutya	
  tukwatane	
  
(Repeat)	
  
Twake	
  sukulu	
  twake	
  sukulu	
  ya	
  ukoma	
  
Twake	
  sukula	
  ya	
  uvundi	
  wa	
  moka	
  
Na	
  sivitali,	
  na	
  posita	
  ya	
  value	
  
Na	
  masilanfga,	
  na	
  malelu	
  melami.	
  
	
  
Sisi	
  Ulutuya,	
  Sisi	
  Ulutya	
  tushikne	
  
(Repeat)	
  
Tujunge	
  shule,	
  tujenge	
  shule	
  ya	
  kulala	
  
Tujenge	
  shule	
  za	
  ufundi	
  wa	
  mikono.	
  
Na	
  hosipitali,	
  na	
  Posita	
  ya	
  barua	
  
Na	
  mBq	
  N	
  barbabara	
  za	
  lami.	
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UNIVERSE MAN
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UNIVERSE MAN

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Phase I - Youth

Keywords 3:

Tune:

T his Land is You

Speaker:
Type:

We are the Black Man.
We are the Red Man.
We are the Brown Man.
We are the Yellow Man.
We are the Tan Man
We are the White Man
This is the land for you and me.
Chantedl:
Black Man! Red Man! Brown Man! Yellow Man!
Tan Man! White Man! Universe Man!
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UNIVERSE SONG
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UNIVERSE SONG

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Phase I - Youth

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

We live in the universe
We live in the universe
On the planet earth,
On the planet earth;
We look for life in the sky so blue
And down In the ocean for something new,
Look at the world we have on our hands!
What shall we do?
What shall we do?
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UNTIL MY DAYS ARE DONE

Title:
Keywords 1:

UNTIL MY DAYS A

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

I'm going to work, until my days are done.
I'm going to work, until my days are done.
I'll cease from sorrow, There'll be no tomorrow.
I'm going to work, until my days are done.
I'm going to sing.
I'm going to pray
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UP, UP WITH UP

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Up. Up with Uptown, Lend me an ear.
Lots of things are happening, where do we go from here?
We'll leave it up to you, folks, fill up your cup:
People are saying we're down and out - we'll show you we are up!
And we are Up, Up in Uptown. new buildings here galore.
Trees and flowers and birds and kids, we've sun and fun and shore:
We've gathered here from the world around with global gifts for all.
So look up, world, hear our call.
Up, Up with Uptown. a history unique.
Community a-happening, the urban at its peak:
We'll leave it up to you. folks, to build the global sign:
So gather your tools and lend a hand: Resurgence! Now the time!
And we are Up, Up in Uptown. global gifts galore,
Black and brown and red and white and Men from distant shores.
The guild as a way to build the earth, the earth belongs to all.
Men of Uptown march on tall!
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VEN CONNIGO
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Tune:

Come and Go Wi

Speaker:

Ven	
  conmigo	
  a	
  aquel	
  pais,	
  
Ven	
  conmigo	
  a	
  aquel	
  pais	
  
Ven	
  conmigo	
  a	
  aquel	
  pais,	
  
Adonde	
  voy.	
  	
  (Se	
  repite	
  el	
  verso)	
  
	
  
Hey	
  Misterio	
  en	
  aquel	
  pais	
  .	
  .	
  .	
  
	
  
Hay	
  Libertad	
  en	
  aquel	
  pais	
  .	
  .	
  .	
  
	
  
Hy	
  Amor	
  en	
  aquel	
  pais	
  .	
  .	
  .	
  
	
  
Y	
  hay	
  Gloria	
  en	
  aquel	
  ppais	
  .	
  .	
  .	
  
	
  
Ven	
  conmoigo	
  a	
  aquel	
  pais	
  .	
  .	
  .	
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VENIRE IN TERMINE
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VENIRE IN TERMIN

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Venire in Termine,
Vedere Termine,
Our village five hundred years old,
Our shepherds out watching their fold.
In the past we had castles and convents and bandits
and hid all the prisoners of war,
We had may more people who worked on the land
they adore.
Ballare in Termine,
Cantare in Termine,
Our people at work everyday,
In fields with ripe growing hay,
In the factory we make many products that take
Our fine name to the far U.S.A.
New houses that stand midst a fine fertile land and
We say,
Domani Termine,
Creare a new day,
A sign for all to see,
To take to all ltaly.
Where our bricklayers, bread makers, farmers and
Students all show that they can make a plan.
Where people can all work together to build a
New land.
Venire in Termine
Vedere Termine
Our village five hundred years old,
Our shepherds out watching their fold
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VICTORIES CRY (INYAN WAKAGAPI)

Title:

VICTORIES CRY (I

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Beneath the swirl of wind and old worlds.
Still currents stir life's deeps.
Out of the chaos eyes open wide
Merge in the silence and beckon new life
Plunged in night's well, the sun star appears,
Waking the Earth and Sea.
Dancing our dreams and singing our times.
New beings build new lives.
Teamed in the bond of mystery's love,
Transforming souls untouched by hope's trust.
In noontide's heat, communities appear.
Moving the Earth and Sea
Ageless and sweeping as fire through the lands,
New spirit burns new paths.
Soaring as eagles, namelessly rise,
Steadfastly leagued in victory's cry,
Dusk's glory comes as rivers of care,
Cover the Earth and Sea.
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VIENS AVEC MOI

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

S’il est vrai que la vie sourit aux audacieux
Allons suis-moi et ne sois pas si orgueilleux.
Refrain:
La vie t’attend, t’ouvre les bras
Ne vois-tu pas là-bas, là-bas
Viens avec moi et tu verras!
S’il est écrit que pour être heureux
On ne peut pas y arriver sans vivre á deux.
Suis mon conseil il ne faut pas y repenser
A ce chagrin que tu te dois vite ‘oubliere.
Parc’ u\qu’il ne faut jamais se contenter du peu
Car un peu ce n’est pas assez crois-moi, mon vie
Il faut marcher vers l’avenir, vers le bonheur
Sans s’attarder á regarder souffrir ton coeur.
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VIJAY PANAHI CHAATA HOU

Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Na chahu sona chandi
Na chahu heera moti
Vijay panahi chahata hou.

Comment:

Chorus
We shall not fail, yes
Ours is the victory,
Apala vijay zalach pahije.
V-V-Vijay
Naveen Suthentra.
Jeevan vijaya hai.
Na chahu ghoda gadi
Na chahu bungala madi
VIjay panahi chahata hon.
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Title:

VIJAY ZARLACH
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Na	
  chahu	
  sona	
  chandi	
  
Na	
  chahu	
  heera	
  moti	
  
Vijay	
  panahi	
  chahata	
  hou.	
  
	
  
We	
  shall	
  not	
  fail	
  –	
  yes!	
  
Ours	
  is	
  the	
  victory	
  
	
  
Apla	
  vijay	
  zalach	
  pahije	
  
V-‐v-‐v-‐vijay	
  
Naween	
  swatantra	
  
Jiwan	
  vijaya	
  hai	
  
	
  
	
  
Repeat	
  last	
  three	
  lines	
  
	
  
Na	
  chahu	
  ghoda	
  gadi	
  
Na	
  chahu	
  bungala	
  madi	
  
Vijay	
  panahi	
  chahata	
  hou	
  
	
  
We	
  shall	
  not	
  fail	
  –	
  yes!	
  
Ours	
  is	
  the	
  victory	
  
	
  
Apla	
  vijay	
  zalach	
  pahajay	
  
	
  V-‐v-‐v-‐vijay	
  
Naween	
  swatantra	
  
Jiwan	
  vijaya	
  hai	
  
	
  
	
  
Repeat	
  last	
  three	
  lines	
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VOGAR TO THE DAWN
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VOGAR TO THE DA
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Keywords 2:

Human Develop
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Tune:

Refrain:
Geese fly high so proud and flee.
Strong as the folk of Vogar.
Fly together proud to be,
Sign of Vogar.
Through the frozen waters
Breaking through the barriers,
Gathering from two peoples,
Strength for future life.
Men cross turbulent waters,
Traverse plains and woodlands,
Settle tranquil lakesides,
History gives new life.
Poplar leaves are trembling,
Wind blows through our living,
Spirit moves in dark times,
Sunlight in the night.
Vogar grasps the future,
Weaving strands together
Singing songs and dancing,
Vogar to the dawn.
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VOOM VOOM ASTRONAUT
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VOOM VOOM AST
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Tune:

Baa, Baa Black S
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Comment:

Chant: (Countdown)
10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1,0
Blast Off!!!!
Voom, voom, Astronaut! are you having fun
With the moon and the stars and the very large sun?
Do you like it being all alone?
Or would you rather be back home? Voom, voom,
Astronaut! are you having fun?
With the moon and the stars and the very large sun?
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WADBAH JARDMU PEOPLE

Title:

WADBAH JARDMU
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Tune:
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We are the wise ones with a great past,
We’ll build a future and make it last.
We care for each other, we care for the land,
We care for the world, it’s in our hands.
Chorus:
Wadbah Jardmu people,
Share the Wunan, obey the Law.
Wadbah Jardmu people,
Keep the Dreamtime and be the sign.
Working together, building our town,
The nation is watching; we can’t let them down.
Practical methods, practical care,
Daily deciding that we will dare.
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WAKE UP AND DREAM
Every life is meant for living.

That this world was made for
dreaming,

Every song is to be sung.

If we just wake up and dream.

Every gift is meant for giving.
It's the same for everyone.
For the world was built by
dreamers.

All the world was made for
dreaming,
If we just wake up and dream.

Those who dream and so it seems,
That this world was made for
dreaming,

Title:
Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

If we just wake up and dream.
Comment:

You can wait a lonely lifetime,
For a knock upon the door.
Ships are safe inside the harbour,
But is that what ships are for?

All the world was built by dreamers.
Those who dream and so it seems,
That this world was made for
dreaming,
If we just wake up and dream.

You can wait a lonely lifetime,
For a knock upon your door.
Ships are safe inside the harbour,
But is that what ships are for?

All the world was built by dreamers.
Those who dream and so it seems,
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Amidst a world in trouble it is true
There are songs of hope and vision that are starting to break through.
The chaos may be ringing in your ears,
But the voices won't stop singing until everybody hears.
Chorus:
Walk upon this planet, call it "Home"
From the highest celebration to the deepest pain-filled moan.
This worried world is yearnlng to forgive
And reveal the unity where all together people live.
The truth is higher than a bird can fly.
It's bigger than a mountain—even wider than the sky.
It's deeper than the wells inside the mind
And it's more than what we're seeking or could ever hope to find.
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WARRIORS GO
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Warriors go where I send thee.
How shall I send thee?
I'm gonna send thee:

Comment:

One by one one for the universal
One, one, one with history.
Two for the ying yang struggle . . .
Three for the Father Son and Holy Ghost . . .
Four for the New Religious . . .
Five for the Social Method . . .
Chorus
Six for the Holy Vision . . .
Seven for the Sacred Negation . . .
Eight for the YES of ecstacy . .
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WATCH YE THEREFORE

Title:

WATCH YE THER

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Watch ye, therefore, ye know not the day,
When the Lord shall call your soul away.
If you labor, striving for the right,
You shall wear a golden crown.
Be not like the foolish virgins ten,
For he's coming and you know not when.
Keep your lamps all trimmed and burning bright,
You shall wear a golden crown.
I shall wear a crown, I shall wear a crown,
When the trumpet sounds, when the trumpet sounds.
I shall wear a crown, I shall wear a crown,
I shall wear a golden crown.
Special Ending:
For just as soon as my feet strike Zion, gonna lay down my heavy burdens,
Gonna put on my robe in glory, gonna shout and tell the story,
Gonna come over hills and mountains, step up to the crystal fountain,
Where all of God's sons and daughters will be drinking from the healing waters,
Then we shall wear a golden crown.
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WATCHMAN, TELL US OF THE NIGHT

Title:
Keywords 1:

Watchman, tell us of the night,
What its signs of promise are.
Traveler, o’er yon mountain’s height,
See that glory beaming star.
Watchman, does its beauteous ray
Aught of joy or hope foretell?
Traveler, yes—it brings the day,
Promised day of Israel.
Watchman, tell us of the night;
Higher yet that star ascends.
Traveler, blessedness and light,
Peace and truth its course portends.
Watchman, will its beams alone
Gild the spot that gave them birth?
Traveler, ages are its own;
See, it bursts o’er all the earth.
Watchman, tell us of the night,
For the morning seems to dawn.
Traveler, darkness takes its flight,
Doubt and terror are withdrawn.
Watchman, let thy wanderings cease;
Hie thee to thy quiet home.
Traveler, lo! the Prince of Peace,
Lo! the Son of God is come!
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WE
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Oh, we behold the wonder of our time:
A fragile planet hurled in space.
New worlds of wisdom.
Nations unfolding;
All the peoples of the earth
Join in the common march.
We have turned the universe within.
The vantage of the void our way.
New worlds converging.
Courage emerging:
Burst the barriers of time
With tools to build the earth.
We live our quest for peace and give our all:
That courage is the call to go.
Into the searching.
Into the finding;
Now we stand with all at hand
To give our gifts for all
We live the age when all of us engage
In life and death and care; and now
We are the Sunrise.
We are the Earthrise:
Sign of local man
Joined from land to land we rise
To live a life, to share the gifts of all
That people may stand tall. New Earth
In every village
Burns the new vision
That the world may know the way
The glory of the day,
Coda:
All the earth belongs to all of us.
And all of us belong.
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WE ARE ALL ONE PLANET
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WE ARE ALL ONE
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Tune:
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We are all one planet, all one people of Earth
All one planet sharing our living, our dying, our birth
And we won’t stand by watching her die
Hearing her cry and deny, we live as she lives, we die as she dies
So many ways to divide us, so many ways to build boundr’ies and walls
Systems we set up to hide us, neighborhoods, nations ignoring the call
Of the beings who live outside of the boundaries
Inside of the skins that are different from ours
Creatures whose eyes reflect the same skies and watch the same stars
So many ways to hurt and not heal
To speak and not listen, to act and not feel
And too little time to be simple and see
The circle includes every bird, every tree, every you, every me
Think of the things we love
Remember the ones we love
Open our minds, our hearts and our hands
And trust when we don’t understand
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WE ARE AUSTRALIAN
I'm a bushy, I'm a battler
WE ARE AUSTRALIAN"
I came from the dreamtime from the dusty
red soil plains

I am Australian
[chorus]

I am the ancient heart, the keeper of the
flame

We are one, but we are many

I stood upon the rocky shore

And from all the lands on earth we come

I watched the tall ships come

We share a dream and sing with one
voice:

For forty thousand years I'd been the first
Australian.
[chorus]

I am, you are, we are Australian.
I'm a teller of stories

Title:

WE ARE AUSTRA
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Tune:
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I'm a singer of songs
We are one, but we are many

I am Albert Namatjira

And from all the lands on earth we come

I paint the ghostly gums

We share a dream and sing with one
voice:

I am Clancy on his horse

I am, you are, we are Australian.

I'm the one who waltzed Matilda

I came upon the prison ship bowed down
by iron chains.

I am Australian

I cleared the land, endured the lash and
waited for the rains.

I'm Ned Kelly on the run

[chorus]

I'm a settler.

We are one, but we are many

I'm a farmer's wife on a dry and barren
run

And from all the lands on earth we come

A convict then a free man I became
Australian.
[chorus]

We share a dream and sing with one
voice:
I am, you are, we are Australian.
I'm the hot wind from the desert
I'm the black soil of the plains

We are one, but we are many

I'm the mountains and the valleys

And from all the lands on earth we come

I'm the drought and flooding rains

We share a dream and sing with one
voice:

I am the rock, I am the sky

I am, you are, we are Australian.
I'm the daughter of a digger who sought
the mother lode
The girl became a woman on the long and
dusty road

The rivers when they run
The spirit of this great land
I am Australian
[chorus]

I'm a child of the depression

We are one, but we are many

I saw the good times come

And from all the lands on earth we come
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Tune:

We are the people setting forth on a journey
Responding to the cry of suffering.
Gather all your strength and listen to the call,
For we are summoned by the ones who've gone before.
Hello, new age, we are but one.
We share the struggle with destiny
By the power of the nameless mystery.
With the dawning of the century approaching
Will we stand amidst the brokenness of life?
Dare we dance with all of life's absurdity,
For we are chosen by the new reality.
Local villages are linking together
In a strong and mighty league of humankind.
New approaches open doors to a new world
To a future full of possibility.
The response is up to all who hear the cry
Now we are looking for a place where we can stand
To embrace the power of hope to move the earth,
For we are driven by the winds of history.
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We are here in Fifth City Preschool
Out in Chicago West
To greet each brand new day
We dream our dreams
And we dance our YES
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WE ARE LIVING, WE ARE DWELLING
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Tune:
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Type:

We are living, we are dwelling, in a grand and glorious time,
In an age on ages telling; to be living is sublime.
Hark! The waking up of nations, hosts advancing to the fray;
Hark! What soundeth is creation’s groaning for the latter day.
Will ye play then? Will ye dally far behind the battle line?
Up! It is Jehovah’s rally: God’s own arm hath need of thine.
Worlds are charging, heaven beholding; thou hast but an hour to fight
Now, the blazoned cross unfolding, on, right onward for the right!
Sworn to yield, to waver, never, consecrated, born again,
Sworn to be Christ’s soldiers ever, O for Christ again be men!
O let all the soul within you for the truth’s sake go abroad!
Strike! Let every nerve and sinew tell on ages, tell for God.
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WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS
British rock band Queen 1977 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qRlGFXl_e1E
I've paid my dues
Time after time
I've done my sentence
But committed no crime
And bad mistakes
I've made a few
I've had my share of sand
Kicked in my face
But I've come through
And we mean to go on and on and on
We are the champions - my friends
And we'll keep on fighting till the end
We are the champions
We are the champions
No time for losers
'Cause we are the champions of the World
I've taken my bows
And my curtain calls
You brought me fame and fortune
And everything that goes with it
I thank you all
But it's been no bed of roses
No pleasure cruise
I consider it a challenge before
The whole human race
And I ain't gonna lose
We are the champions - my friends
And we'll keep on fighting
Till the end
We are the champions
We are the champions
No time for losers
'Cause we are the champions of the World
We are the champions - my friends
And we'll keep on fighting till the end
We are the champions
We are the champions
No time for losers
'Cause we are the champions
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WE ARE THE WORLD
British rock band Queen 1977 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qRlGFXl_e1E
I've paid my dues
Time after time
I've done my sentence
But committed no crime
And bad mistakes
I've made a few
I've had my share of sand
Kicked in my face
But I've come through
And we mean to go on and on and on
We are the champions - my friends
And we'll keep on fighting till the end
We are the champions
We are the champions
No time for losers
'Cause we are the champions of the World
I've taken my bows
And my curtain calls
You brought me fame and fortune
And everything that goes with it
I thank you all
But it's been no bed of roses
No pleasure cruise
I consider it a challenge before
The whole human race
And I ain't gonna lose
We are the champions - my friends
And we'll keep on fighting
Till the end
We are the champions
We are the champions
No time for losers
'Cause we are the champions of the World
We are the champions - my friends
And we'll keep on fighting till the end
We are the champions
We are the champions
No time for losers
'Cause we are the champions
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WE CELEBRATE THE WEB OF LIFE

Title:

WE CELEBRATE T
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We celebrate the web of life,
its magnitude we sing;
For we can see divinity
in every living thing.

Comment:

A fragment of the perfect whole
in cactus and in quail,
As much in tiny barnacle
as in the great blue whale.
Of ancient dreams we are the sum;
our bones link stone to star,
And bind our future worlds to come
with worlds that were and are.
Respect the water, land, and air
which gave all creatures birth;
Protect the lives of all that share
the glory of the earth.
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WE CELEBRATE YOUR BEING
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We celebrate your being here
With Being itself in History.
We celebrate your being here
With Being itself in History.
We celebrate your being here
We celebrate your being here
We celebrate your being here
With Being itself in History.
Amen, Amen, A—men
Amen, Amen, A—men
Amen, Amen, A—men
Amen, Amen, A—men
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WE CELEBRATE YOUR FAMILY
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Comment:

We celebrate your family
As Mission from God to History.
We celebrate your family
As Mission from God to History.
We celebrate your family
We celebrate your family
We celebrate your family
As Mission from God to History.
Amen, Amen, A—men
Amen, Amen, A—men
Amen, Amen, A—men
Amen, Amen, A—me
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We gather together to ask the Lord's blessing
He chastens and hastens His will to make known;
The wicked oppressing now cease from distressing,
Sing praises to His name: He forgets not His own.
Beside us to guide us, our God with us joining.
Ordaining, maintaining His kingdom divine;
So from the beginning the fight we were winning;
Thou, Lord, wast at our side, all glory be Thine!
We all do extol Thee, Thou leader triumphant,
And pray that Thou still our Defender will be.
Let Thy congregation escape tribulation:
Thy name be ever praised! O, Lord make us free!
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We	
  live	
  in	
  the	
  Universe.	
  
We	
  live	
  in	
  the	
  Universe.	
  
On	
  the	
  planet	
  Earth	
  
On	
  the	
  planet	
  Earth;	
  
We	
  look	
  for	
  life	
  in	
  the	
  sky	
  so	
  blue	
  
And	
  down	
  in	
  he	
  ocean	
  for	
  something	
  new	
  
Look	
  at	
  the	
  world	
  that	
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We have come from Europe, from It'ly
From Hellas, from Portugal and Spain.
We remember olives, the vineyards,
Sirroco and the Seine.
So say goodbye to bullfights, to pasta,
Siesta, to gypsy caravans,
We can start the journey, the journey
The journey to our chosen land.
Refrain.
We love Australia,
We fill this land
We give ourselves
To be the Asian Man.
So now Bon Dia, Buenas Dias Ninos
We say goodbye to our chosen land.
So now Bon Giorno Calispara
We say good morning to our chosen land.
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WE THREE KINGS OF ORIENT ARE
We three kings of Orient are
Bearing gifts we traverse afar
Field and fountain, moor and mountain
Following yonder star
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Christmas Carol

Keywords 3:

Tune:

O Star of wonder, star of night
Star of royal beauty bright
Westward leading, still proceeding
Guide us to thy Perfect Light
Born a King on Bethlehem's plain
Gold I bring to crown Him again
King forever, ceasing never
Over us all to rein
O Star of wonder, star of night
Star of royal beauty bright
Westward leading, still proceeding
Guide us to Thy perfect light
Frankincense to offer have I
Incense owns a Deity nigh
Prayer and praising, all men raising
Worship Him, God most high
O Star of wonder, star of night
Star of royal beauty bright
Westward leading, still proceeding
Guide us to Thy perfect light
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WE WISH YOU A MERRY CHRISTMAS
We wish you a Merry Christmas
We wish you a Merry Christmas
We wish you a Merry Christmas
And a Happy New Year.
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Keywords 3:

We wish you a Merry Christmas
We wish you a Merry Christmas
We wish you a Merry Christmas
And a Happy New Year.

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Good tidings we bring
To you and your kin
Good tidings for Christmas
And a happy new year.

Comment:

We wish you a Merry Christmas
We wish you a Merry Christmas
We wish you a Merry Christmas
And a Happy New Year.
Good tidings we bring.
To you and your kin
Good tidings for Christmas
And a happy new year.
We wish you a Merry Christmas
We wish you a Merry Christmas
We wish you a Merry Christmas
And a Happy New Year.
We wish you a Merry Christmas
We wish you a Merry Christmas
We wish you a Merry Christmas
And a Happy New Year.
We wish you a merry Christmas
And a happy new year.
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Title:

WE’RE GOING TO

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

We’re	
  going	
  to	
  Kapini	
  
We’re	
  going,	
  going,	
  going	
  
We’re	
  going	
  to	
  Kapini	
  
We’re	
  going,	
  going,	
  going	
  
	
  
We’re	
  going	
  to	
  Kapini	
  
Far	
  away	
  
We’re	
  going,	
  going,	
  going	
  
	
  
We’re	
  going	
  to	
  Kapini	
  
Far	
  away	
  
We’re	
  going,	
  going,	
  going	
  
	
  
We’re	
  going	
  to	
  Malekano	
  
(Repeat	
  verse)	
  
	
  
We’re	
  going	
  to	
  Mulowa	
  

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:
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WE’VE GOT TO BUILD 5TH CITY

We've gotta go out and build Fifth City,
We've gotta build it by ourselves;
Ain't nobody here goin' to build it for us;
We've gotta go out and build Fifth City by ourselves.
Oh, you can't blame it on the devil,
Oh, you can't blame City Hall;
You can't blame the way life is,
You gotta go out and build Fifth City by yourself.
Can't depend on Mr. Do-Good,
Can't depend on city gold;
Oh, we can't depend on Mr. Charley;
We've gotta go out and build Fifth City by ourselves.
We're going to build it with our blackness,
Goin' to build it with our soul; .
Oh, we're going to build it with our power,
We've gotta go out and build Fifth City by ourselves.
We're goin' to build it in Chicago,
As a Sign to all mankind;
Of the power of the people,
Who decide to give their lives to change the world.
We're gonna go out and build Fifth City,
We're gonna build it by ourselves;
Ain't nobody here goin' to build it for us;
We're gonna go out and build Fifth City by ourselves.
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Lonesome Valley
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WE’VE GOT TO BUILD MAPLEWOOD

Title:

WE’VE GOT TO B

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Lonesome Valley

Speaker:
Type:

We’ve got to go out and build Maplewood,
We’ve got to build it by ourselves;
Oh nobody else will build it for us;
We’ve got to build it by ourselves.
We’re going to build it in Rochester,
As a sign to all mankind;
Of the power of the people
Who decide to give their lives to change the world.
We will all work here together
Until the job get done;
So Maplewood will be renewed
A global community.
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WE’VE ONLY JUST BEGUN
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Title:

WE’VE ONLY JUS

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

We've only just begun, to live, white lace arid promises,
A kiss for luck and we're on our way.
Before the rising sun, we fly, so many roads to choose,
We start out walking and learn to run, and yes, we've just begun.
Sharing horizons that are new to us'
Watching the signs along the way
Talking it over just the two of us.
Working together day by day . . .
And when the evening comes, we smile, so much of life ahead.
We'll find a place where there's room to grow.
And yes, we've just begun.
We've only just begun.
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WERE LO BA WA SE (IEDE SONG)

Title:

WERE LO

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen
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Human Develop
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Tune:
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Type:

Comment:

We’re	
  lo	
  bawa	
  se	
  e	
  
We’re	
  lo	
  bawa	
  se	
  e	
  
We’re	
  lo	
  bawa	
  se	
  e	
  
We’re	
  lo	
  bawa	
  se	
  e	
  
O	
  un	
  ti	
  a	
  ro	
  pe	
  ko	
  sese	
  
We’re	
  lo	
  bawa	
  se	
  e	
  
O	
  un	
  ti	
  a	
  ro	
  pe	
  ko	
  sese	
  
We’re	
  lo	
  bawa	
  se	
  e.	
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Title:

WERE LO BAWA

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Mandir masjid tere dhaam,
Sabhuko sanmati de Bhagawan. (Repeat verse)
Were lo bawa se e
Refrain:
Were lo bawa se
Were lo bawa se e
Were lo bawa se
O un ti a ro pe ko sese
Were lo bawa se
O un ti aro pe ko sese
Were lo bawa se.
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WERE LOOKING FOR A NEW FAMILY STRUCTURE

Title:

WERE LOOKING F

Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

We're looking over the new family
structure

Type:

Comment:

That we overlooked before
One is the elders who can
communicate with young
Another is the children who need a
home in the sun,
All we are asking is loving and
caring
To keep the future worthwhile
We're looking over the new familiy
structure,
That we overlooked before
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WERE YOU THERE
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Title:

WERE YOU THER

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Gospels & Spirit

Tune:

Were you there when they crucified my Lord?
Were you there when they crucified my Lord?
Oh, sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble,
Were you there when they crucified my Lord?
Were you there when they nailed him to the tree?
Were you there when they nailed him to the tree?
Oh, sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble,
Were you there when they nailed him to the tree?
Were you there when they laid him in the tomb?
Were you there when they laid him in the tomb?
Oh, sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble,
Were you there when they laid him in the tomb?
Were you there when he rose up from the grave?
Were you there when he rose up from the grave?
Oh, sometimes it causes me to tremble, tremble, tremble,
Were you there when he rose up from the grave?
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WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD
WHAT A WONDERFUL WORLD

Written by Louis Armstrong 1968
To sing along, go to
http://www.playingforchange.com/episodes/what-a-wonderful-world/
I see trees of green,
Red roses too.
I see them bloom,
For me and you.
And I think to myself,
What a wonderful world.

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Sustainability (n

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

I see skies of blue,
And clouds of white.
The bright blessed day,
The dark sacred night.
And I think to myself,
What a wonderful world.

Comment:

The colors of the rainbow,
So pretty in the sky.
Are also on the faces,
Of people going by,
I see friends shaking hands.
Saying, "How do you do?"
They're really saying,
"I love you.”
I hear babies cry,
I watch them grow,
They'll learn much more,
Than I'll ever know.
And I think to myself,
What a wonderful world.
Yes, I think to myself,
What a wonderful world.
Oh, yeah!
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WHEN HOPE FLIES
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Title:
Keywords 1:

WHEN HOPE FLIE

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

When hope flies on the wings of your yearning,
And your fondest desires still linger on;
When hope flies on your dreams of the future
And the world that you wanted you're sure will come
Then hope dies and the vision of longings
Lies empty in the nothing that's there.
Yet hope comes on the wings of tomorrow,
And the wonder of hope is hoping still
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WHEN I SURVY THE WONDEROUS CROSS

Title:
Keywords 1:

WHEN I SURVY TH

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

When I survey the wondrous cross,
On which the Prince of Glory died,
My richest gain I count but loss,
And pour contempt on all my pride.

Comment:

Forbid it, Lord, that I should boast,
Save in the death of Christ, my god;
All the vain things that charm me most,
I sacrifice them to his blood.
See, from his head, his hands, his feet,
Sorrow and love flow mingled down;
Did e’er such love and sorrow meet,
Or thorns compose so rich a crown?
Were the whole realm of nature min,
That were an offering far too small;
Love so amazing, so divine,
Demands my soul, my life, my all.
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WHEN I’M ON MY JOURNEY

Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Phase One - You

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

When I'm on my journey
There is no one there but me.
When I'm on my journey
There is no one there but me.
When I'm on my journey
There is no one there but me.
Lord, I know There is no one there but me.
...
...
...
...
...

I am one with family.
Spirit colleagues there will be.
All mankind I will see.
We will bend all history
There is no one there but me.
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WHEN IRON MEN GO MARCHING IN

Title:

WHEN IRON MEN

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Phase One - You

Tune:

When the Saints G

Speaker:
Type:

When Iron Men go marching in.
When Iron Men go marching in,
There'll be a new day tomorrow,
When Iron Men go marching in.
When City Five has come alive
O when the trend begins to bend
O when the world picks up the sign
For Iron Men it's never done
For Iron Men it's just begun
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WHEN YOU ARE AWARE

Title:

WHEN YOU ARE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Other World

Keywords 3:

Other World

Tune:

When You Are In

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

When you are aware, the whole world is a mountain of care.
Skies constantly weep, over all of the tragedy there.
Then your life belongs to all suffering men everywhere,
When you are aware the whole world is a mountain of care.
Bearing the weight of the world, and the dread of its crushing demands,
Joyously burdened to know that there's no other world on your hands, and,
Your heart starts to soar, with the wonder that's filling the air,
When you are aware, the whole world is a mountain of care.
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WHEN YOU WISH UPON A STAR

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

When you wish upon a star,
Makes no difference who you are,
Anything your heart desires
Will come to you.

Type:

Comment:

If your heart is in your dream,
No request is too extreme,
When you wish upon a star
As dreamers do.
Fate is kind,
She brings to those who love
The sweet fulfillment of
Their secret longing.
Like a bolt out of the blue,
Fate steps in and sees you through,
When you wish upon a star
Your dream comes true
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WHEN YOUR A JET
When you’re a Jet you’re a top cat in town
You’re a gold medal kid with a
heavyweight crown
When you’re a Jet its the swinginest thing
Little boy you’re a man, little man you’re
a king
The Jets are in gear our cylinders are
clickin’
The Sharks should steer clear
Cause every Puerto Rican’s a lousy
chicken
Here come the Jet’s like a bat out of hell
Someone gets in our way someone don’t
feel so well
Here come the Jets, little world step aside
Better go off and hide
We are drawing a line, so keep your noses
hidden
We put up a sign saying visitors forbidden
And we ain’t kiddin’.
Here come the jets, yeah, and we’re going
beat
Every last fucking gang on the whole
fucking street,
On the whole fucking, ever loving street.
From your first cigarette to your last dying
day
When you’re a Jet it’s a family thing
Jet all the way
Check these lines
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WHERE CROSS THE CROWDED WAYS OF LIFE

Title:
Keywords 1:

WHERE CROSS TH

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

Where cross the crowded ways of life,
Where sound the cries of race and clan,
Above the noise of selfish strife,
We hear Thy voice, O Son of man!
In haunts of wretchedness and need,
On shadowed thresholds dark with fears,
From paths where hide the lures of greed,
We catch the vision of thy tears.

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

From tender childhood's helplessness,
From woman's grief, man's burdened toil,
From famished souls, from sorrow's stress
Thy heart has never known recoil.
The cup of water given for thee
Still holds the freshness of thy grace;
Yet long these multitudes to see
The sweet compassion of thy face.
O Master, from the mountainside,
Make haste to heal these hearts of pain;
Among these restless throngs abide,
O tread the city's streets again.
Till sons of men shall learn thy love
And follow where thy feet have trod;
Till, glorious from thy heaven above,
Shall come the city of our God!
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WHERE THERE’S A WILL THERE’S A WAY

Title:

WHERE THERE’S

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Phase I - Youth

Keywords 3:

Where there's a will there's a way
Where there's a will there's a way
Where there's a will
There's a task before us all today
And the word of our team is yay, yay, yay
We're gonna work all day, all day, all day
For where there's a will there's a way

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Where there's a will there's a way
Where there's a will there's a way
Where there's a will there's a way
left right, left right, left
Where there's a will there's a way, left right
The gleam in our eyes says we're gonna fight
We're gonna work all day and night and more
For we are the saints of the bright new hope
left right, left right, left right
Where there's a will there's a way
Where there's a will there's a way
Where there's a will
There's a task before us all today
And the word of our team is yay, yay, yay
We're gonna work all day, all day, all day.
For where there's a will there's a way
Left right, left right, left right, left right
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WHISPERING HOPE
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Title:

WHISPERING HOP

Keywords 1:

Church Religiou

Keywords 2:

Soft as the voice of an angel
Breathing a lesson unheard
Hope with a gentle persuasion
Whispers her comforting word
Wait till the darkness is over
Wait till the tempest is done.
Hope for the sunshine tomorrow
After the shower is gone.

Keywords 3:

Whispering hope,
O how welcome thy voice
Making my heart
In its sorrow rejoice.

Comment:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

If in the dusk of the twilight
Dim be the region afar
Will not the deepening darkness
Brighten the glimmering star?
Then when the night is upon us
Why should the heart sink away?
When the dark midnight is over
Watch for the breaking of day.
Hope, as an anchor so steadfast
Rends the dark veil for the soul
Whither the Master has entered,
Robbing the grave of its goal;
Come then, O come, glad fruition,
Come to my sad, weary heart
Come, O Thou blest hope of glory
Never, O never depart.
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Keywords 2:
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Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Whenever I feel afraid I hold my head erect
And whistle a happy tune so no one will suspect I'm afraid.
While shivering in my shoes I strike a careless pose
And whistle a happy tune, so no one ever knows I'm afraid.
The result of this deception is very strange to tell
For when I fool the people I fear. I fool myself as well.
I whistle a happy tune and every single time
The happiness in the tune convinces me that I'm not afraid.
Make believe you're brave and the trick will take you far,
You may be as brave as you make believe you are.
(Whistle)
You may be as brave, as you make believe you are.
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WHITE CHRISTMAS
I'm dreaming of a white Christmas
Just like the ones I used to know
Where the tree tops glisten
And children listen
To hear sleigh bells in the snow
I'm dreaming of a white Christmas
With every Christmas card I write
May your days be merry and bright
And may all
Your Christmases be white
I'm dreaming of a white Christmas
Just like the ones I used to know
Where the tree tops glisten
And children listen
To hear sleigh bells in the snow
I'm dreaming of a white Christmas
With every Christmas card I write
May your days be merry and bright
And may all your Christmases
May all your Christmases
May all your Christmases
May all your Christmases be white
I'm dreaming of a white
Christmas with you
Jingle Bells
All the way, all the way
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Title:

WHO WILL DARE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Chorus:
Who will dare create the new future?
Who will dare respond to the need?
All the world looks 'round for a new sign
The cry for one to risk the deed.

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

I know that people are responding
Across the villages and towns
They're making claims and new decisions
That turn despair around.
I see men and women working,
Youth and children by their side.
A sense of hope IS now emergmg,
No way to stop the swelling tide.
I see communities deciding
The future does belong to them.
By corporate effort they are striving
To build the world again.
Final Chorus:
Who will dare create the new future?
Who will dare respond to the need?
All the world looks round for a new sign
So come along with me
Pick up this destiny
So come along and build the sign.
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WHY IS THE WONDER SO TRUE
New people bearing
Hopes built together,
These are the ways to share
Out of the someness
Into the oneness,
This is the deed to dare.
Why is the wonder so true?

Title:

WHY IS THE WON

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Chorus:
Profoundly connected,
Our whole life expected,
The planet is beckoning you.

Type:

Comment:

Living life fully,
Living in wholeness,
Create the story to
Reveal the glory
In the new century.
Over and over a new day begins,
Why is the wonder so true?
Chorus
Taking our learnings
Into a new age
Daring to take the lead.
Offering guidance
Into commitment,
Responding to earth's new needs.
Over and over a new day begins,
Why is the wonder so true?
Final chorus:
Profoundly connected,
Our whole life expected
The planet is beckoning to
All of us caring as one,
Our wholeness transforms the new.
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WIDEN FOR THE
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Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Move	
  on	
  Widen,	
  move	
  on	
  for	
  all.	
  
Kid,	
  youth	
  and	
  elders,	
  
Move	
  on	
  for	
  all.	
  
Show	
  each	
  town	
  in	
  this	
  whole	
  state	
  
And	
  show	
  them	
  our	
  strength	
  
And	
  show	
  ‘em	
  we’re	
  great.	
  
	
  
Move	
  on	
  Widen,	
  move	
  on	
  for	
  all.	
  
Kids,	
  youth	
  and	
  elders,	
  
Move	
  on	
  for	
  all.	
  
Everybody	
  can	
  stand	
  tall	
  
And	
  build	
  new	
  community.	
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WIMBA WA DOOP
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Title:

WIMBA WA DOO

Keywords 1:

Chorus:	
  
Sitekii	
  
	
  
	
  
Kwa	
  Kijiji	
  O	
  
	
  
	
  
Kwa	
  Vikundi	
  
	
  
	
  
Viongozi	
  kuf	
  ikiria	
  
	
  
	
  
Juu	
  ya	
  DOOP	
  yote	
  
	
  
	
  
Kijiji	
  huendelea	
  mbele.	
  
	
  
Siteki	
  zetu	
  zote	
  zajua	
  
Nami	
  pango	
  yote	
  ya	
  kufanya	
  
Tufanya	
  kazi	
  zote	
  tujenge	
  siteki	
  yetuu	
  
Tufanya	
  kazi	
  zote	
  tujenge	
  siteki	
  yetuu	
  
	
  
CHORUS	
  
	
  
Kijiji	
  jetu	
  kina	
  ushindi	
  
Kijiji	
  jetu	
  kina	
  mpango	
  
Kama	
  hukabali	
  wewe	
  njoo	
  hujionee	
  
Kama	
  hukabali	
  wewe	
  njoo	
  hujionee	
  
	
  
CHORUS	
  
	
  
Kazi	
  zote	
  niza	
  Vikundi	
  
Kila	
  Kikundi	
  kina	
  mpango	
  
Kama	
  hujajua	
  wewe	
  njoo	
  na	
  jembe	
  lako	
  
Kama	
  hujajua	
  wewe	
  njoo	
  na	
  jembe	
  lako	
  
	
  
CHORUS	
  
	
  
Viongozi	
  wana	
  ushindi	
  
Nautoa	
  visuisi	
  viote	
  
NDIO	
  kijiji	
  jetu,	
  kina	
  songa	
  mbele	
  
NDIO	
  kijiji	
  jetu,	
  kina	
  songa	
  mbele	
  
	
  
CHORUS	
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WIMBO WE TAIFA
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Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Ee	
  Mangu	
  nguvu	
  yetu	
  
Ilete	
  baraka	
  kwetu	
  
Haki	
  iwe	
  ngao	
  na	
  mlinzi	
  
Natukae	
  na	
  undugu	
  
Amani	
  na	
  uhuru	
  
Raha	
  tupate	
  na	
  ustawi	
  
	
  
Amkeni	
  ndugu	
  zetu	
  
Tufanye	
  sote	
  bidii	
  
Nasi	
  tujitoe	
  kwa	
  nguvu	
  
Nchi	
  yetu	
  ya	
  Kenya	
  
Tunayoipenda	
  
Tuwe	
  tayari	
  kuilinda	
  
	
  
Natujenge	
  taifa	
  letu	
  
Ee	
  ndio	
  wajibu	
  wetu	
  
Kenya	
  istahili	
  heshima	
  
Tuungane	
  mikono	
  
Pamoja	
  kazini	
  
Kila	
  siku	
  tuwe	
  na	
  shukrani.	
  

Type:

Comment:
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WITH A SONG IN MY HEART

Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

With a song in my heart, I behold your adorable face,
Just a song at the start, but it soon is a hymn to your grace,
When the music swells I'm touching your hand
It tells that you're standing near, and
At the sound of your voice heaven opens its portals to me.
Can I help but rejoice that a song such as ours came to be?
But I always knew I would live life through
With a song in my heart for you.
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WITHOUT A SONG

Show
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Without a song ,
The day would never end,
Without a song

Speaker:
Type:

The road would never bend;
When things go wrong,
A man ain't got a friend,
Without a song.

Comment:

The field of corn would never see a plow;
That field of corn would be deserted now;
A man is born But he's no good no how
Without a song.
I got my trouble and woe,
But sure as I know the Jordan will roll,
I'll get along as long as a song is strong in my soul.
I'll never know what makes the rain fall.
I'll never know what makes the grass so tall.
I only know there ain't no love at allWithout a song.
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WOBURN LAWN
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Title:

WOBURN LAWN

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Human Develop

Keywords 3:

Tune:

In Woburn Lawn the flowers grow.
And the mountains soar up to the skies.
Though the road is twisting, rough and steep.
Vision shines in the people's eyes.
Refrain:
For we know and say. we're on our way,
We have to work for many a day,
But our hearts are strong.
We know we can't go wrong.
We'll build a village where we're proud to stay.
We'll terrace the hillsides and pave the roads.
Build up our income and markets, too.
We'll teach our children all we know.
So they can see the vision through,
Now our people prosper as they see.
A fuller life for all to share.
And from Jamaica our hands go out
To all the world to show our care.
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WOMEN OF COMPASSION

Show
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Title:

WOMEN OF COMP

Keywords 1:

When 1 walked in the doorway
Another new assignment
Feelin’ kinda lonelyFeelin’ kinda strange~
Then around the corner
Came open arms to hold me
Words to enfold me close
“It’s good to have you home”

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:

Chorus:
To a woman of compassion
Life given in mission
Feeling out the hcart beat
Of universal pain.
You have a way of embracing
New life demanding
Healing with the word of life
Those who come your way.

Type:

Comment:

When the task got heavy
And I was all for quittin'
My eyes started turnin' red
My feet turned to stone:
Then a voice in my darkness
Gentle and reproving
Recalled my life. revealed the now
Said that I'm the one
.
Chorus
As I listened to the stories
Of other nations' journeys
1 knew her deepest longings
Of life for local folk.
As we share time together
Grow with each other
We’ll paint a bold new vision
Of the future just begun.
Chorus
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WORK AS ONE

Show
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Title:

WORK AS ONE

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Town Meeting

Tune:

Kumbayah

Speaker:
Type:

Chorus:
Come together now; work as one
Come together now; work as one
Come together now; work as one
All together; work is done.

Comment:

There was a time when neighbors cared
Oh, where are the things that we once shared
The time has come again to work as one
All together; work is done.
Chorus
At the crossroads; we must decide
We must be aware; we cannot hide
The time has come again to work as one
All together; work is done.
Chorus
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WORLD AWAITS, THE
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Title:

WORLD AWAITS,

Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Life calls for us to be creative,
Times call for us to forge the new.
Some say that cities are outdated,
That’s not true.

Sunrise, Sunset

Speaker:
Type:

We see the city as the future,
Bridging the way for all the world,
Giving our lives for this location,
Now.

Comment:

Chorus:
The world awaits,
The world awaits,
What we do right here.
Maplewood’s the sign for all the future,
Building renewed community.
We are the ones who have occasion,
To name the future that will be.
Pointing to signals of tomorrow,
All will see.
We are the ones who know excitement,
Grasping what is reality.
Showing that life can be each moment.
Chorus
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WORLD IN A VISION
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Title:

WORLD IN A VISIO

Keywords 1:
Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

World in a vision
Cries for new Future
New visions singing hope for the Earth
Hunger is everywhere
War threatens, lives despair
Oppression, the boot, stomps full
humanity
We long for humaness
We long for care and peace
Structures of care building the vision that
we share
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WORLD IS WAITING FOR THE SUNRISE

Title:

WORLD IS WAITIN

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Dear one, the world is waiting for the sunrise.
Ev'ry rose is covered with dew
And while the world is waiting for the sunrise
And my heart is calling you.
(instrumental break)
Dear one, the world is waiting for the sunrise.
Every little rose bud is covered with dew
And my heart is calling you
The thrush on high his sleepy mate is calling
And my heart is calling you.
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YEARS ARE CHANGING ON

Title:
Keywords 1:

YEARS ARE CHA
Secular - Other

Keywords 2:
Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Years are changing on,
Old things coming new,
Searching something new,
Discovering world's truth,
But never. never, never is man satisfied.
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YEH DOSTI
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Spirit Movemen

Keywords 2:

Local Communi

Keywords 3:

Yeh dosti
Hum nahin todengay
Todenga! dum magar
Tera saath na Chodengay

Tune:

Speaker:

Oh Maliwada
All the world can hear your song
And the song of the village
Is the hope that is born.

Type:

Comment:

Male - Uti - Nandapur - Shelgaon
Nava Gram Prayas
Shivni - Tembhurwahi - Khambale - Mangrul
Nava Gram Prayas.
Tan man dananay karm kuru
Tan man dananay karm kuru
Gram acha vikas kuru
Hum tum cha nirnay.
Yeh dosti
Hum nahin todengay
Todangay dum magar
Tera saath na chodengay.
Deso Pachas
Duniya dekh rabi hai aaj.
Ye has gaowonka geet.
Deta ummeedo ko janam
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YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE
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Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Refrain:
You are my sunshine, my only sunshine
You make me happy when skies are grey
You'll never know dear
How much I love you.
Please don't take my sunshine away.
The other night dear, as I lay sleeping
I dreamed I held you in my arms.
When I awoke dear I was mistaken,
So I hung my head and I cried.
I'll always love you and make you happy,
If you will only say the same.
But if you leave me to love another,
You'll regret it all someday.
You told me once dear you really loved me
And no one else could come between.
But now you've left me and love another,
You have shattered all my dreams.
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YOU FILL THE DAY

Show
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Title:
Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Refrain:
You fill the day with your glory and your power,
You fill the night with your quiet and your deep love.
Run with your head up in the wind,
Run with your head up in the wind, the wind:
Your head held high, your soul an open door,
And breathe the wind that makes you free,
And breathe the wind that makes you free.
Stand with your face up in the sun,
Stand with your face up in the sun, the sun:
Your head held high, your soul an open door,
And feel the warmth that makes you free,
And feel the warmth that makes you free.
Lie with your face up in the rain,
Lie with your face up in the rain, the rain:
Your head held high, your soul an open door,
And drink the rain that makes you free,
And drink the rain that makes you free.
Walk hand in hand with one you love,
Walk hand in hand with one you love, you love:
Your head held high, your soul an open door,
And hold the hand that makes you free,
And hold the hand that makes you free.
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YOU’LL NEVER WALK ALONE

Title:
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Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

When you walk through a storm hold your head up high
And don't be afraid of the dark
At the end of the storm is a golden sky
And the sweet silver song of a lark.
Walk on through the wind, walk on through the rain
Though your dreams be tossed and blown
Walk on, walk on with hope in your heart
And you'll never walk alone
You'll never walk alone.
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YOURS
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YOURS

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Love Songs

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Yours till the stars lose their glory.
Yours till the birds fail to sing,
Yours to the end of life's story, this pledge to you dear, I bring.
Yours in the grey of December, here or on far distant shores.
I've never loved anyone the way I love you.
How could I - when I was born to be just yours?
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ZIP A DEE DOO DA
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Title:

ZIP A DEE DOO D

Keywords 1:

Secular - Other

Keywords 2:

Pop Folk

Keywords 3:

Tune:

Speaker:
Type:

Comment:

Zip-‐a-‐de-‐doo-‐da,	
  Zip-‐a-‐dee-‐ay,	
  
My,	
  oh	
  my,	
  What	
  a	
  wonderful	
  day	
  
Plenty	
  of	
  sunshine	
  headin’	
  my	
  way	
  
Zip-‐a-‐de-‐doo-‐da,	
  Zip-‐a-‐dee-‐ay,	
  
	
  
Mr.	
  Bluebird	
  on	
  my	
  shoulder	
  
It’s	
  the	
  truth,	
  It’s	
  actual	
  
Everything	
  iis	
  satisfactual	
  (satisfactch’ll)	
  
Zip-‐a-‐de-‐doo-‐da,	
  Zip-‐a-‐dee-‐ay,	
  
	
  
Wonderful	
  feelin’,	
  wonderful	
  day!	
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